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PEEFACE.

The object of this little work is to give to a large

circle of readers an answer, based on the present state

of science, to the question. What is the Nature of

Light?

In the first fourteen Chapters the laws of reflexion,

refraction, dispersion, and absorption of light are demon-

strated by experiment without reference to any theory

of the nature of light. This comes forward prominently

for the first time in the fifteenth Chapter, in discussing

iVesnel's mirror experiment, and the conclusion arrived

at being in favour of the undulatory theory, it is shown

that this theory is not only in accordance with all the

facts hitherto known, but also affords the most satis-

factory explanation of the phenomena of double Ee-

fraction and polarisation, both of which receive subse-

quent consideration.

Mathematical reasonings are wholly omitted in

the text ; where these are required or appear to be

desirable for the more thorough and complete knowledge

of the phenomena described, they are given in the most
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elementary form, and are added as an appendix to tlie

Chapters.*

Numerous wood-cuts are introduced, many of which

are taken from lln> Athis of Physics of Johann Miiller;

the majority, however, are new, as is also a chromo-

lith()<^rapliic plate of spectra.

I trust that this attempt to render a branch of

Physics, which at first si^'ht seems from its delicate

nature to lie somewhat beyond the grasp of the general

public, intelligible, will meet with a kindly reception

and consideration at their hands.

Eklanokx, Jidi/ 1871.

* The theory of spherical mirrors and lenses, for example, and the

elementary theory of the rainbow, iiro added as Appendices to the Chapters

in which these subjects are discussed.
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OPTICS.

CHAPTER I.

SOOECES OF LIGHT.

1. None of our senses supplies us with such ex-

tensive and exact knowledge of the external world as

that of sight. The eye penetrates into the unfathomable

abj^sses of space, and receives intelligence from regions

the most remote and inaccessible ; it reveals to us the

delicate cells of which living beings are composed,

a,nd perceives the animalcules that people the waters,

whilst the manifold forms which it discloses to the

mind are rivalled only by the exquisite beauty and

charm of colour with which the physical world appears

to be decorated.

The visual organ, like every other special sense,

possesses a peculiar form of sensibility, that of per-

ceiving luminous rays, a faculty which admits of no

more precise definition and explanation than the cor-

responding sensations of sound or heat, of taste or smell.

The sensation of light can only be excited in onr

minds by a stimulus of one kind or another acting upon

the retina, which is the delicate expansion of the optic

nerve lining the posterior part of the eye-ball. The
f B
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stimulus oxcitinp; tho sensation may bo either me-

clumical, as by :i blow, or by pressure made upon thr

eye ; or electrical, as by the passing of a current of

electricity ; or it may even be produced by the motion

of the blood in the vessels of the retina itself.

External objects can therefore only be perceived by

our eyes, or be seryi by us as the result of sometliini]^

proceeding from them, which reaches our retina, and

stimulates it to activity. This something we call light.

The science of light (optics) has a twofold problem

to solve. On the one hand it has to investigate the

laws of light, and on the other to enqiiire into the

phenomena of vision. The former constitutes Physical

Optics ; the latter, rJn/siolo<iical Optics. The former,

or j}hi/sical opticSy is the proper subject of the present

course of lectures.

2. Ever}- form of matter when sufficiently heated

has the power of emitting rays of light, and thus be-

comes self-luminaus. This condition is termed incan-

descence^ and the self-luminous worlds, as the sun and

fixed stars, are doubtless in a condition of intense in-

candescence. All artificial sources of light depend upon

the development of light during incandescence. For

the illumination of our streets and houses at night we

make use of a combustible gaseous combination of

carbon and hydrogen, which forms the chief constituent

of ordinary coal-gas. When this liydrocarbon burns,

that is to say, when its elements unite with the oxygen

of the air, it imdergoes, with coincident evolution of

heat, partial decomposition. Carbon is separated in

the solid state, and floats in a finely-divided and in-

candescent state in the interior of the burning vii]>our,

and this constitutes the flame. The presence of these
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particles of ca^rbon may be easily shown by holding any

non-combustible body in the flame, when the carbon in

fine powder will be deposited upon it, forming a layer

of soot. The combustion of the ppa^ticles of carbon

takes place at the border of the flame, where they are

first brought into contact with the oxygen of the air

;

but if the supply of oxygen to them be insufficient in

quantity, they escape in a partially unburnt condition in

the form of a dark cloud; and the flame is said to smoke.

The brightness of the flame is owing to these solid

incandescent particles, for the burning gas itself pos-

FlG. 1.

Buuscu's burner.

sesses only a feeble illuminating power. This fact may
easily be demonstrated by means of a Bunsen^s burner

( fig. 1 ). In this form of burner ordinary gas conducted

through india-rubber tubing streams into the tube of

the burner. Air enters, however, through an opening

(shown in the adjoining sketch), as well as through a

li 2
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Beconcl opening opposite to it, and mixos itself with the

gas in the interior of the tube. If llif mixture issuing

from the tube be now ignited, it burns with an extremely

feeble flame which deposits no soot on bodies held in

it. For now oxygen is admitted not only to the border

of the flame, but throughout its whole mass, and the car-

bon is accordingly burnt into carbonic acid before it can

separate in the solid form, so that tliellame is composed

of incandescent gases alone. Its illuminating power is

therefore very feeble ; on the other hand, in consequence

of the more perfect combustion that takes place it

possesses a far higher temperature than the flame of

ordinary gas. It is used as a heat-producing flame, and

its temperature can be still further raised by a short

conical chimney supported on six metal arms arranged

in tlio form of a star. If a noUd body be introduced into

this fccbly-luminous flame, such, for instance, as apiece

of platinum wire (see the figure), the incandescent metal

glows with a brilliant light. The luminosity of a

Bunsen's burner can be restored by shutting off the

entry of air, either by closing the holes with the flnger

or by the rotation of a slide which covers them. The

light then becomes nnich more brilliant, with abundant

formation of smoke, its temperature at the same time

falling considerably.

The flames of candles and lamps, whether the sub-

stance l)nrnt be tallow or wax, rape-oil or petroleum,

do not differ essentially from that of an ordinary gas-

burner. The same hydrocarbon gjis which constitutes

the essential constituent of common gas is burnt also iu

them. The hot wick which draws up the fluid material

about to be burnt plays the part of a small gas factory,

the produce of which is used on the spot. The flames

I
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of candles and of lamps all owe their luminosity to the

incandescence of particles of carbon floating in them.

3. A petroleum lamp burns, in the first instance,

with a dull murky flame, giving ofl* a large quantity of

smoke, but it acquires a high degree of luminosity

when the glass chimney is applied, for the presence of

the chimney causes a strong draught, supplying the air

requisite for the thorough combustion of the gas with

which it was previously insufficiently intermingled.

The brilliancy of a petroleum flame is thus materially

exalted by an increased supply of air, wdiilst that of a

Bunsen's burner, as has just been seen, is almost

abolished by the same means. The contrarj^ eff'ects

observed in these two cases admit of easy explanation.

In the latter instance the amount of air supplied is so

great that scarcely any of that separation of the particles

of carbon takes place, which is so necessary in order that

a bright light should be produced. But in a petroleum

lamp, the introduction of a moderate quantity of air,

by effecting the combustion of the superfluous particles

of carbon, causes a higher degree of heat, and con-

sequently a more lively incandescence and illumination

of the still remaining particles.

From all this it is obvious that in order to obtain

the highest illuminating power of a flame in which

hydrocarbonaceous compounds are undergoing combus-

tion, the regulation of the supply of air is essential.

A still greater degree of illumination may be obtained,

if, instead of air, which only contains one-fifth of

oxygen, an appropriate quantity of pure oxygen is

conducted into the flame. A burner constructed with

this object in view is here shown (lig. 2,) and is termed

the oxyyeii lamp or hunier. In this burner coal-gas
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FMl. '2.

-N

Oxygen Fiimp.

flows tlirouf^li the upper hurizuiital tube into a wide one

closed below. Through the uiiddle of this runs a second

narrow tube, whirh is a continuation

of the lower horizontal one, and con-

ducts oxygen from an adjoining gaso-

meter. At the orifice the interspace

between the two tubes is closed by

a funnel-shaped plug, perforated

by a series of small openings from

willeh the coal-gas escapes. When
this is ignited the oxygen is turned

on and enters the interior of tlie flame, the proportion of

the two gases being regulated by means of two stop-

cocks, shown in the figure.

The circular flame can

thus be easily rendered

intolerably bright.

•k Tf more oxygen be

admitted than is necessary

to produce the greatest

degree of illumination, the

brilliancy of the flame is

diminished, but its heat

becomes correspondingly

increased in intensity. If

a bundle of iron wire be

held in the flame the metal

burns with vivacity, giving

off beautiful sparks and

falling in molten drops.

On the other hand, if an infusible and incombustible

substance, as chalk or magnesia, be introduced into

the hot flame, it is raised to white heat and emits

:ht.

j
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a blinding glare. To obtain this

—

Drummond^s lime

light, as it has been named, after its inventor—the

arrangement (shown in fig. 3), may be conveniently

used. Its construction is easily intelligible from what

has been previously stated. The bent burner, shown

separately at the side, consists of a tube traversed by a

smaller one, which last conducts oxygen into the flame

of coal-gas issuing from the annular intervening space

between the two tubes. The obliquely directed flame

plays against a cylinder of magnesia or lime, supported

on a convenient stand, and raises it to a white heat. The

stop-cocks serve to regulate the proportion of the gases.

5. In the sources of light that have hitherto been

considered there has always been a flame ; that is to

say, a stream of burning gas, by the heat of which a

solid body is brought to incandescence and is the cause

of the light. In the 3Iagnesium Lamp, of which a

description will now be given, a solid body, magnesium,

with its silvery lustre, is burnt in the open air, and the

solid product of its combustion, magnesium oxide

(magnesia), shines with a splendid light.

The construction of the magnesium lamp made by

Salomon and Grant, of London, is represented in fig. 4.

A cylindrical box, G, contains two caoutchouc rollers,

which, by means of clockwork set in motion by the key

c, cause a coil of magnesium wire, on the wheel K, to

be slowly unwound and passed through the tube Rf, in

proportion to the rapidity with which it is burnt at/'.

After the end of the magnesium wire has been ignited,

the clockwork is set in motion by pressure on the lever

m, whilst it is stopped by removing the pressure.

6. None of these means of ilknnination, however

brilliant are those of the lime light and of the mag-
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iicsium lamp, aro comparable "with ihc dazzliiifif lij^'ht of

the oloctric currtMit passing belwoen carbon points,

wln«'li is only surjjassed by the lijg'ht of the sun itself.

The mngncBiiim lamp.

The apparatus shown in iv^. o may be used for the

production of the electric li^^ht. Two metal rods, to the

extremities of which pieces of hard «^as coke are attached,

Fio. 5.

Electric Ught between carboo points. I
are made to slide throu;^di tubes supj)orted on insulating

j^lass stands. Each rod is connected by a wire with one

pole of a voltaic batter}' of about 50 Bunsen's cells. If

I
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the carbon points are brought into apposition they

become intensely incandescent at the points of contact,

and they can then be withdrawn for some distance from

each other without interrupting the current or the light

it produces.

Between the carbon points an arc of glowing par-

ticles of carbon appears, the so-called Volta's arc of

flame, which effects the conduction of the current at the

point of interruption. This flickering arc of flame is

far less bright than the carbon points themselves ; the

particles of carbon of which it is composed detach

themselves from the positive pole, which is the hottest

of the two, and fly across to the negative pole. As a

result of this, after a short time the positive pole be-

comes shortened and even excavated, whilst the negative

preserves its pointed form. At the same time combus-

tion of both poles takes place to a certain extent,

owing to the action of the atmospheric air ; and the

positive pole, which is exposed to the destructive action

of two agents, is more rapidly consumed than the

negative. The light-phenomena are as brilliant in

vacuo as in air ; and since the combustion of the carbon

is thus avoided, the positive pole, which furnishes the

particles of carbon for the arc of flame, alone wastes

away. This experiment shows that the source of white

lioat is not here the process of combustion, as in the

above-mentioned cases, but results from the glow

produced by the electrical current.

7. The resistance which the current has to overcome

iu passing from one carbon point to the other is greater

in proportion as the distance between them increases,

owing to their burning away. The strength of the

current, however, correspondingly diminishes, till it is
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no lonp^or capable of formiiii^ an incandescent arc

between the oi)i)osite pules. The current is then in-

terrupted, and the lij^^ht dies out. Hence if practical

use is to be made of the electric carbon liy^ht, it is

obvious that care must be taken to keep the carbon

points always at a proper distance from each other,

and for this purpose apparatuses have been invented

'which automatically approximate the points in propor-

tion as they are burnt away, and these have been named
carhoU'Iiii/it rcijulators or electric laitq^s.

The Kegulator of Foucault and Dubosq, the con-

struction of which is shown in lig. G, is a master-

piece of ingenuity and mechanical adaptation. A com-

plete account of this complicated machine would

here be out of place. It will be sufficient to say that

by means of clockwork the two carbon points are made

to approximate to each other, the inferior (positive)

pole moving rather faster than the other, in view of the

greater rapidit}- with which it is burnt otf. Before the

current reaches this it circulates round the coil of an

electro-magnet ; as long as the carbon points preserve

their proper distance from each other the electro-magnet

is sufficiently strongly magnetised to fix an iron detent,

and thus to check the clockwork. As soon, however,

as the distance between the carbon points, in conse-

quence of combustion, becomes greater, the strength of

the current diminishes and the electro-magnet is ren-

dered less powerful—the detent is accordingly set free,

the clockwork acts, and the carbon points api>roximate,

"svhicli attain re-establishes the current in its former

intensity ; the keeper is then again attracted and the

clockwork checked anew. By means of the automatic

action of the Regulator, not only are the carbon points
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kept at a constant and equal distance from each other,

but the arc of flame can be maintained unbroken for

hours together in the same place.

Fig. 6.

Electric lamp.

8. All bodies that do not themselves produce liu^lit

can only be seen by moans of the light they receive and
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reflect to our eyes from self-luniiiious bodies. Anion<^st

the beavenl}' bodies, tlie moon and planets are in this

case, for they are illuminated by the sun, as are most

terrestrial t)bjeets. The lii^ht falliujj^ upon such n(»i-

luininous bodies is diff'usrly reflected from their surface;

that is to say, in such a manner that every illuminated

point throws out rays from the surface in every

direction.

Every illuminated body, rejlccthujl'Kiht iliffaarhj^^Aays

the part of a source of light. It shines with borrowed

light. Our earth, like the moon and planets, is in this

position, in comparison with the self-luminous stars.

The faint light which the new moon presents, and which

makes that part of her disk visible which is not directly

illuminated by the sun, is only the reflection of the earth

illuminated by the sun's rays.

i). Light, proceeding from a self-luminous or from

an illuminated object, must traverse the humours of

the eye before producing a sensation in us by exciting

the retina. Bodies which, like the contents of the

globe of the eye, or like air, water, glass, etc., permit

light to pass through them, are called transparent ; on

the other hand, those which transmit no light are said

to be opaque. This difference, however sharjily ex-

pressed it may usually appear to be, is not due to any

absolute difference, for ever}' opaque bod}' if reduced

to a sufficiently thin film becomes transparent, whilst

transparent bodies permit the passage of less light in

proportion to their thickness. In the abyss of the sea

the darkness of night prevails, because only a sparing

amount of light is capable of traversing a mile or more

of water. On the other hand, the most opaque bodies,

like the metals, can be rendered so thin that a subdued
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light glimmers through them. Foucault has, in fact,

proposed to cover the object-glass of a telescope in-

tended for solar observation with a thin precipitate of

silver, in order to protect the eye of the observer from

the glare, without loss of definition.
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CHAPTER IT.

RKCTILINEAR PROPAGATION OF iJOHT.

10. An opaque body is illuniinatod on that side of

its surface only which is turned towards the lij,'ht, its

opposite surface, as well as a space covered by it, the
j

shadoiv, remains dark. The shadow of a body is pro-

jected upon a plane surface held in the shadow-space

as a similarly formed dark spot, which occupies that

part of the plane to which the access of light is pre-

vented by the body throwing the shadow. It may
easily be demonstrated that all straight lines conceived

to be drawn from any point of the shadow thrown upon

the plane to the source of light, strike against the

opaque body, and that only those points of the plane

receive light which are so placed that straight lines

drawn to them from the source of light are not arrested

by the shadow-giving body.

From these facts the conclusion may be drawn

that I'njht proceeding from a lumhwus body whilst tra-

versing a homogeneous medium is propagated in every

direction in straight lines, which are called rays of light.

Those rays which we mr>y conceive to be drawn from

the luminous point s (fig. 7), to the circumference of

the shadow, graze the surface of the body throwing the

shadow and collectively form a cone which invests the

body like a ring. The line formed by all tho points of
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contact is the limit between the front illuminated and

the back unilluminated surface of the body. The

shadow which the object throws upon any plane or

curved surface is nothing but the section of this cone

Fig. 7.

Shadows.

of contact-lines by the plane in question. It conse-

quently holds a direct geometric relation to the form

of the object, and forms a simple outline image of it

or silhouette. Shadows supply to our eyes, which as

it were unconsciously follow the geometric relation

between the form of the shadow and that of the object,

valuable means for the correct judgment of the real

form, of bodies in space. The painter uses them to

make his figures stand out from the canvas. In tech-

nical drawings of machines, scaffolding, etc., which are

to serve as plans for the artifice]', in addition to the

elevation there must always be a ' ground plan,' in

order that the perspective relations of the building may
be understood. But if in the former the strictly geo-

metric shadows were given, the second might in many
cases be dispensed with.

11. If the body casting a shadow be illuminated,

not by a single luminous point, as has been supposed in

the foregoing illustrations, but by a bright body which

possesses innumerable luminous points, we must, in

order to know the nature of the shadow, imagine a

shadow cone for each luminous point ; the space behind

the opaque body which is common to all these cones

receives no rays from the luminous bodyand is termed the
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tutclms of the shadow ; but this is suiTOUiKletl by a space

^vllie•h is only in shadow as re«^arils a part of the hiniinous

boilv, whilst it receives li<rht from the rest of it and is

consoqnontly partially illuminated. It is termed the half

shadow or penumbra. Fig. 8 shows the case of a larj^e

luminous sphere, A, opposite whioh is a smaller opaque

one, 7>*
; ihe simple construction shows what determines

FUJ. 8 and Flo. 9.

Shadow nnclcus, ond penumbra.

the limits of the nucleus of the shadow and the pe-

numbra. The conical nucleus of the shadow terminates

in a point at *S', whilst the penumbra stretches away

constantly widening to infinity. A plane held in the

shadow at m ?i, perpendicular to the axis of the cone,

receives the image represented in fig. 0, where a central

dark spot is seen corresponding to the nucleus of the

shadow, and is surrounded by a less dark area, the shade

of which gradually diminishes from within outwards till

it is no longer perceptible. If the plane be closely

approximated to the body giving the shadow, the broad

dark nuclear shadow loses but little of its definition,

the half shadow surrounding it appearing only as a

narrow border. If placed at a greater distance, the

penumbra exceeds the nucleus of the shadow in breadth,

and only an ill-defined shadow results. An explanation

is thus aflbrded why we are unable to point out the
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exact spot where the shadow of a steeple ends on the

ground. So if a knitting-needle be held in the sun

immediately in front of a sheet of paper, it throws a very

well-defined shadow ; but if it be removed to a distance

of only three or four inches from the sheet no accurate

outline can be traced of its ill-defined shadow.

Our planetary system affords striking illustrations

of such shadow cones as are shown in fig. 8. The

shadow nucleus behind the moon is nearly equal to the

radius of the moon's orbit, and can, therefore, when the

moon intervenes between the sun and the earth, which

is only possible at the time of the new moon, reach the

surface of the earth. The sun is then totally covered

by the moon, or there is said to be a total eclipse of the

sun over those parts of the earth which are in the

nuclear shadow ; Avhilst in those parts which lie in the

penumbra a sickle-shaped portion of the sun's disk

remains visible, and the eclipse is only a 'partial one.

The nuclear shadow of the earth extends behind it

to a distance of 216 of its semidiameters, and thus

reaches far beyond the radius of the moon's orbit,

which amounts to only GO semidiameters of the earth.

At the time of the full moon it may happen that the

moon lies wholly or partially in the earth's shadow, and

the interesting spectacle of a lunar eclipse is presented

to us.

12. To an observer placed at the point S of the cone

(fig. 8), the smaller but nearer sphere B appears to be

of exactly the same size as the larger but more remote

sphere A, the latter being precisely covered by the

former. The apparent size of an object is determined

by the angle which the rays of light, passing from its

outermost points to the eye, form with one another,

c
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llu^ so-callod visiiiil :in«,do. The same b(nly is seen

uiiclcr a smaller visual aii<^le, and of coiTcspondin^lj

smaller size the further it is removed from our eyes,

and two bodies of different size appear under the same

visual angle if their distances are inversely as their

diameter. Tf we are acquainted with the real size of

an object we can determine its distance from us by

the visual anprle under which it appears to us ; and, vice

vcrsdy if the distance and the apparent size be given, we

can determine its actual size. Astronomers employ

these simp'e data to determine the size and distance of

the heavenly bodies. It has been found, for example,

by appropriate observations, that the semidiameter of

the earth, seen from the sun, would appear under a

visual angle of only S'6". This is termed the parallax

of the sun ; and from thence the calculation has been

made that the distance of the earth from the sun

amounts to 24,000 semidiameters of the earth, and after

this distance is determined it results, from the visual

angle of 32' under which the sun appears to us, that its

diameter is 112 times greater than that of the earth.

The same operations by which the astronomer ob-

tains his results school us from our youth upwards to

form every day and every hour an unconscious estimate

of the size and distance of terrestrial objects by the

measurement of the eye. The visual angle under which

a human form or other object of known size appears to

us supplies us with a datum from which we estimate

its distance, and this distance again enables us to form

a judgment in respect to the size of neighbouring

objects. The rays of light which reach the microscopi-

cally small earth from the various parts of the mighty

mass of the sun, do not form a greater angle with
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each other at most than 32', which expresses the ap-

parent size of the sun, and may therefore be regarded

as being almost parallel. If a beam of the sun's rays

be allowed to enter a chamber through a wide opening

in the window shutter, it may be easily followed by the

illumination of the floating particles of dust, and it may
be shown that it has everywhere the same diameter,

and must consequently be composed of parallel rays.

13. If now the chamber be completely darkened,

and a very small opening of from 1-3 millimetres

y^-th—ith of an inch) be made in the shutter, a very

pretty appearance may be observed upon a paper screen

placed opposite to the opening. The neighbouring

buildings are seen with their roofs, chimnies, and

windows ; the green tree tops waving in the wind, men
walking in the streets, white clouds sailing over the

blue sky, in fact a complete picture of the external

world is as it were painted in delicate colours upon the

screen. But this picture is inverted ; what is in reality

labove appears in the picture below, what is there on the

left is here on the right, and vice versa. When the screen

is brought nearer to the opening, the picture becomes

jsmaller but clearer ; when it is removed to a greater dis-

itance it becomes fainter but its size is increased. If

the circular opening be replaced by a square one of equal

area, the picture undergoes no change, nor does any

alteration occur if the square be changed to a triangle

of equal area ; but when, on the other hand, a series

of continuously larger and larger openings be used, the

picture will be found to become progressivel}' brighter,

whilst its outline becomes more and more confused and

blurred, until, when the opening is several centimetres

c 2
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in (liainetcr, no dofinite picture can be discerned upon

the screen, but only a uniformly illuminated surface.

The mode of producti(»n (»f this charmin*^ picture is

best explained hy a repetition of the same experiment

in a simpler form. A lighted candle is placed in front

of a screen jx'rforated by a small opening (0, fig. 10),

and behind it a wliit.' piiper screen [S) is held whicli

receives the invei-ted ima<xe of the flame. Amongst the

ri«;. 10.

A-
/

)

V.

X

s

\

Projection of an imftgo through a small aperture.

innumerable rays of light which, for example, the high-

est point, A, of the flame emits, only a small conical

fasciculus (A a) traverses the apertiire and forms upon

the screen a small bright spot (a) which, in conse-

quence of the rectilinear course of the rays of liyhf is

only illuminated with the light of the point A, whilst no

other part of the screen can receive light from thi.s

point. In the same way, the spot />, situated upon a

hi'^her part of the scn-en, is only illuminated by the

lower point, /?, of the object. Xow .since every point

of the object sends its luminous rays separately to

diff'erent points of the screen, the ccmtinuous serial

addition of innumerable bright spots forms an image
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wliicli, as is immediately intelligible from the figure,

resembles the object, and is larger in proportion as the

screen is removed from the aperture. The larger the

image, the feebler is its illumination, because the same

quantity of light is then distributed over a larger

surface.

The small spot of light, a, must necessarily be cir-

cular or square or triangular, in accordance with the

shape of the opening. But since the adjoining light

spots overlap each other, its particular form is of no

importance ; and the result is the same in regard to

the entire image, whatever may be the form of the

aperture. If the rays of the sun penetrate through a

partially closed window shutter they throw upon the

floor of the room bright elongated and rounded spots

of light. These are so many images of the sun's disk

thrown by the various irregularly formed chinks and

apertures of the shutter. The illuminated spots do

not appear circular but elliptical, because the surface

of the floor on which they fall is not perpendicular to

the direction of the sun's rays. The spaces between

the leaves of the thick foliage of a tree act in the same

way, and produce numerous elliptical images of the sun

on the shaded floor of the forest. In partial eclipse of

the sun these light-spots in the shadow thrown by

trees assume a distinctly sickle-shaped form.

It is now obvious why small openings are alone

capable of forming such images, for they only are

capable of effecting such a division of the rays of light

as is essential for the production of an image : large

openings, which allow rays of light to fall up<»ii the

screen from all or very many points of the object, are

not appropriate for the purpose.
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1 1. It'thore be a luminous point at L (fig. 11), and

a, />, r, </ bo an opaque screen, yl, 7/, C, i>> would be the

shadow which this screen would throw on a second

screen placed parallel to it. If the second screen be

iust twice as distant from the source of lij'ht as the

first, the area of the shadow will be four times as lanje

as the screen which throws the shadow. If the latter

be removed, the same number of rays, which was pre-

viously received by it and illuminated its surface, is

n(.»w distributed over an area of four times the size; a

Fic. n.

V h

r/X^ ''
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Diminntion of tbo illumination in the ratio of the sqaare of the distance.

given portion of the surface A, B, C, D, receives, con-

sequently, four times less light than a corresponding

portion of the surface a, h, c, d, and will be therefore

proportionately less strongly illuminated. The source

of light thus gives, at double the distance, only the

fourth part of the illumination which it can give at

unity. If the second screen be at -3, 1, 5 . . . times the

distance of the first from the source of light, the shadow

falling upon it will be U, 10, 25 . . . times larger than

the shadow-throwing screen, and will, according to its
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distance, be 9, 16, 25 . . . times less brilliantly illumi-

nated.

We thus acquire a knowledge of the law, that the

amount of illumination diminishes in proportion to the

square of the distancefrom the source of illumination.

The apparatus shown in fig. 12 may be employed

to demonstrate the truth of this law by experiment. A
sheet of white paper is stretched on a frame, supported

on a stand 8, in the centre of which is a spot of oil,

made with stearine. The grease spot allows more

light to pass through it, and consequently reflects less

Fig. 12.

>-".i,»i:i^jjuH.
. .a__

Bimsen's Photometer.

than the unstained part of the paper. If therefore

the paper be illuminated more strongly from behind,

it appears bright on a dark ground. On the other

hand, it appears dark upon a bright ground if it be more

strongly illuminated on the front surface ; whilst, with

equal iUumination on both sides, the spot becomes

invisible, since it can then appear neither darker nor

lighter than the adjoining paper. The flame of a

candle, a, is now placed upon one side of the screen,

whilst four such flames are placed upon the other side
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at ?>, ami the scroon is removed to such a di stance from

them that the spot is no h)n«jfer visible. This will be

found to occur when the distance of the quadruple flame

from the screen on the one side is dcmble that of the

sinj^le flame on the other side. This experiment, in

which a source of li«^ht four times as strong as another

gives the same illumination at double the distance,

corroborates the law above laid down.

This law being admitted, the same apparatus, fig.

12, may be employed as a means of comparing the

brilliancy of two sources of light. If, for example, the

flame of a candle be placed in front and a gas flame

behind a paper screen, and this be moved till the grease

Fio. 13.

Rumford's Photometer.

spot disappears, the illuminating power of the two

lights will be as the squares of their distances from the

screen. The apparatus employed for the determination

of the illuminating powers of different sources of light,

are termed Photometers. The paper screen with the

grease spot constitutes the essential feature of the

Photometer of Bunsen.

Kumford's Photometer is of remarkably simple

construction (fig. 18). An opaque rod, about the size

of a lead pencil, stands in front of a white paper screen.
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The two lights to be compared both cause a shadow of

the pencil, and each light illuminates the shadow cast

by the other. If either light is removed to such a

distance that the two shadows appear of equal depth,

the brilliancy of the two lights will be as the squares of

their distances from the screen.
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CHAPTER TTF.

REFLEXION OF LIGHT.

9-r*

15. If a beam of parallel rays of light from the sun

be allowed to pass obliquely through an opening in the

window shutter (/?^ fig. 11) and

to fall upon the plane surface of

mercury at rest (s s'), it will be seen

that from the point (n) where the

beam strikes the surface of the

mercury, a second fiisciculus of

Reflexion of light. ^ays {u cl) procccds, the course of

which may be followed just as

easily as that of the incident ray, by its illuminating

the floating particles in the air.

This process is termed regular reflexion, in opposition

to diffuse reflexion, which has been already referred to

(p. 1 2) . If a sheet of paper be placed upon the mercury,

the reflected beam vanishes, but the spot, n, where the

paper is struck by the incident rays is brilliantly illu-

minated and becomes visible from every side as though

it were self-luminous. The dxiU surface of the paper,

althongh it may be stnick in acertaiii direction only by

rays of light, thus omits rays in all directions, and be-

comes in virtueof this (//^uiJt'n;//f.rj'o?i everywhere visible

as an illuminated object. The smooth surface of the mer-

cur}', on the other hand, appears not at all or but very
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feebly illuminated at the point n where it is struck by

the incident rays ; it reflects them in a j^ferfectly definite

direction without otherwise materially altering them.

In fact, if a sufficiently small opening be made in the

shutter, the same oval image of the sun appears on the

roof of the room where the reflected ray falls, as the

incident ray itself would have formed had it been allowed

to fall upon the floor.

Every smooth surface is called a mirror, and Nature

herself offers to us, in the surface of fluids at rest, a

very perfect example of a mirror. Mirrors, however,

that are composed of some solid material, as of polished

metal, although this can never be made to attain the

absolute smoothness of the surface of a fluid, are very

much more convenient for use. The kind of mirror

most commonly employed consists of a plate of glass

which has been ground and polished and covered on one

surface with an amalgam of tin, or with a precipitate of

silver, and the surface of the metal adhering to the glass

is generally the reflecting surface.

In order to indicate accurately the course of the

incident and reflected rays, we must conceive a vertical

line, or perpe7idicidar {np), to fall on the reflecting sur-

face at the point n (fig. 14) where it is struck by the

incident ray. The plane drawn through the incident

ray and the perpendicular, which is itself vertical to

the plane of the mirror, is called the ^/a?ie of incidence ;

it is also named the plane of reflexion, hecaase it always

contains tlie reflected ray. The path pursued by the

incident and the reflected rays is determined by the

angle of incidence, i, and the angle of reflexion, r, which

each of the rays make with the perpendicular. The

angle of reflexion is always e(iual to the angle of incidence.
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These twt) propositions

—

tlnit tlu' i)lanos of incidence'

and ivfloxion are coincident, and that the angles of inci-

dence and reflexion are eqnal—together constitute the

no less simple than iiuiioriiinilaw of ihe reflexion of I it/ht

.

In order to demonstrate it by experiment, the instrument

shown in fig. I.*) may be used. To the curved border

of a semicircular piece of wood, A A, a plate of metal

is attached which has a vertical slit at the centre of its

curve (a), and from this point outward is divided into

00°. The mirror/, the back of which is shown in the

figure, is capable of being rotated round a vertical axis,

Fui. \o.

A
Model for the demonstration of the law of reflexion of light.

B, passing through the centre of the semicircle. The rod

h, which is attached to the mirror and points by means ot

an indicator, r, to the scale of degi'ees, is at right angles

to the plane of the miiTor, and consequently represents

the peri)endicular. If now a small beam of parallel

rays be allowed to pass through the slit and fall on the

mirror, the reflexion will illuminate and make visible

that part of the circumference of the circle towards

which it is directed. The indicator c now stands, we

will say, at 20°. The ray coursing from a to / strikes

the mirror under an angle of incidence of 20°, and hence if

the above law of reflexion be con-ect, should be reflected

to the line marking 10°, and in point of fact it will be
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found that this is the degree which is brilliantly illurai-

iiated by the reflected light. If noAv the indicator be

successively placed opposite the lines marking 10°, 20",

• >0", etc., the reflected ray will successively illuminate the

Ihies marking 20°, 40°, 60°, etc., as the law of reflexion

requires that it should do. If, lastly, the indicator

1)0 placed opposite the slit itself, so that the angle of

incidence is zero, the angle of reflexion must also be

zero; the reflected ray passes out again by the slit in

the same direction as the incident ray entered, or in

other words, a ray of light falling ]per]pendicularly upon

a mirror is reflected upon itself.

16. A plane mirror reflects the images of objects

Fig. 16.

.C_

Production of the image point in a plane mirror.

placed in front of it, ourselves included, with an accuracy

that is proverbial. The production of these images

may be explained in the simplest manner by the law of

reflexion. In the diagram (fig. 16) An and A p
represent two out of the innumerable rays which

a luminous point A throws upon a mirror s s\ If we
conceive the reflected rays, n o, p, q, corresponding to

them, and the direction of which, in accordance with

the above law admits of being easily ascertained, to be

prolonged backwards, they will meet each other in the
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j)(>int a. Tho strnii'lit line .1 a, ^Yllicll joins the point a

\vitli tlu' luminons point A, is perpendicular to the phme

of the mirror and is hiseeted by it at the point r, that

is to say, n r = A /*, which is dedncible also from the

fact that the triangles A n r and a n r are eqnal to one

another. Since any pair of rays, that may have been

selected for consideration, pass to the same point, a, it

follows that all the rays proceedinLC from A that fall

upon the mirror can similarly be carried back as though

they proceeded from the single point a. We can there-

fore uiake the following proposition as a direct corollary

of the law of reflexion :

—

AH rays that proceed from a luminous point and fall

vpon a plane mirror, are reflected from it as if they came

from a point in a perpendicular dropped from the luminous

point to the mirror, as far behind the reflecting surface as

this is infront of it.

An observer placed in front of the mirror receives

consequently the reflected rays

as if the point a, from which

they appear to proceed, were

itself the luminous point. It

sees in, that is to say, behind

th«' mirror, the point a as the

image of the luminous point A,

situated in front of the mirror.

In the same way an image

point behind the mirror cor-

responds to each point of every

luminous or illuminated object,

and out of the totality of the

image-points the complete mirror image or reflexion of

the object is produced. In order to conceive this image

Fi(!. i:

/
i.^

ProdactlOD of the image in a
mirror.
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in the mind, or to show it in a drawing (fig. 17), a perpen-

dicular must be conceived to be struck from each point

of the object to the plane of the mirror, and j)rolonged

as far behind it as these points are in front of it. In

such a simple object as an arrow, J. jB (fig. 17), which may
be selected as an example, it is only requisite to show

the construction for its terminal points, A and B, by

which its image a 6 is formed. An observer situated at

receives the rays from the point of the arrow in the

direction A n o and from the other extremity in the

direction B p o. Simple inspection of the figure shows

that the image and the object must be of equal size,

and must also lie symmetrically with regard to the

plane of the mirror.

17. The polished surface of this plate of glass (fig. 18)

Fig. 18.

Mirror-image in a tninsparunt plate of glass.

acts as a mirror, whilst at the same time it permits

the objects behind it to be seen. If a lighted candle be

placed on one side the image is reflected. If a water

carafe filled with water be placed behind the glass plate

in the apparent position of the image, the illusory im-

pression is produced of a candle burning whilst sub-
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inorjxod in tlio interior t)f tlir llask. In this simple cx-

jx'rinuMit lies the exphmation of the n'eently attractive

' CJhost phenomena.' In this chiss of ilhisions tlie back

part of the stage is closed by means of a very large trans-

parent piece of plate-glass, somewhat inclined forwards,

throngh which the audience perceive the ])layers feebly

illuminated. The * ghosts * with wliich they appear to

communicate are the reflected images of other persons

who are concealed from view, and ar»' in front of and

below the stage ; these, however, in order to give

sufficiently bright reflected images, must be illuminated

by the electric or lime light.

18. In order to direct the rays of the sun into the

room in a convenient, that is to say, in a horizontal

Fir,. 1!).

1

I

...t. f

direction, a plane mirror is employed. To the opening

in the shutter is attaelu'd a board (fig. 19) on the

inner side of which is a wide horizontal tube, contain-

ing the apparatus intended to be used ; externallv

is a mirror, M, which can be turned on an ax i

passing between two rods. The mirror can be rotate<l
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on the one hand around the axis of the tube

by moving the button J. in a semicircular slit, and on

the other hand it can be inclined to the tube at any

angle that may be desired by turning the button B,

which acts on the previously mentioned axis of the

mirror by means of an endless screw and rack. It is

an easy matter to direct the reflected rays of the sun

through the tube by manipulating the buttons A and

B. and to maintain them ^ „^' Fig. 20.

in that direction notwith-

standing the progressive

movement of the sun. This

apparatus is termed a

Heliostat.

The perpetual correc-

tion of the position of the

mirror by means of the

hand is, however, not only

troublesome but far too

uncertain and unsatisfac-

tory for all experiments re-

quiring great steadiness in

the direction ofthe incident

rays. A Heliostat has OtC-

bordingly been constructed,

the mirror ofwhich is con-

stantly presented to the sun in the same position by

peans of clockwork. Fig. 20 shows the Heliostat of

JReusch. The axis of the clockwork on which the lower

'mirror is supported is placed parallel to the axis of the

learth, around which, during the daily revolution of the

[earth, the vault of heaven, iiiid with it the sun, appears

to turn. The mirror is then so placed that the reilected

Heliostat of Rensch.
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1
rays ttf tlio snn course in tliis axis, and arc kept un-

altored in it by the movement of the clockwork. By
means of a second miiTor phiced above, capable of being

moved into any position that may be required, the beams

of li^ht can be made to travel in the desired horizontal

direction.

11>. The principle of the method, based on the re-

flexion of lij^ht, by which the an«^les of the surfaces

of prisms, crystals, etc., are measured may now be

//

Principle of the Reflecting Qoniometer.

described. Fig. 21 represents a horizontal circle, di-

vided at its border into 300° ; at its middle is a small

plate, M, which revolves, and with which au indicator,

(Alhidade) A, pointing to the divisions, is connected.

A glass prism is placed upon the plate M in such a

position that its angles and polished surfaces are vertical.

A small beam of the parallel rays of the sun, directed

into the chamber through a vertical slit by means of a

Heliostat, is reflected from the anterior surface and

forms a bright vertical line upon a screen, S, placed at

the side. The indicator, J, and with it the prism, is
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low turned until a second surface of the prism reflects

:1)0 rays in the same direction, that is to say, until the

oright line occupies the same position on the screen,

rhe second surface must now of course occupy the same

position as the first was in previously. If the second

surface be parallel to the first, it is obvious that the in-

iicator must revolve through 180° to bring the bright

spot to the same place, but if the second surface forms

with the second any angle a, the object is attained by

|i revolution of 180— a degrees. In order therefore to

Dbtain a knowledge of the angle a between the two

surfaces of the prism, it is only necessary to subtract the

a,ngle of revolution of the indicator, which can be read

dA' on the divisions of the circumference, from 180°.

Instruments constructed on this principle, and

idapted for the exact measurement of the angles at

vhich the surfaces of prisms are placed to one another,

ire called reflecting goniometers,

20. As the reflected rays proceed from the image

Dehind a mirror exactly as they would from an object

jlaced in that position, every reflected image must act

is a material object in regard to a second mirror, and this

igain is in a position to furnish a reflected image. By
irranging two muTors so that their reflecting sur-

faces are tiu^ned towards each other, there are pro-

luced, besides the two reflected images of the first

)rder, still others of the second, third, and higher orders,

vliich, however, continually become fainter in conse-

juence of the loss of light. Hence when a lighted

.*andle is held between two mirrors placed opposite to

)ne another, we see an indefinite succession of flames

.vhich appear to be lost in infinite distance. The num-
jer of reflections becomes limited as soon as the two

1) 2
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mirrors form an aiij^'l«' with each other. Tn fi«^. 22

the iwn mirrors turnish the rcfh^xioiis of the first

order, />' ami ]i\ of th«' object situated between them.

Sinee the imaj^e ]i behind the first mirror sends its rayg

to the second mirror, this <^ives an image or reflexion

of the seeond order, C, and similarly, the first mirror

gives a reflexion, C, of the image />". An observer

(0) placed between the mirrors sees the reflexions,

in addition to the object, regularly disposed upon a

circle described around the

fh.. •-'2. point of decussatitm of the

two mirrors, an image ap-

pearing at each angle space

which is equal to the angle

of the two mirrors. The ob-

server, 0, therefore, sees the

object as often as the angle

between the two mirrors is

contained in .'JGO°.

The pretty effects ob-

tained in the well-known

plaything termed the A*a-

h'idoscope result from the

regular disposition of the

images reflected by min*ors placed at an angle. An
instrument of this kind may be purchased for a few pence

in every toysh(>p. It is composed of a papier-mache tube

in which are two min-ors inclined to one another at

an angle of GO"*. To the front end is attached a cap,

capable of being rotated and containing in its interior

two plates of glass, the outer one of which is ground

dull. Between the two plates are a number of piecei

of differently coloured glass, and other small variegated

jljigular mirror.
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objects. If the tube be placed in a horizontal position,

and the plate of ground glass be illuminated with a

powerful light, a six-rajed star will be seen upon the

opposite screen, decorated with the richest ornamenta-

tion."^ This is the reflexion in the mirror of the

fragments of glass which are combined to form this

regular mosaic. If the cap be turned, the pieces of

glass constantly form new combinations, and thus an

inexhaustible succession of the most delicate forms are

obtained which the liveliest fancy could scarcely invent.

What may in this way be represented for a large

number of persons, as if it were an object on the screen,

can also of course be seen separately by every one who
looks into the tube for himself.

21. Not only this ingenious plaything, but an in-

FiG, 23.

Trinciple of the mirror sextant.

strument of high practical value, is founded on the

mutual action of two mirrors placed at an angle to one

another. In fig. 23, A and B are" two small mirrors,

* Tn this cxporinuiit u lens of short focus is placed ut th»^ front em! of

the kaloidoscopo.
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the roflortinjx surfuces of wliicli are turiiod towards

each <)lh(M\ If* two objcM'ts are placed at h and li, of

which the lonner is visibU^ to an observer at O, above

tlie edge of tlie mirror i^ in tlie direction OB, the

mirror A may liave snch a position given to it that

tlie light coming fn^m 11 reaches the eye after double

rellexion in tlir direction l\ A />' (K and consequently

two objects are seen in the same direction, J5, the one

direct, the other reflected. Thus it results from the law

of reflexion that the angle a which is included by the

visual lines extending from the eye to L and R, is exactly

twice as large as the angle /3 ivliich the two planes of the

mirrors form with one another.* In order to measure

the angle 13 conveniently, the mir-
^"'•- ^^- ror A is made to rotate around the

axis of a divided arc, M N, and

is connected with an indicator, A Z,

Tlie mirror B is permanently fixed

on the plane of the arc parallel

to the radius A M which goes to

the zero of the division. If any

Mirr.r or reflecting sextant. ^^^J^ct, L, be UOW lookcd at in the

direction L through a telescope

attached to the instrument (fig. 24) and the indicator,

and with it tl^e mirror, be rotated until the image of B
is seen in this direction, twice the angle read off by the

If the perpendiculars A E and li D. which if sufficiently prolongotl cut

one another in the point /> at an anplo /3 arc erected upon the mirror planet,

it follows if ^ and 4^ indicate the jingle of incidence of the rays li A and AB
on tho mirrors A and li from the consideration of the triangle A B D

and from the consideration of the triangle A O li

from whrncc it imni. li.if.ly follows that a = 2fl. i
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indicator immediately gives the angle wliicli the visual

lines directed towards L and R form with each other.

This ingenious angle measurer, conceived by New-

ton and constructed by Hadley, is termed the reflecting

sextant. It is superior to other instruments made for

this purpose because it needs no support, but during

the act of measuring the angle can be held freely in

the hand. Hence for nautical purposes it is the only

available angle-measuring instrument. By means of

the reflecting sextant the seafarer makes those measure-

ments by Avhich he determines the latitude and longi-

tude of his ship. The two almost invisible mirrors

enable him to pursue his predetermined course through

the pathless waste of waters.
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OTTAPTER IV.

no. 25.

SPHERICAL MIRRORS.

22. A spherical shell, the inner surfiice of which is

liinrhly polished, is called a fipJicricnl concave mirror.

It may be regarded as a portion of a hollow sphere cut

oft* by a plane 3/ M' , fig. 25. A perpendicular, c d, let

fall from the centre, c, of the

sphere of which the mirror is a

segment upon this plane, will

strike the middle point of the

mirror, and is termed its jprin-

clprd a.ria. The angle M c 3/',

which the lines Mc and 3Z'c,

drawn from two diametrically

opposite points of the periphery

of the mirror to the centre of the sphere form with one

another, is called the aperture of the mirror. In

practice, only mirrors of small aperture are in use, in

which this angle amounts at most to six or eight degrees,

and the remarks here made will only have reference to

these.

If a bi'ani of parallel solar rays, thrown horizontally

into the chamber by means of the Ileliostat, be allowed

to fall upon a concave mirror with small aperture

parallel to its axis (fig. 26), it will be seen—for the

path of the rays can be distinctly followed by the illu-

Concavc mirror.
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mination of the particles of dust always present in the

air of a room—that it is reflected in the form of a cone

of light, the apex of which, F, lies in front of the mirror

in this axis. This point, F, through which all the rays

fallinsr on the mirror parallel
. . „ Fig. 26.

to its axis pass after reflexion,

is called the focus. It becomes |^^.^ —
brilliantly luminous if I throw J-^^^feJi^fe^^^-'^^

some dust into the air in its ^̂^^ " ^ = '

vicinity. It appears as a white

spot of dazzling brilliancy when ^°^"^'

a white sheet of paper is held in it, and the wreaths

of smoke that are now rising from it show you that

the paper has caught fire in the intense heat of the rays

collected at this point, and that it has consequently

been appropriately named the focus or burning-point

(Brennpunkt) . The space intervening between the

focus and the mirror—the focal distance—can easily

be measured, and is found to be equal to half the radius

of curvature of the mirror, or in other words, the focus

lies midway between the mirror and the centre of the

circle of which it is a segment.

23. The reflexion of a ray of light from a curved

surface follows the same law as from a plane surface
;

the portion of the curve which immediately surrounds

the minute point of incidence on that each ray of light

impinges can alone be considered to act as a reflector.

The smaller w^e admit the superficial area of this part to

be—and we may conceive it to be as small as we please

—so much the more accurately can we regard it as a

small plane mirror, and the perpendicular erected upon

this is then the axis of incidence in regard to whicli

the incident and the reflected ray behave as has been
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stated. Concave differ only from plane mirrors in tlioj

cirenmstance that ouch point lias its own axis oi

incidence.

Since every radius of a spherical surface is perpen-

dicular to the surface wliere it meets it, we obtain

the axis of incidence of a spherical concave miiTor by
J

simply drawing the corresponding radius to the point

of incidence.

Ill a concave mirror of small aperture the axes of
incidence, that is to say, the radii, are more and more I

strongly inclined to the 'principal axis in ptroportion as

the corresponding points of the mirror are more distant

from it. Hence every ray of light running parallel to the

axis must be inclined from its original direction more

and more strongly towards the axis in proportion as it

strikes the miiTor at a point more distant from the

axis. This, which is clearly exhibited in fig. 2(3, ex-

plains why all rays falling on the mirror parallel to its

axis must pass through a single point after reflexion.

24. From the above-mentioned direction of the axes

of incidence, it follows further that all rays proceeding

from a point pass through a single point after reflexion,

because they undergo a change in their direction greater

in proportion as the point of the mirror struck is dis-

tant from the principal axis.

no. 27.

Conjiijrntc f<x;l.

In the concave mirror, fig. 27, which is supported

on a stand, two indicators (omitted in the figure) point

to the principal focus f, and the centre of the sphere C.

s
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At the point A in the axis, the light of an electric lamp

is placed, which, to protect the eye from its glare, is

enclosed in a box having only a round opening on the

side turned towards the mirror. A diverging cone of

rays proceeding from the luminous point A passes to the

mirror and is reflected forwards from it as a converging

cone, the apex ofwhich lies at a in the axis of the mirror,

between the focus and the centre of the sphere. This

point of union of the reflected rays is called the image

of the point A. If the luminous point A be approxi-

mated to the mirror, the point at which the rays unite,

a, retreats from the mirror towards the centre 0; if the

luminous point be placed at C, every ray it emits strikes

perpendicularly upon the surface of the mirror, and

is therefore reflected upon itself; and thus, when it is

situated in the centre of the circle of curvature, the

light and the reflected image of the light are coincident.

If, on the other hand, the light be removed from ^ to a

greater distance from the mirror, its image continues

to approach the focal point, and would ultimately

coincide with it were it possible to remove the light to

an infinite distance. The removal of the luminous point

to infinite distance, which it is of course impossible to

accomplish, has been effected, however, in the foregoing-

experiment (fig. 26), for rays which run parallel with

the axis may be regarded as coming from a point on

the axis at an infinite distance, and they are, as has

been seen, united in the focus.

It is further intelligible that rays of light which,

proceeding from the point a, strike upon the mirror, are

reflected to the point A, pursuing the same course but

in the opposite direction ; in other words, if a luminous

point a lies between the focus and the centre of the
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sphere, its iina<]je is situated at A on the other side of

the eentre. The two points, A and ((, arc thus so asso-

ciated that t'fich ('(mslifiitrs thr image of the other, and they

are hence called corresponding or conjugate points. To
the focus itself consequently, an infinitely remote point is

conjugate ; that is to say, rays which proceed from the

focus and strike the mirror are reflected parallel to the

principal axis to an infinitely remote distance. If we

place the luminous point [A, fig. 28) nearer than the focua

to tjie mirror, this is no longer capable of collecting tin

Fio. 29.

Conjugate points.

too strongly diverging rays, and the reflected rays

diverge as if they proceeded from a point a, situated

behind the mirror; and so conversely, since rays which

converge towards a point a behind the mirror, are

united in the point A in front of the mirror, the two

points A and <i may be regarded as conjugate points.

25. Hitherto the case of luminous points lying in

the principal axis of the miiTor has alone been con-

sidered. The electric lamp must now be placed in such

a position that its luminous point li(»s above the axis (at

yl, fig. 2!)). It will then be seen that the reflected rays

unite in a single point 7/, but this lies below the axis on

the straight line which nniy be conceived to be dniwn

from the luminous point J, through the centre of the
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•sphere C, to the muTor. Amongst all the rajs which

proceed from A and strike upon the mirror, that passing

through C is the only one that falls perpendicularly upon

the mirror, and is therefore reflected upon itself. The

straight line, A C, holds therefore the same relation to

Fig. 29.

Conjugate points on a secondary axis.

the principal laterally-situated point A as the axis, C F,

has to the previously-considered position of the lumi-

nous point ; it is termed therefore the secondary axis cor-

responding to the point A. For every secondary axis,

the number of which is of course infinite, the same

holds that has already been stated in reference to the

chief axis, each, for example, has its own focus in

which the rays parallel with it meet.

The peculiarities of concave mirrors, as far as they

have hitherto been considered, may be summed up in

the following propositions : All rays that, before they

fall upon the mirror, proceed from a point or travel

towards a point, pass, after reflexion, through a single

point (either actually orwhen prolonged) which lies on the

axis corresponding to the first point. These two points

are so conjugated that the one is the image of the other.

26. Inasmuch as to every point of a luminous or

illuminated object situated in front of a concave mirror

there is a corresponding image-point situated on the

axis belonging to it, it follows that from the collootiou

of all the image-points an image of the object results.
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Now lot it lijj^hted candh^ he pliictHl between the focus r
and the centre of curvature of tho mirror* (tig. 130). The

place t>f the ima«;e can easily be I'uund by inovin*^ to and

fro a paper screen, situated on the other side of th»!

centre of curvature, and protected from the direct rays

Flo. 30.

Ronl image.

of the flame by a small blackened metal disk. An in-

verted and enlarged image of the flame is then obtained

upon the screen, as is shown in fig. 31, in which the

course of the rays of lii^ht for the point B of the object

A B is indicated, showing how the inverted enlarged

image a 6 is formed.
Flu. 31.

Prodnction of real images. ^

If, as in this flgure, all the points of the object are

found in a single plane (A B) perpendicular to the axis,

the points of the image (always presupposing the

• In tlio figure the focus is luuud over tlio uumbcr 132, the ctutro of

tho cuTTuluro oTor 120.
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aperture of the mirror to be small) lie also in a plane

perpendicular to the axis. It is obvious also, from the

drawing, that image and object are similar to each

other, and their relative sizes are as their distances from

the mirror.

Supposing a 6 to be an object situated at more than

twice the focal distance from the mirror, an inverted and

diminished image Sit A B will correspond to it, lying be-

tween the focal point and the centre of curvature. The

further the object is from the mirror the closer is the

image to the focus, and the image of an indefinitely

remote object, of a star for example, is situated in the

focal point itself.

These images are, however, essentially different from

those of plane mirrors. They are produced by the

actual union in front of the mirror ofthe rays proceeding

from every point of the object. They may be received

upon a screen and thus be made visible on all sides by

diffuse reflexion, as if the image were itself a luminous

object. Such images are consequently called actual or

real images. The images of plane mirrors, on the other

hand, are produced by rays which ajpjpear to proceed

from points lying behind the surface of the mirror, and

are only seen when these rays pass directly into the

eye. These are consequently termed apparent or virtual

images.

Keal images may be directly seen without any

recipient screen if tlie observer be in the path of the

rays which are again diverging after the union of the

points of the image. The image appears in these cases

to float in the air in front of the mirror. Aerial imaijes

of this kind produce the most surprising phenomena.

For example, a beautiful bunch of flowers may be made
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to float over a tablo ; it is ili(^ rciil image of a group of

artilic'ial llowors placed in an iiivcrtotl position before a

concave mirror and strongly illuminated, but concealed

from tho eye. If now a vase be placed upon the table

in wliich the bunch ap})ears to be inserted, it can easily

be shown b}- moving the head to and fro that the bunch

remains in the vase, proving therefore that the image

is in front of the mirror directly above the vase.

27. Concave miiTors only furnish real images of

objects which are more distant than the principal focus

from the mirror. They can only give an apparent

or virtual image of any object which is nearer than the

FlO. 32.

Production of a virtual image.

principal focus, because the rays of liglit coming from

each point are reflected in a diverging manner (see

fig. 28), and this image appears to an eye looking into

the mirror as erect, behind the surface of the miiTor,

and larger than the object. Fig. »52 shows the course

of the rays in the opposite case. In consequence of

this enlarging action, concave mirrors are termed mag-

nifying mirrors, and are often employed in the toilet as

shaving-glasses, etc. An object placed at the principal

focus of the mirror gives neither a real nor a virtual
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image, for the rays proceeding from each part of it are

reflected parallel to their own secondary axes. If a

source of light be brought into the principal focus of

a concave mirror, the reflected rays proceed to great

distances unimpaired in brilliancy, because they run

together as parallel rays. Hence the application of

concave mirrors as reflectors (Reverberen, see fig. 4, 0)

for the electric illumination of workshops during night

work, and for lighthouses.

28. In spherical convex mirrors the reflexion takes

place on the outside of the curved surface of a section

of a sphere. If the aperture of the mirror be small, the

rays proceeding from, or passing to, any point diverge

more strongly in exact proportion as they fall on the

mirror more remotel}^ from the axis, and therefore also,

after reflexion, pass through a single (real or virtual)

image point.

Rays which fall parallel to a (principal or secondary)

axis on a convex mirror (fig. 33) diverge after reflexion

as if they proceeded from

a point F, which lies on ^^"
*

the axis about half the

length of the radius of

jcurvature behind the sur- __ __ -^^{[vr^!---S^ ,̂r

iface of the mirror. This

[may be termed the vir-

tual principal focus. Con- Vutual principal focus of a convex
I , mirror.
(versely, a cone of rays

[converging to this point are reflected as a parallel beam.

iRays which converge still more strongl}^ that is to say,

to a point nearer to the back of the mirror, remain con-

vergent after reflexion, and unite in a point in front of

hhe mirror. Thus, for example, in fig. 34 the cone of rays

E
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passinj^ to the point l> boliind the mirror, are reflected

tinviirds tlu» point />* in front of the mirror. If the rays

proceed from a point lyinjj

r>o-3«- in front of the mirror, they

-f^.^.
\N\> strike it divergingly, and

are always reflected still

more divergingly. Of any

object, whatever may be its

rrodactiono^^jirtimunrngcbchim^^ position in front of the

miiTor, only a virtual erect

imaqc can therefore be obtained, and this is perceived

behind the surface of the mirror and somewhat nearer

to it than the virtual jirincipal focus (fig. Zi). Since

the image is always smaller than the object, a convex

miiTor is termed a diminisliing miiTor, and, on account

of its producing pretty images, is used as a table toilet

mirror.

APPENDIX TO CIIAPTEli IV.

It is not diflicult to deduce the propositions respecting the

action of spherical mirrors of small aperture from simple geo-

metrical considerations connected ^vith the law of rellexion, and

thus to give them a theoretical
Fia. 2o.

B
basis. Before entering upon

these considerations, this op-

portunity may be taken of de-

scribins; the best method of ex-

. , .. , , ,^ pressincr the size of any ande.
Molcof ciprtsringthcslzcof any anKlc. 1 o j o

The measure of an angle is the

length « (fig. 35) of the arc of a circle included between the straight

lines containing the angle, drawn witli a radius of any length which

is tiiken as unity, and having its centre at the ajKix of the angle.

Upon a second circle described with a radius C-4 = p, the apex

li

i
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of the angle being again the centre,'the same angle corresponds to

the arc A B = b, which holds the same relation to the arc a as

does the radius p to the radius 1. From the ratio

a : b := 1 : p,

Fig. 36.

however, it follows that a = ~; that is to saj, the size of any
P

angle A C B, or the length of arc corresponding to it in a

circle having a radius of 1, is always found by describing around

the apex of the angle a given circle, and dividing the length of

arc b betAveen the limbs by the radius p.

If from the point Bj where one of the limbs cuts the circle,

a perpendicular k be let fall upon the second leg, this, if the

angle at C be very small, is nearly

equal to the arc b, and can be used in-

stead of it without appreciable error.

It may be admitted, that is, a =
P

as the measure of the angled C B.

Now let a b (fig. 36) be a ray of

light forming with the radius C b

(the axis of incidence), the angle z, the reflected ray bg makes

with the axis of incidence the corresponding and equal angle r.

The angle x, which the radius C b and axis include, is obviously

equal to the angle i, and consequently also to the angle 7\ INIore-

over, the angle b Fd which the reflected ray forms with the axis

is equal to the angle ab F, and thus it is equal to i + r, or what

is the same thing,

bFd = 2x.

If a perpendicular J: be now conceived to fall from b upon the

|ixis of the mirror, and if the radius of the mirror be indicated

jy the sign p, the angle x may be expressed as follows,

Determination of the position of the
pruicipal focal point.

imd consequently

X =1 —
P

bFd = 2--,

P

R 2
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ami it is now clear tliat the angle h Fd^ that is to s:iy, the diver^

gcncc of the reflected vay from its original direction is propor-

tional to the distance k of the point of incidence from tlio axis

of the mirror.

The angle bFdmixy, however, be expressed in another way

;

for example, it may be siiid

bFd = ^''

;OF'

or again, because on account of the smallness of the angle bFd
the line b F li^ scarcely difierent from the focal disUmce d F^

which wc indicate by/,

hFd= K 1/
This expression, compared witli the above, leads to the equation

f~ 7'

which enables the position of the point 7^, where the reflected ray

cuts the axis, to be determined. But since the magnitude ^•,

because it appears as a factor on both sides of the equation, may
be eliminated, it is obvious that the position of the point of inci-

dence /3 has no influence upon the determination of the point F\

FlO. 37.

Determination of the position of conjogatc points.

that is to say, all rays coursing pamllel to the axis pass afler

reflexion through one and the same point F^ situated upon the

axis, the distance / of which from the mirror is determined by

the eti nation,

J _ 2

f r

I
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The focal distance is consequently equal to half the radius.

If we now consider any ray A b, proceeding from the point A
,

making (fig. 37) the angle a v.'ith the axis, we shall find that it is

so reflected in the point b that the angle o£ incidence and the

angle of reflexion are both = v, and the reflected ray cuts the

axis at the point B at an angle /3. If now the angle which the

axis of incidence drawn towards b makes with the axis be in-

dicated by 7, we obtain, because /3 is the external angle of the

triangle BCb and y is the external angle of the triangle CAbj
the two equations,

P = y +h
a = 7 — 0,

which added together make
a + b = 2y;

that is to sayf for every point of the mirror the sum of the angles

which the incident and the refected ray make with the axis is

inalterable, and is indeed equal to the defection ivhich the ray

passing to the focal point experiences at the point.

If now the focal length of the mirror be indicated by /, and

its radius consequently by 2/, and further, the distance of the

luminous point dA (= b A) by a, the distance dB (= b B) of

the image-point by b, and the perpendicular let fall from the

point of incidence b upon the axis, by Z.-, we obtain from the

above-mentioned method of measuring the angles,

Z: n k I-

"=!.' '^=
b^ ^'=2f^

and consequently if these are arranged in the equation a 4-/3 = 2y

k k h— + - = - ; or,
a ^ b J

since the common factor h may be eliminated,

11^1
a b f

This very circumstimcc, that the magnitude Z-, which alone

refers to the position, whatever that may be, of the point of
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incidence, is removable from tho 0(juation, .supplies the proof that

all rays prococding from the point A, wherever they may strike

the mirror, are united in tho selfsimie point 2>\

From tlie form of this e(piation, which expresses in the

simplest manner the opposite relation of two conjugated points, it

is further evident that the light-point and the image-point are

mutually interchangeable.

The deviation which the ray incident in b experiences is 2c,

But from the above etiuation, it results that

The accuracy of the statement above made, that the deflections

which the rai/s proceeding from any point experience are j)ropor-

tional to the distafices of the points of incidence from the axis of

the mirror, is thus rendered evident.

In order to determine the position and size of the image by

construction it is not necessary to draw a great number of rays,

as in iigs. 01, 32, and 31 ; but only two rays for each point of

Fia. ::8.

a-

Construction sliowing the formation of tho image.

the image, because the others necessarily meet at point where

these decussate. The two ra3-s selected should be such as to

make the construction as neat and convenient as pos.sible. In

fig. 38 the object whose imago is to be determined is a straight

line A a, perpendicular to the principal axis. Let tho secondary

axis -'1 C be drawn to the point A ; the ray coursing in this

axis is of course reflected upon itself. Now let the ray j)arallel

to the principal axis be drawn ; this passes after reflexion through

the principal focus, and the image of the i)oint A recjuired lies at

the point J>, where it cuts the secondary axis A C, and if Ji b be
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let fall perpendicularly to the chief axis we obtain in. Bb the

image of the object A a.

The course of all other rays proceeding from A may now be

followed with facility. Thus, for example, the ray A o, which

strikes the centre of the mirror o, is reflected in the direction o B.

And as at the point o the principal axis is the axis of incidence,

the angle Aoais, equal to the angle Boh. If the magnitude

of the object ^ a be indicated by the sign j?, the magnitude ot

the image Bh hy the sign q, and the distances of the object and

of the image from the mirror as before by the signs a and b, it is

clear that

p : q = a : b;

that is to say, the size of the object stands in the same relation to

the size of the image as the distance of the former from the mirror

is to the distance of the latter from the mirror, a proposition that

holds equally for the virtual as for the real image. The equa-

tions that have been deduced in the case of concave mirrors hold

also for convex ones, if the virtual focal distance be regarded as

negative, that is to say, as — / instead oif.
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CHAPTER Y

REFRACTION.

29. The adjoining figure (fig. o9) represents a cubic

vessel the sides of which iire made of glass. A
beam of parallel rays of light from the sun directed

horizontally into the room by means of the Heliostat

FlO. 39.

Refractor.

is thrown obliquel}' upon the surface of the water by

a small mirror. A part of the rays is, in accord-

ance with known laws, reflected at the surface of the

water, whilst another portion penetrates it ; this last,

however, does not pm'sue a course directly continuous

with the incident rays, but follows a steeper, though still

always straight direction."^

• Tho course oftho incidint ami nflocted rays cf light in tlio air is

readily rocogni»ed \>y the illuiniuatiun of tluiting particles uf Uu&t, aud ia
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It thus appears that the rays of light, as they pass

from the air into the water, are bent or refracted, and

the term refraction is accordingly employed to indicate

the phenomenon that is here observed.

The deviation of the refracted beam of light from

its original direction is smaller in proportion as by

turning the mirror A the rays are made to fall more

vertically upon the surface of the water until, when they

come to fall quite perpendicularly, they undergo no

change of direction at all, the rays that enter the water

pursuing the same direction they previously had in the

air.

In order to follow the exact course of a ray of

light as it passes from the air into water, or gener-

FlG. 40.

Angles of incidence and of rcfmotion.

ally from any one transparent inedium into another, let

any point, n (fig. 40) be taken, where the incident ray

order to nuiko it apparent in the Avalor a .small quantity of a lluort.sct.nt

Bubst^iuce, icsculin, may bo added.
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strikes tlio surface, and upon tliis erect tlie perpendicu-

lar or axis of incidence, nm, and let this be prolonged

into the second medium (nm'). We now observe, in

tlie first place, that the jilnne which contains the incident

ray and fJir axis of incidence, alwai/s also contains the

refracted nnj. It is hence termed the plane of refrac-

tion. The direction of the ray is determined by the

anj^le which the ray makes with the axis of incidence,

namely by the anylr of incidence i and the angle of

refraction r. The anjj^le d between the refracted ray

n q and the continuation n p of the incident ray,

gives the amount of deflection which the ray under-

goes in its refraction.

30. From the experiment given above it may be in-

feiTed that in the passage of a beam of light from air

into water the angle of refraction is always less than

the angle of incidence, and that if the angle of inci-

dence increases, the angle of refraction and the deflec-

tion of the ray also increase. In order to obtain a

more thorough insight into the whole process the rela-

tion that exists between the size of the angle of inci-

dence and that of the angle of

Fiu. r. refraction must be investifrated,

and to accomplish this it is

necessary to measure the two

angles in question.

Fig. U shows a convenient

apparatus fortius purpose. The
flat side of a semicircular vessel

Apinratnii for drmonrtnitinK tl>e . -% n ^ -i i
inw of refrmctiuu. IS mauc 01 glass, rendered

(»paque except at the centre,

where there is a vertical transparent slit. The internal

sui-face of the semicircular wall is divided into DO*
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towards eacli side, commencing from a point exactly

opposite the slit. The vessel is half filled with water :

the upper half of a horizontal beam of light, entering

the vessel through the slit, pursues its original course

above the level of the water, the lower half, on the other

hand, experiences refraction in the water. The glass

plate (X 6 ^ represents the limiting refracting plane be-

tween the external air and the water, and the horizon-

tal line drawn from the zero point of the scale to the slit,

the axis of incidence. Bj making the vessel assume

different positions in relation to the incident rays, the

angle of incidence can be varied to any extent, and the

angle of incidence of the ray passing over the surface of

the water, and the angle of refraction of the ray passing

through the water, can be read off on the scale.

We find, for example, with an angle of incidence of

15° the angle of refraction is 11*^°

30°
. „ 22°

45° „ 32°

C0° „ 40i°
75° „ 46i°

31. In accordance with this little table, the angle of

incidence i being equal to G0°, the angle of refraction

r= 40^°. If we now describe, in the plane of refraction,

a circle with the point of incidence n as centre, and let

fall from the points a and h, at which the incident and

refracted rays cut the circle, the perpendiculars a d and

hf upon the axis of incidence, it follows that hf is

exactly J of ad, or ad -;*- of hf. On repeating this

construction for all the pairs of angles in the above

* II -will prcsoiilly 1)0 shown tliat this oxoivi.ses no infliu>nco on tlio

clircction of the r;iv.s Iraversin;' it.
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table, wo constantly liinl flmf fJtr jteijinidicular corre^^

spondhuj to ihc aiujlc of incidence is exactly
-J

as larg\

as that hclonfjinj to the aiKjlr of refraction. The nuni])er

* or H» which may be rof'arded as

the measure for the amount of re-

fraction li^ht undergoes in passing

from air into water, is termed the

index of refraction, or the coefficient

of refraction of water. In passing

from air into glass the rays of light

; are more strongly refracted, and

the relation of these two perpen-
Law of rcfnujtion. i- t • i ^ ^ p

diculars is expressed by the frac-

tion
-J

or 1*5. In this way every transparent substance

lias its own refractive power. Tlie following table

shows, in regard to a few of these, the ratio of refrac-

tion for light in j^assing into them from air :

—

Water .... 1-333

Alcohol .... 1*3G5

Canada balsam . . . 1*530

Carbonic disulphide . . 1*G31

Crown glass . . . 1*530

Flint glass (Fraunhofer) . 1*G35

Flint glass (Merz) . . 1*732

Diamond .... 2*487

In geometry the perpendiculars a d and hf (fig. 42),

wlien the radius of the circle = 1, are termed the

* sines* of the angles / and r, and the law of refraction

can be expressed in the following terms :

The sines of the anrjlo of incidence and refraction

stand in an invariable relation to each other.

If the ratio of refraction be designated by », ih\^
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law can be rendered easily intelligible by the following

simple expression

—

sin i = n sin r,

that is to say, the sine of the angle of incidence is

•equal to w, multiplied into the sine of refraction.

If the angle of incidence be very small, by so much
the smaller is the angle of refraction, for then the arcs

which correspond to these angles do not materially

differ from, the sines, and may therefore be taken

instead of them, and then the law of refraction assumes

a still simpler form, namely

—

i = n r,

that is to say, with nearly perpendicular incidence of

the ray, the angle of incidence is n times as great as

the corresponding angle of refraction.

32. Hitherto the passage of light from air into a

fluid or solid medium where, as already stated, the re-
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takon by lii^ht in 2)assin^ from water into air, the cubic

glass vessel (figf. 4*{) must a^ain be employed, and the

little mirror /.' which receives th(» beam of lij^ht directed

vertically downwards by the mirror A, and reflects it

upwards af]fainst the surface of the water, must be placed

beneath the surface of the water. The beam, when it

strikes the surface of the water atM from below, breaks up

into a reflected beam which returns through the water,

and into a refracted beam wliich passes out into the

air. This last, the course of which may be easily

followed both by the illuminated particles of dust in the

air and by the spot of light which falls on the lid or on

the oj^posite wall, runs in a more oblique direction than

the incident beam B ^L A beam of light therefore

passing from water into air is thus, by refraction, de-

flected from the perjiendicular ; in fact, as may readily

be demonstrated by measuring the angles, it follows

an exactly inverse path to a ray entering water from

air. Fig. 42 therefore serves to exhibit the opposite

course, where h n is the ray of light which is traversing

the water, and n I the ra}' refracted as it emerges into the

air. r will of course then be the angle of incidence,

and i the corresponding angle of refraction ; and so it

appears that if
J

(or, speaking generally) ii expressed

the refraction that light undergoes in passing from air

into water (or any other transparent substance) 5 (or ^
nj

represents the same for the passage from water (or this

other substance) into air.

By rotating the mirror 7/ the ray B Jlf may be made

to strike more and more obliquely against the surface of

the water; the emergent ray becomes similarly more

and more deflected from the perpendicular, and conse-
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quently more and more approximated to the surface of

the water. It is not difficult in this way to make the

light spot, which enables us to follow the course of the

emergent ray, strike upon the wall of the vessel towards

C in the line of division between the air and the water.

The emergent beam now passes along the surface of the

water, and its angle of refraction amounts to 90°. It

cannot, however, be refracted through an angle greater

than 90°, because this is the limit of the possibility of

refraction. Hence if the beam BM be directed still

a little more obliquely to the surface of the water^ no

more light passes out into the air, the surface of the

water proving absolutely impenetrable to such very

obliquely falling rays. It may at the same time be re-

marked that at the moment when by the rotation of the

mirror B the limits of refraction are overste]3ped and

the light spot at at the surface of the water vanishes,

the ray MD, reflected inwards, which up to this time

has been much fainter than the incident ray B Ji,

suddenly gains in intensity and becomes just as bright

as the incident ray. This is due to the circumstance

that the light of the beam B M, being no longer divided

into a reflected and a refracted portion, the latter is

added ivithout loss to the former, and the beam is said

to undergo total reflexion. The angle of incidence at

which refraction ceases and total reflexion commences
is termed the critical angle. This amounts in the

case of water to 48° 35', for glass to 40° 49', and for the

diamond to 23° 43'. A surface at which total reflexion

occurs constitutes the most perfect mirror we possess.

And now let a glass prism (fig. 44) which in section forms

aright-angled triangle with equal sides, be placed in tlie

beam of light coming from the Ileliostat. The rays which
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Totally reflecting prieiii.

fall pi'i'iKMidicularly upon the katlic^tal surface A C, pass

'without ilellectioii through the j^lass and strike at an

aiii^lo (^f 1.")° (wliic'h is consequently lar^^er than the

critical angle of glass, equal to •iO'' li)') upon the sur-

face of the Hypothenuse A Ik Thoy are here totally

reflected, without even a trace of light entering the air

behind A B, and pass without

further deflection througli the

second kathetal surface 2? C. To
the eye above, the beam on its

emergence is not sensibly fainter

than on its entrance, and it

does actually contain about 92

per cent, of the original amount
of light, the loss of 8 per cent.

being due to partial reflexion

taking place at the surfaces of

entrance and emergence. The best silvered miiTors

reflect 90 per cent, mercury itself only GO per cent, and

a polished glass surface only 4 per cent, of the incident

light.

33. A luminous point situated beneath the surface of

the water, or more generally beneath the surface of any

transparent medium, in consequence of refraction, is

seen, not in the position it actually occupies, but in a

hitjher position. Fig. 45 shows how the rays proceed-

ing to the eye from the point A appear to come from

the point A% which is consequently to be regarded as

a virtual image of the point A. The depth of the point

A' below the surface, providing the rays do not

emerge vei*y obliquely, is the ?<*'* pai*t of the actual

depth of the point A, n being regarded as the index of

refraction of light in passing from air into the trans-
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parent medium in question. In water, for example,

all objects appear to be about one quarter less deep,

hence it comes to pass that any mass of water the

bottom of which can be seen, appears to be less deep

Fig. 45. Fig. 46.

Apparent position of a point ^itiiatcd

beneath the surface of the water.
Appearance presented by a rod dipped iu

water.

Fig. 47,

than it really is. For the same reason the portion of

a perpendicular post which is under water appears to

be shortened, and a rod held obliquely in the water to

be bent at the point of immersion (fig. 46).

When the hand is dipped in water, or a coin is

looked at from above, it appears to be slifjhtly enlarged,

because it appears to be brought

nearer to the eye, and is therefore

seen under a larger angle.

34. A ray of light in passing from

the air, A A (fig. 47) into a trans-

parent medium, B B, and again em-

erging into air {A A) on the other

side of the medium, undergoes re-

fraction both at the point ofentrance

land at that of emergence. If the

Iray passes through a plate bounded

|by parallel surfaces, it becomes, as is shown in fig. 47,

I
approximated to the axis of incidence at the point of

p

.'{

A

n'

Refraction thronph a trans-
parent i)late with parallel

surfaces.
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ontraiiOi', iiiul divcrti'd fr(»iii il lo the same extent at

the point of enieri^ence. Tlie enier<j^ent ray consequently

pursues its course purdllfl to the entering ray, tliou«^h

without forming its direct continuation. The only change

it underjjoes from its orij'inal direction is a lateral shift-

ing, which is greater In iinioiuit the more obliquely the

ray strikes the plate, the thicker the plate, iind the

greater its index of refraction. Thin plates, as for

example the ordinary panes of glass in our window?,

produce so slight a shifting that objects are seen through

them of their ordinary size and shape, and in their

natural position. That a ray of light, after its passage

through a plate with parallel surfaces continues to pass

in a direction parallel to its original direction, and only

undergoes a lateral shifting, may be easily demonstrated

by a simple experiment. If a thick plate of ordinary glass

be held in a beam of light proceeding from the mirror

of the Heliostat so that about half the beam passes

without obstruction at the side of the plate whilst the

other half is refracted through it, it will be seen that

the latter portion continues parallel to the former and

throws a light upon a screen placed opposite to it, which

is more distant from the light thrown by the direct rays

in proportion as the rays are made to strike the plate

more obliquely. Let a second plate of flint glass be now
placed upon the first plate ; the lateral shifting increases,

but the emergent rays still always remain parallel to

the entering rays, nor is any change in the parallel isia

produced if a third plate be added. However numerous

may 1k3 the transparent plates of different substances

superimposed on each other, the rays on their emer-

gence into the air remain parallel to their course in the

air before their entrance into the transparent medium.
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Now since in the passage of a ray of light througli

the two plates A and B (fig. 48) the angle of emergence

i' is equal to the angle of incidence i, the refracted raj

must pursue the same course in the medium B which it

would have had if this medium had been struck directly

bv the incident ray passing in the direction i, after

Fig. 48.

Refraction through two parallel plates.

removal of the plate A, The plate A therefore exerts no

ivfluence upon the direction of the rays of lic/ltt in the

medium B. It is now obvious that in the experiment

described in § 80, the glass plate [a h, fig. 41) through

which the rays must pass before they penetrate into the

interior of the vessel, does not interfere with the re-

sult because it does not cause any alteration in the

direction of the refracted ray.

From the circumstance that a pencil of light in

traversing two or more parallel plates undergoes no

change in direction, it is moreover legitimate to con-

clude "^ that the index of refraction of a pencil of

light in passing from one medium. A, into a second

* Seo Appendix to Uii-s Chapter.

¥ 2
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inoiliuin, 7?, maybe expressed by the quotient , , where

n" represents the index of refniction of the medium li,

and »' that of A in reLation to the air. Thus, for example,

the index of refraction from water into glass = ^/

= M48.
Or*). When a beam of light traverses a transparent

body, the opposite surfaces ofwhich are inclined to one

another, the emerging ray no longer remains parallel

to the incident, but is diverted from its original direc-

tion, and fig. 49 shows the course

of the beam under these circum-

stances. A straight triangular prism

of glass (fig. 50) may be used for

experiments on this mode of deflec-

tion. When the surfaces ah cd and

(( h cjf are used as surfaces of en-

trance and emergence, the edge, a 6,

in which these two surfaces meet
Refaction thrnnph ft picco of . -iii o i' i a
K'la^Mhc siirfftces of wiiich IS termed the retracting edge, and

the angle, d a f, where they meet,

the refracting angle of the prism. All planes which,

like the terminal surfaces d af and chg, or planes

parallel to them, are perpendicular to the

refracting etlge, are termed chief or 'prin^

ripal sections or j)lanes of the prism, and

the remarks here made will be limited to

those rays which run in principal sections.

If the opening of the Heliostat be

. ^ closed with a red <zlass,* and a prism (fiff.

•M) with vertically-placed refracting edge

be brought in the path of the horizontal red pencil of

• The olject of this procccxling will be presently explained.
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light, SO that about one half of the rays passing by the

side of the edge, A, pursue their original direction,

A D, whilst the other half are refracted by the prism

and deflected towards AE; the amount of deflection,

that is to say, the size of the angle DAE between the

emergent and the direct rays, will be found to vary as

the position of the prism in regard to the incident rays.

Fig. 51.

Deflection through a prism.

or, which comes to the same thing, as the direction of

the rays in relation to the prism is altered.

On rotating the prism to a greater or less extent,

a position may easily be discovered in which the deflec-

tion is less than in any other position. As it is turned

away from this position in either direction, or, which

expresses the same thing in other words, as the rays

are made to fall more or less obliquely upon the prism

than in the position of least deflection, the deflection

becomes constantly more and more marked.

In order to determine the course pursued by a ray

of light with the least deflection, the following experi-

ment may be made. A part of the incident light is

i reflected at the anterior surface, A B, of the j)rism,

I

towards MF, The half of the angle, SMF, is conse-

I qucntly the incident angle. If a small mirror be

I

placed at E, perpendicularly to the emergent rays,
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these are reflected buck ui)«)ii themselves, and are re-

flected at the posterior surface, A C, of the prism,

towards NO; then the half of the angle EN G is the

emergent angle. It may now he easily shown by

direct measurement that if the prism be placed in

the position of least deflection, tlie angle SM F is equal

to tlie angle E N G, or that tlie angle of entrance and

of emergence are equal to each other. But if the inci-

dent and the emergent rays form equal angles with the

surfaces of the prism, the refracted ray M N, in its

course through tlie prism, must be equally inclined to

both surfaces. The minimum drflcctimi occurs therefore

when the ray in the interior of theprism forms equal aiifjles

with the surfaces of entrance and of emergence. The
knowledge of the minimum deflection of a prism is a

matter of great importance in practical optics, because

"we are able from it and the refracting angle of the prism

to determine with great exactness the index of refrac-

tion of the substance of which it is composed.

From fig, 52, which represents the course of a ray

Fic.
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the prism h, and the angle of incidence, i, is equal to

half the combined minimum deflection and prism angle.

If, however, the angle of refraction belonging to

the angle of incidence, i, be known, the index of refrac-

tion must, in accordance with the law of refraction, be

equal to the ratio between the sines of these two angles.

In order to obtain the index of refraction of a body,

the following method is adopted. A prism of the sub-

stance is prepared, the refracting angle of which is

measured by the reflecting Goniometer (§ 19), and the

minimum deflection is determined when, by testing,

it has been brought into the right position. From
tliese two data, which can be ascertained with great

accuracy, the index of refraction can be easily deduced

by the above method.

In order to give to a fluid the form of a prism it is

introduced into a vessel in which

the opposite inclined walls are fig. 53.

made of plates of glass, care-

fully ground to plane surfaces.

Pig. 53 is such a hollow prism.

As plates with parallel surfaces

do not alter the direction of the

rays of light, they do not inter-

fere with the measurement of

the deflection caused by the iiouow prism.

fluid.

The indices of refraction given above (§ 31) were all

obtained in this manner.

30. When a comparison is made of several prisms

composed of the same kind of glass, the refracting angles

of which differ, it is found that the minimum deflec-

tion increases more quickly than the refracting angle.

Thus for prisms of ordinary glass it appears that,
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"NVlioTi ilio refracting angle amounts to 20°, the mini-

mum deflection amounts to 10° 40'. ^
When the refracting angle amounts to 40", the mini-

mum dellec'tion amounts to 23° G\

"WIkmi the refracting angle amounts to G0°, the mini-

mum deflection amounts to 30^ 49'.

It is only in the case of prisms with very small

refracting angles that the deflection holds the same
ratio, for it is found that

With a refracting angle of 2° the minimum deflection

is 1° U\
With a refracting angle of 4° the minimum deflection

With a refractiuGT anjjle of G^ the minimum deflection

is 3° ir.

The amount of refraction in thin acute-angled prisms

does not alter materially even if the incident ray is in-

clined several degrees to that which traverses the prism

under equal angles. For example, the prism of 4° may
be moved as much as 5° to one side or the other from

the position of minimum refraction, or may thus be

rotated IC without the deflection varying more than a

minute.

It may therefore be laid down that a pri*.9??i with very

small refracting angle, as long as the rays do not fall too

obliquely upon it, invariably j^^oduces an amount of dejlec"

lion prjyportional to the refracting angle.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER Y.

To § § 31 and 32. By means of the law of refraction the angle

of refraction corresponding to each angle of incidence (and the

converse) may be easily determined either by calculation or by

construction. The latter may be conducted in the mode indicated

in fig. 42. The construction shown in fig. 54 is still more con-

venient. Two circles are described aroimd the point of incidence

in the plane of refraction, one of them with a radius = 1, the

other with the radius=7i, n being the index of refraction of the ray

in passing out of the first into the second medium. Now let the

incident ray I n be prolonged to intersect the first circle in the

Construction of the i-efracted raj-.

point ??2, and through m draAvn p m q parallel to the axis of in-

cidence, intersecting the second circle in the point ;?, then n p
is the direction of the refracted ray. For since the angle q vi n

is equal to the angle of incidence /, the sin i= q n ; and fuitlu r,

since the angle qjyn is equal to the angle ?•, n sin r = q //, and

hence as is rccjuired by the law of refraction,

sm I =. n sui r.

For any ray pn proceeding from the second medium, lot a lino

parallel to the axis of incidence be drawn through p to cut the
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I
first circle at the point m, then the line in n produced, gives the

direction of the emerging ray n I.

Tlic hist construction becomes impossible when ns in the ray

itn the jiarallcl to the axis of incidence no longer cuts tlie first

circle. The total reflexion which this ray experiences is tlius

rendered intelligihle.

It' the parallel touches the first circle just at the end of its

horizontal diameter, as occurs with the ray t n, the refracted ray

passes out towards n q along the limiting surfaces of the two

media, and t n k' = y is the critical angle. The ratio thus holds,

as appears from the construction

1
1

11 sm y = I , or sin y =
//

To § oi. That the index of refraction in passing from a

medium A into a second medium 7>, is equal to the quotient

n"
, where n' represents tlie index of refraction of the medium .4,

n" that of the medium 2?, as compared with air, can be demon-

fetrated in the following manner. In fig. 55, which represents

Fia. 65.

,'f' II

Refraction tbroti(ch two pnrallol plates.

the passage of a ray of light through two parallel plates, we;

have on cntjancc into the first plate

.sin * = n' sin r,
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and on emergence of the ray from the second pkite into the air

sin i' = n" sin r'

.

But inasmuch as the emergent ray is parallel to the incident

ray, i = i' consequently also, sin i = sin i', and

7i' sin ?• := 7i" sin r'

or

sin r = — sin r'.

n'

In the transition of the ray from the first into the second plate, r

is obviously the angle of incidence, and r' the angle of refraction,

n"...
and consequently -^ is the ratio of refraction corresponding to

this transition.

To § 35. The deflection of the incident ray caused by a prism

placed in any given position amounts to the sum of the deflection

on entrance and the deflection on emergence. If 2 and z' (fig.

56) indicate the angles which the incident and the emergent

ray, and r and r' the angles •which the ray in its course

through the prism makes with the axis o£ incidence, then i—r is

the amount of deflection in the first, and i'— i-' that in the second

refraction. The total deflection, Z>, as appears from the figure,

is the sum of the two separate deflections, so that

D z=z i — r + i', — r' ov D = i + /' — (r + ?•').

From the figure it may also be concluded that the sum of the

two angles o refraction remains constantly equal to the refracting

angle of the prism b, or that constantly

r + ?•' = b.

Consequently the deflection may also be expressed in the follow-

ing form :-^

n = i + i - b.

When in the case of the minimum refraction (</, fig. 52), / = /',

and r = r', we obtain

2r = b and d = '2i — b.

Thence it results that the angle of incidence / = .'. {<l + b)y
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aiul tlie nn-^lo of refraction r = J
h. "We obtain therefore for the

calculation of the index of refraction tlic equation

sin A {d'k-h)

sill .', h.

That the minimum of deflection occurs with equiangular transit,

i.e. "Nvlicn the ray of liglit makes e«iual angles with the two hides

of the prism, may he shown hy the following st'itemcnt :—Wo
considor that the course of any ray of light in the prism

is as in fig. 5 G, from left to right and upwards; we compare

Flo. 66.

r.i&sais'c of a ray of light through a priim.

with this a pecond ray, whicli runs with equal inclination

the two surfaces fr(>m the Kll to ritrht, and downwards; these

two rays lie symmetrically with regard to the equiangular ray

of fig. 52, and undergo, since they only in this respect differ from

one another,' that / and /', and also r and r\ are interchanged,

equal amounts of deflection. It may now be easily shown that

the amount of deflection of the non-equiangular ray of fig. 56

is greater than that of" the equiangular ray of fig. 52.

The angle r in fig. 56 is greater than witli equiangular rays,

the angle ;*' on the other hand is just as much smaller, sinoB

the sum of ;• + v' = h. If we proceed consequently from

equiangular to non-e<iuiangular rays the angle i augments, whilst

i' diminishes. By means of the construction fig. 51 it may easily

be demonstrated that if the angle of refraction r be allowed to

increase and diminish about equally, the increase of the angle of

incidence i is in the former case greater than is its diminution in
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the latter. In the transition from equiangular to any other rays

consequently, in the expression

D = i + i' — h,

the angle i augments so much the more as the others diminish :

that is to say, the deflection of the ray becomes greater, or which

is the same thing, the minimum deflection occurs with equiangular

transit.

To § 36- The proposition laid dov.^n in § 36 in regard to

acute-angled prisms may be easily established theoretically. If

for example the refracting angle of a prism be very small, those

rays which are near to the minimum deflection deviate but little

from the axis of incidence. Here, therefore, only very small

angles of incidence and emergence are dealt with, to which the

simplified law of refraction applies (see end of § 31), from which it

appears that

i =. nr and i' = nr'

and the deflection

D = n (;• + r') - (r + r') = (ti - 1) (r + r')

or because

r + ?•' =. J,

D={n - 1 ) h,

that is to say, the deflection, whatever may be the angle of inci-

dence, providing only that it remains very small, is determined

exclusively by the index of refraction and the refracting angle

of the prism, and indeed is proportional to this last.
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CILVrTER YT.

LENSES.

37. Thin pieces of glass, tlie two surfaces of wliicli

(or one surface, the otlier remaining; flat) have been

ground to a spherical form, are termed lenses.

Convex lenses are those which are thicker in the

middle than at the edge. Fig. 57 exhibits three different

forms, as seen in section, namely, a a In-convex^ h a

jylano-convex, and c a concavo-convex lens.

Fir., r, Fig. 58.

Convex Icnaci. Concave lenses.

I

(

I

Concave lenses (fig. 58) are thicker at the edges

than in the middle: a is a hi-concave, h ii 2>l(ino-concavef

aii<l '' a convr.i-o-concavc lens.

The tenn axis of a lens indicates the stniighfc

line which joins the centres C and C (fig. 59), of the,

two spheres of which the limiting surfaces are segments.

"Where one of the surfaces is flat, a line drawn perpen-

dicularly to that surface from the centre of curvature of

I
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:he curved surface is regarded as the axis. The form

)f a lens is symmetrical around its axis, for all planes

jassing through the axis, which are termed chief or prin-

cipal planes or sections, have the same sectional outline.

The fl,ngle A C B (fig. 59) which two straight lines,

Irawn to diametrically opposite points of the border of

Fig. 59.

Axis and centres of curvature.

the lens from the centre of curvature, make with one

mother, is termed the aioerture of the corresponding

mrface of the lens. We shall here only have to do

with such lenses as have a small aperture not exceeding-

six or eight degrees at most.

38. If a pencil of parallel rays from the sun be

lirected upon a bi-convex lens (fig. 60), parallel with

its axis, these will be so refracted that they will all j^ass

through one and the same point, F, situated on the

iixis on the other side of the lens, which is called the

focus.

• If the several rays be followed in their passage

through the lens it is observable that each is refracted in

exactly the same mode as in a prism whose refracting

mgle is turned away from the lenticular axis, with this

ilifference, however, that for each ray there is a difife-

jrent refracting angle. The small angle between the

jlirections of the two lenticular surfaces at the points

of entrance and emergence of the ray in question is to
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be regartlod as the rofractincr angle. This angle is

proportionally greater as we recede from the axis of the

lens.* Tlie lens acts just as if each ray struck an

acute-anglt'd prism, the refracting angle of which is

Fk;. CO.

B
Focnl point.

greater in proportion as the point of incidence is further

from the axis.

If what has been said above in regard to the relation

of acute-angled prisms be remembered, it may be con-

ceived that rays pursuing a parallel course on this

side of the lens, the fm-ther they severally strike the

lens from its axis, must run together on the other side

of the lens into one jnid the same point of the axis.

Tlie ray which runs in the axis itself meets parallel

surfaces upon its entrance and emergence from the

lens, and therefore experiences no deflection.

On the supposition that the rays fall parallel upon the

surface of the lens from the side towards J*^, their union

will then occur on the other side of the lens in a point

of the axis which will also be at the same distance from

the lens as the point V^ because the rays will meet the

same refracting angles at the same distance from the

axis, and will consequently experience the same de-

flection as before. Every lens therefore possesses iwo

focal points upon its axis, which are placed on opposite

sides of it, at the same focal distance.

• Sec Appendix to this Chapttr.
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39. The flame of an electric lamp is now to be

)rouglit into the focus F (fig. 60) of the lens. The result

aay be predicted. A beam of light, composed of rays

mining parallel to the axis, emerges on the other side

if the lens. Following the plan previously adopted, it

nay be said that rays proceeding from the focus on one

ide of the lens run on the other side towards an in-

initely remote point of the axis.

If the light from the lens be now removed till it

eaches the point B (fig. 61), a cone of rays may be seen

emerge which converge towards a point S on the axis.

["his point 8, in which all the rays proceeding from B
hat fall upon the lens unite, is the real image of the

uminous point B.

When the luminous point B (fig. 62) is brought to

(xactly double the focal distance from the lens, its image,

?, on the other side, will be double the focal distance

rom the lens also.

When the luminous point is placed at 8 (fig. 61) its

mage is formed at the point B, which was before the

Fig. 61.

Conjugate foci.

osition of the light. The points B and 8 are conse-

uently so associated, that the one is the image of the

bher, and they are said to be conjugate to each other.

Hien one is more tlian double the focal distance from

le lens, the other is less upon the opposite side, but

G
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nhvays at a greater (Ustduce from it than the simple focal

distance.

JC

B

Conjngatc foci.

I
If the himinous point T {^\^r, 63) be situated between

the focus and the lens, this no longer has the power* of

FlO. 63.

on|

Vertical inyge.

making the strongly divergent rays parallel or con

vergent, but simply diminishes their divergence,

actual union of the refracted rays can now no long

tako place, but if prolonged backwards, they past

through a point V^ situated upon the axis on the other

side of the lens, which is more remote from the leni

than the luminous point T; in other words, the rayi

emanating from T proceed divergingly after having

traversed the lens, just as if they emanated from the

point V, The point V is consequently the virtual image

of the point T.

If, conversely, a converging pencil of rays proceed-

ing from the right side (fig. ()M), fall upon the leoi

which is directed to the virtual luminous point F, the
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rays are made to unite at the real image-point T. The

points T and V therefore constitute image-points of

32 ch other, and they also are consequently termed

zonjiigate points.

40. The behaviour of lenses, in regard to light,

fvhich has just been described, is easily explained by the

peculiarity that prisms with small refracting angle

possess of deflecting equally all rays, whatever may be

iheir direction, providing they do not fall too obliquely

ipon them. In consequence of this peculiarity, all rays

tvhich are not inclined to the axis at too great an

mgle must undergo the same deflection at one and the

jame point of the lens. The ray It A, for example (fig.

51), striking near the edge of the lens, inasmuch as it

s refracted towards A S, undergoes the same deflection

Arhich the ray A N, running parallel to the axis, expe-

'iences ; that is to say, the angle R A S, wherever the

uminous point R may be, is always equal to the angle

^ A N, the magnitude of which is given, once for all,

vith the focal distance. The conjugate points may be

j^ery easily determined by construction ; if the angle

^ A Nhe cut out of a piece of cardboard, and having

)een placed with its apex upon the point A and rotated

iround this point, the sides containing the angle T then

dways cut the axis in two points conjugate to each

ther.

It results as a necessary consequence from the above-

iientioned j)roposition, according to which in lenses of

mall aperture the deflection of a ray is greater in pro-

tortion as the part of the lens which it strikes is further

Irom the axis, that all rays proceeding from any point

n the axis pass again after refraction through some

loint of the axis.

I G 2
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41. Tho concordance ^vllic'll exists between the

properties of convex lenses, so {\\r ns \vr have at present

g^one, and those of concave mirrors, is so remarkable

that it is scarcely necessary that they should be expressly

pointed out. And it will not be surprisincj if in the

course of the following researches results are obtained

essentially agreeinjjj with those already given in the

case of concave mirrors.

If, for examj)le, I place the light of an electric

lamp at <i (lig. Gl) above the axis, its image is formed

Fk;. 61.

Prodnctfon of a real image.

I
below the axis in A. An imaginary straight line join-

ing the points a and A passes through the centre of

the lens, and a ray striking the lens in this direction

{a 0) undergoes no deflection, because it meets parallel

portions of the surface of the lens. It behaves itself

consequently like a ray running in the axis itself. The

term sccomhiry axis has therefore been applied to every

line passing through the centre of the lens, in order to

distinguish such lines from the chief axis which joins

the centres of the two spheres of which the surfaces of

curvature are segments. The same laws hold in regard

to each secondary axis for rays that do not fall too

obliqu»*ly, as has already been stated as applying to

the chief axis. A pencil of rays, for example, which

falls upon the lens parallel to its secondary axis a 0,
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will be Tinited in a point upon this secondary axis at

about the focal distance of the lens F. Every secon-

dary axis consequently also possesses two focal points,

and its conjugate points are in all respects similar to

those of the chief axis.

42. If from the points a and A, which correspond as

light object-point and image-point on the secondary axis

a ^, we let fall the lines a b and A B perpendicular to

the principal axis, so that each is bisected by the chief

axis, the points h and B upon the secondary axis, h o B,

are obviously also conjugate to each other. So long as the

angle between the secondary axis a and the principal

axis is very small, all points of the line a h may be re-

garded as equally remote from the middle of the lens 0,

and likewise all points of the line A B. Every point of

the line a h has therefore its conjugate point upon the

line A B, which is at the spot where these are struck by

their own axis. The middle points of a b and A B, for

example, are conjugate points upon the chief axis.

From the preceding illustration, which is limited to

the plane of the construction, a more general statement

affecting the space around the chief axis can easily be

deduced. If, for instance, the vertical planes a b and A B
be conceived to be placed at two conjugate points of the chief

axis, each point of the one plane will have its image in the

[other plane at the spot where this is strucJcby the axis cor-

Irespoiiding to each point. The two planes are said to be

'conjugate to each other.' If therefore any line be

I
situated in the one plane, there is projected from the

[lens an exact image of it upon the other conjugate

iplane, the size of which is in the same proportion as

Itheir relative distances from the lens. And wluit has

here been stated in regard to a Hat figure holds also for
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any iiiaiori:il object the parts of which do not project

too far beyoiul a plane perpendicular to the chief axis.

As lon^ as the object is situated at a greater

distance from the lens than the focal distance, an
actual reunion of the rays of li<_Hit occurs upon the

other side in the iniai^^e plane; and thus an (trtiKil or

real iina<^e is formed, which may be received upon a

screen and thus made objectively apparent. The real

imaj^es are of course always inverted in relation to the

object.

It is easy to show this relation by experiment.

Let a ]iL,dited candle be placed in front of a lens (fig.

C5), and somewhat beyond its focal distance, by a little

Fio. C5.

Real image seen throagh a convex lens.

shiftin;^' to and fro of the screen, the place of the image

may be easily determined, and it will be found that it is

situated a little beyond twice the focal distance, and that

it is inverted and enlarged. If the position of the screen

and candle be so altered that the candle is situated a

little beyond, and the screen a little nearer than twice

the focal distance of the lens, an inverted diminished image

of the Hame is obtained upon the screen. Fig. 64

exhibits the course of the rays in both cases ; if a 6 be

the object, A U is its real image, and vice verm,

43. If an object be situatiMl at somewhat less than
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the focal distance from the lens, no real image of it can

be projected bj the lens. For the rays which emanate

from one of its points (A, fig. 66) will now no longer

be collected into one point on the other side, but issue

Fig. 66.

6

Virtual image with a convex lens.

divergingly from the lens, just as if they came from

a point a situated on the same side of the lens but

more distant from it than the point A. An ob-

server looking through the lens from the other side

sees therefore instead of the small object A B, the

enlarged virtual image a h, which is erect in regard to

the object. On account of this well-known action,

convex lenses are called magnifiers. Every lens specially

destined for this object of enabling us to see the

enlarged virtual images of small objects is called a

magnifying glass (Lupe).

44. A concave lens acts at each part like an acute-

angled prism, the refracting angle of which is turned

towards the principal axis, and is greater the further the

point is from the axis. Every ray that strikes such a

lens will therefore be turned away from the axis, and

to a greater extent in proportion as the part of the

lens on which it falls is further from the axis. Hence
the solar rays, which are directed upon this biconcave

lens (tig. 07), parallel to its axis, issue divergingly from

the other side of the lens in such a manner that
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tbcy appear to proceed from a point F, situated

upon the axis on this side, which we may designate as

the appannt or virtual foctis. Every concave lens has,

on every axis, two such focal points, which are situated

at an equal distance from the lens on either side, and

have the same sijTfnificance as the real foci of a convex

lens. The virtual focal distance is proportional to the

deflection from the axis which the rays of light ex-

perience at each point of the concave lens.

In order to elucidate the action of concave lenses,

a precisely similar series of observations to those

already given in the case of convex lenses should here ,

be inserted ; but to avoid repetition it will be sufficient ^

if the more important cases are here mentioned.

A cone of rays, produced by a convex lens, is allowed

to fall upon a concave lens (fig. 67) in such a manner

that the rays converge towards its focal point F on the

opposite side ; in this case there proceeds from the other

side of the lens a cylinder of rays parallel to its chief

axis. If the incident rays converge to a point which is

more distant on that side than the focus of the lens,

they must emerge diverg-
^°'"'

iiij^ly : but if they converge

to a point B, situated nearer

to the lens (fig. 68), they

must converge after refraction
^

less strongly to the more re-
Virtuol focM of a concave lens.

• t -i-»

mote point A, Kays, lastly,

which are emitted divergingly from a point A, as, for

example, from an electric lamp placed at this spot, are

rendered still more divergent by the lens, as if they

proceeded from a point li situated nearer to the lens

on the same side.
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Hence it follows that a concave lens can form a

virtual image only of an object, whatever may be the

distance that this is from it, because it makes the di-

FlG. 68.

Action of a concave lens on convergent and divergent rays.

verging rays emitted from every point of the object

still more divergent. The eye of an observer looking

through the lens (fig. 69) receives the rays emitted

from the object J. I? as if they came from a diminished

erect virtual image ah. On account of this diminishing

action, concave glasses are called diminishing glasses,

and thus we see, that whilst convex lenses are analogous

Fig. 69.

Virtual image formed by a concave lens.

to concave mirrors in their action, concave lenses cor-

respond to convex mirrors.

45. Of the various forms of lenses enumerated in

§ 37 we need only consider the biconvex and biconcave

more closely, because the remaining forms entirely

agree in their action with these representatives of these

groups.

The lenses of the first group possess real foci ; they

make parallel incident rays convergent, and unite them
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into one point ; thoy make convergent rays still more

convergent, divergent rays less divergent, or even con-

vergent.

The lenses of the second gronp have virtual foci;

they make parallel rays divergent, divergent still more

divergent, convergent leas convergent, or even di-

vergent.

Every lens which becomes thicker towards its peri-

phery has virtual foci ; and vice versa, for the focus of a

lens to be reid the lens must be thicker in the middle

than at the edge.

For all lenses, however, to whatever group they may
belong, the general statement holds good that rays,

which before they strike upon the lens pass through a

single point, pass also, after refraction, through a single

point which is conjugate to the first, upon the axis

passing through it.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VI. 1

To § 38. The angle wliich the anterior surface of a lens

fig. 70) makes at the point A', which is distant KF =z k from

r
Tic. 70. *

^-

Determination of the focal distanoe.

the axis, with the posterior surface of the lens at the opposite point

A'', or in other words the refracting angle corresponding to the

point K, is equal to the angle C K A, which the radii C A' and CA?
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])rolonged to Kfrom. the centres of curvature Cand C form with

each other, because these radii are obviously perpendicular at

K and K' to the surfaces. The angle CK L^ however, as external

angle of the triangle CK C\ is equal to y + y'. Presupposing

that the lens is one of small aperture, the angles above named, as

well as those more distant, are collectively very small, and in

order to express them we may use the method applied above.

(See Appendix to Chapter IV.)

Consequently

y = and 7 =^ CK ^ OK

If, as always occurs in ordinary cases, the thickness of the lens

is very inconsiderable as compared with its radius of curvature,

we may, without risk of material error, take C K' instead of C K.

If therefore we indicate the radii C /fand C K' respectively, by r

and r' we obtain

y = - and y = .

r r

The refracting angle y + y' at the point K is therefore

that is to say, it is proportional to distance Tc from the axis.

AYe now know (see Appendix to Chapter V.) that the deflec-

tion produced by an acute-angled prism is equal to (/i — 1)

times its refracting angle. Every ray falling upon the lens at

the point K undergoes therefore the deflection

The ray aS'/v, for instance, which runs parallel to the axis,

since it is deflected to the focal point F^ undergoes a deflection

that is represented by the anpjle 0, which the refracted ray foim

with the axis. Erom what has just been stated,

s

= /.o.-i)
(],

+ M
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The angle ^ may also be expressed by

_ /•

/•'A', however, if the small thickness of the lens be neglectccl,

may ho rej)laci'd by F M, that is to s;iy, by the focal distance /
of the lens, so that we get

, h
•" = /

If this value be substituted for tp in the above equation, the

factor /•, common to both sides, may be eliminated, and we

obtain for the calculation of the focal distance the equation.

^•7=("-'>(;.-v>
The very fact that k is eliminated from the equation demon-

strates that all rays })arallel to the axis, at whatever distance k

from the axis they may fall upon the lens, unite on the other

side in the single point F. i

It appears, further, from the circumstance that the radii r J

and r' can be substituted for each other without altering the]

expression for the focal distance, that the focal disUmce is etjual

for the two sides of the lens. 1

The formula shows also in what way the focal distance is

dependent upon the index of refraction n of the substance of

which the lens is composed. For a biconvex lens composed of

crown glass (/t = looO), for example, the two radii of curvature

of which are eipial, ;*^ = /-, we lind

consequently

1 ^.,., '2 106

J r r

/= '' or/= 0-i)i;3 . r
'' lUG ^

i

With a biconvex lens of crown glass of equal curvature on both

sidcH, the focal distance is consequently nearly equal to the

nidius of curvature, that is to say, the focus is very nearly co-

incident with the centre of curvature. For a similar lens com-
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posed of flint glass (n = 1*635), it results on the other hand

that

/= 0-787 .r,

and for a lens composed of Diamond

(n == 2-487)

/only = 0-336 . r.

From this it is evident that for lenses of similar form, but made

of different materials, the focal distance becomes smaller as the

index of refraction of the substance used increases.

To § 39. In order to determine the position of the conju-

gated points, it is only necessary to follow any given ray in its

course. For this purpose we select a ray, R A (fig. 71), striking

the border of the lens, which is refracted in the line A S, so that

Fig. 71.

Determination of conjugate points.

E and S are conjugate points. Tlie deflection, y, which this ray

undergoes at A is the same in amount as the deflection which

the ray NA parallel to the axis experiences at the same point;

that is to say, y = 0. But if the angles which the rays Ji A
and A S make with the axis be indicated by a and (3, y = a -{- b.

It results consequently that

a + /5=(/).

If the distance of the point 7i from tlie lens be indicated by

a, that of the point iS by b, the focal distance by /", and lastly,

the distance of the point A from the axis by h; the equations

[.

a
1^
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are obtained, and since also

>+' = '

<l h J

from which equation tlio magnitude of k whicli refers to the

several points of incidence may he eliminated, there is obtained

for the determination of theconjup^ate points the equation

II. • + '=-'
it b /•

which, in its form is exactly the same as that formerly (see

Appendix to Chapter IV.) found for the spherical mirror, and

expresses distinctly the analogy which exists between mirrors

and these lenses.

The eipiations I. and II., which are primarily deduced for

biconvex lenses, hold nevertheless for every form of lens, if we
admit the curvature for a plan surface to be indefinitely great

(= X ), for a concave surface negative and for a convex surface

positive. And according as in the Formula I., the value of/ is

positive or negative, the lens possesses real or virtual focal points.

!
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CHAPTER VIT.

OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

46. Reference will here only be made to a few of

the numerous applications of lenses to the construction

of optical instruments.

For experiments in optics intended to be rendered

visible to many persons, the light of the sun, on account

of its great brilliancy, is employed by preference ; un-

FlG. 72.

Dubosq's lamp.

fortunately, however, in the cloudy northern heavens it

I

is too frequently unavailable, and therefore, in order

to be independent of the variations of weather and
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of dayli;^'lit, it is customary to substitut-e for the

li|^'ht of the sun that of :in intense artificial light, as

for example, that of the electric lamp.

An important, and for many experiments, con-

venient peculiarity of the rays of the sun is that they

are nearly pdniUrl. The rays of the electric lamp, on

the other hand, issue divenjuKjIij from the white-hot

charcoal points, and hence if they are to be used

instead of the sun's rays they must be rendered

parallel.

This is effected by means of Dubosq's lamp (fig.

72) which consists of a square box supported on four

brass feet, into which the carbon-light regulator (or

the lime light, or any other source of light) is intro-

duced.

The light-point is so placed as to be in the focus of a

convex lens which is fixed in a moveable frame at the

fore-part of the box. By means of the regulating me-

chanism the carbon points can be made to occupy this

position permanently. The rays that fall upon the lens

consequently leave the lamp parallel to each other. At

the back of the box is a concave miiTor, the object of

which is to render the rays proceeding in this direction

serviceable. For since its centre of curvature is coin-

cident with the carbon points, it returns the rays to

their point of origin, from whence they pass to the lens,

and having been rendered parallel by this, combine

with the rays emanating from the points which are

passing directly forwards. j

The flame can be so used as to produce a greatly

inagniBed image of the form of the carbon points, and

the play of the arc of flame ; for if the lens be drawn a

little way out of the tube so that the distance of the
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charcoal points is somewhat greater than its focal dis-

tance, an inverted and enlarged image of them (fig.

72) is thrown upon the opposite screen. We see between

the white-hot carbon points the far less brilliantly lumi-

nous violet arc of flame in flickering movement. From
time to time white-hot particles are detached from the

blunt and excavated positive carbon point, and fly across

to the negative point, which remains sharp ; small

globules are seen moving hither and thither on the

surface of the carbon, as though they were in a state of

ebullition. These are particles of molten silex which

are unfortunately present even in the best carbon points,

and by their restless movements occasion the flickering

of the luminous arc, whilst, if they happen to occupy

the hottest part of the carbon points, they cause an

immediate diminution in the intensity of the flame.

47. The experiment just described is identical in

principle with the action of the magic lantern (fig. 73).

It is dependent on the property that convex lenses

jpossess of forming outside of or beyond twice their

'focal distance an inverted and enlarged image of any

jobject situated on the opposite side between their

ifocal distance and twice their focal distance.

' Pictures or photographs serve as objects, and they

jire placed in a slit in front, a h, and are strongly

illuminated by the light of the lamp L, placed within

Lhe box, which is intensified by the lens m m and the

poncave mirror H H. In front of the slit is a lens

|)r a combination of two lenses, which act like one

pf short focal distance, and can be moved by means

pf a sliding tube. These throw an enlarged image

|)f the object upon the screen. The magic lantern

las proved of groat service in illustrating scientific

H
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lectures, ill addition to tln^ ainnsement it affords by

its phantasinaj^oric representations, dissolving views,

chroniatropes, tScc.

FlO. 73

I

(

48. The sun or solar microscope (fif^. 74) is founded

upon the same principle, though it is devoted to

thoroughly scientific objects. Its most essential part

is a convex lens of short focus, placed in a small tube L^

and throwing a groatly enlarged image upon a screen

of anv small firmly-fixed object, usually between two

glass platrs, and placed somewhat beyond the focus of

the lens L. But since the amount of light proceeding

from the small object is diffused over the relatively

enormous surface of the image, it is easy to understan<l

that the object must be very brilliantly illuminated ii

the image is not to be too faint.

The strong illumination of the object is effected h\

means of a large convex lens placed at the extremity

of the wide tube constituting the body of the instru-

I
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inent; this unites the rays of light required for the

illumination into its focus.

Bj means of the screw G the object can be placed

in this focus, whilst the screw D serves to move the

lens L until the image is thrown with precision on the

screen. For the purpose of illumination either the

light of the sun may be employed, in which case the

Fig. 74.

Solar Microscope.

apparatus constitutes, as in our figure, a true ' solar

microscope,' which can be placed in the aperture of the

Heliostat, or the apparatus may be attached to the

frame of a Dubosq's lamp, and the illuminating power

obtained from the lime or electric light, in which case

the superfluous names of * photo-electric microscope '

and ' oxy-hydrogen microscope ' have been applied

to it.

The solar microscope proves of great service for the

I

objective representation of small objects in scientific

lectures. During the siege of Paris such a mici'oscope,

illuminated by the electric light, was made use of iu

order to project upon a screen and render avaihible for

H 2
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several copyists inuij^cs of the tiny photop^rapliic de-

spatches that were broii{j^ht by the carrier pij^eons.

VJ. If a convex lens be fitted into the opening of a

shuttt^r <if a darkened chamber, a varie^^ated picture

appears uptni the opposite screen, like those which we

formerly (§ l-l) obtained from a small opening with-

out a lens, but of pjreater clearness and sharpness.

For the lens projects real inverted imaf^es of external

objects situated at more than double its focal distance

upon a screen which lies between its sinj^le and double

focal distance. But inasmuch as the external objects

are situated at very variable distances, it cannot be ex-

pected that the images of all should appear with equal

sharpness of outline upon the screen. In fact the

screen can easily be arranged in such a manner that

the image of a distant tower is projected with sharp

outlines; but then the leaves of a tree near at hand

appear indistinct and confused. In order to obtain a

distinct image of the tree the screen must be removed

to a somewhat greater distance, but the definition of

the outline of the tower is then again sacrificed.

These defects in the definition are nevertheless less

considerable than might at first sight appear. It

need only be called to mind that if an object is removed

from twice the focal distance ffom the lens to infinity,

its image moves over merely the short distance that inter-

venes between the double and the single focal distance;

a great difference in the distance of the object thus cor-

responds to only a small shifting of the image-plane,

and indeed this is smaller in proportion to the remote-

ness from the lens of the nearest object the image of

which is cast upon the screen. It follows that all

objects lying beyond certain limits are depicted with
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tolerabl}^ satisfactory sharpness of definition upon a

plane situated near the focal point.

The dark chamber the object of which is to keep

out collateral light from the image, maj be replaced

by a box the interior of which has been blackened

(fig. 75).

Fig. 75.

Camera obscura.

The lens is fitted into a metal tube i which can be

made to slide in the draw tube h by means of a screw

the head of which is shown at r. The box a is open

at the back and receives a second box h, open in front

;

in this is a plate of ground glass, the place of which

can be shifted by pushing in or out the box h, and which

receives the image.

The nearer the object the image of which is cast

upon the ground-glass screen is, the further must the

box h be Avithdrawn from the box a. The fine adjust-

ment is effected by the movement of the lens by means

of the screw r.

This apparatus, which in its now portable form has

received the name of camera ohscura, remained a

mere plaything from the time of its discover}^ by Poita

iin the sixteenth century until recently, when its Hooting

'images have been successfully fixed by photography.
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It has now, howcvor, risen to be the chief ini])lement of

this hi«^^hl}' developed brunch of art.

The lunnan eye is only a small camera obscura of

wonderfully perfect construction. The crystalline lens,

in conunon with the transparent refracting media filling

the 1,'lobe, casts upon the retina lining its interior an

inverted real image of the external world, the impres-

sion of which is conveyed to our minds by the functional

activity of the oi)tic nerves. The physiological and

psychological processes by means of which, in addition to

the physical, vision is effected, do not belong to the

domain of physical optics. Their consideration, as well

as the physiology of the organs of vision, must be passed

over.

50. The system of lenses we have here described

projects rcnl images, which when received upon a

screen become apparent to many
observers simultaneously. We shall

now refer to a series of optical

instruments the virtual images of

which are only visible to a single

observer.

Every instrument by means of

which enlarged images of small and

near objects are seen, is called a
* microscope.' In this sense tha

lens above mentioned (p. 87) must

be regard(^d as a ^simple micro*

scope.* The compoiuid microscope

possesses a far greater sphere of

usefulness. It consists essentially

of two convex lenses (fig. 70), which are placed upon a

common axis at a distance of somewhat more than the

Action of thi" >li>r sr. j>o.
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Fig. 77.

sum of their focal distances. One of these lenses {a h)

of very short focus is applied to the object, and is there-

fore termed the objective. It projects to >S 22 an inverted

and enlarged real image of any small object {r s), placed

at a somewhat greater distance than its focus, which

acts as a luminous object to the glass nearest the eye,

or ocular. This image is seen as the virtual image

>S" B\ still further enlarged by means of the ocular,

from which it is somewhat less distant than the focal

distance of the lens.

Fig. 77 exhibits the form and arrangement of the

ordinary microscope. The ocular n, and the objective

0, are placed in a vertical tube, which,

owing to its being accurately fitted

into a brass sheath, n, is moveable

with slight friction.

The fine adjustment is effected by

turning the head of the screw, h.

The object, which is usually trans-

parent and fixed upon a glass slid?,

is placed upon the stage, p p, and

illuminated by light reflected from

below by the mirror, s.

If the tube of the microscope be

drawn out so far that the image S R is

formed outside of or beyond the focal

distance of the ocular lens, this lens

projects a real image of the image

/S R, which can be received upon a

screen. In order, however, that this enlarged image

should be sufficiently luminous, the small object must

be very strongly illuminated by the light of the sun, or

by that of the lime light or electric lamp. The light

MicToscupc.
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Flo. 78.

intoiuled fi>r illumination must therefore be concentrated

upon the object a hy nuaiis of a larii^e convex lens, I

(Hg. 78), aided by the mir-

ror .s'. The real image of'

the image h, which, on ac-

count of the vertical posi-

tion ofthe microscope tube,

must be formed on the

ceiling above, is thrown to

the side towards c upon a

paper screen by means of

the prism p set at the angle

of total reflexion. This

arranjjement enables us to

make use of any ordinary

microscope as a solar

microscope.

51. The essential fea-

tures of Kepler's, or the

astronomical telescope,

(fig. 79) are that two convex

lenses, namely,an object] ve,

o o,of longer, and an ocular,

V V, of shorter focus, are

placed on an axis common to both at about the dis-

tance from each other of the sum of their focal dis-

tances. The objective forms near its focus an inverted

real image, 6 a, of a remote object, A B, which is

seen through the ocuhir, as through an ordinary lens,

in the form of an enlarged virtual image, // a\ The

visual angle b' m n\ under which this image is per-j

ceived, is larger than the visual angle, A C B, under

which the object would be seen by the naked eye, which

M<xlc n( showinp tho inincro of n

mlcroscoiic a.<* an object.
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explains the magnifying, or, if we may

so call it, approximating action of the

instrument. As regards the further

arrangement of Kepler's telescope, the

objective is placed at the anterior ex-

tremity, h, of a tube of appropriate

length (fig. 80), which at the back part

is provided with a narrower piece, in

which the tube, t, containing the ocular,

0, can be moved to effect perfect defini-

tion by means of a screw. Yery large

instruments of the same kind employed

for astronomical observations are called

refractors.

Kepler's telescope is rendered much
more serviceable, not only for astrono-

mical purposes but also for physicists and

engineers, by means of the cross threads.

These consist of two fine threads of a

spider's web, which are arranged at right

angles to each other, decussating ex-

actly in the axis of the telescojDC, and

are placed at the point where the image,

h a (fig. 79) is formed, in consequence

of which they must necessarily be seen

distinctly with the ocular. If the image

of a remote object, as, for example, that

of a fixed star, appears at the point of

jdecussation of the threads, the axis of

Ithe telescope is directed straight to this

point, and its position gives the direc-

tion of the visual line from the eye

Ito the star. Kepler's telescope is
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therefore employed in all our instruments for measiirinjj

iini,'les.

In the determination of the index of refraction (§ 3.*)),

it enables us to measure the sli^^htest deflection effected

hy a prism. An instrument termed a theodolite is made

FlO. 80.

A^truuomicul tclciicopc. (

Fia.81.

use of for the same purpose (fi^. 81) ; it consists of a

horizontal disk capable of rotation around its centre

(the indicator disk), and a telescope supported upon

trunnions. Two markers exactly opposite each other

(Nonia) of the revolving disk point

to an immoveable circle (limbus) sur-

rounding^ it, which is divided at its

circumference into degrees. In order

to determine the deflection of a prism,

the telescope is first directed to a nar-

row and remote source of light ; as,

for example, a vertical slit in the

shutter, until the image of the slit

coincides with the vertical thread of

the cross threads, and the nonia

are read off". The telescope with the

indicator circle is then turned till

the slit is again perceived to coincide exactly with

the cross threads through the prism placed in front of

the objective, and the nonia are again read off". The

difference between the two readings gives the angle of

deflection, h m c, sought fur.

iMtrnment for meosniing
the prianutio dcflccUun.
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In the mirror sextant also (fig. 24), a Kepler's

telescope is nsual for exact vision.

If the tube containing the ocular of a Kepler's

telescope be moved so that the image, h a (fig. 83), is

more distant from the eje-piece than its focal distance,

a real but inverted (and therefore in regard to the object

itself erect) image of the image h a is projected. In

this way an image of the disk of the sun may be

thrown upon a screen one metre in diameter, in which

the sun spots are plainly visible.

52. By means of Kepler's telescope objects are seen

inverted, which is of little importance in astronomical

observations, but is objectionable in the observation of

remote objects upon the surface of the earth.

This inconvenience is overcome by replacing the

simple ocular acting like a lens by a feebly magnifying

compound microscope, which again inverts the inverted

image. The compound ocular of the terrestrial tele-

Terrestrial telescope.

scope is usually composed of four convex lenses fixed

in one tube. This arrangement is seen in fig. 82,

which represents a portable telescope with draw tubes,

or, in other words, one that is capable of being shut up.

br]. Objects are also seen erect with the Galilean,

or Dutch telescope. In this form of the instrument

the real image, h a (fig. 83) of the object A B thrown by

the convex objective, o o, is not formed, for the rays

here, converging as tJiey do towards every ii»iage, strike
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Ihe concavo ocular, v r, Avliich renders

lliem so i\\v (livcrj^ent that they appear

to come fVum tlie vertical erect imajje

(f' h'. Fi^. H'] shows very distinctly the

course of the rays of lipfht proceeding

fntni th(» ]^(>int A of the object. For the

iiua^c (t' h' to !)(' seen under a larger

visual an<;le than the object looked at

Nvith the naked eye, the virtual focal

distance of the ocular must be smaller

than the real focal distance of the objec-

tive, and the two lenses are accordingly

placed at about the difference of these

two distances from each other.

The usual form given to the instru-

ment is shown in fig. 84. As no real

image is formed by the objective, no

cross wires can be inserted ; Galileo's

telescope is consequently not applicable

as a measurer. Nor again is it possible

to obtain any very high magnifying

power by its means. On the other hand,

Fio. 84.

G alilco'd tch'scopo.

\
(»n account of its small length it is

extremely convenient as a pocket t«le-l

scope, and is appropriate therefore for)

i::g the use of opera glasses (with double or
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:riple magnifying power), and to the so-called field

glasses, which are able to magnify 20 or 30 diameters.

54. It is very intelligible that on account of the

rery similar behaviour of lenses and spherical mirrors,

:elescopes can be constructed in which a concave mirror

plays the part of the objective. Fig. 85 shows the

3onstruction of a Newtonian telescope. The concave

nirror, S S, placed at the bottom of a correspondingly

Fig. 85.

Action of Newton's reflecting telescope.

wide tube, open in front, collects the rays of light

3oming from a remote object to form a real inverted

image at a. Before, however, the union is effected

they are thrown to one side by a plane mirror, p, inclined

lit an angle of 45° to the axis of the tube, so that the

image is thrown to h, when it can be observed in the

|iirection o h through the convex ocular o, as through

ia microscope.

The reflexion of the small image to the side is

pecessary, because if the little image a be looked for

I'rom the front, the head of the observer would obstruct

Axe passage of light to the mirror. In the colossal

telescopes (Reflectors) of Herschel and Lord Rosse, the

nirrors of which are from I to 2 metres in diameter,

i)he use of such a second mirror, and the consequent
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loss of liijht, is avoided by a simple artifice. The con-

cave mirror (fi«^. 86) is a little inclined to the axis of

the tube; consequently, the real iinaj^e, a, conies to

lie close to the circumference of the tube, and can be

Fin. 8fi.

Flo. 87.

Action of the reflecting tolcsropc with antori.ir nponinp:.

observed through an ocular, o, in the same. The head

of the observer is even here, no doubt, partly in front

of the aperture of the mirror, but on account of the

lari^e size of the latter it is of little importance. Herschel

called his instrument * a front view telescope.'

In using Newton's reflecting telescope the observer

has the object looked at to his

side ; in a front view telescope:

he turns his back upon it. This

circumstance, which excludes

direct vision for searching pur-

poses, as well as the inversion of

the image, render both instru-

ments inconvenient for the ob-

servation of terrestrial objects.

In Gregory's reflecting telescope,

the external appearance ofwhich

is shown in fig. 87, these evil*

are avoided. The concave mirror, s 8 (fig. 88), is per-

forated by a circular opening in its centre, and the

Grc^
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ocular, 0, is placed in a tube behind this aperture. The

diminutive inverted real image of a remote object is

formed at a, somewhat beyond the focal distance of a

small concave mirror, F. This throws to 6 a once more

inverted, and consequently in relation to the object,

erect image, which may be looked at through the ocular

as with a lens. The fine adjustment is effected by

Fig, 88.

Action of Gregory's reflector.

shifting the little mirror, F, by means of the shaft, m n,

which is provided at m with a screw and at n with a

head for turning it. It is only in the construction of

very large instruments that reflectors ofl'er any advan-

tages over refractors. The use of the smaller reflecting

telescopes was formerly very general, when the mode
[of production of objectives in the perfection desired was
jnot understood ; they give, however, only faint images,

and cannot now compete with refractors, though very

recently they have again undergone great improve-

ment by the application of silvered glass instead of

easily oxidisable fused metal mirrors.
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CHAPTER VIII.

DISPERSION OF COLOUR.
I

55.

FlO. 89.

The inferior (positive) carbon point of the electric

lamp is now to be replaced with a thick cylinder of carbon

excavated on its free surface for the reception of sub-

stances the behaviour of which in the arc of the electric

flame is desired to be investigated. After placing the ap-

paratus in the Dubosq's lamp, a fra;i:ment of the wax-like,

silvery metal Sodium is inserted into the carbon cup, and

the two poles are approximated. At the instant of their

contact, the current passes through the

carbon electrodes and the little ball of

1
metal, which quickly evaporates and fills

the arc of flame with its vapour. The

whole process may be distinctly followed

J upon a screen on which an enlarged image

of the carbon pole is thrown by the lena

when somewhat drawn out. Owing to

the metal vapour which rises from the in-

ferior carbon point, the flame acquires a

higher degree of conductivity. The pules

can therefore be removed to a niuch

greater distance from each other without

extinguishing the arc of light which now

"HT^n thr iin- of forius a loug flame, shining with a daz-
amc.

^i^j^^ yellow light (fig. 80) , wliilst the carbcii

points, on account of their greater distance from one

I
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another, glow much less brightly, and give off much less

light than was the case in the experiments (§ 46)

formerly made with pure carbon points.

This yellow light of the vapour of Sodium glowing

in the electric flame may now be used for other experi-

ments. In the first place the lens of the Dubosq's lamp

may again be pushed to a sufficient distance inwards to

allow its focus to be situated in the arc of light ; its

rays are then rendered parallel.

The opening from which a broad cylinder of rays

now emanates is closed with a cap having a small ver-

tical slit in it, and the slender beam of parallel rays

proceeding from the slit falls upon a convex lens."^

If the lens be placed in a proper position, it throws a

well-defitied image of the narrow slit upon the screen,

which of course exhibits the yellow colour of the

source of light employed.

A prism is next placed in the erect position behind

the lens in such a manner that its refractinof ano-le is

i^ertical, and is consequently parallel to the slit. The

light proceeding from the lens is deflected away from

bhe refracting angle of the prism, and the image of the

I5lit is exhibited, shifted laterally upon the screen, but

btherwise unaltered, appearing as a slender vertical

bellow streak. (The prism as in all cases is arranged

|io as to give its minimum refraction.) Up to this

Doint the experiment teaches nothing new. Every-

thing takes place as might be anticipated from our

imowledge of the action of lenses and prisms. But

f the electric current be interrupted, in order that a

lew and clean carbon point may be inserted and a frag-

* The lens must bo achromatic. See Chapter IX.

I
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iiu'ut of Litliium ileposit<Ml in its cavity,* the arc of

Haine assumes a splendid r<'d tint, as does also the

image of the slit, whet her thrown directly upon the

soretMi or displaced by the prism. We observe, however,

that the deflected ima<re is now less distant from the

position of the direct ima<^e than in the previous ex-

periment. The red Utjht of Litliium /« thicsseeii to be leas

stronyly refracted through the same prw??i than the yellow

I i(jh t of Sod ilun, f
The same experiment may be repeated, takini^ a

fresh piece of carbon each time, with the metals Thal-

lium and Indium. The Kjdendid green light of Thallium

is more .^trough/ refracted than the yellow light of Sodium,

jrliilst the blue light of Indium undergoes a still stronger

refraction than that of Thallium.

It is thus seen that the four kinds of light which

have been compared, besides the differences of colour

they present to the eye, differ amongst themselves in

the circumstance that their refrangibility is progres-

sively greater in the order, red, yellow, green, and blue.

A mixture of the four metals, Lithium, Sodium,

Thallium, and Indium may now be placed upon the

lower carbon pole. The glowing vapours of all four

metals are thus present at the same time in the flame.

In the tirst place, let the direct image of the slit which

the lens throws upon the screen without the inter-

vention of the prism be considered. As in the pre-

vious experiment, it appears as a bright sharply -defined

vertical line, in which nevertheless it is impossible to

distinguish any definite tint of colour. The impression

received might rather be called that of ' white ' light.

* Inntead of the metal iitmlf, uoe of its s^ults, ns for instance the Lithioin

carbonate, may bo ujmxI.
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On placing the prism again behind the lens, there ap-

pear upon the screen no longer one but four refracted

images of the slit. We see the four coloured bands,

which we had before us in the previous experiment

Fig. 90,

Different deflection of different coloured ra}'s of light.

separately, now coincidently one beside the other, each

occupying its own proper place,"^ and each being ar-

ranged in order according to its specific refrangibility

;fig. 90).

I

The white light of the electric flame is consequent^

'ompound, or is a miorture of four different kinds of light,

vhich, owing to their different refrangibility, are sepa-

rated from one another by the prism. Neither of the

lands of light composing the flame undergo any further

jlecomposition by the prism, and hence they are termed

imple or Iwmogeneons light. The prismatic decomposi-

j

* It is obvious that the prism can only bo arranged witk precision fur

|lio minimum deflection of one kind of li<;ht. At tho sumo time if this be

jlie casu for one kind of lighr, as for instance for tlie 8odium, tho rofrac-

|ion of the other kinds of light must bo nearly at its minimum,

I 2
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tion of componnd li«j:lit into its constituents, by reason

of tlu'ir (liffcrtMit rofniii<;ibility, is call<'(l the diffj^ersion

ofUijhi.

Tt is not every chemical substance Avhich, ^vlien

brou'^lit into tlie eli^ctric llanie, jj^ives so simple a li^^ht

as the four named above. If, for example, Strontium,

or a salt of this metal, be placed on the lower carbon

point, the arc of fhime assumes a brilliant red colour,

which, however, is not homogeneous like that of

Lithium,* since by breaking it up with the prism a

group of red and orange-coloured lines may be ob-

tained upon the screen, and lastly, at a considerable

distance from them, a beautiful blue line, none of which,

however, coincide with the lines of any of the above-

mentioned metals, for the brightest red band is some-

what more strongly refracted than the Lithium band, and

the blue band is less refracted than the Indium band.

The arc of flame is coloured yellowish green by a salt

of Barium. By prismatic dispersion, a group of orange-

yellow and green lines are obtained of which again

none aj^rees with those above mentioned in its refran-

gibility. A characteristic line or group of lines thus

con*esponds to every metallic element, and sen-es to •

indicate its presence in a mixture of luminous vapours. I

56. The same method of decomposing light which

• Tho li^'ht of Lithium is, liowfvor, itself not complj-ttly honiogronooos,

since in addition to tho rwl, it rontains nn oranpe-coloured consMtuent

which is rofmct«<l more Htronply than tho red of tho Lithiam and yet les

strongly than tho yellow of SiKlium. The Indium further shows besides th«

blue a still mor«' strongly d«'tl«cttxl violet stria. Tho oranpe-colound con-

stituent of the Lithium light as well as tho violet of the Indium light being

very faint as compire*! with tho rod of the former and the blue of tl
'

'^

are for the time rH«gl«ot«'<l in the al)ovo experiments. The yellow i

Sfxlium, on tho oUier haod. as well as tho greon of Thallium, may be N*

garded as horaogeneoas kinds of light.
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lias previously been made use of in examining tlie light

of the electric flame saturated with metallic vapours,

may now be applied to the dazzling light of the glowing

carbon points itself. For this purpose the earlier ar-

rangement in which both poles consist of small cylinders

of carbon may be reverted to. The flame is short between

their approximated extremities, and its feeble light is

far surpassed by the glow of the white-hot carbon

points. Before the prism is interposed, the lens throws

upon the screen a sharply-defined white image, the slit

having a height of about 30 centimetres (18 inches),

and very small breadth. If the prism be now 23laced

behind the lens, there appears deflected laterally upon

the screen a beautiful coloured band which stretches

horizontally to the length of nearly a metre, but which

preserves the height of the slit in the vertical direc-

tion (about 80 centimetres). The band shows at the

end which lies nearest to the slit a beautiful red, then

follow in order the colours orange, yellow, green, light

blue, indigo, and finally violet. No one of the colours

is sharply defined from the adjoining ones, but each

passes into the next through all possible intermediate

tints. This coloured band (indicated in fig. 90 by

shadow tinting), is called the Spectrum.

The experiments made above with the electric light

j3oint out how the formation of the spectrum may be ex-

jplained. Every homogeneous kind of lightcontained in the

peam striking the prism forms on the screen a slender

iimage of the slit exactly at the spot which corresponds

to the refrangibility of that kind of light. The spec-

prum which extends through a wide region of refrangi-

Inlity is consequently to be explained as the uninter-

[•upted succession of innumerable images of the slit
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^^•]li('h aro aiTjinf]^o(l in the form of a continuous band.

The conchision is tluis arrived at that the white li^lit

of tlie eleetrie ^'h)wiii^ carbon is composed of innumer-

able liomofjeneous kinds of light, each of which pos-

sesses a definite n'tV:in<jjibility in regard to the prism.

TJir rrfnmgiltili'tjf continuously increases from the red

trhlrJi /x the least, to the violet which is the moat, re-

frautjihle li(jht.

That the colours of the spectrum are really homo-

geneous may ho j^rovrd by the following experiment. The

, ,
spectrum is received upon

a screen in which is a

narrow vertical slit (fig. 91).

If this be placed in the

middle of the green this

coloured light only passes

through it, and it undergoes

__ no further decomposition

UndecomposaMity of the colours if it bc made to pass tlirough
of ttie Kinvtruui. , . 111

a second prism placed be-

hind the slit. Under these circumstances it is merely

deflected, without any alteration being effected in its'

colour, and is consequently demonstrated to be liomo-

geneous. The same holds for all the other colours of

the spectrum. The groups of lines produced by the

metallic vapours may also be regarded as spectra in

which only a limited niunber of kinds of light (or even

only a single kind) is represented. In this sense, for

example, it is said that the spectrum of Lithium consists

of a red and of an orange red, that of Tliallium only of

a single green line. In opposition to this intennipted

spectrum, that of the carbon points is called an unintet'

rupted or continuous spectrum.
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In giving an explanation of the continuous spectrum

as a succession of closely-arranged images ofthe slit, it is

requisite to explain why a narrow slit parallel to the re-

fracting angle of the prism is selected as the opening for

the incident rays. If the aperture had some other form,

as for instance a circular one, the several images re-

fracted through the prism would
^^^ ^^

overlap one another at their

edges, as is shown in fig. 92,

each colour would mingle with in^pure spectrum obtained by the

the adjoining one, and no part use of a circular opening.

of the spectrum thus obtained would exhibit a pure

and homogeneous colour. By the adoption of a slit

placed parallel to the angle of the prism this evil is

to a great extent avoided, and in point of fact the

spectrum becomes purer and the dispersion into homo-

geneous colour more complete the narrower the slit

is made.

57. As white light is a mixture of the various

coloured rays of the spectrum, these must conversely be

capable of being combined together again to form white

light. In fact, if the spectrum be allowed to fall upon the

anterior surface of a large lens I (fig. 03),^ all the rays

Combination of tlic colours of the siKX'trum to form white light.

proceeding from a point .s of the posterior surface of the

prism unite in the conjugate point /, and thus throw

upon a paper screen placed at this point an image of

* The lens must bo achromatic.
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the posterior surface of the prism in which the dis-

perstnl rays reunite. This image is white,

W i 111mediately ceases to be white however if one

of the colours be abstracted from the mixture. If, for

example, the red and oranj^^e rays are received on a

])rism of small refracting angle

Fi(j.:»i. (fig. 94) placed behind the lens,

-^H these are deflected and produce

^V at the side, at w, a reddish
'^

coloured image. The image/,

in which still the yellow, green,

blue, and violet rays unite, now

exhibits a greenish mixed colour.

These two reddish and greenish

colours must when mingled to-

gether (which can be immedi-

ately effected by removing the

prism j>) obviously produce white

li<rht a<]rain, for the one contains

exactly those kinds of rays required by tiie other to

form that mixture which we call white. Two colours,

which in this way form white by their union, are

called complcmentanj colours. As the prism is gradually

moved along the whole length of the spectrum other

colours constantly become deflected to the side, and

the images n and / exhibit successively an entire

series of complementar)' pairs of colours. By this

means we leani that red and green, yellow and blue,

greenish yellow and violet tints are complementary to

one another.

In order to mingle any two simple colours a screen

with two vertical slits a and h is placed before the lens

/ (fig. 95), the distance and breadth of which can

Complcmcutarj' colonrs.
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Combination of two homogeneous coloiirg.

be altered at pleasure ; it follows then that only those

parts of the spectrum are combined in the image /
which have traversed these slits. From red and violet

a full purple-red is thus

obtained, from blue-violet
fig. 95.

and orange a delicate rose

colour, but out of Indigo

blue and yellow— white.

Thus in order to obtain the

impression of white for our

eyes, the co-operation of

all the colours of the spec-

trum is by no means neces-

sary, but as Helmholtz first

showed, white may be pro-

duced by the combination of only two homogeneous

colours. Amongst the homogeneous colours comple-

mentary to each other are red and greenish blue, orange

and clear blue, yellow and dark blue, and greenish

yellow and violet. It is generally found that for each

part of the spectrum from the red end to the beginning

of the green, there is a complementary spot in that part

of the spectrum which extends from the commencement
of the blue to the violet end. The green spectrum colour

alone possesses no simple colour, but only a compound
one complementary to it, namely, purple.

58. The refraction of compound light is in all instances

accompanied by dispersion. If for example a beam of solar

1
rays be allowed to fall upon a prism, this is not merely

;

deflected, but becomes at the same time spread out

,
like a fan, producing upon a screen a solar spectrum

I

which is composed of the same colours in the same
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sequence as the spectnnn (»f the glowing electric carbon

points.*

The dispersion <»!' the colours of the solar rays is

exhibited on the most magnificent scale by Nature her-

self in \]\o splendid j>henomenon of the rainbow. A
rainbow is seen whenever the observer turns his back

to the unclouded sun and looks towards fallintj rain.

The following experiment will explain the mode in

which the rainbow is formed by refraction and internal

reilexion of the solar rays in the spherical rain-drops.

Upon a glass sphere A* filled with water and having

a diameter of 4 centim. (H in.) a beam of solar light of

eqvuil or greater diameter than the sphere is allowed to

strike horizontally, and there is then seen, upon a large

screen s s placed in front of the sphere, and perforated in

its centre to allow the passage of the incident rays, ar-

ranged concentrically to the aperture and at a distance

from it which is nearl}- equal to that of the sphere from

the screen, a beautifully coloured circle, in fact a circulai

spectrum, the colours of which are arranged concen-

trically and in such a manner that the red is outside

and the violet on the inside. At a still greater distance

from the centre of the screen a second similar but

much fainter circle is observed, the colours of which

however succeed one another in the inverse order,

the red a])]iearing on the inside and the violet at the

outer periphery.

The first circle is formed by rays which have pene-

• If it 1)6 required to invcstlcHte the phenomena of refraction apart

from the influfncoof <li«*{»<T!sion, homogeneous lii,'lit must bo empl«»yi'«I. On

this prountl. in i n vest iidling refraction thn»uc:h a pri.sm. the aperture i.f

the Heliostat vcmt formerly (§ 35) closed with a re*l glass which ":

permits red and nearly homogeneous light to pass through it.
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Fig. 96.

trated the sphere and have been reflected from its

posterior surface, emerging again at its anterior surface.

By reason of this twofold re-

fraction and a single internal

reflexion, as is shown in fig.

96, the ra3^s experience a

deflection from their original

course which differs with the

distance of the incident rays

from the central ray. By
the central ray we mean that

which passes through the

centre of the sphere ; it is

reflected upon itself at the

posterior surface, and con-

sequently undergoes no re-

fraction. As we pass from

this central ray the refraction

of the rays begins to increase

until at a certain distance it reaches its maximum
;

from this point onwards to the outermost rays striking

the margin of the sphere the amount of refraction

again diminishes.

The most strongly refracted rays which strike the

screen at the periphery of the circle cause an illumina-

tion that far exceeds that of the single point in the interior

of the circular area. Ifwe commence with the rays which

undergo the greatest amount of refraction and pass either

to the central ray or to the marginal rays, the refraction

alters at first very slowly and subsequentl}^ very quickly.

Consequently the rays which adjoin those that are most

refracted associate themselves with the latter after their

Those ravs, on

Refraction and internal reflexion in a
ruin-drop.

emergence and augment their light.
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the otluT hand, that lall near to cue another on other

parts of the watery sphere emerge after the second re-

fraction at a distance from each other, and are incapable

of produciujj any well-marked illumination upon the

screen.

If the experiment with homogeneous light be re-

peated, the aperture of the Heliostat being covered with,

for example, a red glass, the image upon the screen is

reduced to a feehly illuminated circular area, which is

surrounded by a very bright circular line. The greatest

dellection for the red rays amounts to somewhat more

than 42° (the angle between o k and k I) ; the other

colours, in consequence of their greater refrangibilit}',

approximate again more to the direction o k of the

incident rays, and produce circles the radii of which are

successively smaller in the order of their refrangibility.

The deflection of the violet rays amounts to about a

dei^ree less than that of the red. The direct white

light of the sun must therefore produce the circular

spectrum which is seen on the screen.

The second iridescent circle is caused by rays which,

as is shown in fig. 97, have been twice refracted and

Fio.97.
twice reflected from within. The least

refraction to which such rays are liable

amounts to about 51° ; for the red rays

somewhat less, for the violet somewhat

more. This least refraction corre-

sponds to the second circle, the brilliancy

uiurnai n tkxi.u in of wliicli, ou accouut of tlic repeated

reflexion, is very naturally considerably

smaller than that of the former.

Every falling rain-drop acts in exactl}' the same

manner as the sphere lilled with water. An obsen* i

^
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Fig. 98.

at (fig. 98), looking at falling rain with his back to

a brilliant sun, perceives therefore the light once re-

flected in the interior of

the drops, but only in

sufficient strength from

such drops as are distant

about an angle of 42°

from the point ofthe sky

opposite to the sun.^

The rays coming from

other drops continue

their course past the eye

unseen. Since the drops

A A! which remit the red

rays toward are some-

what more distant from

the point S than the

drops JjB\ from which

the less strongly refrac-

ited violet light proceeds,

'the observer perceives around the central point S the

Icircle described, in which the colours of the spectrum

lare nrranged concentrically from without inwards in

the order of their refrangibility. This constitutes

the primary rainbow.

The much fainter secondary or subsidiary rainbow

is distant about an angle of 51° from the point 8. It is

produced by the rays which, after being twdce refracted

and twice reflected, have undergone the least possible

deflection in the rain-drops ; and the reason that the

Mode of formation of the rainbo-w.

* It is that point -where the shadow (.)f the head of the ol'serrcr would

full if tho earth did not hinder it.
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colours are iirraiif,'e«l in it in inverted order—the red

being internal ami the vi(jlet external— is easy, from

^vllat has just been stated, to understand.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VIII.

ON THE TIIF.OKY OF THE IIAINBOW.

In fig. UD the circle may represent a sphere of water or a

drop of rain. If OS be the straight line drawn from the central

point of the drop to the sun, the line S A parallel to it will

represent a ray of the sun striking the drop at the point A. If

the radius A be prolonged to L, the angle LAS or the angle

e<[ual to it', A S, is the angle of incidence {i) of the ray S A. A
part, A B, of this ray penetrates the drop under an angle of re-

fraction r, and becomes at B, where it strikes the posterior surface

Fio. i>a.

17X lAf

Refraction and Internal reflexion In a drop of water.

under the angle of incidence A B = ;•, partially reflected

inwards, B C, and returns la.stly, after it ha.s suffered some low

by reflexion, inwards at the point C of the anterior surface of

the pphere, into the air under the angle of refraction M C K = i.

Let the ray C E which has been twice refracted and once reflected

towards the interior be more particularly considered-
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The angle c?, which corresponds to the difference between the

emerging ray CE and the direct rays from the sun, results in

the drawing from the prolongation of the lines S A and C E to

their decussation in D. The point D must obviously lie on the

prolongation of the radius B, which divides the whole figure

symmetrically, and consequently bisects the angle of refraction

d. From the triangle A B D, in which the angle A D B = ^ d

and B A D = i—r are opposite to the external angle A B =^ r,

we perceive at once that there is the following relation be-

tween the several angles of deflection, incidence, and refraction—
^ d + { — r = 1' -^

or, which comes to the same thing,

cZ = 2 {2r-i).

This expression shows how the angle of deflection varies witli

angles of incidence and of refraction ; that is to say, with the

point where the incident ray strikes the anterior surface of the

drop. The median ray S 0, for example, which strikes the sur-

face of the sphere perpendicularly at P, is reflected upon itself

and undergoes no deflection. The ray C E, on the other hand,

whicli entered the drop at the point A, diverges considerably

from its original direction S A. Thus it comes to pass that the

innumerable parallel rays that fall upon the upper part PA of

the drop, emerge diverginglu in various directions from its lower

part F C. The eye of an observer standing at a great distiince

and looking towards the lower part, P C, of the sphere, in general

therefore receives only a very faint impression of light because

almost all the rays proceeding from this point pass by, and only

a few reach him.

A stronger impression of light can only be perceived in the

event ol' there being some point upon the anterior surface of the

drop in the vicinity of which the incident parallel rays are so

'refracted that after having left the sphere they still continue t/air

\cout\se toijetlier in the direction of their emergence, so that,

[instead of a single ray, a beam of light composed of a large

number of nearly parallel rays reaches the eye, exciting it to a

livelier sensation of light.
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In order to discover this point, supposing it to exist, let a ray

ho con«i(lere<l which strikes the spliere very near to the point A.

To this the angle of incidence f'-f" corresponds, which differs only

by the ve\y small amount a from that of the ray S A. Coin-

cidently, however, with the angle of incidence the angle of refrac-

tion also undergoes a small alteration, /5, and becomes r + /3. In

conse(juence of tiiis, the deflection d must also change to a small

amount and obtain a new value d . The relation above found

must, however, still always remain between these altered values

;

that is to say, it must happen that

d' = 2 (2r + 2;3-»-a),

or that d' = 2 {'2r-i) + 2 (2/5 - a). M
If this new value of the deflection be now compared with the

former one, we perceive that the two values are equal to each

other, when
a = 2/3.

Hence, in order that two neighbouring incident rays should im-

dergo the .«»ame deflection by the drop of water, that is to say,

should emerge from it panillel to each other, it is necessary thai

the svinll alteration which the angle of incidence undergoes in

pai^aing from one ra>/ to another he twice as great as the corre-'

spniiding alteration of the angle of refraction.

Fig. 100 will serve to show how the determination of tb©

position of the point on the periphery of the sphere in which thie

condition is fulfilled is efft'cted.

The smaller of the two concentric circles represents, as in the

preceding figure, the circumference of the drop.

In order to obtain the angle of refraction corresponding to

the angle of incidence A M = i, in accordance with what

has been already stated respecting the law of refraction,* a

second circle is to lie con.structe'd around the same centre, the

radius of which is greater in the proportion of n to 1 (n re-

presenting the index of refraction of water). Supposing the radios

of the first circle to be unity, that of the second will equal «, and

if we now draw through A the straight line Q B jmrallel to M^

See Appendix to Chnj tor V.
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and join the points where it cuts the circumference of the larger

circle with the centre 0, BOM will represent the angle of re-

fraction r corresponding to the angle of incidence i.

The segments of the circle MA and J/ (7, which correspond

to these angles upon the circumference of the circle having a

Theory of the rainbo\\'.

radius of 1 may serve as a measure of them. If the same con-

struction be repeated for the larger angle of incidence a ]\f

^= i -\- a around the same segments of the circle yi a = o, whilst

q h is drawn parallel to 31, we obtain the angle of refraction

b J\[ ov c Af, which exceeds the ibregoing to the small extent

C c = l^. The arcs A a and C c thus represent the corresponding

alterations of the angles of incidence and of refraction, and being

[very small segments of the circumference of the circle, they may,

kvithout any very great error, be regarded as rectilinear just as

|the arc Ji 6, which corresponds to the small angle of the central

point C c =. f] upon the circle having a radius //, and is there-

fore e'jual to nj-).

If from the points A and Ji we let fall the perpendiculars yl k

md y> /, and from O the perpendicular O </ upon the straiglit line

lb, we can easily sec that the small triangles -l k a and Ji I h arc

K
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niniilar to tlio corresponding and lar^TT triangles A QO and

BQO. Ilcncc it follows that

A a Ao , nh no
_ = and =

/I A' A(J Jll JUl
or.

if wc indicate A Q hy v, U Q by r, the equal segments A k and

Jll by ;//, and conceive that .1 = 1, i> = 7j, ^ a = «, and

li b = 7ii) \ then,

- = , Jiiid - = ,

JU V 111 V

or also, since in the second eriuation the factor n appears upon

both sides and may therefore be eliminated,

;// V VI »'

From these two equations it results that the ratio of the two

augments a and /3 assumes the following form :

—

-, = ; that is to say,

since the coincident changes of the angles of incidence and refrac-

tion are constantly to one another as BQ : nndAQ; and o is twice

as great as /v, therefore B Q must be twice as great as A Q, oi

the point -I must bisect the line B Q. In order, consequently, tc

discover the point A upon the periphery of the sphere of watei

the neighbourhood of which the parallel rays of the sun are 8(

refracted that they leave the sphere as a parallel beam, the fol-

lowing construction must be applied. Around the circle whicl

represents the circumference of the drop and the radius of whicl

is taken as = 1, a second circle is described with the radius w

ti being regarded as the index of refraction of water; wc not

draw the diameter Ji O If parallel and the diameter POP' per

pendicular to the direction of the incident rays, and amongst th'

innumerable lines which may be conceived as drawn from th?

points of the circumference of the second circle parallel to P J

to meet Ji O R^ seek for that one which is l)isected by the fin

circle. The middle T)oint, which must obviously lie in the cir

cumfcrence of the first circle, is the point required. In (rd(
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to attain this end with certainty, the search must not be entered

upon thoughtlessly, but must be proceeded with systematically. If

the collective series of lines JJ Qhe conceived to be bisected, in-

numerable middle points are obtained, amongst which is neces-

sarily the one sought for, which, as a whole, is always a curved

line passing through the terminal point P of the second diameter,

and through the bisecting point iV of the radius R'. This

curved line is obviously an ellipse, the greater semidiameter of

Avhich P = 71, and the smaller semidiameter 1^= ^ n. This

can be easily constructed, and is seen in the right half of fig. 100.

As the point looked for must lie upon this ellipse as well as

upon the circle with the radius 1, it is found immediately as the

point of intersection (A') of these two curved lines. The angle

of incidence sought for A' M' = i, as well as the corresponding

angle of refraction B' PJ ^ r, may now be obtained either

directly from the figure by measurement, or more exactly by
calculation.

If it be admitted for the sake of argument that the sun emits

only the simple yellow light of Sodium, the index of refraction of

water for this kind of light is exactly -^. If this value be taken

as a base for the construction, we find i^ = 59° 24', rj =40°
12',* a!id since d^ is equal to 2 (2?'i -; i^) the corresponding de-

flection is

di = 42°.

In this direction only does a beam of nearly 2>cirallel rays

emerge from the drop, which, because they remain together in

the long path to the eye, penetrate it together, and hence occasion

I lively sensation of light.

These rays, which emerge parallel to each other from the

Irop, are distinguished from the rest in another point of view,

rhcir dcfiection is the niaxiimim Vihich. the sphere of water is

uipublc of producing on rays of a definite refraiigibility. "Wo

•an easily convince ourselves of this by the following considera-

ion. At the point A^ which corresponds to the angle of inci-

^ It is romarkublo that for tho indox of rofraction '\ tho .inglo of im-i-

lonco and triple tho angle of refraction together from two right angles,

hat is to say, /, + ;]/•» = ISO''.

ic 2
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dencc »,, as wo liavc seen, tlio alteration a of the angle of

incidence is (M|iial to twice the alteration of the angle of refraction

or to 2/5. On the other side of the point yl, with the greater

angle of incidence i\ + «', to which also a greater angle of refrac-

tion r, + /3' corresjK)nds, a' is gieater tlian 2/3, because the same

also BQ (fig. 100) is greater tlian 2.1 (l The deflection of

this ray is conseciuently

il = 2 (2r, 4- 2/-/ - /, - a')

or,

d' = Ji + •!/>' - 2a'.

Since a' is greater than 2/y', and therefore also "la' is greater

tlian 4/3' we have, in order to obtain d\ to subtract more than

to add, consequently d' is smaller than d^. On this side of the

point A^ the angle of incidence is smaller than i\, it is ij — u"

and the corresponding angle of refraction 7', — /3". The deflec-

tion d" which this ray experiences is therefore

d" = 2 (2r, - 2/3" - 2, + a")

or,

d" = (/, - 4/3" + 2«".

But since because 7? Q is here less than 2 A Q, a" is also less

than 2/3", we must subtract a greater amount than we add, and

d" is thus less than d^. The deflection d^ which the parallel rays

experience on their emergence, is thus in fact the maximum
which can occur with single internal reflexion.

In fig. 100 the determination of the point A is only effected

fur the single ratio of refraction ^ ; for every other index of

refraction we must construct according to the siime rules another

external circle and another ellipse, and thus convince ourselvef

that the less refrangible rays experience a greater refraction

(= 42° l.'V), and the more refrangible violet rays a less deflec-

tion (= 4P 14').

The evidence aliove adduced constitutes the basis on whicl

the explanation of the primary rainbow is founded.

In regard to the secondaiy, a brief explanation, after what ha

ju.^t been said, is all that is necessary. Since the deflection whicl
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a ray of light has experienced after double internal reflexion is

expressed by

d = 180° - 2 (3r — i)

the condition a = 3/3 must be present for parallel emerging rays.

We find therefore the point of incidence which satisfies this

condition if we construct an ellipse in fig. 100, of which the

greater axis likewise *— n^ but the smaller axis — ^n. By a

quite similar train of reasoning it may then easily be shown that

the deflection (= 51° for ?z = ^-) which corresponds to this point

is the minimum which can occur with double internal reflexion.
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CHAPTER IX.

ACHROMATISM.

50. A PURE spectrum of solar light is obtainod

by allowing it to pass through the vertical slit of the

Ileliostat, and arranging the lens, prism, and screen

as before. At first sight the solar spectrum does not

appear to differ from that of the electric light ; the

succession and division of the colours, the degree of

refraction and length of bands of colour is"^ the

same in both cases. On closer inspection, however, of

the brightly illuminated surface, we perceive a great

number of dark lines, which are disposed perpen-

dicularly to the long axis of the spectrum, and conse-

quently parallel with the slit. These dark lines, the

majority of which are extremely fine, though some are

very well marked, were first observed by "Wollaston

(1802), and were subsequently more exactl}^ investigated

by Fraunhofcr (1814). The last-named observer, from

whom they have received the name of Fraunhofer's

Lines, distinguished eight prominent lines by the letters

A to U. The line A lies at the extremity of the dark

red; 7i and C in the middle of the red ; D between ili«'

orange and yellow ; Ya in the green ; F in the inter-

mediate colour between green and blue ; G in the dark-

blue, and // towards the end of the violet (see fig. 10(! .

* Tor the same prisms.
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Tlie spectrum of solar light is consequently not

continuous, like that of white-hot charcoal, but there

are small interspaces which appear to us as fine dark

lines. From the presence of these spaces we must con-

clude that the homogeneous kinds of light correspond-

ing to them are deficient in the light of the sun.

The lines of Fraunhofer constitute well-defined

marks, within the gradual transitions of colour of the

spectrum which always correspond to the same homo-

geneous kinds of light, and afford us the means of

defining each part of the spectrum, and of discovering

it again at all times with certainty. How very useful

these points are in our enquiries will be seen as we
proceed.

60. Up to the present time a prism of flint glass

has always been used for the production of the spectrum.

But, in order to compare the dispersion of colour of vari-

ous substances, three prisms must successively be taken,

each of which possesses a refracting angle of 60°, namely,

one of flint glass, one of crown glass, and finally, a

hollow prism filled with water. The first thing that

is observed is that the spectra Avliich they throw are

refracted laterally to different extents^ That caused by

the flint prism is deflected to the greatest degree, that

by the crown glass to a less extent, and that by the

water prism least strongly. The spectra vary also con-

siderably in length ; the spectrum thrown by the flint

glass is nearly double as long as that thrown by the

water prism.

We may now ask: Is the stronger dispersion ol"

colour exhibited by the flint-glass spectrum simply the

consequence of its grciiter refracting power, or does the

flint glass, in virtue of its material qualities, possess a
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givater power of dispcr-sioii than the other two sub-

stances 9 In order to answer this question, we must

compare the h-nn^ths of the spectra of equal refraction

witli one another. A ilint-^dass prism may easily be

prepared which shall cause the same refraction in any

particular Ik )mof]^eneous kind of light, as, for example,

in the rays which correspond to Fraunhofer's line D, as

a prism of crown glass of G()°, Such a prism of flint

glass must obviously have a refracting angle of less

than G0°, and one in fact that amounts to about 52°.

The crown-glass prism of G0°, and the flint-glass prism

of 52°, give spectra in -which the line D undergoes the

same amount of defection, Notwithstandiiuj this, the

flint spectrum from B to H is nearly double as loiuj as

that of the crown <jlass, Frotn this it may be concluded

that the power of dispersion of the flint glass is almost

double (speaking exactly, 1-7 times) as great as that of

crown glass.

Two similar prisms made of the same material (for

example, two prisms of C0° composed of crown glass) of

FifJ.lOl. ..

I

Combination of tvro similar priions \«ithont deflection and without dispersion.

course 2)roduce equal refraction and equal dispei'sion of

colour, that is to say, equal length of the spectrum.

If they be placed, as in iig. 101, behind one another

with their refracting angles in opi^osite directions,

the second one restores to the original condition the

refraction as well as the disjiersion of colour caused by

the first. The white beam of light which penetrates
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the first emerges from the second as white light again,

coursing parallel to its original direction, and producing a

white image of the slit upon the screen. The combina-

tion of the two prisms acts like a thick plate of glass

with parallel surfaces, which causes neither refraction

nor dispersion. What will occur, we may now ask, if a

crown-glass prism of 60° be placed behind a flint-glass

prism of 52° with the refracting angle reversed 'P The
deflection of the Fraunhofer's line D disappears ; but

since it causes nearly twice as long a spectrum as

the crown-glass prism, the dispersion of colour is not

removed, but becomes reversed. We perceive there-

fore upon the screen in the direction of the direct rays

a spectrum of about the same length as that caused by

the crown-glass prism, but with the succession of colours

inverted.

In making observations upon the spectrum formed

by a prism, it is frequently inconvenient that the

spectrum should be deflected so far to one side.

Fig. 102.

Combination of a crown antl of a flint-glass prism causing
dispersion but no deaectiou.

The experiment just made, however, shows how
the spectrum may be obtained in the direction of the
incident rays, and to avoid the necessity of putting the
prisms into position on every occasion, they may bo
cemented together by a transparent substance (Canada
balsam). Such a combination is called a (lurrf vision

jMsm. Such combinations of prisms are usually made
up of three (fig. 10:1) or of five (fig. 101) prisms; one
flint and two crown, or two flint and three crown.
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Now a prism of Hint |j^liiss which throws just as lon^

a spcctriiin :is ;i prism of crown i^hiss must have its

Fio. 103. Flti. 101.

Phowing combinations of prisma which cause no deflection (« vision dtrecte).

refracting angle about half the size of that of the latter.

It causes, however, considerably less deflection. If we

combine therefore two such prisms (a crown-glass

prism of about 60° and a flint-glass prism of

about 30°) placing them in opposite positions (fig.

105), the second abolishes the dispersion of colour

Fio. 105.

Combinntlon of n crown nnd flint-glnss prism, with deflection

bat witliout refraction (an achromatic pri^m).

produced by the first. On the other hand, it diminishes

but does not completely remove the deflection. We
obtain therefore upon the screen a white image of the

slit (h'jlected to one 8ide. In the combination of the two

prisms we thus possess a j^i'ism causincj no diapersion of

colour, or an achromatic lirism.

Thus it appears that one of the two actions of a

prism, deflection and dispersion, can be abolished with-

out interference with the other, nevertheless only by a

combination of at least two prisms made of different

materials. Two prisms made of the same kind of glass
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either abolish both actions simultaneously (fig*. 101), or

leave both intact.

61. The different power of dispersion possessed by

various substances shows that an influence is exerted by

the material of which the prism is composed upon the

light traversing it. This action may be still further

followed if spectra of equal length from B to H (fig. 106)

of a crown-glass prism of 60°, and a flint-glass prism of

Fig. IOC.

Spectrum thrown by crown glass and by flint glass

30°, be compared, for which purpose the lines of Fraun-

hofer, which always correspond to the same homogeneous

tints of colour, serve as excellent guides. By their

position in the two spectra it is rendered evident that

the less refrangible rays are more closely approximated

in passing through the flint glass, whilst the more ]'c-

frangible are separated further from one another than

i by the crown glass ; so that although the total disj^er-

I

sion of the two prisms (that is to sa}', the length of their

I

spectra between B and H) is exactly the same, their

j

dispersion is difl*erent. If, therefore, as previously

I pointed out, they be added together, the second cannot

I

comi^lctehj abolish the dispersion of the former, and

! the combined prism is not completel}' achromatic. The
I very small dispersion of colour tluit still remains can
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only 1)0 romovod by a ]»rnj)erly selected thicker prism,

composed ai^uin of :i third suhstance. In the mean-

time, liowever, it is so small that it may be usually

noijlected.

62. The laws of li<rht in regard to lenses, of which

a knowledj];e has already been acquired, are only strictly

accurate under the presumption that we are dealing*

with homogeneous light ; as, for example, with the

light of the Sodium flame. In consequence of the

uncvjual refrangibility of the ditt'erent coloured rays, an

ordinary lens has a different focal distance for each

kind of light—the focus of the violet rays {v, fig. 107)

being nearer to the lens than that of the red rays (r).

Flc. 107

DL'persion of colour of a lens.

It is impossible for the rays emanating from aluminous

point of white or parti-coloured light to be reunited

again into one point ; the images thereon are therefore

not sharply defined, but surrounded by faint coloured

rings. A telescope or microscope with such a lens as an

objective would, on account of the indistinctness of its

images, be almost valueless."*^

The prevention of the dispersion of lenses is always

therefore an object of solicitude in practical optics;

and Ix'fore the solution of the problem was discovered by

• Wo cin, howeror, obtain wtll-dt'fino»l imnges with a microscop© thua

(li<4pcr!iing light, if wc illuminate the object with homogenoous light, such

fur ioMtunce an that uf thu Sxlium llanic.
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Hall in 1733, and by Dollond in 1757, it was impossible

to construct serviceable telescopes, and it was found

necessary to take refuge in the less powerfully luminous

reflecting telescopes.

That a single lens can never be free from dispersion

is obvious ; but, on the other hand, it is possible to

combine two lenses of such nature that each is capable

of mutually compensating for or destroying the dis-

persion of the other. A method by which the desired

result may be obtained is indicated by the production

of the achromatic prism.

In order to remove, namely, the dispersion of colour

of a lens, we place a second lens of opposite action

immediately behind it which possesses the same dis-

persion of colour but causes a different amount of refrac-

tion ; that is to say, has another focal distance.

We add, for example, to a convex crown-glass lens

a concave flint-glass lens ; and

in order that both should effect ^^^- ^^^•

equal but opposite dispersion of

colour, the virtual focal distance

of the latter must be about twice
Achromatic len..

as great as the real focal dis-

tance of the former. Their combination then gives an

achromatic lens (fig. 108), which unites all the rays

emitted from a white point into a w^liite image-point

again.

For the reason formerly mentioned in speaking of

the achromatic prism, we do not even here obtain

entire freedom from colour. The amount still remain-

ing is, however, extremely small.

G3. The first compound achromatic lenses con-

structed on this principle were discovered by oxperi-
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mcnt. Tli(» fj^reiitest perfection can, however, only be

obtained if, inst(':i<l of ilic uncertain method of triiil,

direct calculation be made of the most favourable form

for both the Hint and crown glass. In order to do this,

however, an exact knowledge of the indices of refraction

of the lands of glass for the various homogeneous rays

of light is required. The indices of refraction in regard

to the red, yellow, green, and other rays, were laid

down long ago, but on acconnt of the gradual tran-

sition of the rays into each other rendering a sharp

definition of their limits impracticable, the numbers

discovered were inexact. But when Fraunhofer em-

plo3'ed the dark lines named after him as fixed points,

he was able to measure exactly the indices of refraction

for determinate homogeneous rays, and, proceeding on

this information, to construct achromatic objectives for

telescopes that have not hitherto been surpassed in the

perfection of their performance. The method we have

hitherto pursued in order to throw

the spectrum as an object upon a

screen is excellently adapted to ex-

hibit a large number of its peculi-

arities. If, however, it be desired

to make a special study of its char-

acters, and to make measurements,

the direct method of observation ap-

plied by Fraunhofer has the advan-

tage.

In this method a telescope (fig.

109) is placed immediately behind

the prism, the objective lens of

which, whilst it receives the rays emerging from the

in'ism, throws a spectrum near its focus, which is then

Fio. 109.

U*
1"
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seen witli tlie ocular as tlirougli a lens. The Fraunhofer

lines can thus be seen with extraordinary definition and

clearness. The direct method of observation through

a telescope also has the advantage that it does not

require nearly so much light as the projected image

method.

If a divided circle be combined with the observino;*

telescope (fig. 109), we are able, by directing the cross

threads successively to each Fraunhofer's line, to mea-

sure accurately the slightest differences in their posi-

tion, and then in accordance with the method above

given to determine the corresponding index of refraction.

The indices of refraction of some of the more important

substances for the principal Fraunhofer lines as thus

obtained are given in the accompanying little Table :

—
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to tln^ objective end <•(' i ho telescope. The refracting

an^lo of the prism, which must be Iviiown for the calcu-

hition of the index of refraction, is determined by means

of the reflcctin«j^ goniometer, p. 31.

(5 1. The determiniition of the index of refraction can

be much more conveniently etfected by means of Mn/cr-

i^tt'in^s Spectrometer, a representation of >vhich is given

in fig. 110. The observing telescope is here directed to

the centre of the horizontal divided circle, and is sup-

FiG. no.

I

Spectrometer.

ported on horizontal arms connectod \vith the vertical

axis of the divided circle. This axis rotates in the bore

of a metal column supported by three screws giving off

above, three horizontal arms. Two of these, which are

opposite to each other, can-y the indicators (nonia) by

means of which the rotation of the divided circle is read

off; the third arm carries a telescope directed towards

the centre from which the ocular has been removed,

and is replaced by ii vertical slit. This slit is situated

in tlie focus of the objective lens, so that the rays pro-
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ceeding from it strike the prism as a parallel beam, and

traverse it at riglit angles to its refracting edge, that

is to say, each passes through a principal section. Were

this condition not fulfilled, the prism would produce, in

consequence of the rays directed obliquely to its principal

section, a confusion of the image of the slit which

would make itself disturbingly perceptible in the spec-

trum as a curvature of the Fraunhofer's lines. Whilst

by means of the ' slit-tube,' the slit can be withdrawn

to any distance, it confers upon the Spectrometer the

advantage of being applicable to the investigation of the

weaker lights.

To obtain parallel rays when employing the method

of Fraunhofer, the distance of the Theodolite from

the slit must be increased as far as possible ; on this

account it is especially adapted for sunlight, for when

the distance is considerable the feebleness of artificial

sources of light is not sufficient ; with the Spectrometer,

on the other hand, the source of light can be brought

immediately in front of the slit, and consequently

weaker sources of light can be made the subject of

! experiment. When the observing tube and the slit

'; tube have exactly the same direction, the slit is seen at

the decussation of the threads of the former, and the

indicator points to zero upon the divided circle.

We now place the prism (or rather the small tablet

supported by three screws on which it stands) in the

middle of the instrument, upon a second smaller hori-

' zontal divided circle, the vertical axis of which turns in

la socket formed by a bore in the axis of the greater

[circle. We must now turn the observing tube, ami

Iwith it the great circle, to one side, in order to perceive

'the dellected image of the slit, or rather its spectrum;

L

It
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by turniiiL,' the small circlo the prism can easily be

brou«^ht into the position of smallest deflection, the

amount of which can be read off after accurate focussing

by the indicator of the large divided circle.

The smaller divided circle has still, however, a

second important use. It forais, if we allow the greater

circle to remain fixed, with the slit and observing tube

together, a Reflecting-goniometer (p. 3i). We can there-

fore with all necessary exactitude determine by means

of this instrument, the Spectrometer, the two qualities

which are required fur the calculation of the index of

refraction, namely, the smallest dellection and the

refracting angle of a prism.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IX.

ACHROMATIC LENSES.

When two thin lenses are placed one immediately bchinc

the other, as in fig. 108, the deflection which they produce in

a point at any distance k from tlie common axis is equal tc

the sum of the deflections which each of the lenses would hav<

itself effected. If F therefore indicates the focal distance of th<

compound lans/j that of the first, and ^ tliat of the second lens

wo have

L- I: 1: 1 1,1
Jf f 9 ^' J 9

The focjd distances/ and f/> of the two separate lenses arc

however, ditforent for diflferent coloured rays, for we obtain (ac

cording to E(iuation I. p. 92, for example), the focal distance fo

red rays
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for violet, on the other hand,

where n' and n' indicate the indices of refraction of crown glass
r V

for red and violet rays, and r^ and r^ the radii of curvature of

crown-glass lenses.

In the same way we have

and

where the corresponding quantities for flint-glass lenses are

indicated hy n" and n'\ pi and jOg. If the combination of the
r V

two lenses for red and violet possess the same focal distance

the two lenses must be such that

Jr 0r Jv %
With the aid of this equation and the expressions above given

for the several focal distances, the radii of curvature which must

be given to the two lenses in order to obtain an achromatic

3ystem may be calculated with facility.

L 2
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CHAPTER X.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS.

6b. If instead of tlio measurement of indices ot

refraction the observation and comparison of the spectm

proceedinj^' from various sources of lij^'ht be the subject

Fio. 111.

lUmM'ti's s|)octro0copc.

of enquiry, tlic divided circle o( the spectrometer mn

be dispensed uith; and the instrument thus sinipli;

constitutes Bunsen's Spectroscope (fij^'. Ill), in wliich tl

slit tube A, the prism l\ and the obscrvln^j tulx; B, a

J
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all arranged just as in the spectrometer. In order,

however, to obtain the means of measurement within the

limits of the spectrum without a divided circle, a very

ingenious apparatus has been introduced. A third tube,

C (the scale-tube), has at its outer end, at s, a small

photographed scale with transparent divisions, whilst

at the inner end is a lens which is placed at about its

focal distance from the scale. The scale is illuminated

by means of a lamp or candle. The scale-tube is so

placed that the rays of light that proceed from the

scale and emerge parallel to the axis of the tube are

reflected at the anterior surface of the prism in the

direction of the observing tube. The observer looking

into the telescope sees therefore coincidently with the

spectrum of the light F, the image of the scale, which

may be used as a measure.

As the rays are deflected from their original direc-

tion by the prism, the observing tube in the spectro-

scope just described must be so placed in regard to the

slit-tube as to form an angle which is about equal to

the smallest deflection of the middle rays. The source

of light to be investigated cannot therefore be looked at

directly, a circumstance which renders the arrangement

of the instrument diflBcult and its management somewhat
awkward. The direct vision or rectilinear spectroscope {a

j

vision directe) which instead of a single prism contains

la combination of prisms, so that there is no deflection,

lis free from this inconvenience (fig. 104). To this

•class belongs Hoffmanns Spectroscope, and the little (only

l^i in. long) pocket Spectroscope of Browning,
I GO. By means of the spectroscope the spectra of

I the glowing vapours formerly thrown upon the screen

can be very conveniently observed objectively. But
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wliilst for those researches the dazzling light of the

eh'ctric ilaine was requisite, the llame of a Bunsen's

burner is now sufficient, at least for the light metals

(fig. 1). Instead of the metal itself, some of its

chemical combinations, or so-called salts, are usually

employed. A small quantity of such a salt is melted

at the extremity of a fine platinum wire, and intro

duced into the external hottest part of tlie feebly

luminous flame. The salt is decomposed by the heat;

the flame is saturated with the vapour of the metal now

set free, and is tinted with a colour characteristic ol

the metal. With a little Sodium chloride (common

salt), for example, we obtain the homogeneous yellow

light of Sodium ; salts of Lithium and Strontium coloui

the flame of a carmine red tint; salts of Potassiurr

clear violet ; salts of Barium green ; and salts o:j

Calcium yellowish red. Analysts had no doubt longj

employed these characters to demonstrate the preseno

of the above metals, but the colour of the flame continue!

to be an uncertain means of recognition until prit

matic decomposition was applied as a means of in

vestigation. It was almost impossible, for example

with the naked eye to distinguish between the rei

flame of Lithium and that produced by Strontium, bu

if the two are looked at through the spectroscope the

exhibit perfectly distinct spectra, which are exhibite

on the Spectrum plate {sre Frontispiece, Nos. 6 and 8'

If, again, a specimen of Sodium salt with which only

trace of Lithium is mingled be examined, thepresenc

of the latter cannot be recognised with the naked ey<

because its feeble red stain is completely overpowere

and concealed by the brilliant yellow of the Sodiun

The spectroscope, however, shows distinctly the red lir
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of Lithium close to the yellow Sodium line, each in its

place, thus disclosing the chemical composition of the

substance in question.

This qualitative method of chemical analysis is termed

spectrum analysis, and although the spectra of some

coloured flames had been known for some time, and their

applicability as chemical tests recognised, Bunsen and

Kirchhoff were the first who laid down the scientific

grounds on which alone a method of investigation

could be raised, and who must therefore be regarded as

the true discoverers of spectrum analysis. Bunsen and

Kirchhoffshowed first that the positions which the bright

lines of the spectrum occupy are independent of the

temperature of the flame ; in fact, that the same red

colour is obtained and the same two lines, a red and a

reddish yellow, are seen in the spectroscope whether

the Lithium chloride be volatilised in the flame of a

Bunsen's burner or in the much hotter flame of the

oxyhydrogen blowpipe. It is to be noted that the

brilliancy of the several lines increases with increasing

temperature, and thus it may happen that by means of

intense heat lines come into view which at lower tem-

peratures are too feeble to be perceived. If, for example.

Lithium be volatilised in the electric flame, a blue line is

visible in its spectrum, which occupies exactly the same

position as the blue line of Strontium. In the flame of

the Bunsen's burner it exhibits only the two above-

named lines. Moreover, the two observers just men-
tioned demonstrated that difl'erent combinations of

the same metals give invariably the same spectrum,

whence the conclusion is irresistible that the lines seen

in any instance may be regarded as positive evidence

of the actual presence of the metals in question.
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The spectrum inotliod of analysis is distiiii^'uished

from ordinary cluMnic;!! inetliods by its extreme delicacy.

The three-millionth part of ;i milli^^ramme of a salt of

Sodium, an iniperceptiblo particle of dust to the naked

eye, is yet capable of colourin<^ the flame yellow and of

j^'iving the yellow line of Sodium in the spectroscope.

Mon* than two thirds of the surface of the earth are

covered by sea, whicli contains Sodium chloride, or

common salt. When waves are raised by the storm

and their foaming summits are carried away, fine

particles of salt are mingled v.ith the air and carried far

over the land ; common salt is consequently distributed

through the whole atmosphere in the form of a fine

dust. On account of this almost constant presence of

Sodium chloride, it is scarcely possible to obtain a

fiame whicli does not exhibit the yellow line of Sodium.

It is only necessary to strike a handkerchief upon the

table, or to close a book shar2)ly, to make the dust

which escapes colour the adjoining Bunsen's flame

yellow, and to make the Sodium line appear in the

spectroscope. Moreover, in the representation of the

spectra of different metals by means of the electric

lamp, thoy can never, as has been seen, be obtained com-

pletely free from the Sodium line.

The extraordinary sensitiveness of the spectrum

method of analysis led its celebrated discoverers, Bun-

sen and Kirchhoff, to the discovery of two new alkaline

metals that had previously escaped the notice of

chemists, Ca'sium and Rubidium, the compounds of

which occur only in very small quantities in minerals

and mineral waters. These spectra are represented in

Nos. 2 and •'> of the S2)ectrum plate. Subsequently,

Crookes, from the spectroscopic examination of the
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crust formed in the lead chambers of a sulphuric acid

manufactory, discovered the lead-like metal Thallium

(No. 10), and Eeich and Eichter also discovered, by

means of spectrum analysis, in certain ores of zinc the

zinc-like metal Indium.

67. The spectrum method of analysis just described

has been chiefly applied to the recognition of the

alkalies and alkaline earths, for the heat of a Bunsen's

burner is insufficient to volatilise the heavy metals and

obtain their vapour in a glowing state. To effect this

we must seek other means, and we possess them in the

electric lamp, which may be used in order to exhibit the

spectra of several of the heavy metals upon a screen.

If a fragment of zinc be volatilised between the carbon

poles a series of beautifully coloured strisG are seen,

especially one red and several blue. If now a fragment

of brass, which is composed of zinc and copper, be

added, in addition to the zinc lines the group of green

lines peculiar to copper are immediately observed. By
the addition of a little silver the spectrum of this

metal appears, which also exhibits a group of green

lines, but these are easily distinguishable by their

position from those of the copper. It is observable

that the inevitable Sodium line is a constant accompani-

ment of all these experiments.

As a powerful galvanic battery is required for the

production of the electric arc of light, spectrum analysis

in its application to the discovery of the heavy metals

would prove very troublesome were there no more con-

venient means of converting the metals into luminous

vapours. For the purposes of subjective observation

through the spectroscope the ordinary electric spark is

sufficient, or still better the spark of a powerful induction
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appjir.'itiis, which by means of a few j^^alvanio cells can be

maintaincil in unbrukon activity. This apparatus is ex-

hibited iulii^. 112, but a detailed description of its con-

struction and mode of action would here be out of place.

It is enough to say that if the conducting wires of the

galvanic battery are fastened down by the binding screws

C and 1), electric sparks succeed each other in rapid

succession between the poles A and B, which can be still

further intensified by the introduction of a Leyden jar.

These sparks contain particles of the pole in the condi-

tion of glowing vapour. If the poles, therefore, consist

of the metal to be examined, which may either be used

in the form of a wire or in the form of irregular fragments

fixed by means of clips,

the sparks will exhibit

the corresponding spec-

trum of the metal when

seen through the spec-

troscope.

This method of ob-

servation demonstrates

that the representation

of spectra upon the

screen was inexact; each

of the bright lines now

shows itself to be composed of a number of extremely

fine lines which, owing to the poor definition of the

objective image, previously coalesced into a more or

less broad band. Owing to the great number of fine

bright lines, the spectra of the heavy metals are very

complex. In the spectrum of iron, for example, mor«

than 450 bright lines have been counted.

C8. In the light of the electric spark, not only do

Iinliiction a] pnnit-.F.
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Fig. 113.

particles of metal detached from the poles glow, but

also particles of the gas through which the spark passes.

In the method of observation just described, there-

fore, the metallic spectrum is not pure, but is mingled

with the spectrum of the atmosphere.

This admixture cannot however oc-

casion any error, providing the spectra

which glowing gases themselves give

are known.

In order to render a gas incande-

scent the discharge of an induction

apparatus is allowed to pass through

a so-called Geissler's tube (fig. 113),

which contains the gas in question

in a rarefied state. The two ends

of the tube present dilatations into

which platinum wires are fused.

These wires are connected with the

poles of an induction apparatus, and

immediately a beautiful stream of

light traverses the interior of the

tube, the colour of the light varying

with the nature of the contents. If

the tube contain hydrogen the middle

constricted portion shines with a

splendid purple-red, the brilliancy of

which is nevertheless too feeble to

permit its spectrum to be projected

upon a screen so as to be visible at any distance.

If the tube be looked at through the spectroscope

the light of the hydrogen appears to be composed

of three homogeneous kinds of light : a red, a bluish

green, and a violet line coming into view. {See Plato

Geissler's spectrnm tube
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of SiX'etra, No. 1 2.) A tube filK'd with rarefied iiitrof^en

shines with a peach-blossom colour, but f^^ives a far uiore

complex spectrum than that of li}'dro<^en ; for in the

red,oranLre, yellow, ai>d ^reeu, numerous closely approxi-

nuited brij^lit lines are seen separated from each other

by slender dark lines; in the bhu* and violet, on the

other IknkI, there are broad brij^ht bands which are

sharply delined towards the less refrangible side, but are

•^•adually shaded off towards the refrangible side.

(No. 13.)

Pliicker and Hittorf, and more recently Wiillner,

have demonstrated that in this method of observation

diflerent spectra are obtained with the same gas, if the

presence of the gas and the kind of electrical discharge

are appropriately altered. It' with the induction appa-

ratus a Leyden flask be connected, and the shock thus

intensified be transmitted through the same tube con-

taining nitrogen, light of another colour may be ob-

served to be emitted from it, and if this be examined

with the spectroscope it exhibits a spectrum consisting

of many sharply-defined bright lines. A Geissler's tube

filled with nitrogen thus gives two quite distinct spectra,

according to the kind of electrical discharge. With

low electric tension it gives the spectriLm of the first

order, consisting of bright stria} and bands, whilst with

high tension it gives the spectrum of the second order,

consisting of narrow brii^^ht lines. Other gases behave

in a similar manner. Pliicker and Wiillner have even

shown that hydrogen, under increased pressure and with

electric discharges of high tension, gives a continuous

spectnim, and hence emits light of all degrees of refi*an-

gibility. In the same way Frankland has obsen'ed that

a flame of hydrogen burning in oxygen under very high
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pressure emits white light, which gives a continuous

spectrum. Our knowledge of the processes which take

place in Geissler's tube daring electrical discharges is

still too imperfect to permit the conclusion to be drawn

from the phenomena just described that the same gas

can furnish different spectra. It is, on the contrary,

not improbable that the spectra presenting lines (to

which the above-mentioned hydrogen spectrum belongs)

characterise the simple gases, whilst the spectra pre-

senting bands belong to certain of their chemical

compounds.

69. The spectra that have hitherto been considered

may be arranged in the three following classes:

—

1st, Continuous spectra, like those of the glowing

carbon points in the electric lamp, Drummond's lime

light, the magnesium light, white-hot platinum, iron

in a state of fusion, and, speaking generally, and with

but few exceptions, all white-hot solid or fluid

bodies, whatever may be their composition. All these

exhibit a spectrum which on beginning to be luminous

presents the extreme red, and as the temperature rises

constantly extends towards the more refrangible end,

and filially becomes complete and continuous when
white heat is attained. The flames of candles, lamps,

and gas-burners also give continuous s^^ectra, for they

owe their brightness to the pai-ticles of solid carbon

floating in them. Finall}^, to this group belong the

above-mentioned continuous spectra which are observed

under certain circumstances in erases.

2nd, Spectra which present a number of hriijhf

lines and stria) on a dark hacl-<jroiind. These are peculiar

to glowiufj vapours and. rjases, each chemical element and

chemical com^^ound having its own characteristic
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spectrnm. It is this which constitutes the basis of

spectrum aiuilysis.

8rJ, The aolar spectrum wliich exliibits a Lirge

number of fine ihirk lines—the lines of Fraunhofer—on

a hritjht (jround. These lines are perceived by means

of the spectroscope in ordinary dayli[,^ht, in the light

of the moon, and in that of the planets, and hence not

only in the direct but in the reflected light of the sun.

The fixed stars, as independent suns, exhibit spectra

which are similar but not identical with that of the

sun. The circumstance that the dark lines of the

fixed stars are not exactly coincident with those of the

sun, permits the conclusion to be drawn that the lines

of Fraunhofer, or at least a large number of them, do

not proceed from any action of the atmosphere of our

earth, but are peculiar to the solar light at its source.

An endeavour must now be made to obtain more exact

information in regard to the cause leading to their

production.
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CHAPTEE XI.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS OF THE SUN,

70. Fraunhofer first observed that the bright yellow

line of the Sodium flame occupies the same position in

the spectrum as the dark line, D, of the solar light.

In order to demonstrate this, a right-angled prism (fig.

114) must be so placed in front

of the slit which has hitherto been

employed to throw the spectrum,

that it only covers the lower half of

the slit. From the side B the light

of the electric arc, saturated with

Sodium vapour, falls upon the

prism, and undergoing total re-

flexion, is deflected by the oblique

surface to the slit, whilst the sun's

rays, as before, penetrate through

the upper uncovered part. The spectra of the two sources

of light corresponding to the two halves of the slit are

therefore thrown upon the screen, one being immediately

above the other, perniitting them to be conveniently com-

pared. It will then be seen that the bright Sodium lino

forms the exact continuation of the dark line D in the

solar sjtcctrum, and the conclusion may be drawn that the

Sodium light possesses the same refrangibility as tho

Action of the comparison
prism.
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liiK* 7). The ' Sodium lii^^lit' imd * tlie Dlii^ht' are tliere-

fore equivalent. (Srr Spectrum Plate, Nos. 1 ami 5.)

Such a comparinf]f—or comparison—prism may be

applied to the slit of any spectroscope (fig. 115.) It

l)ermits the light coming from any source to be looked

at coincidently with that of the solar spectrum, one

occupying the upper, the other the lower half of the

field of vision, and thus permits them to be directly

compared. The solar spectrum, owing to the numerous

fine lines it exhibits, may be taken as a scale by which

all others may be measured.

By means of the comparing prism it may be demon-

strated that the three bright lines of the hydrogen

Fig. 115.

Comparing prism at the slit of the spectroscope.

fiame possess exactly the same refrangibility as three

dark lines in the solar spectrum. The red line occupies

precisely the position of the dark solar line C; the

greenish blue corresponds to the line F, and the dark

blue to a Fraunhofer's line which lies immediately in

front of G. {See the Plate of Spectra, Nos. 1 and 12.)

Kirchhoff in like manner, in endeavouring to deter-

mine the precise position of the briglit lines of metals,

used the solar spectrum as a scale, and found that there

were Fraunhofer's lines which coiTesponded to each of

the iron lines he had observed. The coincidence de-
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scends to the minutest particulars ; the more brilliant

a bright iron line appears the blacker is the correspond-

ing Fraunhofer's line; the more defined is the line of the

metal the more definite is also the solar line ; if, on the

contrary, it be faint and have softened edges, there is

a corresponding indistinctness in the solar spectrum.

Thus every bright iron line (of which Angstrom and

Thalen have lately counted not less than. 460), has its

dark counterpart in the solar spectrum. The exact

coincidence of so many bright iron lines with dark solar

lines cannot be accidental. On the theory of probabilir

ties millions of millions might be wagered to one that

these lines have a common origin, or in other words,

it is almost certain that both kinds of lines are pror

duced by the glowing vapour of iron.

71. How does it happen, however, that the lines

which in the spectrum of a glowing vapour appear

bright upon a dark ground are seen conversely in the

solar spectrum, dark upon a bright ground, A ^^^ ex-

periments will show how an answer to this questioi>

may be given. The continuous spectrum of the electric

light passing between the carbon points is projected

upon the screen, and a fragment of Sodium is placed

in the cavity of the lower pole. As it vaporises it in-

vests the white-hot upper carbon point with a sheath of

jflame, which emits the well-known homogeneous yellow

llight. But there may now be seen upon the screen in

|the continuous spectrum a dark line, occupying exactly

!the position where before was the bright Sodium line,

land where it now again immediately appears if the

icarbon poles be so far separated that the light of the

larc of flame alone reaches the prism.

L From this experiment the conclusion may be drawn
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FlU. UCy.

that the yeUnw slicatli of llimic poniiits all kinds of rays

j)r()00('(lin^ fnnii the whito-hut cjirbon tu pass easily

throii«j^h it, with the exception of tluit kind of vdij vhich

it emits itself. This is completely arrested or absorbed

;

in other words, the vapour of Sodium

is almost opaque for rays of its own
kind, whilst it is perfectly permeable

to all other kinds of rays.

This peculiarity of the glowing

vajwur of Sodium may be very beauti-

fully shown by means of an apparatus

constructed by Bunsen (tig. 116).

The flask A, closed by an elastic

stopper perforated with three holes,

contains a solution of common salt

(sodium chloride), besides some sul-

l)huric acid and zinc. From the mix-

ture hydrogen gas is evolved, whieb

carries with it small droplets of the

solution of common salt. Coal-gas

is conducted into the flask by means

of the bent tube e, which, after admixture with the

hydrogen gas containing solution of common salt,

streams out through the tubes in and c. The coal-gas

flame is almost non-luminous per se, but presents a

yellowish tint from thr admixture of the vapour of

Sodium, and becomes mingled with air before under-

going combustion in the metal chimneys h and d. The

chimney h widens like an inverted cone above, and

from its semicircular slit-like aperture a broad ex-

tremely hot and bright Sodium flame is emitted. The

other chimney, d^ is funnel-shaped, and is provided

above with a cover having an aperture in the centre.

ll'in-*'!! - ;ii>p:inif ii-< for tin

utjaurptiun uf 8«xlium light.
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Incomplete combustion takes place in it, and a feeble

flame, caused by the products, appears above the open-

ing. This small Sodium flame appears almost perfectly

dark upon the bright background of the p^^ j^^

large Sodium flame ; and as it is almost 'm.-.

opaque for Sodium light, it presents us with

the surprising phenomenon of a hlack flame

(fig. 117).

It cannot be doubted that the flame is

not in itself black, but emits yellow Sodium

light, as indeed may be immediately seen if

the large flame is extinguished. As it appears

dark upon the bright background, the quan-

tity of light which it emits, together with

that which it still transmits of the flame

behind it, taken together, must be smaller Absorption of the

than the intensity of the light of the poste-

rior flame. It must thus, consequently, be less bright;

or, since the intensity of light rises and falls with the

temperature, less hot than the latter. Owing to the

peculiar construction of these metal chimneys, the large

flame is rendered as hot as possible, whilst the small one

is reduced to as low a temperature as possible. If the

anterior flame were bright enough to cover or even to

surpass by its own luminosity the loss of light effected

by absorption, the small flame would appear as bright

or even still brio'hter than its backefround.

The dark Sodium line also which has heretofore been

seen in the spectrum is not absolutely black ; it still

receives the sum of the D-light emitted and transmitted

from the electric arc. It appears, however, in com-

parison with its environment—the brilliant spectrum of

the carbon light— dark.

ui
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Tlio spcctnim of Lithiiini can be siinilarly inverted

to that of Sodium. For if a salt of Lithium be phieed

on the inferior charcoal point of the electric lamp, as

well as a frajj^ment of Sodium, Lithium and Sodium

vapours must be coincidently present in the flame ; anc

there is now seen in the spectrum, besides the dark

line />, a dark line in the red exactly in the position

where the bright red Lithium line was previously

visible. The Lithium vapour thus absorbs just those

rays which it itself emits.

The law wliich has been demonstrated in the case o;

Natrium and Lithium holds <^ood generally. Every gat

and every vapour absorbs exactly those kinds of rays tvhicl

it emits ivhen in the glowing condition, whilst it permit

all other kinds of rays to traverse it with undiminlshec

intensity.

This capability of absorbing remains unaltered unde:

great vai-iations of temperature, whilst the brilliancy

of the light emitted rapidly increases or diminishes witl

the temperature. If therefore a source of light whicl

gives a continuous spectrum be looked at with a spec

troscope through a sheath of vapour, various appear

ances may be presented. If the vapour be so hot tha

it emits more light than it annihilates by absorptior

its line-spectrum will be seen bright upon the less brigb

ground of tlie continuous spectrum. If its capacity c

emitting light at a lower temperature be just sufficieu

to cover the loss of light caused by absorption, a cor

tinuous spectrum will be seen, and the presence of tli

vapour will scarcely be recognisable. Lastly, if i

a still lower temperature the emitted light be insufficiei

to makt' up for that lost by absorption, the lines of tl

vapoui' will a[»pear dark upon the bright ground of tl:
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continuous spectrum, or in other words, tlie inverse

spectrum of the vapour or gaseous body is developed.

72. The inversion of gas spectra solves the enigma

of Eraunhofer's lines, and at the same time gives

an insight into the physics of the sun. The sun,

as Kirchoff maintains, may be regarded as an extremely

hot mass, whose glowing white-hot surface, the pJioto-

sphere, emits white light, and in and by itself would

give a continuous spectrum. Outside of the photo-

sphere and surrounding the sun is an atmosphere of

glowing gases and vapours, which is called the dhromo-

sphere ; and this constituent, though of lower tempera-

ture than the photosphere, is still sufficiently hot to

maintain heavy metals in the state of vapour. And
since the light of the photosphere, before it reaches the

earth, must traverse the chromosphere, it is subjected

to the absorbing action of the gases and tapours found

in it ; and it is to this action that the lines of Fraunhofer

owe their origin. The solar spectrum is consequently

to be regarded as resulting from the juxtaposition of

ithe inverted spectra of all those substd^nces which ard

[contained in the gaseous state in the solar atmosphere.

From the facts already mentioned it would appear

|that Hydrogen, Sodium, and Iron must be constituents

'of the solar atmosphere. Moreover, exact comparisons

of the solar spectrum with the line-spectra of terrestrial

substances show that a series of other elements * exist

in the sun. Thus, for example, the two lines // are

produced by Calcium vapour, and the group indicated

* The prosonco of tho followinj^ elomonts has been dcmonstratod with

i?ertainly in tho sohir atmosphero -.—Sodium, Calcium. Barium, I\rnLruosium,

jlron, Ciiromium, Nickol, Copper, Zinc, Strontium, Cadmium, Cobah, llydro-

!?en, Maugancso, Aluminium, and Titanium.

Il
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by Frannliofcr ^vitli h -.wo produced by the vapour of

Muf^nesium. The line (/ depends upon Iron, and partly

also the i^n-oup 77. The lines C and F belong, as ^\i

already know, to Hydrogen, and U to Sodium. But

besides these there are a number of dark lines in the

solar spectrum -svliich do not corresjiond to any known

ten*estrial element. In addition to the lines of Fraun-

Lofer, indubitably belonging to the sun, there are many

other dark lines in the solar spectrum which originate

from the absorptive action of the terrestrial atmo-

sphere, and are therefore called atmospheric lines. That

they are really produced by the atmosphere is easilj

recognised by the fact that they are seen more distinctlj

or even first make their appearance when the sun ap

proaches the horizon, and when consequently its rayi

have to traverse a much greater extent of the terrea

trial atmosphere. The Fraunhofer's lines A and B
the darkness of which essentially depends on tb

relative position of the sun, mus

on this account be regarded a

atmospheric.

To make a comparison of th

spectra of metals with that of tb

sun with the precision required fc

this kind of investigation, a spectre

>ti»pt» with only one prism is, on ac

count of its small dispersive powe^
Td^copc. .lib four pri.nu,.

j^^^jfii^.j^nt. Kirchhoff, thcnj

fore, in order to obtain an exact drawing of the solfl

spectrum to compare with the lines of metallic element

employ»*d a sport roscopo with four prisms, appropr

ately aiTan<4«'d brhind one another (fig. 118), togctln

with a highly magnifying telescope. By this instri

Fio. IIH.

' N,'
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ment fresli lines are rendered visible, and groups of lines,

which in weaker instruments appear only as misty strise,

are resolved into their several lines. Thus, for example,

the dark line D can be shown by its means to be com-

posed of two fine lines, D^ and D^, as was already known
to Fraunhofer ; and in the same way the bright line of

Sodium splits into two lines which correspond in the

most precise manner with two solar lines. The excel-

lent drawings of the solar spectrum made by Kirchhoif
o

and Hoffman, and subsequently by Angstrom and

Thalen, are as important and indispensable for the

spectrum analysis of the sun and celestial bodies as the

chart of stars is to the astronomer for enquiry into the

position of the fixed stars.

73. If the explanation of the lines of Fraunhofer

given by Kirchhoff be correct, those parts of the solar

atmosphere which project at the edge of the sun beyond

the photosphere should exhibit bright lines in the

spectroscope in place of the dark Fraunhofer's lines.

The so-called protuberances afforded an instant and

crucial test of the truth of Kirchhoff's hypothesis. In

total eclipses of the sun, at various points of the sun's

edge reddish projections appear, which sometimes re-

semble clouds, sometimes hook-like curved horns, and

sometimes snowy mountains glowing with the rosy

I

tint of evening. In the uneclipsed sun these protu-

berances cannot be seen, because their feeble light is lost

in the brightness of the terrestrial atmosphere dnrini^-

itlie day. The first spectrum of the protuberances was

I

obtained during the solar eclipse of August 18, 1808.

I

It 'prciientcil bright lines, amongst which the three lines

of Hydrogen (C, F^ and one a little in front of (/), and

a yellow line behind the double line D, which corre-
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spends neither to a Frannhofer's line, nor to that of

any known tornvstrial su])stance, and wliich has been

since do.sij^natrd />3, an' the most conspicuous. It was

thus demonstrated that the protuberances are gaseous,

and that they are principally composed of hydrogen.

Janssen, who was sent to the East Indies by the

French Academy of Sciences to obsei've this eclipse,

discovered on the following day a method of seeing the

bright lines of the protuberances without any eclipse of

the sun, and when shining at its brightest. The idea

of this method had previously been suggested by

Lockyer, and had been carried into effect by him before

he had received information of the discovery made by

the French observer.

The reason that we are unable to see the protu-

berances with an ordinary telescope in bright sunshine

is on account of the great brightness of the terrestrial

atmosphere, rendered luminous by the sun, which over-

powers the feeble light of the protuberances. In order

that the spectrum of the protuberances should be seen,

it is necessary to lower the light of the terrestrial atmo-

sphere to a sufficient degree, yet without at the same

time materially wt^akening that of the protuberances.

The practicability of effecting this depends on the

great difference that exists between ordinary daylight

an<l the light of the protuberances. The former con-

sists of all possible kinds of rays, and gives, apart from

Fraunln)fer's lines, a continuous spectrum ; the latter,

on the other hand, consists of only a few homogeneous

kinds of light, to which, in its spectrum, the i)reviously-

mentioned bright lines correspond. By multiplying

the prisms of the spectroscope the continuous S2:>ectrum

of ordinary daylight may be indefinitely extended, and
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its brilliancy so far diminished that it is scarcely to be

perceived. By the same system of prisms the bright

lines of the spectrum of the protuberances may indeed

be separated widely from one another, but are not mate-

rially weakened in brilliancy. In order, therefore, to

see them distinctly upon the dark ground of the almost

imperceptible spectrum of the atmospheric light, it is

only requisite to use a strongly dispersing spectroscope.

Were the spectroscope pointed directly towards the

sun, light from all its parts would simultaneously pene-

trate the slit of the instrument and the ordinary solar

spectrum would be produced ; but with the present object

in view it is necessary that each segment of the sun should

be investigated separately. This object is attained

by placing a spectroscope instead of the ocular in a

telescope, and receiving the small image of the sun

formed at the focus upon the plane of the aperture of

the slit. By this means any given part of the sun's

disk or edge can be made to fall separately upon the

slit.

This arrailgement renders it possible not onl}' to

recognise by its bright lines the presence of a protube-

rance, but also to see its complete form with well defined

borders. If Ive make, for example, the slit so wide

that it takes in the whole image of a protuberance

between its borders, we see through the spectroscope as

many images of it as there are homogeneous rays in

the light of the protuberance. These images are quite

sharply defined, and in consequence of the great dis-

persion of the Spectroscope, are so widely separated from

each other that only one is seen in the field of vision,

and the protuberance can be seen at will, red by virtue

of its C rays, or greenish blue by its F rays. This
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iiu'tliod of observation ciinnoi Ix' :ii>i)li«'(l to a wliito

object, because tlu' iimuinerable coloiireil images would

be arran<_ri^(l ainl biMv^iue confused in a continuous

series. The protuberances are to be ret^arded as

violent erui)tions of jj^ases, which are shot furth to an

extraordinary heij^'ht above the proper solar atmosphere

(chromosphere) and it is to their absorptive power that

the Fniunhofer's lines are due. In the eclipse of

December 22, 1870, the American observer Youn<^ also

perceived the brii]^ht lines of the chromospliere itself.

He made the followin^^ report upon this important ob-

servation, which powerfully supports Kirchoff's view :

' As the solar sickle became narrower, I remarked

how all the dark lines became proi^ressively fainter,

but I was wholly unprepared for the extraordinary

phenomenon which in an instant presented itself to my
eye at the moment when the dark disk of the moon en-

tirely covered the photosphere of the sun. The whole

field of vision was filled with bri^^ht lines which suddenly i

appeared with the greatest brilliancy and then again

vanished, so that after the lapse of scarcely two seconds

nothini,^ remained of those lines which had just been the

object of my investigation. It is obviously impossible

for me to state with certainty that all the bright lines

which iilled the field of vibion occupied exactly the

same position as the lines of Fraunhofer, but I am con-

vinced that it was so, for I recognised various groups of

lines, and the whole disposition, as well as the relative

intensity of the spectrum, se<Mnod quite familiar to me.*'

Since this obs(»rvation, which was made during an

eclips*', the bright lines of the chromosphere have been

seen in bright sunshine by means of the same method

of research as that above detailed for examining the
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protuberances. Young has in this way observed not

less than 273 bright lines in the chromosphere, of

which 64 belong to Iron.

Spectrum analysis has been applied with the greatest

success, not to the sun alone but to other celestial

objects. It is impossible, however, to go into farther

detail in regard to the results obtained, since this sub-

ject is beyond the limits assigne4 to this work.
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I

CHAPTER XII.

IABSORPTION. *

71. That gaseous bodies are capable of producing

absorption lines not only in the incandescent condition,

but at far lower temperatures, is shown by the above-

mcMitioned atmospheric lines of the solar spectrum,

which are essentially due to the aqueous vapour con-

tained in the air. Other gases possess a similar power

of absorption, two examples of which may here be

mentioned.

After the spectrum of the electric light has been

thrown upon the screen, a small test-tube, containing

some nitric acid and copper, is placed in front of the

slit. As the acid dissolves the metal, fi yellowish-red

gas is developed, through which the rays of light must

pass before the}" reach the prism.

It may now be seen (fig. lll>, 1) that the previously

continuous spectrum is interrupted by innumerable

dark lines (Brewster has counted about 2,000), which

closely resemble the lines of Fraunhofer. They are

sparingly present in the red part, but are more closely

ap'anged towards the violet end, and render it quite

faint.

If a littlo Iodine be volatilised in another test-

tube, and the light of the electric lamp be transmitted

through the beautiful violet vapour, the spectrum may
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again be observed to present a number of dark lines

(fig. 119, 2), which, however, have a very different

arrangement from the above. They are principally

situated in the orange, yellow, and green ; and indeed

Fig. 119.

Absorption spectra of nitrous oxide and of the vapour of iodine.

are so closely grouped in the latter that they quite

darken it. On the other hand, the blue and violet part

of the spectrum is quite free from them. This absorp-

tion spectrum, as Wiillner has shown, is exactly the

converse of the spectrum of glowing Iodine vapour.

If, for example, the reddish-yellow light of a hydrogen

flame, saturated with Iodine vapour, be examined

through the spectrum apparatus, bright lines are ob-

tained at those points where the absorption spectrum

appears dark.

The reddish-yellow colour of the nitrous acid, and

the violet colour of the yapouj.' of iodine, are the neces-

sary consequences of their peculiar power's of absorption
;

for as the nitrous acid arrests certain kinds of rays of

the white light traversing it, and especially the violet

ones, the mixture of the rest is no longer white, but

just the reddish-yellow tone of colour proper to this

gas. For the same reason Iodine vapour, being uhiiost

opaque for the j'ellow and green rays, exhibits a mixed
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tint, foriiKMl by tho red, blue, and violet rays which it

transmits, and wbirli a])pear violet to our eyes.

7'*). The ditVcrent colonrs of transparent solid and

iluid bodies siniihirly result from their peculiar capa-

bilities of absorption, a series of examples of which may
now be j^ivtMi. Wli'-ii a solution o^ 'permanganate of

2)ota8h contained in a glass trou^^h with parallel walls

is placed in front of the slit of the Heliostat,* (fig.

120), the red and blue-violet regions of the spectrum

ajipear unaltered, whilst the yellow and the green

appear darkened, and upon the dark ground are fine

black stria}. It is unnecessary that any explanation

should here be entered into of the mode in which the

reddish-violet colour of the fluid results from this

phenomenon of absorption.

If again hlood diluted with water be placed in the

glass trough, the violet end of the spectrum vanishes,

and between Pand J^ two broad dark bands (fig. 120, 2)

make their oppearance. The red colour of blood is

thus not a simple colour, but a mixture of all those

colours which still remain over in its spectrum. The

slightest chemical alteration in blood betrays itself

immediately by a cori'esponding change in the spectrum.

Thus poisoning by carbonic oxide gas (fire-damp), or by

liydrocyanic acid, may be immediately recognised bjr

the changed appearance of the blood spectrum. The

spectroscope may thus render important services to

Physiology and Forensic Medicine.

Plants owe thrir green colour to the ^chlorophyll*

• If those cxporimcnts arc irnulo with the light of the sun, the Fraun-

hofrr's lines nn> seen iniuUlition to the absorption phrnomenun and furnish

Mvt |M^>ints (tf comparison for the determination of thb poitition of

th< '>u linss.
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contained in their cells. An alkaline solution of tliis

colouring material gives a highly characteristic spectrum

(fig. 120, 3). In the middle of the red is a deep black

band, which occupies the interspace between the lines

Fig. 120.

Absorption spectra.

B and C; three feeble absorption stride are seen in the

orange-yellow and green ; the indigo-violet part of the

spectrum from F onwards is completely absent.

If a piece of cflass coloured blue ivith Cobalt be hekl

in front of the prism, the spectrum shown in lig. 1*20, 4,
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is obtainotl. Tn this ilir whole tract from 7? to F is

sliadiul, Avitli tlir excei)ti()n (»!' a l(*cbly luininoiis line

in tlie yollow-r^ivrii. Tlic extreme red, on the other

hand, before 7i, as well as the entire indij^o-violet extre-

mity (^f the siiectrnni, remains unchan^^ed.

.1 tjliias col(>nrr<I nil irifh o.r'uJc of Copjicr ^'ixoH an

absorption spectrum of a far more simple kind than

any of those hitherto mentioned (fij^. 120, 5). This kind

of <iflass only allows the red and orange-red rays as far

as 7> to pass thionyh it ; it is quite opaque for all

other colours. If a red glass be placed before a blue

cobalt glass the combination produces by absorptive

action a nearly homogeneous light, namely, the

extreme dark red in front of B, which is th<? only-

colour that the two glasses are together capable of

transmitting.

A solution of Potassmm hichrornate is only trans-

parent for the less refrangible part of the spectrum as

tar as to the Fraunhofer's line h (fig. 120, G). A solu-

tion of the ammoniated oxide of Copper is transparent

only for the more refrangible part, from about the line

h onwards (tig. 120, 7). The orange-yellow colour of

the first-named solution, and the blue of the second,

are consequently complementary to each other. Two
glass cells tilled with these fluids, and placed one be-

hind- the other, scarcely permit the passage of any light.

Tlie one fluid looked at through the other appears

completely black. Nevertheless absorption does not

always produce the particular tone of the transmitted

light. If only a very small extent of the spectrum be

absorbed, the mixture of the transmitted rays does not

differ remarkably from white. As an example of this,

a piece of glass may be adduced which contains in a
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state of chemical combination the rare metal Didy-

mium. To the naked eye it appears nearly colourless,

but if it be brought in front of the slit, two thin black

striae appear in the spectrum at the line D, and two less

well-marked ones in the green at E and h (fig. 120, 8),

which are so characteristic of Didymium that they enable

the smallest quantity of this metal in solution to be

detected. If the solid oxide of Didymium be heated to

incandescence, bright lines appear in the spectrum of the

emitted light in place of the dark lines. We have thus

in Didymium an example of a solid which when in-

candescent does not give a continuous but a linear

spectrum. The oxides of the metals Erbium and Ter-

bium, which are also rare, behave in a similar manner.

If an absorbing substance be employed in a pror

gressively thicker layer or in a greater degree of concenr

tration, the absorption bands become, without changing

their position, broader and darker, and colours which

were previously transmitted gradually disappear. Thus

it comes to pass that with increasing thickness or con-

centration the tone of colour of the transmitted lio-ht

frequently becomes quite different. To demonstrate

this a number of gelatine disks coloured with litmus

may be used, which are placed between two colourless

glass plates in a graduated manner. If these be placed

before the slit, there will be seen in the spectrum

(fig. 121) the graduated amount of absorption corre-

sponding to the different thicknesses of the gelatine. In

the case of the thinnest layer only a thin dark band is

seen in front of D, whilst the thickest layer only per-

mits ilie red end of the spectrum to be seen. The
jippearance of this spectrum explains why a layer of

litmus gradually increasing in thickness first appears
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whitisli, then blue, Hkmi violet, and finally purple-red.

Similarly a solution of chlorophyll, ^vhich in a thin

layer appears p^reen, transmits when very thick only

the extreme dark-red rays. «

Fifi. I'-M.

Absorption of the colouring matter of litmus witli difTerent tliicknesscfl of the layer.

The absorption spectra bein^ thus not less charac-

teristic in demonstrating the presence of the bodies tn

which they belonj^ than are the spectra of the ligln

emitted from glowing vapours, spectral analysis opens

up a wide field of application. The discovery of adul-

teration of colouring matters and of food may be particu-

larly mentioned in practical life.

70. In the experiments hitherto made the rays

emerging from the prism have been received uj^on :i

paper screen because the rough surface of the paper

reflects* the different coloured rays diffusely, enabling

the complete spectrum to be seen on all sides. Instead

of the usually perfectly white screen, another one may

be selected, the upper half of which is covered with

white and the lower half with red paper. The screen

must be placed in such a position that the horizontal

line of junction of the two papers halves the spectrum

throughout its whole length. In its U2)per half, which

» See §§ 8 and 16.
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falls upon the white paper, the spectrum exhibits all

the colours as clearly as before, but in the lower half,

which falls on the red paper, the colours yellow, green,

blue, and violet are almost entirely absent, whilst the

red and orange are almost as bright as when they fall

on the white screen (fig. 120, 9).

This experiment proves that the red paper possesses

in a high degree the power of reflecting diffusely the

red and orange-coloured rays, but that it does not

reflect the other kinds of rays falling upon it, but, on

the contrary, swallows them up, or, as we say, absorbs

them. It is obvious therefore why this paper appears

red when illuminated by the white light of day.

If this experiment be repeated with yellow, green,

and blue paper successively, it will be found that each

absorbs other parts of the spectrum, and that the par-

ticular colour which it possesses in daylight is always

the tint caused by mixture of all those rays which it

diffusely reflects.

White paper absorbs no one of the homogeneous

colours present in the light of the sun in particular, but

reflects all in their original state of mixture, and ifc is

on this account that it appears by daylight white. A
surface is called grey which possesses an equally small

power of diff'usion for all colours. Lastly, everything

ippears black the surface of which is of such a nature

that all kinds of rays are absorbed by it.

The whole range of colours presented by objects in

ill their variety may thus be explained on the principle

>f absorption. All objects, whether seen by transmitted

j)r by reflected light, exhibit exactly that colour which

!s complementary to the sum of the rays absorbed.

I
The bright fresh green of plants, for example, ro-

2i 2
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suits Iroin tlie absorbiiifj action of clilorophyll, and has

therefore the same composition as the lij^'ht passing

throuj^h a sohition of chlorophyll (see fig. 120, 3). It

contains, namely, the extreme red in front of the

Fraunhofer's line /)' (initc undiminished in intensity,

the orange-yellow and green between C and E with

tolerably strong brilliancy, and a little blue, but the

middle part of the red (corresponding to the absorption

igtriio between B and C) as well as the indigo and violet

from the middle between F and G, are almost com-

pletely absent.

This peculiar composition of the green colour

of plants explains the surprising appearance which

a well-w^ooded landscape presents on a sunny day if

looked at through two properly selected glass plates,

of which one is a blue cobalt glass whilst the other

is faintly tinted with oxide of copper. Spectacles made

of these two glasses superimposed on one another

{enjthrophijtoscojye) permit only the extreme red con-

stituent of the green colour of plants, with some blue-

green and blue but no green or yellow, to reach the

eye. The foliage of plants is therefore seen coloured oi

a beautiful red, whilst the bright sky is of a deep violet-

blue colour, the clouds of a delicate purple, and the

earth and rocks of a violet-grey.

77. The essential nature of the colours of objects

may thus be strikingly indicated, by saving that the\

are the residue of the light by which they are illumi-

nated after abstraction of those rays which are extin-

guished by absorption. It follows as a matter of courw

that objects can only vxh'Ont such colours in transniittci

as well as in diffusely rejlected light as are already c<m-j

tained in the inculent liijht. Hence in order that f
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slieet of red paper should appear red, red rays must be

contained in the light by which it is illuminated. The

light of day contains such rays. But if the room be

darkened and the paper illuminated with the monochro^

matic yellow flame of Sodium, it appears black.

With homogeneous illumination differences of co-

lour are no longer perceptible. The variations of light

and shade are alone visible. Hence the wreath of

flowers which appeared so luxuriant in the above expe-

riment would, when seen with homogeneous light, seem

withered and yellow ; and a picture, rich as it might

really be in colour, would resemble a sepia drawing.

Were the sun a sphere of glowing vapour of Sodium^

al] terrestrial nature would present this monotonous and

gloomy aspect. It requires the white light of the sun, in

which innumerable colours are blended, to disclose to

our eyes the variegated tints of natural objects. And
so again, if a Magnesium wire be held in the Sodium

flame, its white light, as by a stroke of magic, restores

the fresh colours to the wreath of flowers, to the pic-

ture, and everything around.

The light of gas and candles contains all the colours

of the solar spectrum, though not mixed in exactly the

same proportion. The yellow rays are very abundant,

whilst the blue and violet are relatively much less

abundant than in solar light. This affords an explana-

tion of the well-known fact that f]:reen and blue clothin<T:

materials are diflicult to distinguish by candlelight.

For green materials reflect especially the green and a

few blue rays ; blue materials, in addition to the green,

the blue rays especially ; but since blue is only sparingly

present in candlelight, whilst green is abundant,
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objects presenting both colours by daylii^ht appear

more or less of a green colour by candlelight.

It' the two colours are mingled the mixture presents

that colour which remains over after the abstraction of

all the rays absorbed by the two materials. It is, for

example, genenilly known that a mixture of blue and

yellow, as of Pnissian blue and gamboge, produces a

green. This is by no means in opposition to the fact

above stated (5 57), that the yellow and the blue of

the spectrum unite to form white. For in order that

our eyes should receive the impression of white it is

necessary that blue and yellow rays should enter them

simultaneously. A mixture of Prussian blue and gam-

boge emits neither blue nor yellow, but essentially

green rays. The former colouring matter absorbs the

red and yellow, the latter the blue and violet rays, and

the green rays therefore alone remain in the difi'use

light reflected from the mixture.
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CHAPTER XIII.

FLUORESCENCE. PHOSPHORESCENCE. CHEMICAL ACTION.

Fig. 122.

78. The question now arises, what becomes of the

rays that have undergone absorption ? Are they in

fact, as they appear to be, annihilated ? A series of

phenomena now to be considered will give us an answer

to these questions.

If water containing a little JSsculin, a substance con-

tained in the bark of the horse chestnut in solution, be

placed in a flask, and the rays

of the sun or of the electric lamp

concentrated by a lens situated

at aboutits focal distance from

the vessel, be directed upon it,

the cone of light thrown by

the lens into the interior of the

fluid will be seen to shine with

a lovely sky-blue tint. The particles of the solution of

iEsculin in the path of the beam become spontane-

ously luminous, and emit a soft blue light in all direc-

tions. The cone of light appears brightest at the point

where it enters into the fluid through the glass, and

quickly diminishes in brilliancy as it penetrates more

deo])ly.

There arc <:]:rcat numbers of fluid and solid bodies

Flnorescenco.
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"vvhioh become siTiiilnrly sclf-luiiiinons under the in-

tlueiKM' of lij^'lit. This peculiarity wan first observed in

a kind of spar occurrin*,' at Alstun Moor in En;^dand,

uhich, itself of a clear green colour, appears by trans-

mitted solar li«j;ht of a very beautiful indi«^o-violet

colour. From its occuncnce in Calcium fluoride the

phenomenon has been iuun{id Jluorescence,

In order to understand more precisely the circum-

stances under which fluorescence occurs, the solution of

^sculin must again be referred to. The light before

it reaches the lens must be allowed to pass through

just such another solution of ^sculin contained in a

glass cell with parallel walls. The cone of light pro-

ceeding from the lens, as long as it passes through the

air, doL's not appear to have undergone any material

change, it is just as bright and just as white as before.

In the interior of the fluid however it no longer jpresenU

a blue shimmer but becomes sai reely perceptible.

Thus it is seen that light which has traversed a

solution of iEsculin is no longer capable of exciting

fluorescence in another solution of iEsculin. Those rays

consequently which possess this property must be

arrested by the first solution of -<Esculin. Similar

results are obtained in the case of every other fluores-

cent substance.

The general proposition can therefore be laid down,

that a body capable of exiiibiting Jluorescence Jluoresces by

virtue of tJi(tse rays whirli it absorbs.

In order to determine what rays in particular cause

the fluorescence of ^sculin, the spectrum must be pro-

jected in the usual way ; but instead of its being

received upon a paper screen it must be allowed to fall

upon the wall of a glass cell containing a solution of
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j^sculin, that is to say, "apon the solution itself, and it

must then be observed in what parts of the spectrum

the blue shimmer appears. The red and all the other

colours consecutively down to indigo

appear to be absolutely without effect.

The bluish shimmer first commences in

the neighbourhood of the line G, and

covers not only the violet part of the

spectrum, but stretches far beyond the

group of lines H io a, distance which is

about equal to the length of the spec-

trum visible under ordinary circum-

stances.

From this the conclusion must be

drawn that there are rays which are

still more refrangible than the violet,

but which in the ordinary mode of pro-

jecting the spectrum are invisible 5 these

are termed the ultra-violet rays. They
become apparent in the ^sculin solu-

tion because they are capable ofexciting

the bluish fluorescent shimmer in it.

If sunlight have been used in the above

experiments the well-known Fraun-
hofer's lines appear upon the bluish

ground of the fluorescing spectrum, not

only from G to H, but the ultra-violet

part also appears filled with numerous
lines, the most conspicuous of which are

indicated by the several letters L to 8
(tig. 12;{). That these lines, like the ordinary Fraun-
hofer's linos, belong properly to solar light, and do not
depend upon any action of the fluorescing substance, is

"r- HHH
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evident from tlio circumstance that witli tlie electric

li;j:ht they are no nioiv apparent in the ultra-violet

than in the other colours, and further, because the

same lines are seen in the solar spectrum, whatever may
be the tluorescinj^ substance under examination.

Qunrtz has the power of transmitting the ultra-

violet rays far more completely than glass. If there-

fore the glass lens and prism hitherto used for project-

ing the spectrum be replaced by a quartz lens and

prism, the ultra-violet part of the spectrum is rendered

much brighter and is extended still further than

before.

The ultra-violet rays of the spectrum can, more-

over, be seen without the intervention of any fluorescing

substance through a glass, or still better, through

a quartz prism, if the bright part of the spectrum

between B and H be carefully shut off. With feeble

illumination its colour appears indigo-blue, but with

light of greater intensity it is of a bluish-grey tint

(lavender). The ultra-violet rays thus ordinarily escape

observation, because they produce a much feebler im-

pression on the human (n'c than the less refrangible

rays betw«H»n li and //.

An ex})lanation is thus afforded why the solution of

^sculin, apiirt from its absorption, is colourless when
seen by transmitted light; for since it absorbs onlj

the feebly luminous violet and the entirely imperceptible

ultra-violet rays, the mixed light that has passed

through it still appears white and is not rendered

materially fainter.

79. If the solar spectrum be thrown in the above-

mentioned mann«T upon the fluid, its fluorescing part

everywhere exhibits the same bluish shimmer; and spec-
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troscopic examination shows that this bluish light has

always the same composition, whether it is excited by

the G rays or by the H rays or by the ultra-violet rays,

and that it is formed of a mixture of red, orange, yellow,

green, and blue. It is thus seen that the different

kinds of homogeneous light, as far as they are generally

effective, produce comjpound fluorescent light of identi-

cal composition, the constituents of which neverthe-

less are collectively less refrangible than, or are at most

equally refrangible with, the exciting rays.

Amongst other fluorescing bodies may be mentioned

the solution of Quinine, which is as clear as water, and

has a bright blue fluorescence; the slightly yellow

Petroleum, with blue fluorescence ; the yellow solution

of Turmeric, with green ; and the bright yellow glass

containing Uranium, which fluoresces with beautiful

bright green fluorescence. It admits of easy demonstra-

tion that in these bodies also it is the more refrangible

rays that call forth fluorescence. For if we illuminate

them with light which has passed through a red glass

no trace of fluorescence is visible. But if the red be ex-

changed for a blue glass the fluorescence becomes as

strongly marked as with the direct solar light. A re-

markable phenomenon is presented in the splendid

bright green light which is emitted b}' Uranium glass

under the action of blue illumination.

The highly refrangible yays which possess in so high

a degree the power of exciting fluorescence are con-

tained in large proportion in the light emitted by a

Geissler's tube [see § 68) filled with rarefied nitrogen.

In order to expose fluorescing fluids to the influence

of this light the arrangement represented in fig. 124

may be employed with advantage. A narrow tube
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is suiTOiimled l»y a wider «;lii.ss tube, into which the

Huid is intri)du('ed by a side opening which can be

(dosed if required. Anotlier form of Geissler's tube is

repre-sonted in fig. 125, which contains in its interior a

Vio. ll'5.

Fi<;. 1>L

Oei«ler'0 flnnrcsccncc tube. Gcisslcr's tube with Uranium gloM sphcr««.

number of hfdlow spheres composed of Uranium ghiss.

"VVliere a beam of the reddish violet nitrogen light tra-

verses the tube the Uranium glass balls shine with a

beautiful bright green fluorescent light.

The electric light passing between carbon points is

rich in rays of high refrangibility, indeed the ultra-

violet end of its spectrum reaches even further than that
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of the solar spectrum. In the light of the Magnesium
lamp the ultra-violet rays are also abundant, and both

sources of light are therefore particularly well adapted

to produce fluorescence, whilst gas and candlelight are

nearly inoperative on account of the small amount of

the more refrangible rays they contain.

80. It would nevertheless be incorrect to infer

from the above facts that the more refrangible rays are

exclusively capable of exciting fluorescence. A red

fluid which is an alcoholic solution of Naphthalin red

(Rose de Magdala, an anilin colouring material) and

which even in ordinary daylight fluoresces with orange

yellow tints of unusual brilliancy, will serve to demon-

strate that even the less refrangible rays are capable

ofproducing this effect. In fact, if the spectrum be pro-

jected upon the glass cell containing the fluid (fig. 12G, 2),

the yellow fluorescent light will be seen to commence at

a point intermediate to G and D, and therefore still in

the red, and to extend over the whole reuiaining spec-

trum as far as to the ultra-violet. The strongest fluo-

rescence by far is shown behind the line D in the

greenish-yellow rays. It then again diminishes, and

becomes a second time more marked between E and h,

from thence onward the fluorescence becomes fainter,

then increases again in the violet, and gradually

vanishes in the ultra-violet. In Naphthalin red, there-

fore, there are rays of low refrangibility, namely, the

green-yellow rays behind D, by which its fluorescence is

most powerfully excited.

The fluorescing spectrum received upon the fluid

shows, as we have already mentioned, three regions of

stronger fluorescence, and the absorption spectrum of

Nuphthalin, which by placing a small cell lillod \Yitli the
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solution in front of the slit may be obtained upon a paper

screen, <jfives a key to the cause of this phenomenon.

In this spectrum (ti«]f. 12G, 1) a completely black band is

visible in ihe green-yellow behind 1), a dark band

Fia. 126.

Absorption and fliiorcscintr sjM^otrum of Xaphthalin reil.

between E and b, whilst the violet end appears shaded.

On employinj^ a very strong" solution of the Naph-

thalin colouring material, the whole spectrum vanishes

with the exception of the red end, which remains ap-

parent to a point behind C. If now the absorption

spectrum be compared with that thrown upon the fluid,

the intimate relation between absorption and fluo-

rescence that has already been pointed out in the -Sscu-

lin solution is corroborated in the minutest particulars.

For every dark hand in the absorption sjyectnim corre-

spondff to a br'ujhthand in the jlnorescivfj sprctnim. Every

ray absorl)ed by the lluid occasions fluorescence, and the

fluorescent light produced by it is the brighter the more

completely the ray is absorbed.

A second example of the excitation of fluorescence

by rays of small rrfrangibility is exhibited by a solu-

tion of chlorophyH. The spectrum projected upon this

erreen flui<l fluoresces of a dark red colour, from B to a

point within the ultra-violet, exhibiting at the same timo
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bright bands which correspond with the dark bands in

the absorption spectrum (fig. 120, 3). Between B and C,

where the greatest amount of absorption occurs, the

fluorescence is also the most marked. But it is the

middle red rays which here act most powerfully as

excitants. It is remarkable that the red fluorescent

light which the chlorophyll solution emits likewise lies,

in regard to its refrangibility, between B and G. Chlo-

rophyll solution affords a proof that all rays of the

spectrum, with the exception of the extreme red in

front of B, are capable of calling forth fluorescence.

Their capacity for doing so depends simply on the

power of absorption of the fluorescing substance. The
most refrangible violet and ultra-violet rays are, how-

ever, characterised by the circumstance that they are

capable of exciting all known fluorescing bodies.

81. Fluorescent light is only perceived so long as

the fluorescent substance is illuminated by the exciting

rays. As soon as the light falling on it is obstructed

the coloured shimmer vanishes. It is only in the case

of some fluorescing solid substances, as for example,

Fluor-spar and Uranium glass, that, with the aid of ap-

propriate apparatus (Becquerel's Phosphoriscope), a very

short continuance of the fluorescence may be observed

to take place in the dark.

There are, however, a number of bodies which, after

being excited to self-luminosity by a brilliant light,

continue to shine for a certain time in the dark. A
series of pulverulent white substances, namely, . tlie

sulphur compounds of Calcium, Strontium, and Barium

(which sho\dd be kept in hermetically scaled glass tubes),

do not exhibit the faintest light in a dark room.

Moreover, if they be covered with a yellow glass and
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illiiiniiKik'il uitli tlu' lii^^ht of a Mai^ncsiiiin lamp, tlifj

reiniiin as dark as Ix'fore. But if the yellow be ex-

cliaiii^ed for a blue <^la.ss, ;iu(l tiie Maguesium li^^lit be

allowed to play uj»nn tluin tor a few seconds only, they

emit in the dark a soft li<^ht, each powder having its

own proper tint of colour. This power of shining in

the dark after hnvimj been exposed fo light is termed

phoFphoreffceiice. The property is possessed in a high

degree not only by the above-named artificially pre-

pared substances, but by various minerals, as the dia-

mond, fluor-spar, and a variety of fluor-spar called

Chlorophane.

Phosphorescence, like fluorescence, is an effect of

absorbed Uijht. For the refrangible rays which, in

accordance with the results of the experiments that

have been made, are alone capable of exciting these

substances to self-luminosity are exactly those which

they absorb. Phosphorescent light itself, examined

spectroscopically, is found to be composed of rays the

refrangibility of which is smaller than that of the excit-

ing rays, and it is indeed compound even v^hen the

exciting light is homogeneous. The affinity between

phosphorescence and fluorescence which expresses itself

in this relation is unmistakable. Phosphorescence may
be described as fluorescence Nvhich is prolonged for a

certain lenjxth of time bevond the action of the excitinsr

rays.

A remarkable fact discovered by Becquerel must not

here be passed over in silence. When a card covered

with Strontium sulphi»le is made feebly phosphorescent

by daylight, and a solar spectrum is then projected upon

it in a dark chamber, we observe in the course of a few

seconds after the opening in the shutter has been closed
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that the whole surface of the card still continues to

shine, with the exception of that part on which the

less refrangible portion of the spectrum from ^ to 1^

previously fell. In that part no phosphorescence is

visible. The less refrangible rays are thus not only

incapable of exciting pliosphorescence, but they appear

even to destroy or disturb the phosphorescence called forth

by the more refrangible rays.

In order to avoid misunderstanding, it must further

be remarked that the light of phosphorus (apart from

the similarity of the name), the light of touchwood, of

fire-flies, of various marine animals, etc., does not belong

to the class of phosphorescent phenomena caused by

the absorption of light which we have here considered,

riiese bodies are rather to be regarded as self-lumi-

%ous in consequence of chemical and ph3^siological

3rocesses.

82. The nature of the substances exhibitinc: fluo-

:escence or phosphorescence owing to the rays of light

bhey have absorbed is in no way altered. There are,

however, a number of bodies which undergo a perma-

aent change in their nature—an alteration of their

chemical composition—from exposure to light. Every-

3ne must be familiar with numerous examples of this

3hemical action of light from the phenomena of daily

life, and it is only necessary to n^ention such cases a^

the bleaching of linen and of wax, the fading of coloured

stufts, and the blanching of water-colour drawings.

How powerfully the cheniical action of light can be

Bxertod under certain circumstances may be shown by

the following experiment. A mixture of equal parts of

Ohlorine and Hydrogen is introduced into a thin glass

ball. If this be exposed to the daylight the two gase^

o
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{^nuluiilly combine to forni Hydrochloric Jicitl {^as, a

chemical compound the aqueous sohition of which is

generally known under the name of Muriatic or Hydro-

chloric acid. \U\t if the lijj^ht of the Majj^nesium lamp

be allowed to fall on the sphere it instantly bursts with

a loud explosion, and is broken into a thousand

fraij^ments ; that is to say, under the inHuonco of this

brilliant light the chemical combination of the two gases

and the associated development of heat takes place

with such suddenness that the thin glass is unable to

resist the pressure exerted.

If a yellow glass be placed in front of the Magne-

sium lamp, and the yellow light transmitted, which

contains only the less refrangible rays of the spectrum,

be allowed to act upon another of these little glass balls

tilled with the same mixture of gases, the ball will not

explode, but it bursts directly if the yellow be ex-

changed for a blue glass. The conclusion therefore

may be drawn that it is only the more refrangible rays

of the spectrum that are capable of inducing the

chemical combination of Hydrogen with Chlorine.

Whilst in the example just given the rays of light

induce the chemical combination of two elementary

substances, in other cases they can effect the decomposi-

tion of compound bodies. This is pre-eminently the

case with the salts of silver on which Photography

depends. The photographic process consists in receir-

ing the imago thrown by a camera obscura upon a glasf

plate covered with a layer of a sensitive preparation 0'

silver, and as the silver salt is only decomposed when il

is exposed to the light, and in proportion also to tlu

brilliancy of the light, a permanent image is fixed upoi

the plate.
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Daily experience shows that the more refrangible

rays are more active in producing photographic effects

than the less refrangible ; a blue coat, for example,

comes out very bright in a photograph, a red, on the

other hand, very dark ; although, looked at directly, the

former appears to the eye the darker of the two. The

most immediate key to the action of the different kinds

of rays is obtained when we photograph the solar

spectrum itself. The redj yellow, and the greater part

of the green rays are then seen to be completely without

action, whilst the blue, violet, and especially the ultra-

violet part of the spectrum are depicted sharply with

all their dark lines. Photography acts upon the ultra-

violet rays still more than fluorescence ; it constitutes a

means not only of making this part of the spectrum

visible, but also of fixing it permanently.

These groups of more refrangible rays, namely, the

blue, violet, and ultra-violet) may fairly be characterised

by the term ' photographic rays.' When, as is frequently

done, they are called ' chemical rays,' the exclusive

power is incorrectly ascribed to them of acting chemi-

cally. Their chemical action does not depend, as might

be inferred from the term ' chemical rays,' upon any

special chemical, or as it has also been called ' actinic
'

property inherent in them in opposition to the other

rays, but simply upon the circumstance that all easily

decomposed salts possess the property of absorbing the

more refrangible rays whilst they allow the less re-

frangible to pass through them.

That the less refrangible rays are really capable of

exerting a clieniical action was demonstrated by H.

Vogel. By the addition of certain anilin colouring

matters to bromide of silver he was able to produce

o 3
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l>li(>ton^rai)liic plates -which were sensible for the f^reen,

yellow, and red colours. For as these colourini^ matters

absorb the iibove-mentioned rays they under<^o a chemi-

cal clianf^e which enables them to decompose the

bromide of silver.

The most conspicuous example of the chemical action

of the less refran<j^ible rays is, however, afi['orded by

nature herself. Plants draw the whole of the carbon,

they require for their growth from the air, and this they

effect by the decomposition of carbonic acid gas, which

they break up into carbon, which remains as part of

the plant, and oxygen which is returned to the atmo-

sphere in the gaseous form. This action, so important

for the welfare of plants, is completed only in the

green (chlorophyll-holding) parts of the plants under

the influence of the solar light. By means of researches

on different coloured light it is now ascertained that

those rays which cause the liveliest elimination of

oxvf'en belonG: to the less refranfrible half of the

Spectrum.
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CHAPTEE Xiy.

ACTION OF HEAT.

83. The surface of the earth, is not only illumi-

nated by the solar rays, but it is also warmed by them.

It is clear from what has been said that rays which are

reflected from the surface of any body, or which are

transmitted, cannot have any action in warming it.

It is by the retained or absorbed rays alone that it can

be warmed.

From this point of view it is not difficult to appre-

hend the diflPerent behaviour of bodies in regard to their

capacity of being warmed by the solar rays.

Air being transparent allows the solar rays to

traverse it without diminution of their intensity ; it is

consequently warmed by them only to a very insignifi-

cant degree. Hence the upper regions of the air,

although they receive the solar rays at first hand, are

so cold that even in the tropics the summits of liigli

mountains are covered with everlastinof snow. The
warming of the air is mainly due to the heat it receives

from the heated surface of the earth below, which

gradually communicates the heat it has obtained by

absorption to the strata of air in immediate contact

with it.

Bodies with polished surfaces, which reflect the

greater part of the rays falling upon them, and trans-
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parent colourless bodies, which iilniost wholly transmit

such rays, undergo only slij^^lit hcatin<j. On the con-

trary, rough surfaces, that is to say, surfaces incapable

of niucli reflexion, and dark colours, or those which

possess hii^h power of absorption, are conditions that

favour the heatinjx action of lij'ht.

Any substance therefore will become heated by radia-

tion to the greatest degree when its surface is made
rough and completely black, so that it can absorb all

the rays falling upon it. This object is best attained by

coating the substance with lampblack.

Tlius, for example, if two thermometers be exposed

to the sun, the bulb of one of which is blackened

whilst the other is bright, the former will show a higher

temperature than the latter.

Herschel first suggested that with the aid of such a

blackened thermometer the calorific power of the dift'erent

coloured rays of the spectrum could be tested. When
he exjiosed a thermometer successively to the several

rays he found that the red were much hotter than the

blue, and that even m the dark region mi the near side of

the red end a considerable elevation of tempei'ature was

still observable.

An ordinary thermometer, however, is not sensitive

enough to follow and deti'rmine all the degrees of varia-

tion of temperature in the speotrum. liut we possess!

in the Tliennopile an instrument admirably adapted foij

such delicate researches.

If rods of antimony and bismuth be soldered to-l

gether in the manner shown in fig. 127, so that the first

third, and fifth, i^c, or generally the odd numlx?red|

joints, are turnrd in one direction, whilst the even num-

bered joints are turned to the opi)osite side, an<l if ihil
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Fig. 127.

^jCi

Construction of
the thermo-
pile.

Fig. 128.

terminal rods a and h are connected hj a wire, an electric

current is excited in this as soon as one series of joints,

as, for example, the odd numbered joints,

are heated.

These groups of rods are enclosed in

a brass case (fig. 128), so that the odd

numbered joints lie between the slit a h,

whilst the terminal rods are connected with

the binding screws c and cL The joints are

blackened, to favour as far as possible the absorption

of the rays falling upon them. This apparatus is

termed a Thermopile ; and because the joints are

arranged in a straight line, a 6, a

linear Thermopile.

The strength of the thermo-electric

current traversing the wire connecting

the poles is proportional to the heat

applied to the joints. From the in-

tensity of the current may be esti-

mated the degree of heat to which the

joints have been exposed.

For the measurement of the in-

tensity of the current the instrument

termed the Galvanometer, and depicted

in fig. 129, is employed. A copper wire covered with

silk is wound round and round a frame of wood, in the

interior of which a magnetic needle is freely suspended

by means of a fibre of silk from the cocoon. The ends of

the wire are fixed by binding-screws. A second magnetic

needle, firmly connected with the first, is placed above

the frame, and plays freely over a circle divided into

degrees. The two needles are parallel to each other,

but their poles point in opposite directions. By this

Linear thermopile.
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means tlu*y arc ivtaiiuHl in the position of equilibrium re-

sultinyf from the magnetism of the earth with very slight

Fio. 129. force only, whilst the ac-

tion of the current, which

exerts its influence alike

upon both, is doubled. The

action of a galvanic cur-

rent traversing the coil

consists in causing the

needles to deviate from

their position of equili-

brium parallel to the turns

of the wire, and this to

an extent corresponding

to the intensity of the cur-

rent.

84. Ifnow the binding-

screws of the Thermopile

are connected by means of

wires with the ends of the

coil of the Galvanometer, and the Thermopile be placed

in the violet end of a solar spectrum thrown by a ilint-

glass prism, it will be found that the deviation of the

galvanometric needle is extremely small ; but it will be

observed that the deviation progressively increases as

the Thermopile is gradually moved towards the red

end of the spectrum, and that it even becomes still

greater in the dark region on this side of the red till a

])()int is reached which is as distant from the line B as

this is from the line P. Vnnn this point onwards

it gradually again diminishes, though it may be fol-

lowed for a considerable distance into the dark region.

Thus it is seen that amongst the rays emitted by

V
^-»»->-

Galvonouictcr.
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Fig. 130.

the sun there are some of still less refrangibility than

the extreme red rays, and these may be termed the

ultra-red rays. They are recognised by their calorific

action alone ; they are imperceptible to the eye, for

the reason that they are absorbed by the fluids of the

eye, and never reach the retina.^ On this account they

are sometimes termed the ' dark calorific rays.'

In order to obtain a general view of the calorific

action of the different parts of the spectrum, perpen-

dicular lines must be

erected upon thelong

axis of a spectrum

(fig. 130) of a height

corresponding to the

measured heating

poAver of that part

of the spectrum. By
joining the apices of

these perpendiculars we obtain a curved line which

exhibits the varying amount of the calorific power in

different parts.

In the spectrum of a flint-glass prism the apex of

the thermotic curve—that is to say, the place of greatest

heat-effect—is situated, as is shown above, outside the

apparent spectrum in the ultra-red region.

If the spectrum thrown by a prism and a lens of

rock salt be now examined, the thermotic action will

be found exactly equal in the visible part of the spectrum

to that of the corresponding part of a flint prism S2)ec-

trum ; in the ultra-red region, however, the thermotic

curve of the rock-salt spectrum rises above that of the

Heat-curves of the spectra thrown by
flint glass and rock salt.

According to the researches of Briicko and Knoblauch.
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Hint spoctrnin, imd Us lii<^^liost point is still less re-

Iractt'd (ti^. loO, upprr curve). It appears therefore

that Hint ''lass is less diathernianous for the dark heat-

rays than rock salt. By experiments—an account

of which would lt';i<l us too far astray— it may be shown

that rock salt allows the dark rays to pass without let

or hindrance, whilst most other bodies, even if they

happen to be quite transparent for luminous rays,

absorb them to a f^reater or less extent. If it be

required therefore to conq)are the spectra from various

sources of lij^ht in regard to their thermotic action, the

prisms and lenses should be made of rock salt.

We thus find, for example, that the electric light

from carbon points is relatively much richer in dark

thermotic rays than sunlight. At a point of its ultra-

red spectrum which is at the same distance from it as

the commencement of the green upon the visible side,

the thermotic action is, according to Tyndall, five times

an (jrcat as that of the red rays.

The stronger thermotic action of the ultra-red rays,

in comparison with that of the luminous, is strikingly

shown by the following experi-

ment :—Two spherical tiasks are

taken, one of which contains a

transparent solution of alum, which

permits all visible or luminous rays

to i)ass through it without inter-

ruption, whilst it absorbs the in-

Action of thi? invwbio visiblc tliemiotic rays. The other
o en,}*,

.^ filled with a solution of iodine

in carbon bisulphide, which appears black because it is

completely opaque for luminous rays; it transmits, on

the contrary, the thermotic rays. If the alum flask be
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placed before the aperture of the electric lamp, it

collects, acting like a lens, the luminous rays into

a caustic of dazzling brilliancy, the heating power of

which however is but small, for a pellet of gun-cotton

placed in the focus will not explode. The flask con-

taining the black fluid (fig. 131), on the contrary,

unites exactly in the same way the dark rays into an

invisible focal point, the heat of which not only causes

the gun-cotton instantaneously to explode, but even

raises a piece of platinum foil to red heat.

85. Every source of light gives off, besides its

luminous rays, dark rays of small refrangibility. Hot

bodies, on the other hand, not heated sufficiently to

glow, emit only dark rays. In the Thermopile we

possess a means of demonstrating the presence of such

rays and investigating their behaviour. And the results

of numerous researches have shown that the dark rays

obey the same laws as the bright ones ; they undergo

reflexion from polished surfaces as from a mirror, whilst

they are diffusely reflected from rough surfaces. They

course in a straight direction through one and the same

medium, but are refracted when they enter another

medium, their refrangibility agreeing with that of the

ultra-red portion of the spectrum.

A solid body, as for example a platinum wire, which

is gradually raised to an intense heat, first emits dark

ultra-red rays ; as soon as it begins to glow, it emits in

addition the extreme red rays. At a bright red heat its

s^)ectrum extends as far as F, and at a white heat it

gives off all kinds of rays as far as H.

All these facts demonstrate that no other difference

exists between the dark hoat-rays and the luminous

rays than the gradual and progressive increase of
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rcfraiij::^il)ilii y ; llio fcnrn'r do not iliflor from the latter

otherwise than the red ra3's differ from tlie yellow, or

the yeUow from the green. The invisibility of the

former does not consist in any peculiarity of the rays

themselves, but is deix*ndent on the nature of our eyes,

the tiuids of which are opaque for the ultra-red rays.

The dark rays are perceptible to us only through

the sensation of warmth they give to us ; the luminous

rays, on the contrary, act simultaneously on two organs

of sense—upon the nerves of common sensibility or

touch as heat, and upon the eye as light. Every ray of

light is thus at the same time a ray of heat. We are

incapable, for example, of separating the heating effect

caused by the yellow light of Sodium from its illu-

minating power. It gives no rays of such low refrangi-

bility that they produce only the effects of heat, and

not of light.

Light and radiant heat are therefore, as effects of

one and the same cause, to be distinguished from each

other not by any peculiarity of their own, but only by

us as difierent forms of sensation. The same individual

ray calls up in us, according to the nerve-path through

which the impression it makes is conducted to the seat

of our consciousness, sometimes a sensation of light and

sometimes of heat, just as a drop of vinegar apj^lied to

the tongue tastes sour, but if brought'into contact

"with a sore place on the skin, produces a sensation of

burning; or as a tuning fork wlien struck produees a

sensation of sound in the ears, but a feeling of vibration

to the hand in contact with it.

80. If now a general view of the solar spectrum

throughout its whole extent be taken, it is seen to be

composed of three portions of nearly equal length

—
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the ultra-red, the luminous, and the ultra-violet

portion.

In the figure below (fig. 132) three curved lines are

drawn above the spectrum, of which that marked by

III is the curve that we now know of heat ; the curve

II in like manner expresses the chemical action on a

mixture of chlorine and hydrogen and the salts of

silver ; and the curve I gives the brilliancy of the illu-

FlO. 132.

if a F D Ji

Light, heat, and photographic action of the solar spectrum.

mination within the limits of the visible spectrum.

From this drawing it is evident that the maximum
amount of light is in the yellow, the maximum of the

photographic action is in the violet, and finally, the

maximum heat is in the ultra-red.

In reference to the rays themselves, these three

curves have a very different signification. It is clear

that the action which a ray exerts upon a body is

determined on the one hand by the intensity or energy

of the ray, and on the other by the capacity for

absorption of the body. However great the intensity of

a ray may be, it will exert no infiuence upon a body
which will not absorb it. Thus, for example, the red

rays, however intense they may be, exert no infiuence

on a mixture of hydrogen and chlorine, or sensitive

silver salts, because these substances do not absorb

them.

Each of the curves I and 11 therefore expresses the
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co-(>porati<)n of two actions—the intensity of tlir rays

and the capability of absorption of tlir retina, or of a

photoj^niphic plate—wliicli is venj (lljfrrcnt for different

kinds of rays. They aflord us therefore but little

direct informUtion on either point. The curve TIT

shows the lu^atinj^ influence -which each part of the

spectrum exerts upon the blackened surface of the

Thernioj)ile. Now lampblack behaves as an almost

perfectly black body to all kinds of rays alike, since

it completely absorbs them all, and becomes heated in

proportion to their intensity. The thermotic curve

shows therefore the intensity of the radiation which

falls on each part of the spectrum free from the in-

fluence of any special capacity for absorption. It is

therefore to be regarded as the true curve of intensity of

the priimiatic spectrum.
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CHAPTEE XV.

MIRROR EXPERIMENT OF FRESNEL.

U]NDULATORY MOVEMENT.

87. The reader has hitherto had his attention con-

fined to the experimental investigation of the laws

of the phenomena of light without speculating as

to what light essentially is. A series of phenomena

now present themselves

which raise again this fig. 133.

question of the nature

of light, and at the

same time afford the

means of answering it.

Lettwo mirrors,A B and

B C (fig. 133), be made
of black glass and be so

placed as to meet at the

vertical slit, B, the one,

B 0, being permanently

fixed in a wooden frame

(Holzkl()tzchen) which can be moved

tical rod and fastened by a wooden screw T, whilst tlie

other, A B, is revolvable by means of the screw ^ around

the angle Bhy means of the hinge attached to it. The

moveable mirror is to be placed in such a position that

nresnel's mirror.

along a ver-
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its plane f(>nns a very obtuso initio (not (lifTering much

from ISO") with that of the fixed mirror.

A sharply defined point of li^ht is rerpiired, and may

be obtained by h^ttin^r the solar rays proceeding from a

Heliostat fall upon a lens (fij^. 134) of short focal

distance, which unit«'S them into a focus P. The

luminous point 7' emits rays which strike both miiTors

;

from the mirror A B they are so reflected that they

FlO. 134.

FroBncl'd mirror experiment.

appear as if they came from the image-point M of this

mirror. The n)irror B C, on the other hand, reflects the

rays as if they proceeded from its image-point N. In

order that the two mirrors may each have only one

reflecting surface and have only one image-poiut, they

must be made of black glass or of metal.

From these mirrors two cones of light Mm mf and

Jifnn are obtained, which appear to proceed from the

points 3/ and N, They have the space lim n (shaded

in the figure) common to both, so that the field between
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m and n upon the screen m' n' situated in the path of

the reflected raj receives light simultaneously from

the two cones of light. In this middle area a series of

vertical darh lines are perceived, but if one of the glasses

he covered the lines immediately vanish and the area

v^^hich now receives only the light from the opposite

mirror appears to be uniformly illuminated throughout

its whole extent. The lines however immediately

reappear if the cover be removed, a,nd to the light

proceeding to the screen from the point M is added

that also which proceeds from the point N.

It has thus been demonstrated that light added to

light may, tender certain circumstances, cause darkness.

If by turning the screw S (fig. 133) the angle of

the two mirrors be made less obtuse, the lines become

narrower and closer together till they ultimately become

so fine that they can no longer be distinguished.

Hence to render the lines distinctly perceptible the

angle between the two mirrors must be very obtuse, or

what comes to the same thing, the mirror images M
and N must be very closely approximated.

Instead of making the experiment with a screen so

tliat many can see it at the same time, any individual

may observe it directly by making his retina take the

place of the screen. This subjective method of observa-

tion has the advantage that a feeble source of light may
be employed ; and then, if the homogeneous light of

the Sodium (lame be used, the entire field of vision m:iy

be observed to be filled with numerous vertical and

completc^ly black linos.

88. Tli(^ jnst-doscribed mirror experiment of Fros-

nel, named ;ifter the gonial physicist who conct^iviHl

it, toadies that light combined with light may, under

p
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certain cironinst.ances, produce darkness. What then

must be understooil by the term * lit^^ht,' to ciiabl' this

ap2)arent |)aradt)X to be exphiiiu'd'P

This much is certain, that every luminous body

must be regarded as the seat of a motion wliich is by

some means propagated to our optic nerves and arouses

in them the sensation of brightness.

Two modes, however, are only known in wliich move-

ment may be propagated from one point of space to

another.

The first mode is the immediate tramference of motio)i

in which the moved body itself or i)arts of the same

traverse the space between the two points, as when a

cannon ball flies to its goal from the cannon.

The second mode of transference takes place medi-

ately through an elastic medium intervening between

the two points, in which medium the body originally

in motion excites a vibratory movement that is propa-

gated from particle to particle, it may be to a great

distance, without a particle of the originall}' moving

body itself or auy portion of the propagating medium

moving from its original position to any considerable

extent. This process is called undulatory movement.

As an example of the former, the sense of smell

may be taken, which is excited by the immediate

transference of particles of the odorous material to the

olfactorv organ. If a flask containiufj some ammo-
niacal gas, which is colourless, be opened, those near

it quickly perceive the stimulating odour of the gas,

whilst it is only perceived by those who are mort

distant after the lapse of some time. It would b(» eas\

to demonstrate by appropriate tests the presence o

particles of ammonia even in the furthest corner of c j
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room. The smell is perceived still more strongly if a

second flask be opened, so that the number of particles

of ammonia present in the air is increased; it would,

however, be needless to do this, since all must be satisfied

that the sense of smell is excited by particles of the

odorous material which come into direct contact with

the olfactory organ, and that by increase of the effective

particles alone can the intensity of the sensation be

augmented.

Another of our senses, hearing, on the other hand,

receives its impressions through the second mode of

propagation, since every resounding body puts the air

around it into undulatory movement. If a bell be struck

its sound is heard simultaneously with the blow. The

blow makes the bell vibrate, that is to say, causes its

particles to make rapid to and fro movements or vibra-

tions which are felt by the hand in contact with it as

a trembling. The vibration communicates itself in the

first instance to the particles of air in immediate

contact with the bell, and as these move to and fro in

the same rapid manner they produce the same effect

upon the particles of the next adjacent layer of air as

the bell itself, and set them in motion. In this way the

vibratory movement is propagated with great rapidity

from one layer of air to another, and finally, on reacli'-

ing the ear, excites in the auditory nerve the sensation

of sound. But it is certain that neither particles of the

bell itself, nor even particles of the air immediately

surrounding the bell, penetrate the ear; if they did, as

sound travels at the rate of 1,116 feet in the second,

they would strike on the tympanum with a velocity

exceeding that of the most violent hurricane. An
extremely simple experinuMit n\ay now be considered,

)• 2
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which may be shown witli two perfectly similar orr^n-

pipes standinijf on a wind-cliest common to both. If

eacli pipe be made to speak separately both will f^ive

precisely the same fundamental note. Tf, now, b()th

pipes be sounded tojj^ether, exactly the opposite occurs

to what mi^'ht be expected; instead of the fundamental

note beinn^ increased in intensity it is remarkably

weakened, so much so, indeed, that at a little distance

from the pipes the fundamental note is no longer

audible.

From this circumstance the same conclusion is

drawn in re^^ard to sound, which unquestionably con-

sists in an undulatory movement, as was done in the

case of the light in the mirror experiment of Fresnel,

namely, that sound added to sound may, under certain

circumstances, i^roduce silence,

89. Through which of the two possible modes of

propagation does the movement that we call Might*

spread ? Are our eyes when we look at the sun struck

by particles of a luminous material unintenniptedly

emitted by that luminous body? Or do the rays of

light consist of a vibratory movement which strikes

upon our retina in the form of minute waves—in other

words, is the process of seeing analogous to that of

smelling or of hearing?

The choice between these two modes of explaining

the phenomena, after what has been said, oannot be

dithcult, On tin; supposition of there being a luminous

substance (emission theory), the fact that light super-

added to light can produce darkness is wholly in-

explicable. On the other hand, a case has been cited

in which an undulatory movement co-operating with a^

similar undulation produces such an effect, and we shall
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see iinmediatelj that this follows necessarily from the

very nature of undulatory movement. It will, more-

over, be seen that the admission of luminous waves

(undulatory theory) gives a perfectly satisfactory

explanation, not only of the phenomena in question,

but of the great majority of the phenomena of light,

and is opposed to none of them, whilst the conception

of a luminous sether or substance has long been negatived

by facts.

As the view that light is itself a material substance

is set aside, and it is regarded as an undulatory

movement, it becomes necessary to admit the existence

of a material in which the waves of ligjit can propagate

themselves. The air, in which the waves of sound

spread, cannot be coincidently the carrier of luminous

waves, for it only forms a thin investment around our

earth, and perhaps other heavenly bodies ; W'hilst in

the immeasurable depths of space through which the

light of the sun and the fixed stars reaches iis no air is

present. It must therefore be admitted that the

universe is filled with an elastic material which is so

rarefied that it opposes no appreciable resistance to the

movement of the celestial bodies. This attenuated

elastic matter is called ' ^ther.'

90. The waves of water afford an excellent repre-

sentation of the phenomena of wave-movement. If a

stone be thrown into water at rest a circular depression

forms around the point struck which spreads wider and

wider with uniform velocity. In the meanwhile an

elevation has formed at the point where the stone

entering the water had originally caused a depression
;

then as this sinks back to its original level it produces

a wall-like circular elevation around it, which follows
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up tho procoilin;^ ciroular (l(»prcssioii with orpial velocity.

Whilst the fluid continues its up-and-down movement

at the point struck, fresh alternately depressed and

elevated wave rings appear to proceed from this middle

point, or, as it is customary to call them, wave eleva-

tions (crests) and depressions (sinuses) (Wellenthiiler

and Wellenberge), are formed, which, owing to their

constantly spreading more and more widely give the

illusory appearance of the fluid streamijig out on all

sides from the middle point.

That no such streaming movement does really occur

may easily be demonstrated by observing any small

object accidentally floating on the water, as for example,

a piece of w^ood. This, as the crests and sinuses of

the waves spread beneath it, merely rises and falls

without materially changing its original position,

making the oscillation of the particles of water imme-

diately beneath it apparent.

The cause of the waves of water is the force of

giMvity which is exerted after each disturbance of the

equilibrium to restore the fluid to its original horizontal

plane. Whilst the particles of the water first struck

and depressed by the stone are soon again compelled to

rise, they oblige at the same time the easily moveable

adjoining particles to descend in order that the depres-

sion which was formed may be again filled np. As

every particle l)egins to fall somewhat lat<^r than the

immediately antecedent one, a circular wave-depression

spreads round the central point of excitation, which

attains its full developnuMit at the moment in which

the particle struck in its ascending movement has

again attained its original level. It does not however

here come to rest, but continues its movement upwardi

I
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above the horizontal plane of the water until the force

of gravity acting in opposition has exhausted its up-

ward directed velocity, and it swings back again to the

level. In the meanwhile the neighbouring particles,

which exactly imitate the undulating movement of the

first disturbed particles in the same period of time,

form a wave-crest which is fully developed at the

moment in which the first particles have again reached

the plane in their descending movement.

And now, when the particle first excited has com-

pleted one entire vibration, and is, as at the com-

mencement of its movement, again about to leave its

position of equilibrium in order to descend, it has

around it a comj)lete wave, consisting of a wave depres-

sion and a wave crest. This wave as it spreads produces

the second to-and-fro movement of each particle, and

every subsequent complete wave acts in a similar

manner, and as the new waves immediately follow

those antecedent to them, a circular system of waves is

developed around the central point of excitation.

91. Every straight line drawn from the middle point

of a system of waves upon the surface of the water

regarded as horizontal is termed a wave ray. All par-

ticles of water which when at rest lie on this straisfht

line are now elevated, now depressed, according to

whether they for the moment belong to a wave crest

or a wave depression, and form therefore in their serial

succession an ascending and descending sinuous line.

Such a wave-line, granting that the particles rise and

fall perpendicularly to the ray A B, is reprosoiitiHl in

fig. loT). That portion of a ray which is includod in a

complete wave, that is to say, which includes a wave

crest and a wave depression, or any portion of it eijual
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to this, is (.•alloil ii iravr-hmith. In tlie fij^aire wc liiive for

example betwocMi A and ]i throe complete wave-lengths,

and one uavc-lcii^^th between l> uinl r, and between c

and (/. Those particles which in any ray are separated

from one another one or several conqjlete wave-lcmjthsy

Undulatory rnj-.

are at any moment of time in exactly the same condition

of undulation, their inovementa are in j)crfect accordance

v'ith each other. The particles h' c and d\ for example,

which are distant from one another one or two wave-

lengths, have all three arrived at their greatest height,

and are about to descend. Moreover, the particles A
and B, the distance between which includes three wave-

lengtlis, are both in the act of descending through their

position of ecjuilibriinn.

The particles b' nudf on the other hand, which are

distant from each other a half wave-length, are in just

the opposite conditions of vil)ration. For whilst the

former is beginning to fall from its highest position,

the latter is just about to rise from its lowest position.

The same relation occurs between the particles y^' and d\

which are distant from each other three half wave-

lengths. Speaking generally, it is clear that the move-

ments of two particles llie distance between which is

an unequal inxdtii>le of a half wave-laigth arc directly

opposed.
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CHAPTER XVI.

principle of interference. consequences of

fresnel's experiment.

92. What haj)pens if two wave-systems meet on

tlie same fluid surface ?

If from a vessel held above a flat pan containing

mercury two fine streams of mercury are allowed to fall,

each produces around the point where it strikes the

surface of the fluid a circular system of waves. As the

two wave-systems decussate they divide the surface into

a regular network of small elevations and depressions,

a representation of which is attempted in fig. 136.

If the light of the sun or of the electric lamp be

allowed to fall upon the surface of the meicury, the

reflexion upon a screen will also furnish a representation

of this delicate phenomenon.

It is not difiicult to explain the eflects observed.

At all points where two wave crests meet, the surface

of the fluid, if the two waves are equal, rises to twice

the height, and where two depressions meet it sinks

to double the depth. At those points on the contrary

where a wave crest is cut by a sinus, the upheaving and

depressing forces are in equilibrium, and the fluid re-

mains at rest at its original level.

In a fluid set in motion by t-\vo or more equal or

unequal wave systems, every particle, speaking gene-
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rally, undiM'^^ocs a chanp^e of place, which is tho snni of

all the inovoinents iini)rossed upon it by the several

systems of waves at the same moment. Of course, by the

Fio. 13G.

Interference of two systems of waves.

word * sum * the so-called ahjehraic sum is meant, that

is to say, the elevations are re<:farded as positive, the

depressions as neixative values.

In t)ther words, it may be said that every wavi

S3'stem superimposes itself upon, or adds itself to, n

surface already moved by waves, as it would do were i1

acting alone on the surface at rest. Every wave systen

forms itself uidiindered by those already present, ant
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spreads after it lias crossed these upon the still quies-

cent surface of the water as if it had suffered no inter-

ruption. We see, for example, the slight wave rings

excited bj the falling rain drops form on the larger

waves raised bj a steamboat just as well as upon the sea

at rest. It may be observed again that these waves,

when they traverse an area rippled by the breeze, take

the small waves on their back, and having passed

beyond this region leave these last behind with their

original form unaltered.

The important law just laid down, to which the

processes taking place in the co-operation or inter-

ference of two or several systems of waves are subjected,

is termed ' the principle of interference.'

93. Returning to the simplest case of interference

of two equal systems of waves represented in fig. 136, it

appears that an explanation can be given of the move-

ment occurring at each point of the surface of the fluid,

if, instead of the waves themselves, the wave rays are

kept in view. If we consider, for example, the points

5 .... 5' lying along the wall of the vessel, the two

rays which may be conceived as drawn from the two

middle points of the exciting cause of them to the

central point q,re equal to each other in length ; the

oscillating movements which proceed simultaneously

from each of these centres meet therefore in the point O
under equal conditions and produce the greatest pos-

sible effect. In the laterally situated point 1, on the

other hand, two rays meet which are about half a

wave diilerent ; the forces which they exert upon the

point are therefore equal and opposite ; the point

consequently remains at rest. The same occurs at 3

and 5, where the dillerence between the rays cor-
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rospoiuls respoctively to rj half luul o lialf wave-lenf,'tlis.

At the points 2 jiml J-, on tlic contrary, whore the rays

respectively dilVer one or two entire wave-lengths, and
thus meet under ecpial conditions of oscillation, the

liveliest movement takes place. The intervening points

are maintained in less active movement by i)airs of

rays of all possible degrees of accordance and opposi-

tion.

The points 1, 3, 5, .... T, *3', T/ .... thus remain at

rest under the action of the two svstems of waves.

That which in waves of fluid is rest, is in waves of

sound silence, and in waves of light darkness.

It is scarcely necessaiy to expressly mention here

that this affords a complete explanation of FresnePs

mirror experiment, and that fig. 13G is a sketch of it.

If, for example, the two points of light produced by the

mirrors M and N (fig. 134) be regarded as centres of

orighi of light waves, and the wall 5' .... 5 as the

screen for receiving them ; and if it be further con-

sidered that the waves of light expand, not only circu-

larly in one plane, but like a sphere into the surround-

ing tether, it will be understood that, in consecpience of

the interference of the two systems of waves, vertical

dark lines must appear at the points 1, 3, 5 .... 1', -V,

5', and bright striie at the points 2, •!• . . . . 2\ V.

But why, it may perhaps be now asked, should the two

points of light be employed in a nmndabout way after

their reflexion in the two mirrors *P Would it not be •

simpler to put aside the mirrors, and use, instead of the

images M and X thrown by them, two luminous points

like the points of a glowing ])latinum wire P The

answer to this question is obtained from the fact that

the two wave systems, in order that they should pro-
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(luce dark lines in the given points of the screen, must

proceed simultaneously, and in a precisely similar

manner, from the two luminous points. But we are

unable so to conduct the process of light production in

two luminous bodies, or even in two points of a single

luminous body, as to make the undulating movement
proceeding from one exactly accordant with that of the

other ; in each of them, after a short period, interrup-

tion of the movement, augmentation and diminution of

the liveliness of the flame, and other disturbances take

place, which do not occur coincidently in the other.

Hence the lines of interference are only partially

formed, and in rapidly changing parts of the screen

giving to the eye the impression that it is equally and

uniformly illuminated. Two independent and separate

luminous points therefore, on account of the inequality

of these wave systems, present no interference lines.

The equality required for this purpose is obtained with

the greatest certainty by making the two wave systems

spring by mirrors or by any other appropriate means

from the same source. The irregularities to which the

process of light production is subjected, whatever may
be the light used, take place concordantly and simulta-

neously in both systems of waves, and consequently

exercise no influence upon the accordance and opposi-

tion of the rays which are now conditioned only by
their diff'erence of path.

94. Fresnel's experiment may now be repeated,

with this difference, that a red and a blue irlass are

placed alternately before the aperture of the Heliostat.

It is then seen that with blue light the lines are closer

together than in the red, that is to say, the correspond-

ing series of dark lines are in the former case nearer to
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the middle briLT^it lines than in the latt(M\ Two Muo
rays thus require, in order lliai they may neutralise

each other, a smaller lin<«ar dilVerence than two red

ones ; the wave'lenyth of hhm I'ujht is coiiscqucntly smnller

than of red lifjht.

If as brilliant a spectrum as possible be produced

by means of a prism, and its coloured rays be allowed

to fall successively upon the lens L (fig. 134), and con-

sequently on the mirror, we 11 nd that the distance

between the lines, and consequently the wave-lengths,

become progressively smaller in passing from the red to

the violet. This affords an explanation of the reason

why, when white light is employed, the lines are not

alternately black and white, but coloured. The middle

bright lines, in which all colours are mingled in their

highest intensity, are completely white, but towards

the sides first the violet fades out, and then in succes-

sion the several colours from the most towards the

least refrangible. The consequence of this is that the

middle bri^j^ht lines towards the interior are edged with

yellow, and towards the exterior with red ; at the point

where the brightest colour, yellow, disappears, the first

dark line is seen, which, however, since the violet has

here again become strongef, exhibits a faint violet tint.

Then follow white, yellowish red, violet, to the second

dark line, which is blue. Then come green, yellow,

red, bluish-green ; still further on a few alternations of

red and bluish-green occur, and very soon, inasmuch

as the lines of various colours mingle, only a uniform

white remains. White liglit therefore gives only a few

lines, which as we pass outwards constantly become more

and more indistinct j when homogeneous light is used,

t
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on the other hand, the dark lines are completely black,

and are present in great numbers.

Fresnel's experiment, however, not only shows

broadly that there are differences in the lengths of the

waves, but it enables us to measure these differences.

If, for example, the length of the rays proceeding

from the luminous points towards the first black lines

be obtained, which can be done with sufficient accuracy,

their difference must be equal to half the wave-lengths

of the homogeneous light employed. In the lines of

higher order which correspond to the differences of

path of 3, 5, 7, etc. half wave-lengths, the measure-

ment can be repeated with the accuracy required.

Fresnel made these measurements for light which had

traversed red glass, and found the wave-length of this

red light equal to 638 millionths of a millimeter.

A method will hereafter be shown by which the

wave-lengths may be determined with still greater

accuracy and for definite rays (for the Fraunhofer's

lines). A conception of the extraordinary smallness

of the waves of light may be obtained from the state-

ment that in the length of one millimeter there are

1,315 waves of the extreme red (line A), 1,G98 waves of

the yellow light of Sodium (line D), and 2,542 waves

of the extreme violet (line H^)-

95. It is well known that if the performance of a piece

of music be listened to at various distances, the same

accordance in the notes, the same harmony, is always

perceived ; the high and the deep notes which iall in

the same beat reach our ears in all cases simultaneously.

Tlie conclusion from this is that all tones, whether higli

or low, strong or feeble, arc ]'fropagated ihrou(jh the nir

with equal rajHdity, The rapidity of propagation of
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souiul, iluit is, tlio distance to whidi the vibratory

iiiovomont of a rosoumliii^ body spreads in the air in

a second, is estimated at 'M-O metres (lllo't feet).

But, as has been ah*eady shown, a complete wave

originates with each entire vibration ; every soundin<^

body will therefore produce as many successive sound

waves in a second as the number of its vibrations in a

second, and since the sound in this period of time has

spread over a distance of 81-0 metres, the total len^rth

of the sound waves excited in one second must amount

to 340 metres. The wave-len<,^th of a tone is conse-

quently obtained by dividinfj^ the rapidity of propaga-

tion (340m.) by the number of its vibrations. The

wave-length of the tone of an A tuning fork, which

makes 440 vibrations in a second, is thus found to be

equal to 773 millimeters. The wave-length of every

movement the rapidity of propagation of which is

known to us, may in this way be deduced from the

number of vibrations, and of course also, conversely,

from the wave-length the number of vibrations.

The rapidit}' of propagation of light is so enormously

great that even at a distance of GO miles, which is as

far as terrestrial signals will reach, no ditlerence of

time can be observed between the moment of emission

and of arrival. The velocity of light has, however,

been measured by means of astronomical observations,

and more recently by physical experiments. An
account of the ingenious methods by which this lias

been accomplished cannot be here appropriately in-

troduced. It is only requisite to state that the concor-

dant results of all measurements show that the light

both of celestial bodies as well as that proceeding from

terrestrial sources, traverses a distance of about 180,000
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miles a second. Some observations byArago,* and espe-

cially also reasons which are theoretically deduced from

the nature of undulatory movements, justify us in admit-

ting that the rapidity of propagation of every hind of

light, whatever may he its colour and brightness, is, in the

free wther of the universe, alike.

The wave-lengths of the homogeneous kinds of

light, as well as their rapidity of propagation, being

now known, the number of their vibrations can be

determined with facility. This is expressed by the

number of wave-lengths which are contained in the

length of 186,000 miles. The extreme red line (A),

1,315 of the waves of which occur in a millimeter,

are thus found to have the prodigious number of

394,500000,000000, or in round numbers, 395 billions

of vibrations in a second. The shorter the wave-length

the greater must be the number of vibrations ; in a ray

of yellow Sodium light every particle of aether makes

509 billions of vibrations in a second, and the extreme

violet line {H^) corresponds to a number of vibrations

amounting to 763 billions.

A musical note appears to our ears higher in pitch

the greater the number of its vibrations in a given time
;

and just as the ear perceives the rapidity of the vibra-

* If lif^ht of different colours travelled with different velocity, a white

star wliieli became suddenly visible would be seen by an observer at a dis-

tance of that colour in the first instance which propagates itself with the

greatest velocity, and then of a succession of mixed colours tillit bydogreos

became white. If it then again disappeared it would pass through a similar

I

series of colours in inverse order till it dissolved into the slowest-moving

j

colour. Similar phenomena woidd he exhibited by the variable stars, espe-

j
cially if their period were short, and there were a considerable differ«mce

{
between their greatest and least brightness. Arago undertook a series of

}

observations in regard to Algt)l in Perseus, which fulfils those coudilions,

1 but could perceive no change of colour.

t <4
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tions of sound as pitcli of sound, so does the eye per-

ceive the frequency of the undulations of lij^'ht as colour.

Thus for the sensation of yellow characterising'' the

Sodium tiame to be produced in our minds 500 billions

of rctlier, neither more nor less, must enter the eye

and strike the retina. Speaking (jeneralhj, the colour of

every homogoieo^is nuj of h'ljJif is detennined exclusively

hy the number of its vibrations ; the number of vibrations

is the objective characteristic of that which we perceive

subjectively as colour. The succession of colours in

the spectrum is consequently to be regarded as a scale

which rises from the lowest tone perceptible to our eye,

the extreme red, to the hi<j^hest, the extreme violet.

Antecedent to the commencement of the visible scale

in the red, are the deeper idtra-red tones, the vibrations

of which are too slow to excite the sensation of light

in our optic nerves, and at the other extremity are to

be added on as highest tones the ultra-violet which pro-

duce only an extremely feeble impression of light in

our eyes.

0(>. It is now requisite that close attention should

be paid to a chain of reasoning that will here be offered

in regard to a few experiments of the simplest kind.

A close wound spiral coil which hangs vertically in

front of a scale divided into centimeters carries at

its lower end a plain brass ball. The lowest part of the

ball has a little hook. On attaching to this a weight

of 100 grammes the elastic coil at once becomes elon-

gated and the brass ball descends two centimeters. Witl

a weight of 200 gnimnies the elongation is twice a^

much, or four centimeters, and three times the weigh

again produces three times the amount of elongation

Thus it appears that the force which must be appiiei
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to move the ball from its original position in opposi-

tion to the elasticity of the wire increases in the same

ratio as the amount of displacement effected.

Let the weigfhts be now removed and when the ball

has returned to its original position, let it be pressed down
with the fingers about two centimeters ; then inasmuch

as it is kept in this position, the pressure downwards

exerted must be identical with the weight of 100

grammes, which was before necessary to effect this

elongation, and when the ball is set free it returns with

this force to its position of equilibrium.

When, however, it has reached the position of equi-

librium it does not at once come to rest, but continues

to perform upward and downward movements which

are slow enough to permit them to be counted. If the

ball be now depressed to the extent of 4 centimeters,

and then be set at liberty, it has twice as far to go from

its extreme point to the position of equilibrium, or

the extent (or amplitude) of its vibration is now doubled.

If its vibrations are now counted the same number of

vibrations will be found as in the former case, for since

not only the space traversed but also the expression of

force of the tense spiral wire has now been doubled,

the greater space must be traversed in the same

time. Nor is any alteration observable in the number
of vibrations when the ball is drawn down to the extent

of 6 centimeters from its position of rest, although the

amplitude of its vibration is increased threefold.

From this it appears that the member of vibrations

is depiuident exclusively upon the nature of the vibrat-

ing body—upon its internal forces, if we may so speak,

—but in no way upon the amount of the cvtcrnal force

applied to it ; the amount of force applied to it liuds its

« '2
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oxprossioii in the amplitude of tJic vibration. "Wlion the

ball is Joprossed four cent i motors, the hand has not only

to exorcise twice as much force, but it has to traverse

twice the distance that it has when it is only depressed

two centimeters. The rvork which must be performed

to overcome the elastic force of the wire in the former

case is therefore four times as great as in the latter,

and if with three times the force the ball be moved over

three times the space, nine times the amount of force

used in the first instance has to be applied. When the

hand is removed the work performed by it is transferred

to the ball, and expresses itself in the energy of its

vibrating movements. By virtue of this energy the

ball, until it comes to rest, performs the same amount of

work which was applied to it to set it in movement.

From these considerations it results that the energy

of the vibrating movement is proportional to the square

of the amplitude of the vibrations.

The facts taught by the vibrating ball are api)licable

alike to the vibrations of soimd and of light. The tint

of colour is dependent on the frequency ; the intensity {07

energy) of light on the lix'eliness of the vibrations. Whilst

the former depend on the number of the vibrations, th(

latter are measured by the square of the amplitude 0!

the vibrations.
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CHAPTEE XVIL

HUYGHENS' PRINCIPLE.

97. ' Light consists of a verj minute vibrating move-

ment of an elastic medium, which is propagated with

great rapidity, but not instantaneously, in straight

lines that proceed like the radii of a sphere from a

central point common to alL'

Hooke,"^ the accomplished friend and countryman

of Newton, who wrote the date 1664 under these words,

may be regarded as the first who clearly seized and

expressed the fundamental idea of the doctrine of

luminous waves. Nevertheless he did not advance so

far as to explain the refraction of light by undulatory

movement; and he failed because this fundamental

idea, in order to be applicable to all the phenomena of

light, required still a very important addition to com-

plete and perfect it. It was reserved for Hooke's genial

contemporary, Huyghens,t to fill this hiatus, and to

become the real founder of the undulatory theory of

light.

The theory of Huyghens, so named to do honour to

its discoverer, is in fact the egg of Columbus, a simple

solution of*many complex and enigmatical phenomena,

and whilst an attempt is here made to render it intel-

* Micrographia, Observat. ix.

t Jractatus dc Luminc, 1G90.
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u4<^-

Huyghcns* principle.

li;jfible, no very p^reat strain will ho oxortcd on ordinary

powers of imagination. When an nndulatory niove-

inont propa<:^ates itself thron<jh an

clastic medium, every particle imi-

tates the movement of the particle

first excited. But every particle

stands in regtird to the adjoining

ones in exactly the same relation

that the first particle did to its

neighbours, and consequently must

exert upon those that surround

it exactly the same influence as

the first. Every vihratincj ixirticU

is therefore to he regarded as if it vjere

the originally excited particle of a

wave system ; and as the imiumerahle

and simultaneovs 'elementary' wave systems co-operaie

with one another at each instant in accordance with theprin^

ciple of interference, we obtain exactly that 'pmicipoZ

^mve Rystem ' by which the elastic medium appears at arnif

moment to he moved.

If, for example, all points of the circular or spheri-

cal wave BC (fig. l']7) which take origin from the

centre of disturbance A be regarded as new centres ol

disturbance, after a little while an innumerable series

of elementary waves of equal size will have formed

around them, which are represented in the figure bv

small arcs. The circle B' C described around th(

centre A, which all the elementary waves touch at theii

most distant point, represents the extreme limits f<

which the nndulatory movement has in the meanwhil*

been propagated. The state of oscillation which prr

viously affected the wave B C \^ now transferred to th«
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circle B' C\ to which all elementary waves reach with

equal conditions of oscillation. The wave B C has tlius

propagated itself by means of the elementary waves in

the same form and with the same rapidity to B' C, as

if it proceeded directly from the original point of dis-

turbance A.

The same result is thus obtained whether we admit

a direct propagation of a single wave centre outwards,

or an indirect propagation effected by innumerable

elementary waves. Nevertheless the two modes of

explanation are essentially different, and the latter is

alone true to nature^ for it alone gives the requisite

consideration to the various relations that occur between

the particles of an elastic medium. The former more

simple mode of explanation may, however, be admitted

if, as in the preceding Chapter, we are dealing with

those characters of wave movement which are common
to both methods of propagation. As long as a wave

movement is propagated without disturbance, the ele-

mentary waves withdraw themselves from observation

because they proceed by their co-operation to produce the

chief waves. They immediately appear independently,

however, if their adjoining waves are in any way sup-

pressed. If, for example (in fig. 137), the wave BC
proceeding from A passes through the opening B C of a

screen, it continues its course undisturbed between the

two marginal rays A B and A C, whilst the elementary

waves proceeding from their j^oints between B and C
combine in the manner above described to form the

chief wave B" C\ The elementary waves B' b and
Cc proceeding from the marginal points B and C
remain partially isolated, and transfer a movement
which, in comparison with the main wave, is, as may be
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supposed, very feeble, into those lateral spaces li' B S
and CC S, which are protected from the main wave.

Phenomena of li.L,'ht will soon be referred to which

are caused by a similar lateral expansion of elementary

waves. Some further consideration must however still

be given to the behaviour of the principal wave.

98. The chief wave proceeding from the combined

action of the elementury waves spreads itself, as has

been seen, around a luminous point in a concave sphere

just as if the propagation took place directly from this

point. Both modes of explanation permit us equally to

explain the movement of light as a rectilinear radiation

from a centre. Careful consideration however shows

that there is an essential difference between the two

views. Whilst, on the older theory, a direct propagation

along a single straight line, that is, the possibility of

an isolated ray of light, was accepted; on the other

theory in 'view of the action which every particle of

aether exercises upon the adjoining ones, the existence of

an isolated ray of light is inconccivahle,

Nevertheless a ray of light may be conceived as

the expression of the direction in which the small

portion of wave belonging to it lying upon the sui-face

of the sphere is propagated. Speaking generally, the

wave itself or parts of the same, must constantly be kept

in view if it be desired to draw any conclusions on the

laws of the phenomena of light.

However small a portion of the wave surface may

be represented, it contains innumerable rays, which

collectively form a heam^ or fasciculus of rays (Strah-

lenbiindel). In point of fact, in optical experiments

individual rays of light are never dealt with, but always

beams.
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The statements formerly made on the supposition of

the existence of individual rays of light, however,

lose none of their force through the different concep-

tion just gained. They still remain perfectly accurate,

even when each ' ray of light ' is regarded as only

the representative of the very thin beam to which

it belongs.

In free cether, as well as generally in every medium
in which the undulations of light propagate themselves

spherically with equal velocity, every ray is a radius

perpendicular to the wave segment corresponding to

it. If we imagine the wave segment to be very small

or very remote from the centre of the sphere, the

perpendicular rays falling upon it may be regarded as

parallel to each other, and the w^ave segments themselves

as plane. Speaking generally, every fasciculus of

parallel rays is propagated by plane waves which are

perpendicular to the direction of the radiation.

99. Now that by means of Huyghens' theory we
have given an explanation of the real mechanism of

undulatory movement, we shall proceed to inquire what

happens when a wave of light reaches the plane surface

of junction of two different media, as for example a

surface of water at rest.

In fig. 138 ah represents a plane portion of an

undulation, and AaBV the parallel fasciculus of rays

corresponding to it. As the wave moves onwards towards

the surface MN^ the particles of aether between a and h'

gradually become affected by the movement ; every

point struck becomes, in accordance with the theory of

Huyghens, itself a centre of disturbance, and sends

forth an elementary wave into the first medium (tlie air)

as well as into the second.
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Let us now consider in the next place the elementary

Nvaves returnin<^ into the iirst medium.

At the instant at which the point b' is reached by the

undulatorv movement, an rlementary wave has formed

around the point ori<(inally disturbed, a, the radius

of which must be equal to the line h h\ to which extent

the chief or principal wave has in the meanwhile pro-

pressed ; this elementary wave is indicated in the figure

at c by an arc described from the point a. In like manner

the points lying between a and h' have produced ele-

Fio. 138.

,Jl^

Explanation of reflexion and refraction.

mentary waves the radii of which are smaller in propor-

tion as they are nearer to the point V which is still at

rest. If from // the tangent h' c be drawn to the first

elementary wave, it touches also all the other elementary

waves, and consequently represents the principal ware

which results from the co-operation of all the elemen-

tary waves. This wave h' c, which is reflected in the

direction of tlu* fasciculus aC6'/>into the first medium,

forms with 3/ S the angle f h'a^ which is obviously equal

to the angle h n 1/ of the ' incident ' wave. If at a upon

the limiting plain' MN the perpendicular a /, tlie * per-

pendicular of incidence,' be raised, the angle A a I, which
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the incident ray A a forms with the same, is equal to the

angle ha¥ which the wave corresponding to it forms with

M N, and the same holds good for the reflected ray a C.

The angle of reflexion is thus always equal to the angle of

incidence. We see therefore that the law of reflexion

is a necessary consequence of the undulatory theory.

But elementary waves also penetrate into the second

medium from the point of the surface disturbed, though

the rapidity of propagation is different from that in the

first medium. The elementary wave proceeding from

the point a must therefore at the instant in which the

incident wave reaches the point h', possess a radius a e

which stands in tlie same relation to the radius ac

(= h¥) of the wave reflected from this point into the

first medium, that the rapidity of propagation of the

light in the second does to that in the first medium.

In the figure a c is smaller than h h\ that is, the

rapidity in the second medium is taken as being

smaller than in the first. As the tangent h' e drawn

from V to this first elementary wave touches also

all the other hitherto formed elementary waves, and

consequently includes these movements in itself, it

represents the plane principal wave penetrating into

the second medium. The direction of the fasciculus

aEh'F corresponding to it is given by the line a e^

which is drawn from a towards the point of contact E.

It is now plain that the ray a E forms an angle r with

the perpendicular a V, which differs from the angle of

incidence i, and in our case is smaller than this. The

ray A a has consequently experienced a deflection from

the perpendicuhir in its passage from the first into the

second medium. The retracted wave h' c forms the

same angle r with the surface M N.
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If tlie piirticuhir line here shown, a ?/, be now taken

as unity, b h' is the sine of the anjTjle of incidence i, and

a c the sine of the ani^le of refraction r. The lenj^'th of

the line h h' stands in the same ratio to that of a e

as the rapidity of the propagation of lif^^ht in the tirst to

that in the second medium. This relation is invariable,

whatever may be the magnitude of the angle of incidence.

We thus arrive at the proposition that

The sine of the angle of incidence holds an invariahle

and unalterable ratio to the angle of refraction.

The foregoing statements have, however, not only

shown that the law of refraction is a necessary conse-

quence of the undulatory theoiy, but they also supply a

key to the proper signitieation of this unchangeable

proportion which we have hitherto designated as the

' index of refraction.' The index of refraction in the pas-

sage of light from one medium into another must be equal

to the relation that the rapidity of propagation of light in

the first medium bears to its rapidity in the second.

As the index of refraction from air into water is

equal to J, the velocity of light in air as compared with

water must be as 4 : 3. If in the former it amount to

•jO0,000 kilometers (180,414' miles), it must be one-

fourth less m water, namely 225,000 kilometers (139,810

miles). Speaking generally, it is a necessary conse-

quence of the undulator}' theory, //irt< light is propagated

more slowly through strongly refracting than in feebly

refracting media.

It is necessary here to revert for a moment to the

view, that light is a peculiar kind of matter, notwith-

standing that this view has been on good grounds set

aside. On this view refraction is explained by supposing

that the paxticles of the refracting medium exert an at-
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traction or influence upon the particles of the supposed

luminous substance, and the conclusion is arrived at

that light propagates itself more rapidly in the strongly

refracting medium than in the feebler one. The direct

contradiction which is presented by these opposite con-

clusions affords an opportunity of finally settling the

long contest between the material and undulatory

theories of light. Foucault has shown by means of very

ingenious experiments that light does travel more slowly

in water than in air. If therefore the reasons formerly

adduced should still be considered to leave any doubt in

regard to the nature of light, there can now be no ques-

tion that the undulatory theory must be regarded as

the only true theory of light.

100. Before proceeding further an attempt must

be made to remove another doubt which might arise

in regard to the considerations from which the law

of reflexion, as well as that of refraction, have fol-

lowed. It might be objected, namely, that these con-

siderations should be applicable if the same substance

existed below the limiting surface MN as above ; and

that we should then obtain instead of the refracted ray,

the rectilinear continuation of the incident, but also

always reflected ray.

Since now in this case the position of the plane

M N could be imagined anywhere, it would result, in

opposition to facts, that in a medium of uniform

nature light could not only propagate itself forwards

from the source of light, but also from all points back-

wards, and consequently even backwards against the

source of light.

That the rapidity of propagation of light in a re-

fracting medium is smaller than in the surrounding
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Fid. 139.

air may br cxplaiiK'J on the not iiiiprubablt* a.ssuiiH)ti«Jii

that the lethcr contained in a solid or Huid body pos-

sesses a ffreater denniti/ than that contained in the air,

or the free «?ther of space.

In order to give some idea of what happens when

an undidatory movement arrives at the limiting line of

two media of dissimilar density, an analogy may be

employed. If two ivory balls (fig. 139) be taken, of

unequal size, hanging by threads and in contact with

each other, and the smaller ball be raised and allowed to

fiill against the larger, the latter is set in motion in the

direction of the blow ; the smaller

one, on the contrary, rebounds and

moves in the opposite direction

to that which it originally had.

After both balls have again come

to rest, if the larger ball be raised

and allowed to strike the smaller

one, it wull be seen that whilst

this is driven forwards the former

still moves, though more slowly,

forwards. In both cases then the

striking ball, after it has parted with a portion of its

motion, still continues to move.

Not so if two balls of equal size (fig. 130) be

made to strike one another. The striking ball now

remains at rest whilst it transfers the whole of its

motion to the ball struck, compelling this to move

onwards.

The transference of motion from a vibrating layer of

rether to a quiescent one, i.e., the propagation of light, is

performed under precisely similar laws. If both layers

are of equal density, and hence of equal ma^s, the

4i
Impact of clufltic ha\\».
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second acquires the entire motion of the first, which

itself remains at rest nntil it again receives a new
impulse from behind, that is to say, from the source of

light. In one and the same medium therefore no

backward-moving elementary waves can arise. But if

the density, and consequently the mass, of the sether

layer struck be greater or smaller than that of the

striking layer, the latter retains a portion of its motion

and gives rise to those backward-going elementary

waves which combine to form a reflected principal wave.

From this it is seen that reflexion can only occur at

the limiting surface of two layers of aether of unequal

density.

101. The experiment with unequal balls attracts

attention to another circumstance which accompanies

the reflexion of luminous waves, namely, that the

striking ball maintains the direction of its movement,

or the reverse direction, according to whether its mass

is greater or smaller than that of the ball struck. In like

manner the undulatory motion which is retained by the

last layer of the first medium and produces the reflected

wave, moves in the same or in the opposite direction to

the movement of the incident ray, according to whether

the first medium is more or less dense than the second.

In reflexion at a denser medium the undulations of

the reflected ray are directly opposite to those whicli

it would make were it the immediate continuation ot

the corresponding incident ray. But we now know
that in any ray, those particles that are distant from

each other a half wave-length are in opposite conditions

of movement. If we therefore iuuitjine the wave line

(fig. 135) to be pushed back half a wave-length, tlie

motion of all the particles becomes reversed. The
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result previously obtaiiuMl iir.13' therefore be expressed

in the following way :

—

In rejlrxion at the tmrface of a denser medium the

reflected ray undergoes a retardation in respect to the

iiicident ray of a half wave-length. In reflexion at the

surface of a less dense medium, on the other hand, no

such retardation occurs.

102. The velocity of lii^^ht being smaller in a re-

fracting medium than in air, a ra}' of light traversing

a glass plate, for example, must experience a retardation

in comparison with a ray of light which has travelled

the same distance in air, and this retardation will be

greater in proportion to the thickness of glass tra-

versed.

If we apply this consideration to the rays which

emanating from a luminous point strike upon a convex

lens and unite on the other side into a focus, it may
appear at first sight as if, because they have to traverse

very different paths, they must strike it with very

different velocities. But it is not so. They arrive at

the focal point with equal conditions of undulation just

as if they had all traversed the same path. If we
compare any given lateral ray with the axial ray, the

former has indeed a longer path to traverse in the air,

but a consequently less thickness of glass ; and a more

exact examination shows that the greater retardation

which it experiences in the air is completely com-

pensated for by the smaller retardation in the glass.

A lens therefore jyroduces no difference of velocity in

the several rays of a fasciculus, iyiasTnuch as it unites them

in a {real or virtual) focus, and allows those differences

which were originally prej^nit to remain unaltered.

This is the reason why we observe the lines of
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Fresnel and other phenomena of interference subjec-

tively, that is to say, through the eye (which is indeed

nothing but an apparatus of lenses) either with or

without a lens or telescope, without any disturbance

of the phenomenon through the action of the lens.

K
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CHAPTER XVIIi.

DISPERSION OF LIGHT. ABSORPTION.

10'). After having acquired a knowledge of the true

siernificance of the index of refraction as the relation of

velocity of propagation in the first to that in the second

medium, it is easy to express the facts of the dispersion

of colour in the language of the undulatory theory.

To say that waves of ditFerent colour undergo an un-

equal amount of refraction is equivalent to stating

that i)L a colour-dispersing medium the various homo-

geneous kinds of light are propagated with dijf'erent

velocities.

The proposition, that all kinds of light are propagated

with equal rapidity, which we were formerly compelled

to admit in regard to the free tether of the universe, is

thus no longer admissible for the ajther contained in

the interior and occupying the interstices of the particles

of natural substances.

The action which the particles of a body exert upon

the undulations of author propagating themselves in it,

may be conceived to be dependent on the nature of

these particles. In ver}' many fluids and solids, espe-

cially in the colourless and transparent ones, as water,

glass, &c., the rays produced by more rapid undulations

are irore strongly deflected, that is to say, experience
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a greater amount of retardation than the rays produced

by a smaller number of undulations. Prisms composed

of such substances exhibit a spectrum with the ordinary

succession of colours, from the least refrangible red to

the most refrangible violet rays. The specific nature

of the substance is however rendered evident even here

by the different arrangement of the lines of Fraunhofer.

(See fig. 106.)

The dispersion of colour in atmospheric air and

in .gaseous bodies generally is (according to Ketteler)

so insignificant that we may admit in them, as in

free sether, equal velocity for all kinds of light, being-

smaller than that of universal space in the proportion

of 1 : 1*000294. This number expresses the index of re-

fraction of a ray of light in its passage from empty space,

that is to say, space filled with free sether alone, into

air at a temperature of 0° C. and under 760 millimeters

pressure.

The influence of the nature of the material par-

ticles on the velocity of propagation is remarkably

FlCr. 140.

Unusual dispersion power of Fuchsin.

exhibited in coloured substances, especially in those in

vvhosc^ absorption spectra one or more very dark linos

appear. K we introduce, for example, an alcoholic

B 2
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solution of the aiiilin colour ' Fuclisiu ' into a hollow

prism (fi«]f. 5;J) an<l look through it at a brightly illunii-

nated slit, we obtain a spectrum in which blue and

violet are less deflect(Ml than yellow and red. What is

elsewhere the end of the spectrum here appears at

the commencement, towards the middle it fades, and

in the centre the green, being absorbed, is absent (fig,

140). From this behaviour the conclusion may be

drawn that in Fuchsin the blue and violet rays are

propagated with greater velocity than the red and

yellow.

This phenomenon, which was discovered by Chris-

tiansen, and was shown by Kundt to be presented by a

great number of absorbing substances, has been called

anomalous dispersion of lujJif.

104. The phenomena of anomalous dispersion

renders us strongly disposed to the opinion that neither

the refrangibility nor the length of undulation, but the

number of vibrations, is to be regarded as the charact^'i-

istic of a homogeneous ray of light. The number (•!

undulations by which the impression of colour perceived

by our eyes is conditioned docs not undergo any altera-

tion in the passage of light from one medium into anotht r.

Tn fact we observe no change of tint (Tonhohe) when,

for example, the yellow light of Sodium passes from air

into water.

Th*' Imgtli (f the waves, however, does undergo a chaugr.

The wave-length is, it is to be remembered, always

obtained by dividing the velocity of propagation by

the number of vibrations. As the latter remains un-

changed, whilst the velocity of propagation in water is

only tliree-fourths of the velocity in air, the wave-

leugth in water can only amount to three-fourths of
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the wave-length in air. The wave-length of a rai/ of

light in any given substance is consequently obtained by

dividing the wave-length in air by the index of refraction

of the substance itself.

105. We possess no means of changing the number

of vibrations, that is to say, the colour of a homo-

geneous ray of light. But that such an alteration may
and does occur under certain circumstances may now
be demonstrated.

The sensation of a definite colour is conditioned by

the number of waves of sether that penetrate into the

eye in a second, just as the pitch of a musical note

depends on the number of waves of sound which enter

the ear in the same space of time. As long ago as

1841 Doppler called attention to the fact that the pitch

of a musical note or the colour of an impression of light

mast be raised or lowered when the resoundins: or

luminous body approximates or recedes from the

observer. In the former case the organ of sense is

struck in the course of a second by a greater, in the

latter case by a less, number of waves than if the source

of light or sound be stationary. As regards sound the

truth of the principle of Doppler can easily be demon-

strated by experiment ; it is only necessary to alhide

to what may perhaps have been noticed by many.

During the passage of a train through a station it may
be observed that the whistle of a locomotive becomes

higher in pitch as it approximates to, and lower in pitcli

as it recedes from the observer than when it is at rest.

It is impossible, no doubt, to make a similar experiment

in the case of light, because the greatest velocity we
can attain is vanishingly small in comparison with its

enormous speed. Nevertheless the possibility of its
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occurrence in ihe case of the waves of light cannot

be doubtod.

T.ct it be conceived that in free space a sphere of

glowing Sodium vapour is moving with sufficient velo-

city towards our earth, its light would appear more green

than that of a terrestrial Sodium flame, whilst if it

were receding it would assume a reddish tint. And if

this light fell upon a prism instead of our eye it would

reach the prism in the former case with a greater and

in the latter case with a smaller number of undulations

than that of a Sodium flame at rest, and in correspon-

dence with this would experience a stronger or weaker

deflection. Hence it follows that if a spectroscope be

directed towards the movin<^ source of li^^ht the bright

Sodium line would appear to have changed its i)0siti()ii

and to be advanced towards the more, or towards the

less refrangible end of the spectrum, according as the

source of light was approximated to, or made to recede

from the observer.

Just as the bright Sodium line in this example

undergoes a change of position, so also, when the fixnl

star moves in the direction of the visual line with

sufficient velocity, do the dark lines in the spectrum oi

a fixed star become altered and no longer coincide with

the briLrht lines of the elementarv substances to the

absorbing action of which they owe their origin. From

the direction and amoiuit of this dislocation both the

direction and the velocity of the movement of the >iai

can be deduced.

lOG. Huggins, on comparing the F line of the

spectrum of Sirius with the blue-green line of the

spectrum of a (ieissler's tube filled with hydrogen,

found the former as compared with the latter moved
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towards the red, and to an extent that if the wave-

length of the Hydrogen line F is 486*5 millionths of a

millimeter, the wave-length of the line of Sirius corre-

sponding to it was about 0*109 millionth of a millimeter

greater. Hence it appears that at the time of observa-

tion Sirius was receding from the earth with a velocity

which, compared with that of light (300,000) is as

0*109 is to 486*5. The velocity with which the two

celestial bodies receded from each other was con-

sequently

300,000 . 0*109 .^Ti . .11 -1

,^^ ^ =67 kilometers= 41i miles.
486*5 ^

Since at the time of the observation the earth was

moving away from Sirius at the rate of 19 kilometers

(nearly 12 miles) in each second, there remains a surplus

48 kilometers (about 30 miles), luMch represents the rate

at which Sirius was receding from our solar system,.

Observations made with the telescope long ago

taught astronomers that many fixed stars possess a

proper motion of their own. But it is obvious that by

means of the telescope only that portion of the motion

can be recognised which takes place at right angles

to the visual line. The spectroscope, on the other

hand, indicates to us the movement which escapes tele-

scopic observation, that namely which takes place in the

visual line. It is thus apparent that by combining the

results of different methods of investigation it is possible

to determine the true motion of the fixed stars in space.

The conclusion may be drawn from the rapid change

of form which is observable in the solar protuberances

that the glowing masses of hydrogen of which they

consist are in the most violent motion. Peculiar dis-
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locations and disturbances, which Lockyer has observed

in the dark F line of the solar spectrum as well as iu

the brit^ht F line of the photosphere, have enabled him

to measure w^itli precision the velocity with which the

glowinj^ hydrogen streams up in the solar atmosphere

or revolves in whorls of storm.

The alteration in the number of undulations which

corresponds to these dislocations shows that a rapidity

of from 50 to 60 kilometers per second is nothing

unusual, indeed the most marked dislocation hitherto

observed indicates a velocity of 190 kilometers (nearly

120 miles). If we compare these fearfully violent hydro-

cren storms in the solar atmosphere with even the most

violent hurricanes of our atmosphere, which at most do

not exceed 45 meters (= 50 feet) per second, these last

appear to be only gentle breathings.

107. We have hitherto regarded the process of the

propagation of light from the standpoint of the un-

dulatory theory. It remains to consider the origin of

light, that is to say, the process of illumination, from

the same point of view. The analogy of light to sound,

which has so often aff'orded us useful hints, will also aid

materially in this part of the subject.

A mass of matter becomes a source of heat and

light in consequence of an extremely rapid vibrating

movement of its smallest particles, which is propagated

as a series of undulations into the surrounding aether,

and is felt by our tactile nerves as heat, but by our

optic nerves, if the undulations are sufficiently rapid,

SIS light.

Certain facts which especially belong to the domain

of Chemistry lead to the conclusion that the matter of

which bodies are composed does not entiixdy fill the
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space it occupies, but consists of separate particles

which, in a physical sense, are no further divisible, and

are therefore termed ultimate particles or atoms. The

interspaces of the atoms are filled with aither.

There are as many different kinds of atoms as there

are elementary chemical bodies. Chemistry teaches us

further that the atoms in any substance, even in an

element, never occur singly, but are always united by

the action of chemical affinity to form groups of two

or more atoms. Such a group of atoms is called a

molecule. Every molecule is built up by its atoms in

a perfectly definite manner. The kind, number, and

grouping of the atoms which compose a molecule

determine the chemical qualities of the molecule, and

consequently also of the substance, which consists of an

indefinite number of such similar molecules.

And just as a chord gives a definite fundamental

note besides its overtones, dependent on the length,

thickness, tension, and consistence of the chord, so also

the atoms within every molecule are capable of only

a definite series of vibrations, the number of vibrations

being determined by the structure of the molecule, that

is to say, by its chemical properties. And just as it may
be said that a chord or tuning fork is tuned to give a

particular note, it may also be said that a Sodium mole-

cule is tuned to the colour-tone D.

It may hence be imagined that the chemical nature

of a body must betray itself by characteristic bright

lines in the spectrum of its light.

Whilst the chemical properties of a body are deter-

mined by tlie internal structure of its molecules, its

l^hysical properties, especially its condition of aggrega-

tion (whether it be solid, lluid, or gaseous) depends
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upon tlio special mode in which its molecules are

arran«j^ed ainon<:fst themselves.

Ill a f<(tli(l body the molecules are held to<^i'ther,

in determinate positions of equilibrium around which

they can vibrate, by a powerful force, which is termed

the force of cohesion (Zusammenhanf^kraft). These

vibrations are independent of the peculiar quality of the

molecules ; they include also some vibrations of a less

known character, but take place with all possible num-

bers of vibrations, and for all solid bodies in a similar

manner at the same temperatures.

Solid bodies therefore, whatever may be their

chemical nature, give alike a continnons S2)trtrum, w^iich

at a lower temperature only contains the invisible

ultra-red rays ; as the temperature rises not only doea

the strength of the radiation increase, but a higher

tone of colour is constantly being superadded to

that previously present. At about 540° C. the red

shows itself as far as 7^ (dark red glow, dull or low red

heat) ; at about 700^ C. (bright or cherry-red heat) the

spectrum extends to the farther side of F ; and lastly,

at white heat (1*200° C.) it reaches to //. Glowing

fluids, between the molecules of which the force of

cohesion still acts, exhibit a continuous spectrum.

These vibrations which the molecules of solid and

fluid bodies exhibit under the influences of the force

of cohesion, do not prevent the simultaneous occurrence

of those vibrations within each molecule to which tlir

molecule is attuned owing to its chemical composition.

As a general rule''*' the lattor are not visible, because

• According to Buhr and Bunscn the fixed oxiilcs of Erluum and Di<ly-

mium. when heated U> gl«)winp, exhibit ft spootrum with bright linos whiili

cucreapond to the dark Htria* in thuir absorption bpcctra. (i>ce $ 75.)
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the bright lines which correspond to them disappear

upon the bright background of the continuous spectrum.

The characteristic linear spectrum which discloses to

us the chemical quality of a body is much better and

more clearly seen when its molecules, freed from the

chains of cohesion, enter into the gaseous condition.

108. Fig. 141 represents a tuning fork fixed into a

little wooden box open at one

end, and when made to vi-

brate it is heard to give a

pure soft tone. A second

tuning fork similarly sup-

ported on a box is placed

beside it. If now the first

be made to vibrate and be

then immediately silenced by

touching it with the finger.
Tuning fork.

the second one, which was

previously at rest, will be heard resounding with the

same note. It has been set into vibration by the waves

of air which proceeded from the first.

But if the second fork be put out of tune by attach-

ing a little piece of wax to its arms, and the experiment

be repeated, it remains perfectly silent. The resonance

thus only occurs when the two forks are in unison witli

each other, that is, when the second possesses the same

number of vibrations as the undulations of air proceed-

ing from the first.

A similar phenomenon is familiarly known to all.

If a person sings into an open piano with a loud voice

the same note is gently returned in answer ; those

chords namely, which when struck by their hammers

yield this note, are set in vibration by the sound, but
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the waves of souiul oxcitod by the sin<:^er pass over all

the other chords without acting on them.

This vibration in unison which is called forth by

tones of equal heij^ht, and is termed resonance, may be

easily exphiined. Every wave of sound which reaches

the tuning fork begins to set it in movement. If the

impulses of the waves succeed to' each other in the

same time as the vibrations of which the tuning fork

is capable, each arm of the fork when it is about to

move forwards will receive an impulse forwards, and

when it moves backwards an impulse backwards. The

succeeding impulses thus act unopposed to strengthen

the movement which was only feebly commenced by

the first, and soon excite the fork to lively vibration. .

If, on the contrary, the number of vibrations of the

waves differs from that of the fork, the later impulses

very soon come to be in opposition to the slight tremb-

ling excited by the first, and neutralise their actioil.

The tunine: fork therefore remains at rest. To set the

tuning fork in motion the unisonal waves must give up

a part of the energy of their motion to it ; they there-

fore proceed in a weakened condition on the other side

of the fork. The waves not in unison, on the other

hand, give off none of their energy to the tuning fork,

but pass by it of their original strength.

If now a large number of tuning forks be imagined

to be attached to a table, and a sound wave unisonal

with them be excited at one end, it will reach the other

in a very weakened condition, because its energy will

have been in great measure absorbed by the tuning

forks. A wave of another pitch will, on the contrary,

traverse the layer of tuning forks almost unalb.^red,

and will spread beyond them without noticeable loss.
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A Bunsen's flame in wHch float glowing particles

of Sodium is comparable to such, a layer of tuning

forks, and it is now intelligible why the peculiar kind

of light, D, which it emits, is weakened or altogether

vanishes in traversing it, whilst it remains transparent

for all other kinds of light.

The undulatory theory thus affords an explanation

of absorption, inasmuch as it shows that every body

must absorb exactly those kinds of luminous rays which

it is itself capable of emitting.

109. Although a wave vanishes by absorption, the

energy of its movement is by no means suppressed, but

is transferred without loss to the absorbing body. For

in accordance with the fundamental law of all natural

phenomena, the principle of the conservation of energy,

energy can as little be destroyed as created.

The motor energy which is transferred to the ab-

sorbing body may become manifest in this in two

forms ; a clock can obviously be set and kept in motion

if the axis of the great wheel be turned. In this case

the active energy of the hand is transferred into the

active energy of the clockwork in motion. A watch

may also be made to go by winding it up, that is to

say, by coiling an elastic spring around the main wheel.

The active energy of the hand is now transferred to the

wound-up spring, and remains slumbering in it as

inactive energy, or energy of tension, as long as the

movement of the clockwork is checked. But as soon

as the detent is loosed, however long a period may
elapse, the spring gradually uncoils itself to its pre-

viously unstrained condition, and thus the whole

energy which had been concealed in it in an inactive
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state a^nln makes its appearance as the active energy

of the clockwork in motion.

Let this simile be applied to the absorption of the

aether waves. A portion of the active ener<j^y of the

absorbed wave sets the molecules, and the atoms within

the molecules, in motion, or renders the motion already

present in them more lively. They become themselves

by this means the centre of waves of tether, the active

energy of which betrays itself to our senses as heat or

light (glowing phosphorescence and fluorescence).

Another portion of the energy absorbed is employed

in loosening or altogether dissolving the chains which

bind the molecules together to form a substance, or the

atoms together to form a molecule. When the mole-

cules of the body, or the atoms within each molecule,

are widely separated from each other or are completely

dissociated, the body becomes extended, and passes from

the solid into the fluid or gaseous condition; or lastly,

it experiences, if the molecules split into their atoms, a

chemical decomposition. In the former physical, as in

the latter chemical action, a portion of the absorbed

energy is consumed in overcoming the molecular forces

(force of cohesion and of chemical affinity), just as the

energy of the hand applied in winding up the watch is

used to overcome the elastic force of the spring. The

energy so applied, is, however, by no means lost, but

remains stored up in the body or in its particles as

energy of tmsion as long as the body remains in its

condition of solution or division. It makes its appear-

ance immediately again as active energy, in its original

amount, if the body revert from its new into its old

condition.

110. The various operations which the radiation
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from the sun can produce on the surface of our earth

may serve to illustrate these statements. Were the

sun's rays completely reflected from the surface of the

earth they could neither warm nor in any otberway act

upon it ; their action is only rendered possible by the

absorbing action of terrestrial objects.

The transparent air allows the sun's rays to traverse

it almost undiminished in intensity, and is therefore to

only a very slight extent directly warmed by it. On the

other hand, the solid crust of the earth, which possesses

considerable absorptive power, undergoes a great amount

of heating ; the air itself becomes gradually warmed from

the soil ; and since this heating takes place unequally

at different parts of the earth's sui^face, attaining for

example a higher degree in the equatorial than in the

polar regions, the equilibrium of the atmosphere is

disturbed, and seeks restoration by currents which we
call winds. The movements of our atmosjDhere are

thus primarily caused by the sun's rays ; in the breeze

which swells the sails of the ship, as in the hurricane

which uproots trees, a part of the energy is made mani-

fest which the sun sent down to the globe of the earth

in the form of a;ther waves.

The evaporation which takes place from the surface

of the sea under the influence of the solar rays causes

the ascent of extraordinary quantities of aqueous

vapour into the higher regions of the atmosphere, from

whence, again condensed, they descend, in the form of

water or of snow, and collected into streams and rivers,

flow back to the sea. In performing this circuit the

water gives ott' the whole of the energy which it

originally received from the sun. The falling dn>ps of

rain, the ship-bearing river, the waterfall which tnrns
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the mill-wlioel or drivos IIk^ iunnel-bcrer thron^'h tlie

^raiiito of the Alps, owe their onerf];'}' to the sun.

In Ihe ^rt'iMi Iravos of plants the carbonic acid they

have absorbed from the air undergoes decomposition

by the absorbed solar rays, and the oxygen returns to

the air in a gaseous form, whilst the CJirbon is applied to

the construction of the solid parts of the plant. In the

wood of the stem of a tnv ih(» whole energy of the

solar rays which has been consumed in its formation in

the course of years is found stored up in an inactive

condition ; it reappears with undiminished intensity as

active enero^v in the form of lij]rht and heat when the

wood, or rather the carbon contained in it, again reverts

by the process of combustion to the condition of car-

bonic acid. The Carboniferous strata, which are com-

posed of the altered remains of ancient plants, represent

a highly economical mass of solar energy which, after

a slumber lasting for ages, is again set free by the pro^

cess of covihustiouy heating and illuminating our houses,

striking the hammers and turning the spindles in our

workshops, and driving our locomotives with the speed

of the wind along their iron paths.

Amongst the animal creation some feed directly on

vegetables, whilst others consume their plant-eatiug

congeners. In both instances we recognise the vege-

table world as the only sjn-ing of all animal life. In

the animal organism the carbon consumed as food

unites with the inspired oxygen, and is exhaled in the

form of carbonic acid. The force condensed in the

vegetable streams foi-th again in the animal body ; that

is to say, the energy of the solar rays which the plant

required for the separation of the carbon is again set

free in the animal body as heat and motion. The heat
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of the blood, the motion of our heart, the capacity for

work in our arms, all represent the energy which

originally streamed from the sun. Thus the sun, by

means of the waves which it excites in the aether ocean

of the universe, is the origin of all the heat, life, and

motion on the surface of our earth.^

* There are no doubt a few terrestrial movements -which are not oc-

casioned by the radiation from the sun ; such, for instance, as the ebb and

fiOw of the tides, which are caused by the force of attraction of the moon
and sun upon the waters of the sea. So also volcanic activity which has

its origin in the interior of the earth. Lastly, there are stores of energy of

tension which do not depend upon the sun, which are stored up in certain

combustible minerals (in virgin sulphur, iron, &c.). Nevertheless, all these

sources of force together are very insignificant in comparison with those

which are supplied to us by the sun.
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CILVrTER XIX.

DIFFRACTION OF LIGUT.

111. The last four Chapters havino^ been occupied in

rendering the facts stated in the earlier section of this

^vork intelligible on the nndulatory theory, we may now

enter upon the consideration of new ])henomena of light

adapted to support the views already expressed, and to

supply additional means of determining the essential

nature of light.

If a beam of parallel solar rays be allowed to fiill

upon a naiTOW vertical slit, and the transmitted light be

received upon a paper screen at some distance from it,

there is seen on either sideno. 142.

of the briglit line which

naturally results from the

sliiipe of the slit, a series

of alternate dark and light

stria; (fig. 142), which

rapidly diminish in inten-

sity as they are more dis-

tant from the central Hue, and are fringed with the

same subdued colours that have already been seen in

the interference lines of Fresnel.

Tliis expfrimont furnishes the practical i>roof that

light spreads not .simply in straight lines, but, as Huy-

ghens' constniction shows, laterally also. It is, in fact.

biltriictiuu t<r iiiUi-ciioii imn^c ot u ii.ur

8lit.
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simply the realisation of the case already mentioned

(§ 97), that a wave in its passage through an opening,

whilst it is propagated: directly as a principal wave, also

sends forth elementary waves into the space which is

protected from the chief wave.

The white line in the middle is that part of the

screen which receives the principal waves, that is to say,

here all the elementary waves or elementary rays pro-

ceeding from the various points of the aperture are found

in unison, and support each other in the most complete

manner. The elementary waves uniting in a laterally

situated point of the screen—called difiracted rays

—

are not capable of an equally favourable co-operation,

since, proceeding from the various points of the aperture

they travel over various paths to the screen, and become

according to the difference of their path, i.e., according

,to the distance of the point of the screen observed from

the middle stria, sometimes in partial accordance, some-

times in complete discordance, and thus are produced

alternately the bright and dark strite observed upon the

screen. This phenomenon, because it originates by the

interference of inflected rays, is termed a phenomenon of

diffraction. When monochromatic light is used, the dark

lines appear of a deep black colour, and are closer to

each other, as well as to the central bi*ight line, in

proportion as the wave-lengths of the source of light

employed are smaller. With white light, therefore, only

the central stria appears white, whilst the lateral striie

appear, for the same reason and in the same order,

coloured, like the interference striae of Fresnel.

If the slit be gradually widened the linos will be

seen to become progressively narrower, till they ulti-

s 2
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mately become so fine as to bo no long^er porcoptiblo. In

on\or thorofoiv to perceive the laterally spreading

elementary waves, very narrow slits alone can bensed;

with wide apertures they are undoubtedly present, but

the pluMioniona of diffraction are then so extremely

delicate that they escape observation.

112. The phenomena of diftraction may also be

seen with the naked eye, if a distant object be looked

at throuprh a minute aper-

ture. They may be still

more advantiigeously ob-

served by employing a

telescope, at the objective

end of which (a, fig. 143)

a tube (b), lined with

leather, is attached for the reception of the wooden

riuf^, c. A sheet of tin is let into the latter, in

which is a small opening, d. The diffraction figures

which then come into view present various forms.

Diffraction apparatus.

r\r,. 14 i. Fio. 115.

Pbenomeiw of difTni<ti«>ii with a clrc lUr
upvrtuns.

Phenomena of dlffrartlon with a
rhomboidal aperture.

according to tho shape of the opening, and are often

of suq^rising di'licucy. Amongst the most simple is
f

the fi<T^ure whi<h is obtained from a circular aperture r

(fi<». 144). In Hiis case a bright circular disc ap- ;

pears, surroumlcd by a succession of bright and dark

ring's, which, wln'u w! ite light is used, are fringed
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with delicate colours. With a rhomboidal figure (o, fig.

145) the image is divided by two rows of dark lines,

each of which is parallel to the sides of the opening,

into numerous parallelograms. The most distinct of

these, which are arranged serially at the four sides,

give to the image the aspect of an oblique cross artifi-

cially constructed in mosaic work.

When a telescope is used for the purpose of

observing the diffraction image, it is formed in the

focal plane cf the objective, and is seen magnified

through the ocular. The telescope permits conse-

quently of the application of wdder, and therefore of

more strongly illuminated apertures, the diffraction

figures of which would be too small to be 'seen by the

naked eye.

113. It has already been pointed out how the pheno-

mena of diffraction result from the interference ofthe ele-

mentary rays. It may now be advisable to enter a little

more deeply into an explanation of them, under the

supposition that they are being observed with a tele-

scope, or even with the naked eye.

In fig. 146, AB represents the horizontal section of

a screen, and G and D the edges of a vertical slit which

has been made in it. If a fasciculus of parallel homo-
geneous rays, c G d D fall vertically upon the screen,

all a3ther particles within GD are in equal conditions of

undulation. From each of them, in accordance with

Huyghens' principle, elementary rays spread in all

possible directions. All the rays which proceed from

the various points of the aperture parallel to each

other are united in one point of its focal plane by the

objective. The fasciculus of diffracted rays, GEBF^
for example, which forms the angle of diffraction <^ with
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the axis CG of tlio incident rays, is united on a

secondary axis parallel with CE, at the point ^vhere this

PTC. H*?.

Explanation of diffraction taking place through a slit.

strikes the focal plane. The lens, lio-wever, as has been

already pointed out (§ 102), exercises no influence on the

difference ofpath of the rays within the fasciculus. These

unite in the focal point with the snme differences of path

which were already present before it reached the lens.

If from the point D we let fall the perpendicular

D H upon C E, C H constitutes the extent to which the

path ofthe marginal ray C^ exceeds the path of the mar-

ginal ray DF to the point of union. And for each of the

ther innumerable rays of the diffracted fasciculus there

is a portion between D C and 7) //", to which extent it

falls behind the ray D F.

Those clomontary rays which form the continuation

of the incident rays do Tiot indeed in any way differ

from one another, and consequently meet in the chief •

focal point of the objective in the centre of the difTmc-

tion image in perfect unison. The larger, however, the

diffraction angle becomes, and the more the diffracted
|

fasciculus is inflected as regards the axis of the incident I
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rays, the larger proportionately becomes tlie difference

of path, G H, of its marginal rays.

With a certain small value of the angle
(f),

CH
must be equal to half a wave-length of the incident

homogeneous light. The marginal ray CE -will then

be in complete discordance with the marginal ray

D F, These two rays must therefore neutralise each

other at the point where they meet. The innumerable

other rays of the fasciculus, on the other hand, have

but little difference of path; they are not therefore in

complete discordance with each other, but at the same

time they are not in perfect accordance. A certain

a-mount of light will therefore be present at their point

of union, but this will be less than in the centre of the

image.

If the angle of diffraction
(f)

be so large that CH
is equal to an entire wave-length, the middle ray (6)

of the fasciculus is retarded a half wave-length as com-

pared with the ray D F, and is neutralised by it where

they meet. The same thing happens with the pairs of

rays 1 and 7, 2 and 8, 5 and 11, which differ in their

paths to the extent of a half wave-length. Since, conse-

quently, every ray of the fasciculus finds a companion

which is in complete discordance with it, darkness

must prevail at the point where they meet. At this

spot therefore, reckoning from the middle of the image,

the first dark stria must occur.

If now, with still greater inclination of the diffracted

rays, the difference of path of the marginal rays amounts

to three half wave-lengtlis, it may be conceived that

the beiuu is divided by the rays 4 and 8 into three

equal parts. Thus the ray 8 is a whole wavo-length be-

hind the ray DF; the part of the fasciculus contained
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extinction, only the last third, the marginal rays of

which difterby asenii-undulation, produces the effect of

light at the point of union. But as this only contains

a third of the whole amount of rays, whilst it otherwise

exhibits the same difference of path as the entire fasci-

culus previously considered, with the marginal ray dif-

ference of a semi-undulation, the a3ther particles found

at the point of union can only possess a three times

smaller amplitude of vibration than the complete fascicu-

lus. And since the intensity of light (see § 96) is always

proportional to the square of the amplitude of vibration,

it is obvious that the illumination at the point of union

of the fiisciculus having a difference of three half wave-

lengths in the marginal rays, is only the ninth part

of that which the fasciculus with a difference of path of

a half wave-length produces.

When with progressively increasing angle of diffrac-

tion the difference CH of the marginal rays is equal to

two entire wave-lengths, the middle ray ((>) remains a

whole wave-length behind C F, and the ray D E n whole

wave-length behind the middle ray.

Each half of the beam now has in itself the means

of its extinction. Similarly, it may easily be com-

prehended that evenj diffracted fasciculns of rays, the

marginal rays of which differ in their path any number

of whole wave-lenyths, must disappear. The dark lines

in the diffraction image of the slit (fig. 142) correspond

to these differences of path. The middle of the bright

areas between each pair of darlc striie corresponds to

the fasciculi whose marginal ray differences, 8, 5, 7

. . . amount to an untMjual number of half wave-

lengths. The intensity of light at these spots amounts
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to ^, -2V5 tV • • • • ^s compared with tliat which exists

at those points where the difference of the marginal

rays equals one half wave-length ; these lie in the

middle brightest area, which is twice the width of each

lateral one.

114. In the right-angled triangle CDH (fig. 146)

the angle at D is equal to the diffraction angle cj) ; if

therefore the angle
<f)
and the width C B of the slit be

measured, we can easily estimate the length C H. The
telescope of a Theodolite serves for the measurement of

the angle (^ (fig. 109). If it be first arranged in such a

manner that its crossed threads are in the centre of

the image, and it be rotated laterally till the first dark

line appears at the crossed threads, the diffraction angle

can be read off on the horizontal circle of the instru-

ment ; the corresponding value of CH must then be

equal to the wave-lengths of the homogeneous light

employed. Schwerd, for example, found that when red

glass was used and the width of the slit was l'35o mm.,

the first dark line corresi)onded to a diffraction angle of

1' 38'', which gave for that particular red light a wave-

length of 643 millionths of a millimeter.

Although the explanation we have given of the dif-

fraction phenomena produced by a slit-shaped aperture

refers only to the appearances presented when a tele-

scope is employed, it will still hold for a diffraction

image thrown upon a screen, if this be removed to such

a distance from the aperture that all the rays passing

to any point of the screen may be regarded as parallel

to each other.

115. An inexhaustible variety of the most beautiful

phenomena of diffraction may be produced by making
a group of several or numerous apertures instead of a
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sinj^le one. Tf, for example, a number of fine wires be

stretched in a frame, the interspaces between them form

so many {?lits, and we liave a kind of gratinp^. Such a

j^ratini,' of extraordinary delicacy may be obtained by

cutting parallel lines at eqnal distances from each other on

glass with a diamond. The lines drawn with the diamond

correspond to the wires, and the unscratched surface of

the f^lass to the interspaces of the wires.

If a fasciculus of solar rays be allowed to pass

throu<^h the slit of a Heliostat and to fall upon a

lens which projects a sharp imaj^^e of the slit upon

the adjacent screen, and if a fine glass grating be

placed in front of the lens, a beautiful figure will be-

come visible upon the screen (fig. 147). Symmetri-

mil
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Diffraction phoiiomena throngh a gmtlng.

cally to the two sides of the white image of the slit

a series of spectra appear, the violet end of which is

turned inwards whilst the red is external. Whilst the

two spectra on either side of the centre are isolated, the

succeeding ones, which are progressively both broader

and fainter, partially overlap each other. In these

spectra, especially in the first and second on either

side, the well-known lines of Fraunhofer are distinctly

visible.

The same appearances are presented if the grating

be held in front of the objective of a telescope
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placed at a little distance from the slit. On the sup-

position that this method of observation is adopted,

an attempt may be made to explain the origin of these

spectra.

In fig. 148 let A B represent the transverse section

of the grating, and MaN the direction of the inci-

dent rays falling vertically fig. us.

to the plane of the grating, j^
All fasciculi of ravs runnino-

parallel to each other, i.e.,

with the same diffraction A-^^^^i^v

angle </> at the bright inter-

spaces of the grating, are

united by the objective lens

at the same spot of the

image-plane. Disregarding Explanation of diffraction through a

for the moment the difference
^^^ "^°"

of path v^hich exists amongst the elementary ra3's

of each fasciculus, let us turn our attention to the

difference of path of the several fasciculi in regard

to each other. If from the point c, from v^hich the

first ray of the second fasciculus proceeds, a perpen-

dicular, c h, be let fall upon the first ray of the first

fasciculus, a h obviously represents the extent to which

the first fasciculus is retarded as compared with the

second, and consequently as each fasciculus is retarded

as compared with the next succeeding one. If we
now suppose the light to be homogeneous, as for

example Sodium light, and the line a h equal to its

wave-length, the whole of the fasciculi will be in com-

plete accordance, and co-operate with one another at

the point of union to give greater intensity of light.

If the observer move to a very slight extent from tliat
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position in which the clifterence of path of two luljoin-

in»j^ fasciculi jiiuoiiiils to :i wli(>kMvave-length, the fasci-

culi of rays must mutually extin<^uish each other at the

point where they meet. If, for example, with a^^rating

of 1,000 lines the ani^le of diffraction increases to such

an extent only that the first fasciculus is retarded as

compared with the second 1 + j-nVo wave-len<jths, it

is retarded as compared with the third 2 H- j-^^ruy ^^

compared with the fourth o + ToWUf ^^^ ^^ ^^ until as

compared with the 501st it is retarded to the extent

of 500 + Y\nM7, or 500 + \ of a wave-length. The

501st fasciculus is thus in complete discordance with

the first, and similarly the 502nd with the second, the

503rd with the third, and so on, until lastly the 500th

>vith the 1000th. If, with a somewhat greater angle of

diffraction, the difference of path between the first and

second fasciculus were 1 -I- yj^ wave-length, the 51st

fasciculus would be in complete discordance with the

first, and the fasciculi must again extinguish each other

in pairs where they ineet. Speaking generally, as soon

as they recede on either side from the above direc-

tion, in which a h is equal to a whole wave-length,

neutralisation of the waves occurs, providing only that

the increase or decrease of a h is less than an entire

wave-length.

For if a h be equal to two entire wave-lengths, all

the fasciculi are again in complete accordance, and so

on each occasion the difference of path of two adjoining

fasciculi is equal to any number of entire wave-lengths.

The diffraction image perceived when Sodium light

is used is consequently very simple. In the middle of

the field of vision is the image of the slit ; then follows

at a certain distance on each side, which correspon<l- <>
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the difference of path of a whole wave-length, a slender

yellow line upon a perfectly black ground; then at

double the distance, corresponding to the difference of

path of two wave-lengths, is a second bright line, and

others still at thrice, fourfold, &c. distances. One or

the other of these pairs of lines can only then vanish

when each of the fasciculi by which they are pro-

duced already carries in it the germ of neutralisa-

tion, that is, when the lines fall directly on the spots at

which each interlinear space of the grating would

exhibit a dark stria. Moreover, the diminution in

the intensity of the light, which in general occurs in

the consecutive lines, is to be ascribed to the inter-

ference which takes place in the interior of each separate

fasciculus.

For every other homogeneous kind of light a series

ofbright lines of that particular light would be perceived,

which, however, lie nearer the image of the slit wlien

the wave-lengths are smaller, and on the other hand,

more remote when the wave-lengths are greater. When
white light is employed the striae which correspond to

the difference of path of each of the wave-lengths occur

according to the serial succession of their wave-lengths,

and form the first grating spectrum on each side of the

white image of the slit ; the second, third, and following

spectra in the same way correspond to the greater diffe-

rences of path. When certain kinds of rays are absent

in the incident light it is obvious that hiatuses must

exist at the corresponding points in the spectra, as for

example at the Fraunhofer's lines when sunlight is

used.

116. Owing to the occurrence of Fraunhofer's lines

in the grating spectrum, we are in a position to deter-
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mine accunitoly the wave-lengths corresponding to

thoni. Fraunhofor liimself, to whom we are indebted

for tlie discovery of the grating spectrnm, measured

with the aid of the Theodolite the wave-lengths of the

lines named after him with great precision. The spec-

trometer (fig. 110) is still better adapted for these

measurements. If we place, for example, the grating

instead of the prism upon the table of the spectrometer,

and gradually focus the telescope upon the lines of

Fraunhofer, the angle of dillVaction corresponding to

each focussing can be read off upon the divided circle.

From the right-angled triangle ach (tig. 148), in which

the angle at c is equal to the measured angle of diffrac-

tion, and the side a c is likewise known as the sum of the

breadth of a grating line and of an intervening space,

the length a h is obtained, which is equal to a wave-

length, or is equal to two, three, and so forth wave-

lengths, according as the measurement is taken in the

first, or second, third, and so on, grating spectrum. The

measurement of the spectra of the higher serial num-
bers serves to control the values furnished by the first

H])ectrum. By means of this method Angstriim has

discovered the wave-lengths which are given in the

following table in millionths of a millimeter:—

A 7r,o,l B 08(3,7 C 05(5,2

D, :)S!>,:> Dj 588,9 E 52(3,1)

F 480,0 G 430,7 H, 390,8

II, :39:3,:3.

117. By means of the grating we have acquired a

knowlodge of the mode in which compound light may

be brok«'n up into its homogJMieous compont'uts without

any assistance from the refraction and dispersion of
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colour produced by a prism. The grating spectrum is

therefore free from the influences which the nature of

the material of which the prism is composed exercises

upon the arrangement of the colours in the prismatic

spectrum. In a grating spectrum the several homo-

'geneous rays are arranged essentially according to the

differences of their wave-lengths in air, and therefore

according to a property which is inherent in the rays

themselves."^

The grating spectrum is therefore to be regarded

as the normal spectrum in which the position assign-

able to each homogeneous ray in consequence of its

wave-length is not in any way altered by foreign in-

fluences.
Flo. 149.

Coiiipurison of the prisinutic with the yrutiug spectrum.

A comparison of the prismatic spectrum with a

grating spectrum of equal length (fig. 149) enables the

influence which the colour-dispersing material exorcises

upon the arrangement of the colours to be recognised.

* The mimbiT of undulations is jihvays to be rcgai-dod as the di.«tin-

guisliing charai'tcriiitic of a homogeneous colour. In the propagation of

light \nfrec tether and in the air, which occurs with equal raiiidiiy for nil

kinds of rays, the number of undulations is always inversely proportional

to the wave-lengths, and these may therefore be regarded as characteristic

as those of the pitch of tone.
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Tho Tiu<l(llt» of tho Gfratin^ spoctrum is obviously occu-

H'wd \}y those coliMirs, the wuve-lenp^ths of wliich are

intermediate between those of the extreme visible rays

A and H^. The -wave-length 57G,8, which is exactly

intermediate between the greatest, 760, t, and tlir

smallest, 393, '3, corresponds to the yellow behind

/>. This colour therefore appears in the middle of

the grating spectrum, whilst in the prismatic spec-

trum it is displaced towards the red end. Owing to

prismatic dispersion the deeper tints of colour are

approximated to each other, whilst the lighter tints on

the contrary are more widely separated than in the

colour scale of the grating spectrum at the same time

rising progressively with the wave-lengths.
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CHAPTER XX.

COLOURS OF THIN PLATES.

118. The lovely play of colours on the soap bubble,

well known to all from the happy days of childhood,

long ago excited the attention of the j^hysicist. Hooke

more than 200 years ago was aware of the fact that

every transparent bod}^, if sufficiently thin, exhibited

similar colours. He observed further that the fleeting

colours of the soap bubble were arranged circularly

around the thinnest spot of the fluid membrane, and he

was soon successful in producing a permanent series of

rings of colour by placing a very slightly curved plano-

FlG. 150.

convex lens with its curved surface upon a plane glass

plate (fig. 150). This simple apparatus, however, as well

as the rings exhibited in it, are indissolubly associated

I

with the celebrated name of Newton, because he mea-

i sured the phenomenon and established the laws of the

, appearances presented.

j
If a large specimen of a Newton's colour-glass,

I showing the colours well, be taken, and a broad parallel

Ij beam of white light be allowed to fall upon it, whilst a

' lens is placed in the path of the rrjfected ;v///s, a beauti-

fully coloured system of alternately bright and dark
T
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ri.;. l.M.

Nexvton'9 colourcnl rinps.

rings {fv^. 151) will bo seen 112)011 the screen behind the

lens, which are more and more closely approximated

from within outwards, and ^a-
(lually become indistinct. The
common centre of all the rings,

is black. The colours from the

centre to the first dark ring were

named by Newton colours of the

first order ; from this to the se-

cond dark ring follow the colours

of the second order, and so on.

These colours are

—

First Order : black, pale blue, white, orange, yellow,

red.

Second Order : violet, purple, yellowish-green, yel-

lowish-red.

Third Order ; purple, indigo, green, yellow, rose,

carmine.

Fourth Order : bluish-green, yellowish-red, pale red.

Fifth Order : pale green, white, pale red.

If the lens be placed behind the colour-glass so that

it now receives the transmitted rays, a system of rings

is still seen upon the screen, the colours of which how-

ever are much fainter than they were previously in the

reflected light. The centre of these rings is white, and

their colours are arranged in complementar}' succession

to those of the reflected rays. When homogeneous light!

is employed— if for example the incident rays be allowed"

to pass through a red glass—the rings appear in both!

cases merely alternately bright and dark ; a,nd Jn the

transmitted lii^ht it may be observed that the dark|

rings occupy exactly the position of the bright rings in

the reflected light.
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119. An attempt will now be made to explain the

mode of origin of these phenomena. In fig. 152, let

MNPB represent a thin layer of a trans-

parent substance—for example, a piece

of thin glass—upon which a beam of

parallel rays falls in the direction a h.

Every ray, a 6, is in part reflected at the F^^^i/iiT'^^^

anterior surface, towards o, whilst it is in /

part refracted towards d; nt d, before it //

leaves the lamina in the direction dh, it ^^oS? o
f^^

the

undergoes a second reflexion ; and at the
^^^"i"*-

posterior surface, P i2, a portion of the light here reflected

reappears parallel with 6 o at the anterior surface.

Disregarding the transmitted portion of each ray,

d h, let us in the first place consider the rays which

leave the plate parallel with h o after being reflected in

part at the anterior surface 31 N, and in part at the

posterior surface P R.

For each incident ray, a h, which is reflected at the

anterior surface towards o, there is an adjacent ray,

/c, the portion of which reflected from the posterior

surface at n, on emerging from the anterior surflice,

follows the same path, h o. Of the two rays which

pursue the same path, h o, the second, because it has

had to traverse the path C7ih within the film, is re-

tarded, as compared with the other ; to this retardation,

which is obviously greater in proportion as the fihn is

thicker, there is still a further retardation, de2)endent

on the circumstance that the one ray is reflected in the

denser, the other in the rarer medium ; the reflexion in

the denser medium, as has already been shown (§ 101),

leading to a retardation of a half wave-leni^th.

If, for example, the retardation within the lihn

T 2
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amounts to a half wavt'-lenj^tli of \\u' rrd liirlit, the two

rays coursiiii^ aUm^ the line h o are in coiiipleto accord-

ance, because in beinij: reflected the one is retarded a half

wave-len<^th ; the lilni therefore, if it be illuminated with

red light, appears to an observer at o bri«:^ht. The same

would occur when the films are of three or five times

greater thickness, because in these a retardation amount-

ing to 'i, 5, and so on, half wave-lengths occur. On the

other hand, films which, on account of their thickness,

bring about retardations equal to a number of whole

-wave-lengths, and which are consequently 2, 4, (3 ... .

times as thick as the first-considered film, appear dark

with red light, because the two rays coursing towards ho,

since they differ in their path by an unequal number of

half wave-lengths, are in discordance. Were the in-

cident light white, a film which retards red light a

whole wave-length would extinguish the red, but not the

other colours, the wave-lengths of which are different.

The film would consequent!}' exhibit a greenish tint,

resultin<r from the mixture of all colours not ex-

tinguished ; and were another film sufficiently thin to

extinguish the yellow rays, it would aj^pear blue with

white light, and so on.

120. A film of perfectly equal thickness throughout

will consequently exhibit the same colour in its whol«'

extent—that, nam«*ly, which corresponds to its thick-

ness.

Tn Newton's colnur-glass we have to do with the

film of air intervening between the two glasses, the

thickness of which, proceeding from the point where

the convex lens and the glass plate are in contact, in-

creases in all directions from the centre outwards. At

the i)oint of contact itself, where the thickness of the
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film and consequently also the difference of path depend-

ing upon it, is nil, there is only a difference of path of a

half wave-length, caused by the dissimilar reflexion of

the two rays ; there, consequently, is an extinction of

light, and we see at this point a dark spot. If we pass

outwards from the point of contact we meet with suc-

cessive spots where the total difference of path for

every homogeneous colour amounts to 2, 3, 4, 5 ... .

half wave-lengths, and where, consequently, alternate

increase and extinction of light must occur. Thus we

obtain an explanation of the system of rings with dark

central point, even with homogeneous light. The smaller

the wave-length the narrower must the rings be. When
white light is used, neither the bright nor the dark

rings of the different colours can therefore coincide, but

in every concentric circle proceeding outwards from the

centre, the colour resulting from the mixture of all the

colours which have escaped extinction must make its

appearance.

Let us now return to the thin lamina 2INPR
(fig. 152), and consider the ray dh which leaves the

film after it has traversed it along the line b d. With
it is also associated a second ray, which after it has

been reflected along the path fcnh d, and at n and h

has been reflected inwards, has undergone a retardation

compared with the others which corresponds to the

length cnh. Since two reflexions take place either in

the denser or the rarer medium, they either cause

no difference of path or produce together a difterence

of a whole wave-length, and alter therefore in no

degree the amount of coincidence or of opposition

of the two rays which the film occasions in consequence

of its thickness. The transmitted rays are conse-
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quontl}' in complete accordance when the reflected rays

are in discordance, and vice versa. We see therefore

in Newton's colonr-ghiss, with transmitted homoj^e-

ueous licfht, a brii^'ht centre and bri<^ht rings at those

points where with reflected li;,dit the centre and the

rings are dark ; and in the same way with white light

illumination the mixed colours are in the latter case

complementary to those in the former,

i But why is it that the rin;^'s appear so very much
paler by transmitted as com2)ared with reflected light ?

The answer is easily given ; of the two rays which run

in the direction d h, one, on account of its having under-

gone two reflexions, is much fainter than the other. The

two rays therefore, even when they are in complete

discord, can never entirely extinguish one another. On
the other hand, the two rays reflected towards h o, of

which each has been once reflected, are of nearly equal

strength, and must consequently, as often as their dif-

ference of path amounts to an odd multiple of a half

wave-length, undergo complete extinction. It is plain

that the liveliness of the colours depends on the com-

pleteness of the interference.

121. But even in the reflected rings, as we proceed

from within outwards, and as the film of air becomes

progressively thicker, it may be observed that there is

a decided diminution in the brilliancy of the colours,

\intil the most external pale rings gradually disappear

in a uniform white. It is easy again to explain why a

thicker film exhibits no colours, appearing when illumi-

nated by white light simply white. Let it be granted,

for example, that a film is just so thick that it retard

the red rays (7i) about ten wave-lengths, apart from

the retardation of a half wave-length which depends <;
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on the dissimilar reflexions. Now since in the same

length which includes 10 red waves there are about

1 7 wave-lengths of violet, the same film causes a diffe-

rence of path in the violet rays amounting to 17 wave-

lengths. Between the former red and these violet

rays there are still other rays with 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16 wave-lengths in the same space which contains 10

waves of the ^-red. The colours which correspond to

these rays are in succession orange, greenish-yellow,

green, bluish-green, bright-blue, indigo. All these

rays must disappear in reflected light because the film

causes in them a difference of path of an odd number of

half wave-lengths. Those rays, however, the wave-

lengths of which are contained lOJ, 11 J, 12^, 13^, 14^,

15^, and 16J times in the given length, because they

strengthen each other, are seen of great brightness in

reflected light. But to these the following colours cor-

respond in succession : bright-red, yellow, yellowish-

green, dark-green, blue, indigo-violet. An observer

looking at the plate must obviously receive from tho

mixture of these colours the impression of white light.

122. That the colours first named are really absent

in reflected light may be easily demonstrated by the

following experiment. The solar rays are to be allowed

to fall upon a plate of Mica, which to the naked

eye appears white. The reflected rays are then made
to traverse a slit, and are dispersed into a spectrum by

means of a prism in the usual way. In this spectrum,

between the red and the violet, ciijkt dark sfn'iv (fig. 153)

are perceptible, corresponding to those kinds of rays

which are extinguished by interference. A tliicker

plate of Mica is now to be selected, and the spectrum
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now presents a very great number of dark interference

lines (Miiller's lines).

Fio. IM.

Interferonoo ptriiw In the spottriim.

The spectrum of the light reflected from the Mica

plate may be received upon a paper screen painted over

with solution of quinine, and thus rendered fluorescent;

and it will then be observed that in the now visible

ultra-violet part of the spectrum such, dark interference

stride make their appeanmce. And just as from the

relation of the wave-lengths of red and violet the

number of lines within the visible spectrum was for-

merly determined, we are now able, conversely, from

the number of the lines that we can count from the

violet tu the end of the ultra-violet, to determine the

ratio of the wave-lengths of the extreme ultra-violet

rays to those of the violet rays, and consequently as

the wave-lengths of all visible rays are known, to deter-

mine the wave-lengths of the most refrangible ultra-

violet rays. [

By an experiment essentially similar to the above,

Esselbach found that the wave-lengths of the line R
amount to 309 millionths of a millimeter.

Becquerel received the spectrum of solar lii^'lit re-

flected from a film of ^lica on a screen coverrd with

a phosphorescent substance, and was able to follow the

interference lines into the ultra-red region, where tha
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rays act in the peculiar manner mentioned above (§81),

namely, apparently conversely to the more refrangible

part of the spectrum. From the measurements ob-

tained it resulted that the wave-lengths of the ex-

treme ultra-red rays in this way rendered visible are

more than twice the length of the extreme red rays.

According to another less direct method, Mliller deter-

mined the wave-leng^ths of the extreme ultra-red at

about 4,800 millionths of a millimeter.

In music one note is said to be an octave above

another if the number of its undulations is double, and

consequently its wave-lengths half as great as the

latter. If the same nomenclature be employed in the

matter of colours, it may be said that the visible

spectrum from A to H does not occupy a complete

octave, but reaches from the fundamental note C to the

sharp sixth a is. If, however, the solar spectrum be

considered in its whole extent, we find in the ultra-red

alone, according to Miiller, more than two octaves, to

which must be added more than another octave from A
to the line R in the ultra-violet. The whole length of

the solar spectrum, thus embraces conseqiiently about four

octaves.
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CHAPTER XXI.

DOUBLE REFKACTION.

1 '2'). AViiEX after almost two thousand years of vain

attempts on the part of the most accomplished mathe-

maticians from Ptolemy to Kepler, to discover the law

of refraction, i.e. the geometric relation between the

incident and the refracted ray (see § oO), it was at last

discovered in the year 1G20 by Snellius, the ingenuity

of observers was taxed afresh in 1(309 by the' wonderful

and extraordinary refraction of light ' discovered by

Erasmus Bartholinus, Professor of Geometry in Copen-

hagen, in the beautiful crystal spar from Iceland.

Tho completely colourless and transparent calca-

reous spar depicted in the adjoining figure is bounded

by six natural plane crystalline surfaces, of which

the opposite pairs are parallel to each other. If a

beam vi' parallel rays fall perpendicularly upon one of

its surfaces, two such beams are seen emerging from

the opposite one, which form upon a screen so placed

as to intercept their passage two equally bright white

spots.

This phenomenon is termed double refraction, and

since in general every ray of light traversing the spar

is split into two rays, all objects seen through such a

crystal are dcnibled.
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One of these two fasciculi, as it emerges, follows

precisely the same course as the incident one would,

if it traversed an ordinary plate of

glass. The other, on the contrary, is

laterally displaced in a direction which

is dependent on the position of the

crystal. If the crystal be rotated

without altering its position in regard

to the incident light, the bright s^^ot

which belongs to the first beam remains

in its place, whilst the spot formed by couWe refraction in

the second beam, following the move-

ment of rotation, describes a circle around the other.

Again, if the crystal be gradually inclined more and

more to the incident rays, the first beam exhibits no-

thing extraordinary in its behaviour, but constantly

pursues the direction it ought to have in accordance

with Snellius' law of refraction. These rays are con-

sequently termed the ordinarily refracted ones. The

other beam does not obey this law ; it neither remaiiis

constant in the plane of incidence, nor is there an inal-

terable ratio between the angle of incidence and the

angle of refraction ; this ray is consequently said to be

extraordinarily refracted.

124. The index of refraction of the ordinary rays

may be determined in the usual way by means of a

prism cut from the crystal. It is then found that its

ratio of refraction (for Sodium light) is l-GSSo. This

number indicates that the velocity of propagation

of light in air, as compared with the velocity of the

ordinary ray in the crystal, is as 1*G585 to 1, or that if

the former bo equal to unity, the latter is 0*()0:^.

The law of refraction of the extraordinary ray is
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a
Rhombohedron.

somewluit coiiiplicatiMl. From the oxperiment above

made, the conclusion mny in the first phice be drawn

that the patli of these rays stands in a certain rehition

to the form of the ciystal. Tn orch'r to investigate this

hnv we must therefore first consider with some atten-

tion tlie crystalline form of calcareous spar. Fi^^. l.")5

represents the transparent

model of a cube formed of

twelve rods of equal length

which are united at their

extremities by hinges. If

the cube be placed upon one

of its angles, a, and the

opposite angle, 5, be pressed

with the finger, the whole

form of the model undergoes

a change, the two compressed angles, a and h, become

more obtuse, but the other six angles more acute than

before, and the six originally square surfaces change

into diamonds or rhombs ; the cube thus altered is

called a rhombohedron. Such a rhombohedron is the

primary form of Iceland spar (fig. 150, a). The

straight line, a h (fig. lo5), connecting the two obtuse

angles, is characterised by the circumstance that the

surfaces, edges, an<l angles are aiTanged symmetrically

around it. It is therefore called the axis of the

crystal.

The surfaces and borders are inclined equall}' to the

axis, and the points of the angles and borders leading to

them are equally distant from it.

Crystals of Iceland spar are not unfrequently found

in which the six equal acute angles are replaced by sis

planes panilled to th»' axis (.f the crystal. The six-sided
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columnar prisms with rhombobedric ends, shown in

fig. 156, h, originate in this way.

Fig. 150.

Crystalline forms of Iceland spar.

In other instances the obtuse angles have disap-

peared, and are replaced by surfaces which are perpendi-

cular to the axis. We have then a six-sided columnar

crystal with straight terminal planes (fig. 156, c). By
cutting down the right and left edges, whilst leaving

the anterior and posterior edges of the column as well

as the two terminal surfaces, a rectangular parallelopiped

is obtained, the upper and lower surfaces of which are at

right angles to the crystalline axis, whilst the remaining

four surfaces are parallel to it.

125. If now a thin beam of light be allowed to

fall vertically upon the anterior and posterior surfaces

of such a crystal, the axis of which is vertical, it will

be seen that a single ray emerges from the opposite

parallel surface in direct continuation of the incident

beam. As soon, however, as the crystal is turned upon

its axis, so that the beam strikes more and more ob-

licjuely upon its anterior surface, the double refraction

becomes more and more obvious ; and it may at the

same time be remarked in regard to the bright spots

upon the screen, that the two rays into which the

beam is divided remain constantly in a plane perpendi-

cular to the axis. Exact investiiratiou shows further
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that in this case, i.e., when the p/rnie of incidence is (it

right aiKjIrs to the ax'is of the cnjstal, both rays follow

Snellins^ law of refraction. If therefore a prism be cut

from a piece of IceUind spar in the manner indicated in

fi^. 15G, d, the refracting edge of which, ef, is parallel

with the axis of the crystal, the ratios of refraction of

both rays may be determined by means of it in the

usual manner. For the more strongly deflected ray we

find, as before, the number 1*G585, by which the ordinary

refracted ray is characterised. The less refracted ray,

on the other hand, which although in this particular

case it is refracted in the ordinary manner, must be

estimated as the extraordinary ray, gives the ratio of

refraction 1*48054. It follows from this that the extra-

ordinary ray is propagated in a plane at right angles to

the axis of the crj^stal with a velocity of 1 : 1*48054, or

0*073, whilst the velocity of the ordinary ray is only

0*003.

As the two rays obey the ordinary laws of refrac-

tion, the construction can be applied to them from

which we deduced (§ 98, fig. 138) the law of refraction

itself. If, namely, two circles be described around the

point of incidence, a, with the i*adii 0*003 and 0*073

(fig. 157), these will represent the contours of the two

elementary waves containe<l in

^"" *'"• the plane at right angles to

tlie axis, which have sprea^l from

M "
'V the point a in the crystal in the

time in which the light has

traversed the length of path

^ ^. ... ,„ represented by unitv in the air.
Doable retraction. Hr-tt c:*---.

* •'

If a be any ordinarily refracted

ray, and we draw to the point o, where it cuts the
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first circle, a tangent, o h, which strikes the surface

of the crystal If JV at the point h, we find the corre-

sponding extraordinary ray when we join the point a

with the point e, in which a straight line, h e, drawn

from h, touches the second circle.

From this construction, the results of which agree

in all points with observation, it follows however that

the apparently simple beam which, when its incidence

was normal, was seen to leave the crystal, really con-

sists of two fasciculi which have traversed the crystal

in the same direction, but with different velocities.

1 26. If now the cube of Iceland spar be so placed

that its axis is at right angles to the incident rays,

a single beam is seen to emerge from the opj)osite

surface as a continuation of the incident rays ; and

if the crystal be now, as before, slowly rotated round

the axis so that the incident rays constantly strike

its anterior surface more and more obliquely, double

refraction is observed to occur, both rays remaining

always in the horizontal plane of incidence. Thus the

ordinary ray, as might be expected, behaves itself

exactly as in the former case, but the less refracted

extraordinary ray now no longer follows Snellius' law

of refraction. If we would construct
fig 158

it by a proceeding similar to the

foregoing, we must, as Huyghens ^^
has shown, instead of the second i^^

circle draw an ellipse the half of

the major axis of which, a p, is at x. 1^

right angles to the axis of the CryS- Double refraction. Seoonfi

tal, and is equal to 0*673, but the
'^*''

half of the minor axis of which, an, is in the direction

of tlie axis of the crystal and is equal to 0-603 (fig. 158).

/•/ 17}
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In the plane <>f incidence parallel to the axis of the

crystal the contour iA' the elementary waves correspond-

ing to the extraordinarily refracted rays is represented

by this ellipse, which touches the circular contour of

the ordinary waves at the terminal points of its diameter

which is parallel to the axis of the crystal.

The same ellipse in combination with the circle

included in it also senses for the determination of the

two refracted rays, when tlie incident rays strike at any

given angle of incidence upon the terminal surfaces of

the cube which are at right angles to the axis of the

crystal, except that now the small axis, a m, of the ellipse

is at right angles to the surface of entrance, MN (tig.

159). When the light enters vertically it may also be

observed in this third position of the crystal, as in the

two first, that only a single ray leaves the crystal as

continuation of the incident one ; in the two first cases,

however, this beam is only apparently simple, being in

fact composed of two beams, propagating themselves in

the same direction with different
^"'^""

velocities; whilst in the case

^^ I

where it has traversed the cube

^J r f! q Y in the direction of the crystalline

. /, axis, it is really simple, because

""Jp

'

in this direction the rapidity

of propagation a?/i = 0*G0'3, is
Doable refraction. Tliinl qtim.-.

^

,

/^ i i . t
the same lor tlie extraordmaiy

as for the ordinary ray (fig. 159).

Hays which pui*sue a course parallel to the axis of

the crystal do not therefore undergo any refraction,

whilst in every other direction two rays are propa-

gated with different velocities. On account of this

behaviour the axis of the ci7stal is also named the
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Fig. 160.

oj)tic axis. Every plane passing through the optic axis,

or parallel with it, is termed a principal section. Thus,

for example, the planes of the figs. 158 and 159 are

principal planes, because they contain the principal

axis within them. All principal sections behave in ex-

actly the same manner in reference to light.

127. A view of the double-shelled elementary wave
which spreads out from every point of a crystal of Ice-

land spar struck by light, in consequence of the two

velocities of propagation, is obtained by combining the

contours represented in figs. 157, 158, and 159 in an

easily intelligible model (fig. 160). Since the ordi-

nary rays are propagated in all

directions with the equal velo-

city of 0*603, their wave-surface

is obviously a sphere with a

radius of 0*603. The wave-sur-

face of the extraordinary rays

exhibits, as we know, in every

principal section, the same ellip-

tical contour, ZXZ^ ZYZ, the

minor axis of which is coinci-

dent with the diameter Z Z^ of

the sphere that is parallel with the optic axis. It must

therefore be represented as a spheroid flattened in the

direction of the optic axis, but which everywhere in-

cludes the spherical waves of the ordinary rays, and

only touches the optic axis in the terminal points / and

Z\ Whilst the axis OZ of the spheroid equals the

radius of the sphere 0*603, the radius of its equator

(0X=0 r=OX') amounts to 0*673.

With the aid of these two-shelled wave-surfaces the

two refracted rays corresponding to any incident ray

u

Wave-surface of a negative

uniaxial crystal.
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Huyghens' constniction of

double refraction.

may always bo determined by a proceeding which is

exactly similar to that applied to ordinary refraction in

ti<T^. 1^8. Fi«^. 101, which likewise makes it apparent

upon the construction given by

Huyghens for the case where the

optic axis lies in the plane of

incidence, but obliquely to the

surface of the crystal, requires no

furl her explanation.

128. The circumstance that the

axis of symmetry of the crystal-

line form is also coincidently the

axis ofsymmetry in relation to the

propagation of rays of light, sug-

gests that the cause of double refraction of Iceland i

spar is to be sought for in its special properties as a{

crystal.

Every crystal of Iceland spar is capable of cleavage]

parallel to the surfaces of its rhombohedric fundamental

form (fig. loG, a) so that it may be easily broken up

into smaller and still smaller fragments, the surfaces a

of w^hich constantly maintain the same parallel posi-i

tion. These facts prove that the crystalline form i?

only the external expression of regular inteimal struc

ture, which there can be no doubt is caused by a certav

orderly disposition of the molecules.

All known crystals can be arranged in six grea

divisions or systems, in accordance with the laws whicl

govern the grouping of their molecules. In the crys

tals of the re(jul<Lr sijsteviy the fundamental form l ,

which is the cube, we find constantly three planes af|

ri<,dit angles to each other (for example, the thre n

edges that meet at any angle of the cube), which ai

I

I
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completely similar to one another. Such crystals, like

those of fluor spar and rock salt, exhibit no double

refraction ; they refract light in the same way as non-

crystalline bodies, glass and fluids.

Two other systems of crystals, the pyramidal (das

quadratische), and the rhombohedral (das hexagonale)

possess one axis of symmetry developed beyond the

others. All the crystals belonging to these systems

are doubly refracting. Two rays are propagated in'

them in difierent directions, an ordinarily and an extra-

ordinarily refracted ray. Double refraction is absent

only in the direction of the axis itself, which is on

this account named the optic axis. If the extraor-

dinary rays have a greater velocity than the ordinary,

the wave-shell corresponding to them has the form of a

flattened spheroid which invests circularly the spherical

wave of the ordinary rays. Ciystals like Iceland spar,

nitrate of soda, and others, in which this is the case,

.

are termed negative. Those crystals are called positive

in which, as in quartz, the ordinary rays possess the

greatest velocity. In these the wave-shell of the extra-

ordinary rays is represented by a spheroid prolonged in

the direction of the optic axis, which is everywhere sur-

rounded by the spherical ordinary wave, and is only in

contact with it at the two extremities of the optic axisi

The crystals of the three remaining systems, the

right and obliqueprismatic, and the anorthic (rhombischeu,

klinorhombischen und klinorhomboidischeu) are also

doubly refracting, but neither of the two refracted rays

—

neither the retarded one nor the more swiftly pro-

pagated one,—obeys in general the ordinary law of

refraction. In each of these crystals there are two axes

without double refraction, which maybe called the o^tic

V 2
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aiees. These crj'stals are therefore termed hinxiaUy

(lonhhj refracting^ in order to distinguish them from the

two preoediiif]^ itvinxidllij ilonhJij refra rf hi fj systems. The

wave-surfaces of the biaxial crystals consist also of two

shells, of which one is enveloped by the other in such

a manner that the two are connected with each other

at four points corresponding to the terminal points of

the two optic axes. With the aid of these wave-sur-

faces the direction of the two refracted rays can be

determined in a similar way in biaxial crystals as in

fiir. IGl for uniaxial crvstals.* _= -
I

* [It must bo observed that in this case the surfaces are not spheroids,

but surfaces of the fourth order.

—

Tk.]
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CHAPTER XXIL

POLARISATION OF LIGHT.

129. A BEAM of solar rays is constantly split into

two beams of equal brilliancy by a crystal of Iceland

spar, in whatever way this may be rotated round the

axis of the incident rays. When Huyghens allowed

these two rays to fall upon a second crystal of Iceland

spar, he observed to his surprise that each was broken

up into two rays of unequal brilliancy, the rehitive

brightness of which depended on the position of the

crystal, whilst there were two positions in which no

double refraction occurred. From this phenomenon he

rightly concluded that both of the rays refracted through

a crystal of Iceland spar acquired peculiar properties,

by which it was distinguishable from direct solar light.

In order to distinguish conveniently one of the two

refracted rays from the other, a natural rhombohedric

crystal of Iceland spar may be no. iw.

employed (fig. 162, A), which

is fastened by means of a cork

ring in a metal tube. The

tube is closed at both ends by

a cover perforated at its centre
, - ^ Two rliombohcdra of Ici'laiul spar.

by the round apertures a and

a\ A second exactly similar rhombohedron of Iceland

spar is attached to a tube (1?), with a similar opening
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at both oiuls. If the tubes be arranged in such a

manner beliind each other tliat their axes are hori-

zontal, and a beam of paraUel solar rays be allowed

to enter the aperture a in that direction, it will be seen

that this, on account of its falling perpendicularly

upon the anterior surface of the first crystal of Iceland

spar, is split (as seen in fig. 154), into two rays, of

which only the ordinarily refracted one emerges from

the aperture a', and reaches the second crystal. In

this position the principal planes of the two crystals

running through the ray a a' and the optic axis (the

direction of which is indicated by the shading), lie in

one and the same horizontal plane, namely, in the

plane of the drawing.

In this jmrallel position of the i^rincipal planes, the

ordinarily refracted ray emerging from the first crystal

does not undergo double refraction afresh in the second

crystal, but traverses it simply as an ordinarily refracted

ray, without materially diminishing in brightness : as

soon however as the second tube is rotated a little either

to the right or left, double refraction takes place, and the

extraordinarily as well as the ordinarily refracted spot

of light appears upon the screen. As it is turned further

and further, the extraordinary ray, which is at first only

faint, continually gains in brightness, whilst the ordi-

nary ray becomes proi)oi'tionally fainter till both rays

are of equal brightness, which occurs when the angle Uft

between the two principal planes of cleavage is 45°. On ^

turning it still further the brightness of the ordinary

ray progressively diminishes, and that of the extraor-

dinary ray augments, till ultimately, when the priB-

cipal planes of section are placed vertically, or at right

angles to each other, the former has completely dis-
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appeared, whilst the latter alone remains shining with

the full strength of the ra.y falling on the crystal B.

The ordinary ray again begins to appear as the rotation

is continued, and progressively gains in brilliancy with

the coincident and increasing faintness of the extraordi-

nary ray until, after rotation to the extent of two right

angles, the principal sections of the two crystals again

coincide, when, as at first, the ordinary ray is alone

present in its original brilliancy. The same series of

phenomena are repeated when by further turning the

second crystal is rotated through two right angles, till

it arrives at the position which it originally had. The

ordinarily refra.cted ray emerging from the first crystal,

the principal section of which is horizontal, thus gives

rise either to an ordinary ray only, or to an extra-

ordinary ray only, according to whether the principal

section of the second crystal is parallel, or at right

angles to it, and the double refraction which it un-

dergoes in other positions takes place symmetrically on

both sides of the horizontal and of the vertical plane.

If every ray had the same properties around its axis

of movement, it would always produce the same pheno-

mena whatever might be the direction in which the

second crystal of Iceland spar was turned. Its actual

behaviour however shows clearly that its upper and lower

sides are different from its right and left sides. Such

a ray possessing different sides is said to be polarised.

130. The knowledge of the fact that there are rays

of light with different sides, constitutes an important

step in advance in our enquiries into the nature of the

undulations of light. Hitherto we have only known

that the particles of rctlier arranged serially in the

direction of a ray of light performed to and \'vo move-
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meiits, but in reganl to whether the direction of these

vibrations takes phice in the direction pursued by the ray

itself, or forms an angle with it, the phenomena of light

already considered att'ord no clue. However oblique to

the direction of the ray the rectilinear vibration of an

rethor particle may be, we may, in accordance with the

general laws of motion, regard it as composed of two

vibrations, of which one, the longitudinal vibration,

takes place in the direction of the ray, whilst the other,

the transverse vibration, is at right angles to the ray.

Consequently in regard to the direction of the vibra-

tions ill any ray of light, we have only the choice of

three possibilities : they may be exclusively longitudinal

vibrations, exclusively transverse vibrations, or coin-

cidently longitudinal and transverse vibrations.

A ray of light which only presents lontjitudinal ri-

hrations must exhibit everywhere the same characters

around its line of propagation. This view therefore,

since it is incapable of explaining the laterality of the

polarised ray, must be unconditionally thrown aside.

The phenomena of polarisation, on the other hand, can

be at once explained if it be admitted that transverse

vibrations are present. For if we suppose that in a

horizontal ray of lijxht, a b (fig. 1G2), the transverse

vibrations only take place vertically upward and dinvn-

ward, but not sideways, its upper and lower side,

towards which its vibrations are alternately directed,

must obviously be ditierent from its right and left

side.

If now in the ray of light, a' h, longitudinal vibrations

as well as transverse be present, they must pass through

the second in the same way as they traverse the first

crj'stal, wliatevcr may bo the position given to the latter.
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But we have seen, however, that when the crystals

are placed with their principal planes at right angles

with each other the ordinary refracted ray disappears,

and it may easily be demonstrated that at that spot of

the screen where it ought to fall, not only is there no

light but no heat, and no fluorescent action ; the fact

that at this spot where the longitudinal vibrations

in case of their existence must necessarily fall, none

of those actions occur which we now know to be

characteristic of the sether waves, is most readily

explicable on the assumption that in a polarised ray

of light there are no longitudinal, hut only transverse

vibrations.

Fig. 163 represents consequently a polarised ray;

the plane in which its transverse vibrations take place,

the plane of the paper on which the figure is drawn, is

called the plane of vibration. If a second plane be carried

across the ray at right angles to the plane of vibration,

the ray behaves itself symmetrically in reference to

these two planes.

Experiment tells us that the refracted ray emerging

from the first crystal of Iceland spar (the principal

section of which is horizontal), is symmetrical in rela-

tion to planes carried through it in a horizontal and a

vertical direction, but it does not tell us which of these

two planes is the plane of vibration ; and as other

experiments directed to the solution of this question

luive not hitherto enabled us to give a decisive reply,

we may accept whichever of the two planes we please

as the plane of vibration. We prefer the vertical, that

is to say, we admit that the vibrations of the ordinarily

refracted ray are vertical or at right angles to the

principal section of the crystal.
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131. And now let the aperture a' be made in a

small slide wliicli can easily be placed in such a position

that the extraordinary ray can alone emerge from the

tube. Tf this be now examined in the same way as

before by means of the second crystal, we see upon the

screen when the principal planes are parallel the ordi-

nary, and when thev decussate at ricrht anjjles the

no. 163.

\

Polarised ray of light.

extraordinary, ray. The extraordinary ray proceeding

from the first crystal at once demonstrates itself to be

polarised, and indeed polarised at right angles to the

ordinary ray ; that is, if we regard the vibrations of the

ordinary ray as being at right angles to the principal

plane, and thus the vibrations of the extraordinary ray are

in the i^ane of the jirincipal plane of cleavage itself.

132. The two polarised rays emerging from thr

Iceland spar contain, we must conclude, no longi-

tudinal vibrations. The question arises whether the

longitudinal vibrations are lost in their passage througl

the crystal from some absorj^tive action it possesses, oill-

whether they are already absent in the direct rays o

the sun. To obtain some data for an answer to thi:

question, the first crystal. A, must alone be used, and tht

little cover «' must be removed from its frame. Th«

two light spots belonging to the ordinarily and to tli'

extraordinarily refracted rays then reappear upon th'

screen, and keep their original brilliancy in whateve
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direction the crystal is turned. If the cover a be now
removed, and its place supplied by another having a

larger aperture, the light spots become correspondingly

larger, though the space between their middle points

is not changed ; they are so large indeed that they

partially overlap each other. In the part common to

both, where, namely, the transverse vibrations of the

ordinary mingle with those of the extraordinary rays, a

degree of brightness is produced upon the screen which

is not materially less than that of the direct light of the

sun after passing through the same aperture without

the intervention of the crystal of Iceland spar.^

If therefore longitudinal vibrations be present in the

direct solar light, they nevertheless produce no obvious

effect, or rather none of those effects which we have

learnt to ascribe to the sether waves proper. The most

probable view which presents itself in this respect is

therefore that the unpolarised natural light, like the

polarised, has no longitudinal vibrations, but consists

onhj of transverse vibrations. This view receives essential

support from the circumstance that all the known phe-

nomena of light are only perfectly explicable on the

assumption that light consists exclusively of transverse

vibrations.

t

* Tho slight diminution in the intensity of the light which may he

demonstrated in the light which has tra\'ersed the Icehmd spar, is fully

accounted for by the two reflexions from the anterior and posterior surfaces

of the crystal.

t It results from tho Liws of wave-movement that longitudinal

vibrations, if present at all, must be propagated with unequal and greater

velocity than tho transverse vibrations, and consequently would already far

outstrip them at even a small distance from the source of light. ISince,

nioreovor, the dispersion of colour can only be explained ujx)n tho ad-

mission of transverse vibrations, wo are perfectly justified on these theo-

I'l'iical grounds in holding these last only to bo luminous vibrations.
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1 '»•">. If tilt' purtiun of lij^^ht emerging from tho

Iceland spar common to the two beams be somewhat

more closely examined, for example by allowing it to

fall upon the second crystal, it will be found that it

behaves just like natural non-polarised light. Jhj the

combination of theae two rays of equal hrilliancy
,
polarised

at riijht angles to each other, ordinary natural light is pro-

duced, and conversely, eveiy ray of natural light may

be regarded as being composed of two equally bright

rays polarised at right angles to each other. It is con-

sequently of no importance what direction we assume

for the vibrations of the one ray, if only it be admitted

that those of the other equally bright ray are peq)en-

dicular to them. For the everywhere similar vibrations

of the part common to the two beams present rro varia-

tion in wluitever manner the crystal is rotated around

the axis of the draw tube ; in every position the two-

sidedness of the one ray is completely neutralised by

the opposite two-sidedness of the other.

Two rays polarised at right angles to each other

produce, as Fresnel and Arago have demonstrated by

experiment, no phenomena of interference ; they pro-

duce on the contrary (wluitever may be their difference

of path) always the same degree of illumination, that,

namely, which is equal to the sum of the two rays in

co-operation. It is evident in fact that two motions at

right an^'les to one another cannot neutralise each

other. Two polarised rays however, having a common
source, that is to say, which originate in one and the

same polarised ray, may clearly do so if their planes of

vibration coincide. Two rays of natural light which

proceed from the same source are therefore always

capable of interference, for if either of them be con- P
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ceived to be broken up into its two polarised con-

stituents travelling in the two planes at right angles to

each other, then those pairs of these four rays which

have a common plane of vibration will act upon each

other, and according to the amount of their common
difference of path, coincidentlj abolish or strengthen

each other.

184. The velocity with which a vibratory movement

is propagated in an elastic medium is not simply

dependent upon the density of the medium, but also

upon the elasticity which this possesses in the

direction of the vibration. In free space, in air, in

water, in glass, and speaking generally in all simply

refracting bodies, the elasticity of the sether is in all

directions the same. The two constituents of a natural

ray of light vibrating at right angles to each other

propagate themselves therefore always with equal velo-

city, and remain throughout the whole of their path

capable of being reunited to form a natural ray of light.

The mechanical disposition of the molecules in a

doubly refracting crystal is the cause of its physical

properties differing in different directions. In a

crystal of this kind it may be demonstrated that heat

is propaga,ted with unequal velocity in different direc-

tions, that it expands unequally when heated, and that

its various surfaces show different degrees of resistance

to cleavage, and to the chemical action of various

reagents. The view therefore appears to be justified

that the elasticity of the aether contained between the

molecules of the crystal is different in different direc-

tions. In crystals with an axis of symmetry for

' example, we must admit that the elasticity around and

i
at right angles to the axis is of one kind, whilst it is
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(liff(»ront ill the direction of the axis itself, and con-

tinually chanj^'es in passing from this direction into the

f\)ri)U'r.

This tlieor}' renders it intelli<^ible why the two com-

ponents of a ray of natural lij^ht vibrating at right

angles to each other in traversing a crystal of this kind,

break up into two polarised rays which are propagated

with unequal velocity. It is only when the ray of light

follows the optic axis itself that its two componenta

vibrate at right angles to this, and call into play equal

elastic forces ; they are hence propagated with equal

velocity, and continue in their further path united to

form a ray of natural light.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

POLARISING APPARATUS.

135. In double refraction, which, breaks up every

beam of natural light into two polarised rays, we possess

an excellent means of procuring polarised light. But

inasmuch as the two beams when reunited, are capable

of again forming natural light, it is necessary to devise

some method of setting one of them aside. This, for

example, can be done by fixing a rhombohedric crj^stal

of fluor spar, as in fig. 162, -4, in a tube which is

closed at its extremities with appropriate caps. In

order that the ordinarily refracted ray may emerge

separately from the tube, the diameter of each of the

two openings, a and a\ in the middle of the caps should

amount to about only the tenth part of the thickness of

the fluor spar. If these limits be overstepped, a portion

of the extraordinary ray will also pass out through the

opening a\ and we shall no longer be dealing with

completely polarised light. Applied in this way as a

' polariser,' even a very large crystal of Iceland spar can

only give a very thin beam of polarised light. In order

to employ this valuable material to greater advantage,

Nicol conceived the following ingenious idea. Ho ob-

tained, by cleavage from a crystal, a four-sided cohinin

with rhombic terminal surfaces, so that the form of the

chief section through its obtuse lateral angles (/ </ and
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Fio. 164.

c«/, liad ilio form of fig. 16i. The prism is now to be

sawn asunder along the line h r, that is, in the direction

from one obtuse angle c to the other, at

right angles to the principal cleavage

jilane, and the two cut surfaces, after

they have been polished, are to be again

cemented together in their original po-

sition by means of Canada balsam.

If a ray of natural light, in ii, fall on

the rhombic anterior surface, a e, of the

Nicol's prism,"^ it breaks up into an

ordinary refracted ray, njy, and an ex-

traordinarily refracted one, n o. The

former, the index of refraction of which

<l (l*G585),is greater than that of Canada
(

balsam (1*53), strikes so obliquely upon b

the surface of the cement that it can- |

not penetrate it, but undergoes complete reflexion,
j

The extraordinary- ray, on the other hand, which pro-

pagates itself with greater rapidity in Iceland spar than

in Canada balsam, penetrates the latter under all cir-

cumstances, and leaves the posterior surface, </ </, as a

completely polarised ray, /* s, the vibrations of which,

in my opinion, are parallel to the principal section,

aeclg.

A NicoPs prism thus permits only those vibrations

to traverse it that are parallel to its principal plane of
j

cleavage, whilst it is completehj npnque for rays whichi

are at right angles to thr principal plane. For the sake

of convenience it is fixed in a metal frame, which is »

not usually providt'd \\\{\\ a diapliragm, for all the rays I

• Often termed for the sake of brevity the ' Nicol.* I
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that fall parallel upon the first surface, m n, issue from

the second as a completely polarised fasciculus of pa-

rallel rays, the breadth of which amounts to about a

third of the length, ag, of the piece of spar employed.

The Nicol's prism, as well as, speaking generally,

every 'polariser,' can also, conversely, be made use of

as a ' polariscope,' that is to say, may serve as a means

of recognising any ray of light as being polarised, and

determine the position of its plane of vibration. If

for example natural light fall upon a Nicol's prism, a

polarised beam issues from it which maintains con-

stantly the same degree of brilliancy in whatever

manner the Nicol's prism be rotated around the direc-

tion of the incident rays. In fact, in ever}^ position of

the Nicol's prism, half the incident light traverses it

as polarised light. If on the other hand polarised

rays be allowed to fall upon a Nicol's prism, they are

only perfectly transmitted when its chief section is

parallel with the plane of vibration of the incident

rays ; but if the Nicol be rotated out of this position,

the transmitted light becomes constantly more and
more faint, and ultimately entirely vanishes when the

chief section of the Nicol is at right angles to the plane

of vibration.

136. The Nicol's prism may now be applied as a

polariscope to the investigation of the light reflected

from a plate of mirror-glass which has not been sil-

vered. A beam of natural light, ah, is allowed to fiill

upon the glass plate R8 (fig. 165) at any angle, and

[is reflected towards c. If the Nicol's prism be placed

I

in the path of the ray h c, and rotated around this ray

as an axis, it will be observed that the transmitted

light is sometimes brighter, sometimes fainter, though

I
X
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it docs not entirely vanish in ;iny position of the Nicol's

prism. Tlie hj^lit reflected from the glass plate is con-

sequently neither natural li^'ht, nor is it completely

polarised. Its behaviour is ra-
; Fio. i«. '

^ ther as if it were a mixture of

natural and polarised light, and it

is therefore said to be j>a/7ia//y

polarised. The Nicol, in what-

ever position it may be placed,

Polarisation by reflexion. alloWS OUC half of tllC UUpolar-

ised constituent to pass through, whilst the polarised

constituent is extinguished or transmitted according

to whether the principal plane of the Nicol is at right

angles to, or parallel with its vibrations. In order to

determine the plane of vibration of the polarised por-

tion, it is only necessary to place the Nicol in such a

position that the transmitted light is as faint and feeble

as possible. This takes place when the principal

cleavage plane of the Nicol comes to lie in the plane

of incidence, a It r. From which we draw the conclusion,

that the plane of vibration, dfl w, of the polarised light

contained in the reflected beam, is at right angles to th-

plane of incidence, a h r. M
The proportion of the polarised portion to the non-

polarised varies with the angle of incidence. With

vertical incidence fcjr example, the reflected beam con-

tains no polarised light, but if the angle of incidence

amount to 57°, or if the incident rays form an angK

(a 6 /t ) of 33° with the glass plate, the nnpolarised i>or-

tion is entirely absent. At this angle of incidence, whicl

is known as the polarisation angle, the light reflecto*

from the gla«s plate undergoes complete polarisation

and its vibrations take place at right angles to tb'
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Pia. 16G.

Two polarising
mirrors.

plane of incidence (or parallel, df) as is indicated by

the wave-line in the figure.

137. A glass plate placed at this angle, since it

only reflects vibrations at right angles

to the plane of incidence, thus forms

an excellent ' polariser.' Instead of ex-

amining the rays reflected from it by

means of a Nicol's prism they may
be received at the same angle on a

second glass plate (fig. 166), which then

plays the part of a polariscope. If the

two plates, as in the figure, are parallel

to each, other, their planes of incidence

are parallel, and the ray h c, the vibra-

tions of which are at right angles to the plane of

incidence common to both, is reflected from the second

plate to cd. But if the second plate be rotated

from this parallel position whilst it still forms the

angle 33° with the direction of the ray 6 c, the light

reflected from it becomes weaker

and weaker till it entirely dis-

appears when the two planes of

incidence are at right angles to

each other. For in this crossed

position the vibrations of the

ray h c lie in the plane of incid-

ence of the second plate, and
are not reflected, because only

those vibrations that are at rij>-ht

angles to their plane of incidence

are capable of reflexion. In

order to arrange this experiment conveniently, the

apparatus shown in fig. 167 may be employed. To

Fig. 167,

Blot's polarisinjj: apparatus.

X li
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one cml of ii tube bliickened in its iusidc a mirror

of bliick <;liiss, 1) 7?, is so attached that it forms an

angle of 33° witli the axis of the tube. Kays wliich

run parallel to the axis of the tube from D to C, are

reflected at the mirror under the angle of polarisation,

and are therefore completely polarised. A second black-

ened mirror is attached to a ring at the other end of the

tube, ^vhich is likewise inclined at an angle of 33° to the

axis of the tube, and by rotation of the ring can be

brought into the different positions required in this ex-

periment. A blackened mirror is selected in order to

avoid transmitted unpolarised light, which might be

mingled Avith the light polarised by reflexion. Silvered

mirrors cannot be employed as polarisers, because they

do not completely polarise the reflected light under any

ancfle of incidence.

Every kind of apparatus which, like that just

described, constructed by Biot, is composed of two

polarising aiTangements, of which one acts as polariser

and the other as poli^riscope, is called a polarising ap-

paratus. The apparatus of N()rremberg, shown in

fig. 1G8, is the best adapted for the greater number ol

experiments. A transparent plate of min-or-glass, C D,

here acts as a polariser, and forms, with the vertical

axis, nc, of the instrument an angle of 33°; the light

incident in the direction m n, which is completely po-

larised, is in the first instance deflected vertically down-

wards, and from thence it is reflected vertically upward^

again upon itself by a miiTor, r, fixed in the foot of th»

instrument, so that after it has traversed the ghis?

plate, C D, it can reach in the direction of the axis o:

the apparatus the black mirror, C D\ acting as polari

scoix?. The ring i, to which two columns, a' and h\ an

I
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attadied, supporting this mirror, revolves v^itliin a fixed

ring K, divided into degrees, and supported by tlie rods

a and h. The zero of the di-

visions of the fixed ring is so

arranged that when the indi-

cator i of the rotating ring is

placed upon it, the plane of

incidence of the mirror C^ D'

is parallel with that of the

glass plate CD, In the pre-

sent position of the instru-

ment, the planes of incidence

are at right angles (the in-

dicator standing at 90°) ; the

light coming from below is

therefore not reflected by the

mirror (7 D'

.

188. Moreover the light

transmitted by a glass plate

at an acute angle, when ex-

amined with a Nicol's prism

is found to be jpartially ^lolar-

ised, and the vibrations of the .1

polarised portion are con-

stantly in the plane of inci-

dence, or in other words the

transmitted is polarised at right angles to the reflected

light. As Arago lias shown, the quantities of light po-

larised at right angles to each other in the refracted

and in reflected rays are equal to each other at every

angle of incidence. But whilst the reflected light at a

determinate angle of incidence, namely, at the polarising

angle, appears to be completely polarised, some un-

N(5rrcmbcrg's polarising apparatus.
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polarised is iihii<^1(m1 witli llu» innismiitcMl light; it is

jihvays only partially polarised, 'svliatever may be the

angle selected.

In the same manner a nearly complete polarisation

of the transmitted ra3's may be effected if, instead of a

few, a sufficient number of glass plates be superimposed

upon each other. If a ray of natural light fall upon

such a series of plates placed at the polarising angle,

and we conceive the same to be broken up into its two

halves, of which one vibrates in the plane of incidence

and the other at ri(jld anr/lcs to it, the former half,

because on account of the direction of the vibration it

is incapable of reflexion, is transmitted through all

the lamina} almost without loss. The other half, on the

contrary, undergoes at each surface a partial reflexion,

and owing to these repeated reflexions becomes so

faint as to be no longer perceptible. Of those rays which

are presented to a succession of glass plates of this kind

at the polarising angle, only such are transmitted, to

any marked extent, as vibrate parallel to the plane of

incidence, and the plates can therefore be used for a

polariser as well as for a polariscope.

Fig. 100 shows a Norremberg's polarising apparatus,

the polariscope of which is the glass plate, C D, The

light polarised by the glass plate A B, is extinguished

when the j)lane of incidence is coincident with that oi

Ihe series of plates, CI). This arrangement offers i\m

advantage, that the visual line of the observer, whilst

the polariscope is rotated, can remain constantly in tbt

direction of the axis of the instmment, whereas in th<

instrument represented in fig. 1G8, the eye is compelled

to follow the movements of the blackened mirror. The

same object can also be more conveniently attainei
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when the generally somewhat expensive Nicol's prism

is applied as a polariscope.

139. After Malas, in 1810, Fm.m.

had discovered the polarisation

of light reflected and refracted

through glass plates, he showed

further that almost all reflecting

surfaces, with the exception of

metallic ones, were capable of

polarising light, but that the

polarising angle at which this

took place differed for different

substances. That, for example,

required in the case of Water is

53° ; for Carbon bisulphide 59°
;

for Flint-glass 60°. From these

values it appears that the po-

larising angle of any substance

increases with its refracting power

for light. Malus was, however,

not in a position to ascertain this relation, and its dis-

covery was reserved for the ingenuity of Brewster, who,

in 1815, found, that the jpolarising angle is that angle of

incidence at which the reflected, forms a right angle with

the refracted ray.

Tills law supplies an additional means for the deter-

mination of the index of refraction, the more valuable

since it can be used in the case of substances having

only a small degree of transparency, and to Avliich the

former or prismatic method (§ 35) is not applicable.

For just as by means of Brewster's law, we can deduce

the polarising angle from the known ratio of refrac-

Nbrremberg's polarising appa-
ratus wth glass lamina;.
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tion, 80, conversely, we can obtain the ratio of refraction

from the polarisinj^' angle.

The indices of refraction of Anthracite, 1*701 ; Hum,
1*5G5; and Menilite, 1*482, given in the tables, have

thus been ascertained from observing the polarising

anj^'le. As the indices of refraction of the different

coloured rays are unequal, their polarising angle, though

perhaps only to a small extent, must also differ ; white

light can therefore never be completely polarised by

reflexion, but only one of its homogeneous colours,

whilst the rest only api^roximate to complete polari-

sation.

The undulator}' theorj-, as Fresncl and Cauchy havo

shown, also gives an intelligible and satisfactoiy ex-

planation of the phenomena of polarisation by reflexion

and refraction. From the law of conservation of energy,

which requires that the energy of the reflected and that

of the refracted wave should be together equal to

that of the incident wave, as well as from the condition

that the amount of motion at the line of junction of

the two media must be equal, we are enabled to calcu-

late the nature of the reflected and of the refracted

rays. From such a calculation the laws of Arago

(§ V^S) and of Brewster (§ 1-30), obtained by experiment,

follow directly, and in all other respects it proves to be

in complete unison with the results of observation.

140. As has been demonstrated, the colours of trans-

parent bodies originate in the absorption which certain

homogeneous colours, that is to say, rays of a definite

number of vibrations, undergo in their passage through

those bodies. In the case of coloured doubly refracting

crystals the amount of absorption is dependent not

simply on the number of vibrations of the transmitted
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rays, but also upon the angle which the direction of
their vibrations forms with the optic axis of the crystal,

a circumstance which gives rise to a remarkable pheno-

menon which may now be investigated.

Let a small cube of Pennine, a mineral belonging to

the rhombohedral system of crystals, in which the planes

of two opposite surfaces are at right angles to the optic

axis, whilst the others are parallel to it, be selected.

If the observer look through the cube in the direction

of the optic axis, it appears to be of a dark bluish green

colour, whilst when looked at from the sides it has a

brown colour. This peculiarity is called dichroism.

These two colours will be seen on the screen if the

sun's rays be transmitted through the crystal first in

one direction and then in the other. The bluish green

light which has traversed the crystal along its optic

axis contains only those natural rnys the vibrations of

which are at right angles to the optic axis. The olive-

green light, on the other hand, is composed of ordinarily

refracted rays, which vibrate at right angles, and of ex-

traordinarily refracted rays, which vibrate parallel to the

axis. These two constituents may easily be separated

from one another by a Nicol's prism placed behind

the crystalline cube. For if the principal section of

the Nicol's prism be placed at right angles to the optic

axis of the cube of Pennine, the same bluish green colour

appears upon the screen which was previously observed

in the rays that had traversed the crystal in the direc-

tion of the axis, but if the Nicol be placed jjarallel to

the optic axis, the bright spot upon the screen appears

brownish yellow. The rays of light traversing a crystal

of Pennine consequently experience an amount and kind

of absorption varying according to whether their vibra-
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FlO. 170.

tioiis iiro :it riL^lii angles to or })aralli'l with IIk^ axis ; in

the former case they appear bhiish green, in the second

brownish yellow, and the above-mentioned brown is only

the mixture of these two colours.

A remarkable inequality in the power of absorp-

tion according to the direction of the vibrations is

shown by Tourmaline, which even when only of mode-

rate thickness completely extinguishes ordinary rays.

A plate of Tourmaline, cut parallel to the

optic axis of the crystal, allows therefore

only the extraordinary rays vibrating parallel

to the axis of the crystal to pass through it,

and can therefore act as a polariser as well

as a polariscope.

A combination of two Tourmaline plates,

as shown in fig. 1 70, forming the so-called

Tourmaline forceps or tongs, constitutes the

simplest of all polarising apparatus. In this,

for the sake of convenience, the plates are

fastened by means of cork discs in wire

rings, in which they can be made to rotate.

By means of a coiled elastic wire they can

be gently pressed together so that any object

placed between them which is required to

be seen with polarised light is held as if by a pair of

tongs or forceps.

If the plates be placed in such a position that their

axes are parallel (fig. 171), the light of the smi tra-

verses them just as it would through a single plate of

the same thickness as the two together. But if one of

the plates be rotated, the transmitted light becomes

fainter and fainter, till when the axes of the two are at

right angles it entirely disappears.

Tonrmalinc
tongs.
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The yellowish, brown or brownish green colour

which the Tourmaline communicates to transmitted

light seriously interferes with its applicability as a

Fig. 171.

Tourmaline plates placed parallel

to each other.

Fig. 172.

Tourmaline plates placed at right
angles.

polarising apparatus, for Tvhich its simplicity would

otherwise render it very well adapted.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

INTERFERENCE OWING TO DOUBLE REFRACTION.

141. Very few crystals exhibit the phenomena of
|

double refraction so distinctly as Iceland spar; in most

instances there is so small a difference between the two

velocities of propagation that the splitting or decom- i

position of an incident beam into two fasciculi of rays
^

can only be perceived when, as seldom happens, the '

crystals can be obtained of considerable thickness. The •

circumstance, however, that the two rays resulting from

double refraction are always j^olarised, renders it pos-

sible to recoernise even the sli;?htcst amount of double .

refraction, and to investigate its laws. •

With this object in view, two Nicol's prisms, A and B \

(fig. 173), placed horizontally one behind the other, are 1

employed as a polarising appa-

ratus. The first, the principal

cleavage plane of which is ver-

tical, gives a parallel beam of

vertically vibrating polarised

I rays which are not transmitted

wr^ by the second, the principal

T;.oNicoi>|.ri«. employed a* a clcavagc plane of which is hori-

poiariHingapporutu,.
z„ntal. Tho scrccu thcrcforc is

perfectly dark, the darkness continuing when a plate of

any simply refracting substance, as for example glass
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or rock salt, is introduced between the two Mcols. If,

on the other hand, a lamina of a doubly refracting cry-

stal, as for example a natural rhombohedron obtained

by cleavage of Iceland spar, be placed at G, the screen

appears alternately dark and light as the lamina is ro-

tated around the axis of the rays.

This behaviour admits of an easy explanation. If a

vertical line, MN (fig. 174), be conceived to be drawn
upon the screen, the position of the principal cleavage

plane of the first Nicol's prism,

which serves as a polariser, is ob- •. i

tained ; and in the same way the

horizontal line, P Q, represents

the principal cleavage plane of the n_

second Nicol, which plays the part

of a polariscope. The plate of spar

is now introduced between the po-

lariser and the polariscope, in the
. . . Decomposition of vibrations.

first instance m such a way that its

principal cleavage plane coincides with the direction of

the vibration, P Q, of the second Nicol. The rays

emerging from the first Nicol, which vibrate parallel to

MN, undergo only ordinary refraction in the crystal-

line plate. They traverse it without changing the di-

rection of their vibration, and are extinguished by the

second Nicol. In the same way extinction must also

occur when the principal cleavage plane of the plate

coincides with the plane of vibration, MN, of the first

Nicol, for in that case all the rays pass as extraordina-

rily refracted rays through the crystal, whilst they pre-

serve the original direction of vibration, MN. If the

principal plane of the crystalline plate be brought into

the position RS, it only allows, in accordance Avith tlio
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laws of double refraction, those vibrations to traverse

it which run in it »S', or at rij^^ht angles to it, UV.

The mululation, M N, as it emerges from the first

Nicol, can now, since it forms an acute angle with the jl

principal plane, R S, neither be continued completely in j

the ordinary nor in the extraordinary ray ; on the |

contrary, it breaks up, in accordance with the laws of \

motion, into two iinduliitions, of which one, running in

R S, traverses the crystal as an extraordinary ray, ,

whilst the other, vibrating at right angles to the
;

principal plane (in UV), becomes an ordinarily re-

fracted ray. i

Two rays thus reach the second Nicol, of which one t

vibrates in RS, the other in UV, As the Nicol only
\

transmits undulations which occur in its principal plane,

P Q, each of these two rays is again divided into two

parts, of which one vibrates in P Q, the other in M N.

The two sub-rays whose undulations are at right angles

to P Q are not transmitted by the Nicol ; the two other

sub-rays, however, which take place in its chief plane,

P Q, penetrate it, and illuminate the screen. J

We thus see that a doubly refracting plate, placed

between two Nicols at right angles to each other, causes

the field of vision or the screen to be dark in two

positions, when its principal plane coincides with that

of either of the two Nicols. In every other position

light pusses through it, and the screen is illuminated.*

This behaviour is a positive proof of its doubly refract-

inj? nature.

142. Of the two sub-rays which, vibrating in

the same plane, P Q, leave the second Nicol, the first

* Except ou\y when the plate is cut at right acglcs to its optic axis.
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originates the ordinary^ the other the extraordinary

ray, of which each propagates itself with its own velo-

city through the crystal plate. The one consequently

lags behind the other to the extent proportional to

the thickness of the lamina. In consequence of this

difference of path induced by double refraction, the two

rays polarised in a common plane of vibration occasion

interference, which betrays itself when the difference of

path is not too great, by beautiful colour phenomena.

The plate of Iceland spar used in the above experi-

ment is too thick to show the effects of interference.

If it be intended for this purpose, it must be rendered thin-

ner by grinding. Crystallised gypsum, a biaxial doubly

refracting crystal which cleaves easily into thin laminro

(Selenite) is a convenient substitute for the Iceland

spar in these experiments on the phenomena of inter-

ference. If such a plate of Selenite be placed between

the crossed Nicols, it behaves like the plate of Iceland

spar ; in two positions of the lamina, in a direction in

which what we shall term its principal plane is parallel

or at right angles to the direction of vibration {MN,
fig. 174) of the polariser, the screen remains dark, but

in every other position it exhibits colours, which arc

brightest when the principal plane of the lamina makes

an angle of 45° with the axis of vibration of the first

Nicol.

The lamina which is now in this position between

the Nicols exhibits a beautiful red colour, originating in

the interference of the two sub- rays vibrating in V Q,

If the second Nicol be now rotated from the

crossed position, the screen indeed continues to be

illuminated, but the coloration diminishes in bright-

ness, and is ultimately replaced by perfect white
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lij^lit, when tlie axis of vibration of tlie Nicols forms

an anjrle of 45° with each other. If it be turned still

further, a greenish colour appears, Avhich finally, when

the principal planes of the Nicols are parallel, becomes

of a hriijht tjrcni. This colour is the result of the inter-

action of the two pai*t-rays \dbrating to MN, These

-colours—red and green—which the plate of Selenite

exhibits when the two Nicols are i)arallel to or at right

angles with one another, when combined, produce I'^hifr.

This can be immediately demonstrated by replacing the

second Nicol with an ordinary' crystal of Iceland spar

(fig. 1G2, B), the principal plane of which is parallel to

that of the first Nicol. It is traversed by both pairs of

rays—those vibrating in PQ as well as those in MN—
in consequence of which the former undergoes ordinary,

the latter extraordinary refraction; two coloured images,

the red and the green, are therefore now seen at thf,

same time upon the screen, so placed, how^ever, that they

partially overlap. The part common to the two images

when these colours are blended is p?t?'c white,

143. That the colours must be most lively when the

principal plane of the lamina of Selenite forms an angle

of 45° with the axis of the vibration of the polariser is

easily demonstrated, for the two co-operating divisional

rays are then equal in the intensity of their light, and

the interference which gives rise to the colours is as

complete as possible.

The reason that the colours observed in the crossed

and parallel position of the Nicol are complementary

to each other, is as follows. Let us suppose that a

ray proceeding from ilie first Nicol strikes the

anterior surface of the lamina in the point (fig.

174), and communicates at a certain given moment
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to the particles of aether at a motion in the direction

M, that is to say, upwards. Owing to the double re-

fraction of the plate of Selenite placed at an angle of

45'^, this motion is decomposed into two—of which the

one is directed to the right and upwards {OR), the

other to the left and upwards (OU), The former is

decomposed into a motion upwards (Olf), and into

another to the right (0 P) ; the second splits into a

motion upwards and into one to the left (0 Q). The two

vertical part-motions thus, so far as only the action of

tiie second Nicol comes into consideration, coincide in

direction ; i.he two horizontal ones are in direct opposi-

tion, or, in other words, the latter alone attain, owing

to the decomposition effected by the polariscope, to a

difference of path of a half wave-length, which is super-

added to the difference of path already effected within

the plate of Selenite. Were the Selenite plate just so

thick that one ray lagged behind the other three half

wave-lengths of the red (Fraunhofer's line, B), this

colour must vanish when the Nicols are parallel ; whilst

the green (6), for the production of which a retardation

of two whole wave-lengths occurs, attains its greatest

brilliancy. Tlie lamina therefore exhibits a green

mixed colour when the Nicols are parallel. If the

Nicols decussate, a half wave-length must be added to

the difference of path of each kind of ray. The re-

tardation of the red rays then amounts to two whole,

that of the green to five half wave-lengths ; and whilst

the green rays extinguish each other, the red attain

their highest brilliancy. The lamina therefore now
appears of a red tint> which is exactly complemeutur}-

to the green.

141-. We can also obtain direct information respect-

T
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ing the composition of the tint exhibited by a crystalline

plate by effecting its decomposition with a prism. If,

whilst the Selenite plate just described is introduced

between the parallel Nicols, a prism be placed behind

the second Nicol, a perfectly dark line appears in the

red in the spectrum which is thrown upon the screen,

provin<^ that this colour is deficient in the green light

which leaves the polariscope. If the second Nicol be i

now rotated, this stria, without altering its position,

becomes progressively fainter, and ultimately, when the

principal planes of the Nicols are inclined to each other

at an angle of 45°, vanishes ; for now, since only one

of the two rays {R S or UV, fig. 174) penetrates the I

second Nicol, scarcely any interference takes place, and I

the white light, remaining undiminished in intensity,
'

betrays itself by a spectrum without any spaces. As the j

Nicol is rotated still further, a slight shad<i makes its

appearance in the green, Avhich, as the Nicols approach [i

.

to a position at right angles with one another, deepens f
into complete blackness.

The difference of path, and consequently also the

tint of colour, dependent at any moment upon the pris-

matic decomposition, varies with the thickness of tlu'

plate. The thicker the Selenite plate is the greater is

the number of dark stride (fig. 15']) that appear in the

spectrum, and so much the nearer does its interference

colour approximate to white, for reasons that have

already been mentioned in speaking of the colours ol

thin plates. For a plate of Selenite consequently to

exhibit lively colours, its thickness must not exceed 0*J3

of a millimeter (V^nd of an inch).

In order to exhibit at one and the same moment nil

the tints of colour that a plate of Selenite of every con-

i

1
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ceivable thickness may show, a wedge-shaped polished

plate may be employed. By means of a polarising appa-

ratus, with the arrangement of which (fig. 175) the reader

is already familiar, the image produced by such a Sele-

nite wedge may be thrown upon the screen ; the colours,

arranged in regular order parallel to the edge of the

prism, exhibit the same serial succession as in the Neiv-

tonian rings of colour, and are therefore divided in the

same manner into orders, and named in the same way
[see §118). The introduction of a concave and polished

plate of Selenite resembling a concave lens into the

polarising apparatus will even cause the colours to be

arranged in concentric rings. It may be seen, in fact,

that when the planes of vibration of the polarising

ajjparatus are at right angles to one another^ a system

of coloured rings with dark central point makes its

appearance, which differs from the Newtonian (fig. 151)

riiigs only in the greater brilliancy of the colours.

It is unnecessary to mention that all the phe-

nomena considered to be here represented to an audi-

ence upon a screen may also be observed by an individual

if a ISTorremberg's polarising apparatus be employed.

When used for this purpose, a glass plate of about half

j

its height is introduced into the apparatus (fig. 1C8, K'

,

I and 169, m), on which the crystal lamina to be examined

I
is pla.ced.

; 145. If two plates of Selenite of exactly tlie same

j
thickness, and each of which by itself produces exactly

I the same tint, be now superimposed in such a manner

jthat their principal planes coincide when introduced be-

|tween the crossed Nicols, they exhibit another colour

(fig. 173), namely, that which corresponds to a single

iplate of double the thickness of either alone. On plac-

Y 2
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iiij^ the plates on one another in such a manner that their

principal planes decussate at right angles, the screen will

remain dark ; nor does any tint of colour appear •Nvhen

the second prism is rotated, but the whole behaves just

as if there were no plate of Selenite at all, for that ray,

which travels mc»re slowly in the first lamina, courses

with greater rapidity in the second, its speed being just

as much accelerated in this as it was retarded in the

first. The two rays which leave the plate have therefore

no difference of jKt^/t, and cannot therefore give rise to

any phenomena of interference of colour. Two unequally

thick plates, crossed in the same way, act like a single

plate the thickness of which is equal to the difference

of thickness of the two plates, since the one only

neutralises in part the action of the other. We may
hence infer that interference colours may be produced

by the decussation of two thick crystal plates neither

of which appears coloured by itself, presupposing that

the difference of their thickness is not too great.

This character may also be made use of in order to

determine the gradation of the colour of the little plate

of Selenite in the serial succession of the interference

colours, Avith the aid of tlie wedge-shaped plate of

Selenite ; for if the plate of Selenite be placed in a cross

position upon the wedge, it will be seen that the stria

are altered to just the extent tliat the plate covers the

wedge. Along the line where the wedge is of the samr

thickness as the plate, this last abolishes the action «

the wedge ; at this spot therefore, when the Nicols

are crossed, there must be a completely black line. Tli

coloured stria, which in the uncovered part of the wedge

forms the prolongation of the black line, now presenti^

just that colour which tlie plate exhibits per se; and u
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glance is sufficient to show to which, order this colour

belongs.

146. In the above experiments, the polarised rays

falling upon the crystal lamina have always been

parallel to one another ; in a plate of equal thickness

throughout they have consequently to traverse paths

of equal length, and their part- rays possess equal

difference of path. A plate of equal thickness

throughout exhibits, therefore, in parallel polarised

light a single and uniform tone of colour in its whole

extent.

To obtain a knowledge of the behaviour of crj-stal-

line plates in converging polarised light, a polarising

Fig. 175.

rolarising apparatus of Dubosq.

apparatus, constructed by Dubosq, is employed, the

essential features of which are shown in fig. ] 75. The
parallel rays of the sun falling on the lens, L, are

collected into a cone which undergoes double refraction

in a thick crystal of Iceland spar, K, which serves as a

polariser. The cone of the ordinarily refracted rays,

all of which vibrate at right angles to the principal

cleavage plane of the Iceland spar, passes through the

hole in the metal plate, S, whilst the cone of extra-

ordinarily refracted rays are obstructed by ili<' iiu-tnl

plate. The crystal plate, the action of which upon the

converging polarised light is desired to be investigated,

is placed at F, near the apex of the emerging cone of
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liglit ; the rays clivcrrrin<^ from the crystal plate, P, full

upon a second lens, ^vliich projects ;ni image of the

interference phenomena produced by the lamina upon a

distant screen. Before the rays reach the screen, how-

ever, they are made to pass tlirough the Nicol's prism,

N, which serves as a polariscope.

11-7. The phenomena presented by phites of uniaxial

crystals cut at ritjht avc/lcs to the oj)tic axis in converg-

ingly polarised light is particularly worthy of note. That

ray of the cone of light which strikes the plate vertically

traverses it in the direction of the axis, and undergoes

no double refraction ; every other ray, however, under-

goes double refraction, which is greater, because the path

it has to traverse within the crystal is longer, in propor-

tion as it strikes the crystal more and more obliquely.

Thus it comes to pass that the differences of path are

alwavs crreater the further the rays are distant from the

axis of the cone of light; and since around and at an

equal distance from the optic axis the two circumstances

which determine the difference of path—the degree or

amount of double refraction and the length of path—
are equal, it follows that the same difference of path

must exist for all points of a circle which may be con-

ceived as drawn upon the screen around the point

struck by the axial ray. A system of concentric rays

consequently appears upon the screen, which exhibit a

succession of colours similar to those in the rings of

Newton.

When the planes of vibration of the polarising appa-

ratus are crossed, the system of rings appears to be

traversed by a hhirk ctosa (fig. 176, A)^ the formation of

whicli is easily exj)lained ; for since the optic axis is per- i

pendicular to the surface of the crystal, every straight

I
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line, MN, P Q, RS, UV {^g. 174) drawn through the

middle point of the system of rings upon the screen,

corresponds to a principal plane. All rays that, proceed-

ing from the polariser, strike upon the crystal-plate,

vibrate parallel to MN, and consequently perpendicu-

larly to P Q ; they proceed therefore, without expe-

riencing any decomposition, and with unaltered direction

of vibration, both through the principal plane, M N, and

through the principal plane, P Q—through the former

by virtue of the extraordinary, and through the latter

by virtue of the ordinary refraction—and are conse-

quently not transmitted by the polariscope, the plane

of vibration of which is placed at P Q. A black cross

thus originates, the arms of which are parallel with the

planes of the polarising apparatus. In every other prin-

cipal plane, R S, making an angle with the plane of

vibration, MN, of the polariser, a decomposition takes

place into a ray vibrating in R S, and one perpendicular

to this, the part-rays of which vibrating in P Q, in con-

sequence of the prolonged diflPerence of path, interfere,

and thus give rise to the system of rings.

If the direction of vibration of the polariscope be

parallel to that of the polariser, the rings that appear

are complementary to the foregoing ; and instead of the

black cross, a white one (fig. 176, B) is obtained. After

what has been already said, it is unnecessary to enter

into any explanation of this phenomenon.

148. A plate of a biaxial crystal, the surfaces of

which are perpendicular to the line which bisects the

acute angle of the two optic axes—as for example

a plate of Potassium nitrate—exhibits in the polarising

apparatus, when the planes of vibration decussate, the

beautiful phenomenon depicted in fig. 177. Two sys-
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tenis of rinj^s are then seen, each of ^vllich snrronnds an

optic axis. The rings of liigher order, approximating

each other on the two sides, ultimately blend to form

Fid. 176.

Rinps of colour prodncctl by nniaxinl crystals.

peculiarly shaped curves, which, gently undulating,

surround the two axial points. "When the principal

plane passing through the optic axes of the crystal

plate coincides with one of the two planes of vibration

Fio. 177.

J

Ring! of coloar protlaced by biaxial crTnt«I«.

of the polarising apparatus, the double system of rings

appears cut in two by a black cross (fig. 177,^) ; but if

the crystal be rotated, the cross breaks uji into two dark
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curved brushes, which, when the above-named principal

plane forms an angle with the axis of polarisation of

45°, presents the appearance shown in fig. 177, B. If

the polariser be rotated from the crossed into the

parallel position, the rings present complementary

colours to the foregoing, and the black brushes change

to white ones. All these phenomena are exj^licable

upon the laws of double refraction in biaxial crystals,

and upon the same fundamental propositions on which

the explanation of the coloured rings of uniaxial crystals

rests.

The peculiar forms of the systems of rings affords a

means of distinguishing biaxial from uniaxial crystals,

by simple examination in a polarising apparatus. For

the subjective observation of this phenomenon, the polar-

ising apparatus of Norremberg may be employed, a

lens being added both above and below the glass plate

{K\ fig. 168) on which the crystal plate is placed.

The Tourmaline forceps or tongs (fig. 170) are still

better adapted for this purpose, rendering the addition

of the lenses unnecessary, since, when placed imme-
diately in front of the eye, they permit the entry of rays

into it coming from every direction.

149. It may be shown, with the aid of interference

phenomena in polarised light, that singly refracting

bodies like glass may also under certain circumstances

become doubly refracting ; that is to say, acquire the

property of breaking up every incident ray of natural

light into two polarised rays. If a square plate of glass

fitted into a kind of vice be placed at tlio point 1^

(tig. 175) of Dubosq's polarising apparatus, and pn^ssure

be exerted upon it from above downwards by moans of

the screw, it is indeed compressed in this direction^ but
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oxtonded in ilio horizontiil one. The arrangement of

its niolociiles is now no loni^'iT as before the same in all

directions, and the ])late becomes donbly refractnij^ in

consequence of the altered position of its molecules;

and thus the screen, which previously to the pressure

beinff exercised was dark on account of the crossed

position of the planes of vibration, now presents a briL^ht

image of the plate, traversed by a dark cross. The

property of double refraction may be permanently con-

ferred upon a piece of f^dass by powerfully heating and

then suddenl}' cooling it. If a disc of glass which has

been thus treated be placed in the apparatus, a beautiful

svstem of coloured rinirs with a black cross comes into

view, just as in the case of a piece of Iceland spar cut

at right angles to its optic axis. A black cross also

appears in the case of a square glass plate, and in each

of the four angles is a beautiful system of rings that

may be compared with the eye of a peacock (fig. 178).

These phenomena furnish additional evidence of

the intimate connection between the doubly refracting

powers of diiferent substances, and the
FlO. 178.

^
n 1 . 1 1 1 . 1

arrangement of then* molecules, to whicli

^^ reference has already been made in the

chapter devoted to the double refrac-

tion of crystals. The double refraction

of compressed and suddenly cooled

^ountniir^rmn'*''* glass Is nevertlielcss essentially dif-

"uJl^uf-Kin^r''^ ferent from that of crystals. In order

to project the system of rings of the

glass disc upon the scn»en, it nnist be placed at the

point P ;
• the rays by which it is stmck are nearly

• The little plato of g;_vpsum, the Sclmite wrdpe, nnd 8uch Ik ' -

rally iis are tised in the cxporinicnts meDtionod above, and the I -•r
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parallel, and traverse the plate in the same direction and

with the same length of path. The difference of path

which gives rise to the system of rings can therefore

only be due to the fact that the double refraction, whilst

the course ofthe rays remains unaltered, mcreases towards

the ]periphery of the ijlate. In a crystal, on the contrary,

the double refraction is at all points the same for the

same direction of the rays.

of which in pohArised light is desired to be investigated, must be placed

at the same point.
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CHAPTER XXV.

CIRCULAR POLARISATIOX.

150. If a plate of Iceland spar cut at rij^^lit angles

to the optic axis be placed between two Nicol's prisms

pj^ j-3 (fig. 179), the parallel polarised

— rays emerging from the first

^> Nicol run collectively throu^^di

A V j| B t^^G plate in the direction of the

^^^""^
l| P^3— optic axis, without undergoing

J
double refraction or any altera-

_% tion ill the direction of their

vibration. Onrotatinjx thosecond
Two Nicol's prisma.

^ ^

^

Nicol, those variations of light

and shade are only seen which would otherwise occur

in the absence of the crystal plate.

All uniaxial crystals, with the exception of Quartz,

behave in the same way. If a polished C^uartz plate, cut

at right angles to the optic axis, be inserted between

the two Nicols, the screen appears of a lively colour, the

colour varying with the position of the Nicol, but never

being dark. The colours, gradually passing into one

another through all intermediate tints as the polariscope

is turned, which are seen upon the screen, are suc-

cessively red, onmge, yellow, green, blue, violet ; and

these are repeated in the same order as the rotation is

continued.
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These colours are, however, by no means pure

spectrum colours, and their composition, like the colours

of Seleuite, can be determined by prismatic decomposi-

tion. Thus, if the green light which is emerging from

the polariscope in its present position be allowed to

pass through a prism, a spectrum is produced the red

part of which exhibits a perfectly black stria, whilst the

orange and red are feebly, and the green and blue more

vividly luminous. If the polariscope be turned in the

same direction as before, the black line is seen to travel

gradually towards the Tnore refrangible end of the spec-

trum, and to blot out in succession the orange, yellow,

green, blue, and violet colours, finally being lost in the

extreme violet, in order to reappear at the red end of

the spectrum. It is thus rendered evident that the tints

which were seen when the prism was not used up'on the

screen are mixtures of all the simple colours left after

the extinction of the one covered by the dark stria.

The position of the second Nicol, which corresponds

to a definite position of the dark stria, is capable of

being read off if the frame be provided with a marker,

z, pointing to a divided circle, K, on the axis of which

the tube rotates.

The Nicol can only extinguish those rays that vibrate

at right angles to its principal plane. Before the Quartz

plate was inserted, all vibrations were parallel to the

vertically placed principal plane of the first Nicol (in

the direction of the arrow, fig. 180) ; and they were

therefore collectively extinguished and the screen was

perfectly dark, since the principal plane of the second

Nicol was horizontal, and thus decussated at right

angles with that of the first. But after the Quartz plate

is inserted (the thickness of which is 3*7o o( a niilli-
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meter), the second Nicul must be rotated GO"* from the

crossed position, by whicli means the red rays undergo

extinction in consequence of the

dark stria in the red part of the

spectrum. The direction of vi-

bration of the red rays is con-

sequently at right angles to the

present position of the principal

plane, and thus, through the ac-

tion of the Quartz, it has been

rotated about 60° from the vertical

positionwhich it previouslyhad in

common with all the other kinds

of rays, and comes to occupy

the position rr (fig. 180, upper

figure). Similarly, the ^^hnie cf

vibration of the yellow rays has

undergone a rotation of 90° {gg),

and that of the violet a rotation

of 165"(rv'). In the adjoining

figure the direction of the vibrations which are pursued

by the chief colours of the spectrum, after their passage

through the Quartz plate, is indicated in a veiy easily

intelligible manner.

The action of the Quartz plate thus consists in effecting

a rotation of the itlant of vibration of the polarised rays,

the amount of rotation varying for each kind of homO'

geneous light, and being greater in proportion to the

number of vibrations. In consequence of this dispersion

of the colours in various directions of vibration, white

light becomes broken up in a mode which is comparable

with the dispersion of colour by ordinary refraction,

and on this account has received the name of circular

or rotatory disjycrsiot,.

Botntion of the planefl of
vibration iu (juartz.
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The a,ngle of rotation above given refers to a Quartz,

plate of 3'75 millimeters thick. When plates of various

thickness are employed, it is found that for any given

homogeneous colour the rotation increases in propor-

tion to the thickness of the plate. If therefore the

amount of rotation is known for any particular thick-

ness, it may be immediately calculated for any other

thickness. Broch measured the angle of rotation at

which the dark stria in the spectrum occupied in suc-

cession the position of the principal Fraunhofer's lines,

and found the following values for a Quartz plate of one

millimeter in thickness :

—

B C D E F G
15° 30 17° 24 21° 67 27° 46 32° 50 42° 20.

151. In the case of the Quartz plate used in the

foregoing experiments, whilst the dark line moves along

the spectrum from the red to the violet end, the polari-

scope must be so rotated that the indicator, z, moves

over the divided circle, K^ in the direction of the hands

of a watch, that is, to the ricjld. But there are other

specimens of Quartz in which the polariscope must

be rotated in the opposite direction, or to the Icfi^

because the dark line moves in the spectrum from the

violet to the red end. Quartz crystals are consequently

distinguished as rotating to the right or to the left. Both

kinds, with equal thickness of plate, rotate the plane of

vibration of the same homogeneous light equally, but in

opposite directions. The lower half of fig. 180 repre-

sents the rotation of the various colours in the case of

a plate of 3*75 millimeters in thickness rotating to the

left, just as the upper half shows it in the case of a

plate of equal thickness, but rotating to the right.
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152. In order to pave the way for the ri«j^lit under-

standing of the process by whieli the rotation of the

,. ,„, i)lane ot vibration is eftected in a
Iiti. 181. ^

Quartz crystal, the motion must be

investi<^ated that is produced by the

co-oj^eration of two vibrations at

ri<rht angles to each other; and ior

this purpose nothing is superior to

the vibrations of an ordinary pen-

dulum. A heavy leaden weight

(Kg. 181), pointed below, is suspended

by a wire from the ceiling over a

platter, the point when at rest being

at 0. Through the point two lines,

A B and C D, are drawn at right |

angles on the plane of the table. If

Circularly vibrating the ])enduluni bc brou^'lit to A, and

then released, or if, when it is at

rest, a blow be communicated to it in the direction OA,
it swings to and fro in the line OA. In the same way

it vibrates alone: the line Ci> if it be struck in this

direction, or be brought to C or J) and then released.

The period of vibration, that is to say, the time recpiisite

for its passage to and fro, is the same in whichever

direction the vibrations are made to take place.

The question now arises, however, what movement

will the pendulum perform if it be simultaneously acted

upon by two impulses aeting at right angles to each

others Let the pi duhim be made to vibrate in the

direction AB, and when it has reached the extreme

\H)U\t of its motion at ^4, let a blow be given to it in the

direction Aa, at right angles to A B, the strength of

which is just sufHcient, if the pendulum be moving in
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this direction alone, to send it as far to the side from

.

its present position as it was in the first instance moved
at the moment of the blow from the position of rest at

0. The result observed is that the lead weight de-

scribes with uniform velocity a circle, ACBDA, in the

direction indicated by the aiTOws.

Had the vibration of the pendulum been measured

from the moment in which it shortly before went in the

direction BA through the point of rest, it would be found

to have already performed a quarter-vibration"^ when it

received the impulse in the direction A a. It is thus seen

that two movements of vibration at right angles to each

other, of which each is rectilinear in itself, combine to form
a circular motion when one is a quarter-vibration befors

the other. In the case illustrated by the figure, when tho

vibration directed to A is antecedent to that directed

to 0(7, the circular movement takes place in the direc-

tion of the hands of a watch, or to the right, as is indi-

cated by the arrows. If the impulse be given in the

opposite direction, a circular movement to the left is

produced. The circular movement to the left is also

engendered if the pendulum be first put into vibration

in the direction C ; and when it has arrived at C, an

impulse in the direction A he given, that is, if the

movement in the direction OJ. is a quarter-vibration

behind that in C. The time required for the comple-

tion of an entire circle is always equal to the period of

vibration proper to the pendulum.

If the impulse given at A be more powerful than

that which it originally received, the leaden weight is

* It may not perhaps be superfluous to observe that hy one entire vibra-

tion is meant the motion A B 0, or complete to and fro movement.

The motion A is consequently a quarter-vibration.

Z
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Decomposition of vibrations.

propelled to a greater distance laterally in the direction

C, and the pendulum moves in an ellipse the smaller

axis of which is AB; but if the impulse be less powerful,

A B becomes the greater axis of the ellipse described

by the pendulum. Impulses applied to the pendulum

whilst it is passing from to A, or from to B, like-

wise occasion elliptical paths of vibration, the axes of

which however are no longer in the lines A B and C D,

If the lateral impulse in the direction C be com-

municated at the moment when the pendulum passes

through its position of rest, it assumes again a rectilinear

movement, directed however neither towards A nor

towards C, but along some intermediate line ; in this

case the one movement precedes the other either not

at all or a certain number of half-vibrations.

153. The conditions of movement which were ob-

served in the pendulum may also be followed in the

case of light with the aid of thin

crystalline lamina?. Mica, which

easily splits up into still thinner

plates than Selenite, is especially

adapted for this pnr[)ose. If a

thin plate of Mica be placed be-

tween the two Nicols (fig. 179), so

that its principal plane R S {fig.

182), forms an angle of 45° with

the axis of vibration, M N, of the

polariser (the fig. 182 being now considered as applied

to the surface of the lamina from which the light

emerges), two equally luminous rays are found to emerge

from the plate, of wliich one vibrates in R S, the other

at right angles to it in U V. The particle of fcther

lying at on the plane of emergence of the lamina is
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consequentlj, like the pendulum weight, affected con-

temporaneously by two impulses at right angles to each

other, and assumes a circular, elliptic, or rectilinear

motion according to the amount of the start which one

vibration has over the other.

The Mica plate used in these experiments is just so

thick that it occasions a difference of path of a quarter

wave-length of yellow light between the two rays

vibrating at right angles to each other. Under these

circumstances it is obvious that for this colour the

vibration of the more quickly propagated ray (which

maybe assumed to be [JF), on arriving at the par-

ticle precedes by a quarter-vibration that of the more

slowly propagated ray {R 8).

The particle assumes therefore a circular move-

ment to the right the period of revolution of which is

equal to the duration of vibration of yellow light, and

which communicates itself to the successive particles of

sether arranged serially in the direction of the ray.

Each of these moves in a circle, since its revolution

begins somewhat later than the preceding, the plane of

which is perpendicular to the ray around this ; and if

the coetaneous position of the aitlier particles a,t any

j

moment be conceived to be connected by a curved line,

ja wavy line will be obtained which would wind round

;the ray like a screw, a complete turn of the screw

I

corresponding to each wave-length.

A ray of light of this quality is said to be circularhj

'polarised, whilst the rays that have hitherto been curtly

termed ' polarised ' will henceforward be referred to as

rectilincarly j)olarised, because their vibrations take

"'place in straight lines perpendicular to the direction of

the ray.

•z 2
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Tlio difference of path of the two rays vibraHng at

rijjjht anj^les to one anotlier in the above-mentioned

Mica plate amounts to an exact quarter-wave for the

bri^^litest yellow light alone; it is somewhat less for red

rays and for \Auo somewhat more. The plate conse-

quently communicates to the yellow rays alone a per-

fectly circular, whilst the rest have a more or less elliptic

polarisation. Since, however, when the plate is thin the

deviations from the circular form are very inconsider-

able, the white light that is transmitted may be re-

garded as being almost completely circularly polarised.

154. The white fasciculus of rays proceeding from

the quarter-wave Mica plate now demands examination.

After allowing it to pass through the second Nicol,

By it will be found that the screen remains equally

hrifjht in whatever direction the Nicol may he rotated, A
circularly polarised ray may in fact, since its quality is

the same all round, exhibit no laterality ; it behaves

itself when examined with a Nicol like an ordinary

ray of light. That it is not such a natural ray is I

immediately rendered apparent if a second Mica plate

of equal thickness, but with its principal plane at right

angles, be interposed. The original rectilinear polari-

sation is again shown to be present ; the screen ceases

to be illuminated when the plane of vibration of the

second Nicol decussates with that of the first. The H

very case mentioned abov»- in regard to the pendulum is

before us, namely that neither of the two perpendicular

vibrations precedes the other, so that the two equal

vibrations, R and O T, combine to produce a recti-

linear vibration, OM, the axis of which bisects the

angle, It U, If the second !Mica plate Ixi superimposed

upon the first, with its principal plane i)arallel, the dif-
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ference of path between U and B amounts to a half

wave-length, and again gives rise to a rectilinearly po-

larised ray which now vibrates in P Q, and consequent!}^

disappears when the plane of vibration of the second

Nicol is parallel to that of the first. A quarter-wave

Mica plate may thus be used for the purpose of recog-

nising circularly polarised from rectilinearly polarised

and from natural light, as it is capable of converting a

rectilinearly polarised into a circularly polarised ray of

light ; it may also, conversely, change circularly pola-

rised light into rectilinearly polarised, whilst it allows

a natural ray of light to continue unaltered.

155. In the above-mentioned experiment with a

circularly polarising Mica plate, it has been taken for

granted that the more rapidly moving ray vibrates in

the axis U ; on this supposition the circular move-

ment of the sether particles takes place to the right.

If the Mica plate be rotated in its plane 90°, so that the

vibration in the axis B is accelerated about a quarter-

vibration, the plate occasions the light to be polarised

circularly to the left. When this is examined with the

Nicol and with the second Mica plate, it behaves in

exactly the same manner as that polarised to the

right, and cannot be distinguished from it by these

means. The difference, however, can be instantly

recognised if a plate of Selenite, with its principal plane

placed at 45°, be interposed between the Mica plate, C,

and the second Nicol, B (fig. 179), at right angles with

the first, the phenomena of colour of which in recti-

linearly polarised light are now sujBiciently known. The

light upon the screen now appears coloured, the colour

varyinrf according to whether the Mica plate is intro-

duced in right- or in left-handed circular polarisation.
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If, for exiunplo, the colour be in the first instance

bluish green, the complenientiiry rose-red tint appears

in tlie second instance. In that case the principal

planes of the Selenite and of the Mica plate are parallel

to each other, and to the dift'erence of path which the

Selenite occasions must be added that difference, amount-

ing to a quarter wave, which is induced by the Mica

plate ; in the second case, where the principal planes of

the two plates decussate at right angles to each other,

the ditlerence of path occasioned by the plate of Selenite

is diminished by a quarter wave. The difference of path

in light 2)olarised circularly to the right exceeds conse-

quently by a half wave that polarised circularly to the

left, so that there all those rays are extinguished which

are here most brilliant, and vice versa. The mixed

colours therefore which occur in the two cases must be

complementary to each other.

156. Recurring for a moment to the pendulum

(fig. 181), and conceiving that the leaden weight whilst

it is at A (fig. 183) receives an im-

pulse not only in the direction A a,

but coincidently also an equally

powerful impulse in the opposite

I rf direction, A a', the first impulse,

combined with the impulse which the

pendulum already possesses in the

;

direction of the line A Z?, would lead

to a circular movement to the right;
Coir.WnM effect of two

. -i .

oriv>Hitc circular vihrn- the sccoud, to a Similar movement to

the left. If the two impulses acted

simultaneously, they would neutralise each other, and

the pendulum would continue to vibrate to and fro |»

along the straight line, A B, as if nothing had happened.
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But supposing the second impulse to occur later, after

the pendulum had in consequence of the first impulse

already performed the circular movement, A r, and sup-

posing this impulse to be in opposition to the direction

of the movement it possesses at the point r, a rectilinear

movement will obviously be developed along rr\ From
this it results that a vibrating body acted on coin-

cidently by two equal but opposite circular forces will

acquire a rectilinear vibrating movement, which takes

place along that diameter of the circle at the terminal

point of which it received the impulses.

If this proposition be applied to the vibrations of

light, it follows that a rectilinearly polarised ray is

always the result of the combined effect of two rays of

light polarised circula^rly in opposite directions, of equal

brilliancy and equal number of vibrations, following the

same path ; and conversely, it may be said that every

rectilinearly polarised ray may be regarded as composed of

two equally bright rays of light polarised circularly in

opposite directions.

157. This representation or explanation of the phe-

nomena founded on the general laws of motion, and to

the effect that a rectilinearly polarised ray of light con-

sists of two rays polarised circularly in opposite direc-

tions, would only possess a theoretic significance were

there not bodies which act upon light polarised circu-

larly to the right differently to light polarised circulai-ly

to the left. Fresnel has shown that Quartz is such a

body.

The fact of the rotation of the plane of vibration

through a plate of Quartz becomes perfectly intelligible

if it be admitted that rays polarised circularly in oppo-

site directions are propagated with ditlereut velocities
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iilons,' the axis o^ u crystal of Qiiiirtz. A rectiliiit'iirly

polarised ray of H^lit must, on its entrance into a

Quartz plates be broken up into two rays polarised cir-

cularly in opposite directions, -Nvliicb, after they have

traversed the plate with unequal velocity, on their exit

again combine to form a rectilinearly polarised i*ay, the

plane of 'vibration of which differs either to the right or

left of that of the incident ray according as the right or

left circular impulse is antecedent and affects earlier

the particles of lether in contact with the surface of

emergence. The greater the thickness of the Quartz

plate, the greater is the retardation of one of the two

rays, and the greater must be the rotation of the plane

of vibration. The circumstance that equally thick plates

of Quartz rotate the plane of vibration to the right

and to the left to the same extent, although in opposite

directions, indicates that the rapidity of propagation of

the rays polarised circularly in opposite directions

are the same in the two kinds of Quartz, and are only

interchangeable so far that that ray which has a greater

velocity in the one crystal moves more slowly in the

other.

158. If the two kinds of circularly polarised rays

are propagated with different velocities parallel to the

axis of the Quartz, a peculiar kind of do\d>le refraction

pjq j^ must take place in this direc-

tion, by means of which an

incident rectilinearly polarised

ray is decomposed into two rays

. ,. _,
' ^ _ polarised circularly in opposite

Double prism of Quaru. ^ j l i

directions. In the Quartz plates

that have hitherto been employed, mid wliicli were

struck rectilinearly by the incident rays, an actual
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decomposition can certainly not take place, because

although the two rays are propagated with different

velocities, they course in the same direction. Fresnel,

by an ingenious combination of two prisms of Quartz

rotating in opposite directions, did however effect this

decomposition, and thus demonstrated beyond a doubt

the correctness of the explanation previously given of

the rotation of the plane of vibration.

Fresnel's double prism (fig. 184) consists of two

elongated rectangular prisms of Quartz, each having an

acute angle AGB of 7°, one of which is cut from a

prism rotating to the right, and the other from a prism

rotating to the left. Being cemented together by their

oblique surfaces, A C, they form a rectangular column

the terminal surfaces of which, A B and C D, are per-

pendicular to the o]3tic axis. If a rectilinearly pola-

rised beam be allowed to fall through a round opening

upon the surface A B, it undergoes decomposition into

two rays polarised circularly in opposite directions

which traverse the first prism with different velocities,

but in a path common to both. The ray which in the

first prism was the most rapid, on entering the second

prism becomes the less rapid of the two, and there-

fore approaches to the perpendicular (indicated in the

figure by the dotted line) ; on the other hand, the ray

moving more slowly in the first prism is propagated

more rapidly in the second, and must consequently

recede from the perpendicular. Two separate fasci-

culi consequently emerge from the surface CD, which

produce two round spots of light upon the screen,

the borders of which overlap to some extent. When
looked at through a Nicol placed between C V and the

screen, the two beams prove to be circularly polarised,
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and it' ;i plato of Soloiiitc be itlaceJ between the double

prism and the Nicol at an angle of 45°, one of the

spots of light appears of a bluish green, the other of a

rose-red tint, whilst the area common to both remains

white. The occurrence of these complementary colours

demonstrates that one of the beams is circularly pola-

rised to the right, the other to the left. This experi-

ment therefore furnishes decisive proof that a recti-

linearly polarised ray of light is decomposed by the

Quartz into two rays moving with unequal velocity and

polarised circularly in opposite dh'ections.

1 50. The power of circular double refraction belongs

to only a few substances besides quai*tz, and is not

associated with aiiy definite crystalline system ; it is

exhibited by a few singly refracting crystals belonging

to the regular system, as for example by Sodium

chloride in all directions. In doubly refracting crystals,

as for example in Quartz, it can only be perceived in

directions that are nearly parallel to the optic axis,

because in eveiy other direction they are concealed by

the ordinar}' double refraction.

Circular double refraction consequently appears not

to be dependent upon any special arrangement of the

molecules, but rather upon a peculiar structure of the

molecules themselves, which may no doubt betray it-

self in crystalline bodies by the external form of the

crystal, as in fact is the case with Quartz. This ojnnion

is materially supported by the fact, that vumy jhi'uls

possess the poiver of effectimj double circular refraction^ and

consequently the power of rotating the plane of vibration of

rectilinearly pola rised I i(jh t .

The plane of vibration is rotated to the right by

aqueous solutions of cane- and grape-sugar, tartaric acid,
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oil of lemons, and by an alcoliolic solution of camphor.

It is rotated to tlie left by oil of turpentine, by cherry-

laurel water, and by solution of gum arable.

As the rotatory power of these fluids is ver}^ inferior

to that of quartz, it is necessary in order to observe

it conveniently to employ layers of considerable thick-

FlG. 185.

Tube for the reception of circularly polarising fluids.

ness, which is best accomplished by filling tubes with

them, the ends of which are closed with plane glass

plates (fig. 185).

If such a tube, filled with solution of sugar, be placed

between the crossed Nicols, the previously dark screen

immediately becomes illuminated, and from the amount

of rotation which must be communicated to the polari-

scope, in order that the screen may again be darkened,

the angle may be known which the solution of sugar

has rotated the plane of vibration of the incident recti-

linearly polarised light. This rotation is proportional

on the one hand to the thickness of the layer, and on

the other to the amount of active substance (sugar)

contained in the fluid, and as it is known that witli a

tube 20 centimeters (7*8 inches) in length, the rotation

of the plane of vibration amounts to 1°*333 for each

gramme (15'4i grains) of sugar contained in 100 cubic

centimeters (6*102705 cubic inches, or rather less than

one- sixth of a pint) of the solution, the amount of yugar

contained in the solution may be immediately determined

from the amount of rotation produced by the solution.
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IGO. In order to attain the greatest accuracy in the

dotorniination of the amount of sugar contained in the

sohition, an instrument is desirable which renders a

very small rotation perceptible. Such an instrument

is found in the ilouhle quartz lAate (fig. 18G) first con-

structed by Soleil. It is composed of

two quartz plates, cut at right angles to

the axis and cemented together, of which

one rotates to the right and the other

to the left, whilst each has a thickness

of 3*75 millimeters. If now a double

2>late of this kind be placed between

^ofrVht'and'iT^ the two Nicols the planes of vibrations
tutingyuurtz.

^^ ^^j^-^j^ ^^^ parallel, and if the image

be cast by means of a lens upon a screen, both halves

of the plate will be found to exhibit the same violet

tint of colour. On the interposition of the tube filled

with the solution of sugar, a dissimilarity of colour is im-

mediately observed in the two halves of the plate, one

half presenting a bluish, the other a reddish tint. The

plane of vibration of each colour contained in white

liLrht is rotated to an equal amount in each half of the

double plate, but in the one half the rotation is to the

ricrht and in the other to the left, as has been indicated

in the coiTesponding halves of fig. 180. If the prin-

cipal planes of the Nicol be parallel to each other (in

the direction of the arrow) the two halves must exhibit

the same tint of colour. A glance at the figure above

alluded to suffices to show that in this position of the

Nicol the yellow disappears, and that consequently a

violet colour must appear as a result of the mixture of

the remaining colours.

- As the solution of sugar rotates the planes of vibra-
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tion of all rays to the right, the rotation is increased in

the half rotating to the right and diminished in the

half rotating to the left ; in the former, therefore, the

planes of vibration of the orange tints, in the latter

those of the green rajs, appear in the position previously

occupied by the planes of vibration of the yellow rays.

The former half will therefore exhibit a blue, the latter

a red tone of colour. In order to ascertain how much the

solution of sugar has rotated the plane of vibration, it is

only requisite to rotate the second Nicol till the two

halves of the plates again appear of the same colour.

161. As the rapid and convenient determination of

the amount of sugar contained in a saccharine solution

is of great practical importance in an economical point

of view, an apparatus has been constructed with this

object in view, called a Saccharimeter.

The Saccharimeter of Soleil has (fig. 187) the previ-

ously described double plate at r between the two Nicol's

prisms 8 and T, the planes

of vibration of which are

fixed parallel to each other.

The change of colour which

tlie tube filled with solu-

tion of sugar introduced

at m induces is, however,

not compensated for by

rotating the polariscope, T,

but by a highly ingenious

compensating aiTangement

placed at e {the compensator)

,

The rays emerging from m pass first through a quartz

plate rotating to the right, cut at right angles to the

axis, and then through two wedges, r and o, cut from a

FlO, 187,

Soleil'a Saccharinictor.
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quartz plate rotating to the loft (fig. 188), and which bv

moans of a scrow, ?>, can be moved towards each other.

Fio. 188.

:.£-

( liii.jK-ii-.'urir.

When in contact thej form a quartz plate, cut pei-pen-

dionlarlv to the axis, which is of the same thickness

as the first-mentioned one, and therefore completely

neutralises its rotation to the right. If they are moved

from this position to either side, the extent which the

rays have to traverse in the two wedges together is

augmented or diminished ; the two wedges together

thus form a quartz plate rotating to the left, the thick-

ness of which within certain limits can be varied at

will and can be made equal to, or larger or smaller than

that of the quartz plate rotating to the right. The

alteration of thickness in each movement of the screw

can bo road off by moans of the indicator, r, upon a

email scale, c, to the 1000th of a millimeter. According

as the rotation of the plate to the right, or the rotation

of the system of wedges to the left, is allowed to pre-

dominate, the action of the compensator is equivalent

with that of a plate of quai-tz rotating to the right or

to the loft, the thickness < f which may be exactly deter-

mined.

In order to compensate the difference of colour

between the two halves of the double plate, which is

brought about by virtue of the rotation to the right of

the solution of sugar, the compensator must be arranged

for an equal amount of loft-handed rotation ; then, by

reading the scale, the thickness is obtained of a quartz plate
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which possesses the same power of rotation as the saccharine

solution under examination. And as it has been ascer-

tained by carefully made experiments that a solution

of sugar which contains 16*35 grammes (252*44 grains)

of pure crystallised sugar in 100 cubic centimeters ex-

erts as great a rotating power in a tube 20 centimeters

in length as a quartz plate 1 millimeter in thickness, it

is only necessary to multiply the number read off upon

the scale by 16*35 in order to know the weight of sugar

contained in 100 cubic centimeters of the solution.

And now, in conclusion, let a brief retrospective

glance be cast upon the subjects that have here been

treated of. The reply to the question, What is Light ?

was the end in view. Proceeding step by step by the light

of experience, the various phenomena of light were

considered, the laws investigated to which those pheno-

mena are subject, and the useful applications which

life and science have made from them. Finally, a fact

was disclosed (Fresnel's interference experiment) which

pressed home to us the conviction that light must con-

sist in the undulatory movement of an attenuated elastic

substance. Having arrived at this stand-point, it was

requisite to call a halt in order to reconsider the phe-

nomena already observed, and when it had been ascer-

tained that the previously isolated fiicts became in

succession, under this point of view, united into one

whole, further advances were made, and new facts

obtained which threw additional light upon the nature

and essence of light. The phenomena of polarisation

demonstrated, in point of fact, that the vibrations of light

take place at right angles to the direction of the rays.

The last part of this work gave results that did not at
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first appear to bo capable of useful application to the

life of man until quite recently, when an apparatus

has been constructed of pre-eminent practical im^jor-

tance.

It is the task of science to strive after truth without '{

havinjjf any secondary object in view. If it remain
}

true to this ideal, the practical api)lications will fall 1

into its lap as the ripe fruits of knowledge.

^ T^-*
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Spottifv

WAV

Rpcctrosoope, disp«'r8ing, 169

Si>eetrum, analysis, 149
— calorific action of, 201

— continuous, 118, 250
— interrupted, l.)7

— nature of, 117
— solar, l.')8— therniotic cun*e of. 201

Spherical mirrors, 40

Strontium, light of. 116
— sulphide, pliosphoresccnc

192

Sun, spectrum analysis of, lo9, 1 6')

TELESCOPE, Galileo's, 107
Gregory's, 110

— Kepler's, 104
— Newton's, 109
— Refractors, 105

Terbium, absorption spectrum of,

177
Thallium, refmction of light of, 114
— - spectrum analysis of, 153

Tho<Klolite. 106

Theory. Iluyghens', 229
Thermopile,' 199

Therniotic cun-o of the spectrum,

201

Tourmaline forceps or tongs, 314

ULTR^V red rays, 280
Undulations of sound, 211

— of water. 213
Tndulatory motion, 210
Uniaxial crystals, rings of colour

pn) luce«l by, 328
Uranium, fluorescence of, 187

VlUTUAL images, 47, 50, 87, 8D
Voit.'i'd arc of flame,

WATER, critical angle of, 63

Index of refraction of, 60
Wavo-roys, 215

'
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PUBLICATIONS.

Adams (A. L.), M.A.
FIELD AND FOREST RAMBLES OF A NATURALIST IN

NEW BRUNSWICK. With Notes and Observations on the

Natural History of Eastern Canada. 8vo., cloth. Illustrated. 14s.

Adams (F. 0.), H.B.M.'s Secretary of Embassy at

Paris, formerly H.B.M.'s Charge d'Affaires, and Secretary of

Legation at Yedo.

THE HISTORY OF JAPAN. From the Earliest Period to the

Present Time. New Edition, revised. Demy 8vo. In 2 vols.

With Maps and Plans. 2 Is. each.

Adams (W. Davenport, Jun.)

- LYRICS OF LOVE, from Shakespeare to Tennyson. Selected

P and arranged by. Fcap. 8vo., cloth extra, gilt edges, 3s. (jd.

Adon.
THROUGH STORM AND SUNSHINE. Illustrated by M. E.

Edwards, A. T. H. Paterson, and the Author. 1 vol. Crown 8vo.

78. Qd.

A. K. IT. B.
'

A SCOTCH COMMUNION SUNDAY, to whioh are uddo<l Cer-

tain Discourses from a Utiivcrsity City. Hy the Author of
" Tlio Kccroatious of a Country Parson." Second I'Mition.

Crown 8vo. Ss.
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Alien (llev. R), M.A.
ABRAHAM : HIS LIFE, TIMES, AND TRAVELS, art tnl.l J.y

a Contcmponiry IJSOO years ago. Poiit Hvo., with Map. Cloth.

lOu. Gil.

Amos (Sholdon).

THE SCIENCE OF LAW. Crown Svo. r)«.

Bciug ^'ol. X. of thf International Scientific Series.

Andkkson ("Rev. riiarlos), ^\.\.

CHURCH THOUGHT AND CHURCH WORK. Edited l)y.

Containing articles hy the Kevs. J. M. CajWR, ProfeBsor Cheet-

hain, J. LI. Davis, Harry Jones, Brmike, Lambert, A. J. Ross,

the Editor, and others. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 7«. Gd.

WORDS AND WORKS IN A LONDON PARISH. IMited by.

Second Edition. Demy 8vo. Gk.

THE CURATE OF SHYRE. Demy 8vo. Cloth. 7«. €ul

Andeuson (Colonel \l. W)
VICTORIES AND DEFEATS. An Attempt to explain tho

Causes which have led to them. An Otticer's Manual. Demy
8vo. 14«.

Anson (T.iont.-C<>l. Th." TTon. A.), V.C, :\r.P.

THE ABOLITION OF PURCHASE AND THE ARMY REGU-
LATION BILL OF 1871. Crown 8vo. 1«.

ARMY RESERVES AND MILITIA REFORMS. Crown 8vo. I«.

THE STORY OF THE SUPERSESSIONS. Crown 8vo. Gd.

ARMY OF THE NORTH GERMAN CONFEDERATION. A
Brief Detioription of its Organization, of the Dill'erent Branchea
of the S<irvi<'«> and their role in War, of its Mo<lo of Fighting, etc.,

etc. Trunslated fmui the Corrected Edition, by permission of tho

author, by Colonel Edward Newdegate. Demy 8vo. 5».

Argyle (Duke of).

SPEECHES ON THE SECOND READING OF THE CHURCH
PATRONAGE SCOTLAND) BILL IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS,
June 2, 1H74 : and Karl of Caniperdown's Anu-ndinent, .June 1),

1K74, placing the Election of Ministers in the hands of Bate*

payers. Crown Hvo. Si'wwl. In.



Henry S. King & Co.^s Publications.

AsHANTEE War (The).

A Popular Narrative. By the Special Correspondent of the
" Daily News." Crown 8vo. 6s.

Ashe (T.) Author of " The Sorrows of Hypsipyle."
EDITH ; OR, LOVE AND LIFE IN CHESHIRE. Sewed. 6d.

AsHTON (John).

ROUGH NOTES OF A VISIT TO BELGIUM, SEDAN, AND
PARIS, in September, 1870-71. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

Aurora : A Volume of Verse. 5s.

Author of " St. Olave's," " When I was a Little Girl,"
etc.

AUNT MARY'S BRAN PIE. Illustrated. 3s. 6c?.

SUMMER STORIES FOR WINTER NIGHTS. Fcap. Svo.
Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

Being two of Henry S. King and Co.'s Three and Sixpenny
Series of Children's Books.

Bagehot (Walter).

PHYSICS AND POLITICS ; or, Thoughts on the Application of

the Principles of " Natural Selection " and " Inheritance " to

Political Society. Third Edition. Crown Svo. 4s.

Volume II. of the International Scientific Series,

THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTION. A Now Edition, Kevised
and Corrected, witli an Introductory Dissertation on Recent
Changes and Events. Crown Svo. 7s. OcZ.

LOMBARD STREET. A Description of the Money Market.
Crown Svo. Sixth Edition. 7s. 6d.

J>AIN (Alexander), LL.D.
MIND AND BODY. The Theories of their Relation. Third

Edition. Crown 8vo. 4«.

Volumo IV. of the International Scientific Series.

JJanks (IMrs. G. Linn;rus).

GOD'S PROVIDENCE HOUSE. Crown Svo. 3x. (nl.

One of the volumes of the Corn hill Library of Fiction.

Barlee (Ellen).

LOCKED OUT; A Tulo of the Strike. With a Frontispieot-.

l.s. Gd.
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IUynes (llev. Canon K. II.), Editor of "Lyra An^^li-

cana," etc.

HOME SONGS FOR QUIET HOURS. Sccoiul Edition. Fcap.

8v(). Cloth ixtrii, :U. (ul.

•,* TTii* may alto U tiad handtinnely bound in Morocco with gilt edge*.

Becker (Bernard il.)

SCIENTIFIC LONDON. 1 vol. Crown 8vo. 5«.

llENNFTT (Dr. W. ('.).

SONGS FOR SAILORS. Dcdioitcd by Special Request to

II. ii. 11. tlu- Dukf of IMinhurgh. Crown Svo. 3*». M. With
Steel I'ortrait and Illustriiti()n.s.

An Edition in Illustrated Paper Covers, 1«.

BABY MAY. Home Poems and Ballads. 'With Frontispiece.

Cloth th ;,'iuit. Crown Svo. Cs.

BABY MAY AND HOME POEMS. Ecap. 8vo. SeweU in

Coloured Wrapi)er. 1«.

NARRATIVE POEMS AND BALLADS. Fcap. Svo. Sewed
in ('olourcd Wriqiptr. !.•>.

BeNNTE (Pvrv. Jas. Noldc), ^I.A.

THE ETERNAL LIFE. Sermons preached during the la^t

twelve years. Crown 8vo. 6«.

Bern AIM) (Baylo).

SAMUEL LOVER. THE LIFE AND UNPUBLISHED WORKS
OF. in li vol.H. Po.st 8v... Witii u Stitl Portrait. '1\».

Betii.\m-1]i)Wahi)s (3Iiss M.)

KITTY. Cntwn 8vo. With a Frontispiece. \\». i'ul.

One of the volumes of the Cornhill I.ihniry of Fiction.

MADEMOISELLE JOSEPHINE'S FRIDAYS, AND OTHER
STORIES. Crown 8vo. 1». 0//.

Blitme (Major William).

THE OPERATIONS OF THE GERMAN ARMIES IN FRANCE,
frohi Sedan t<» tin- end of tin- war <»r ls7l> 71. With Miip. From
the Jounials of the llead-<jiiurt«'rs StulT. Translate«l l»v the late

E. M. Jonen, Maj. 2()th F.n.t, Prof, of Mil. Ili.st., Sumlhurst.

Dcmv 8vo. On.



Henry S. King & Co.'s Publications.

Blanc (Henry), M.D.
CHOLERA : HOW TO AVOID AND TREAT IT. Popular and

Practical Notes. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

BoGUSLAWSKi (Captain A. von).

TACTICAL DEDUCTIONS FROM THE WAR OF 1870-71. Trans-
lated by Colonel Lumley Graham, late 18th (Royal Irish)

Regiment. Third Edition, Revised and Corrected. Demy 8vo.

7s.

A volume of Henry S. King and Co.'s Series of Military Works.

BoNWiCK (James).

THE TASMANIAN LILY. Cr. Svo. With Frontispiece. 5s.

MIKE HOWE, THE BUSHRANGER OF VAN DIEMEN'S
LAND. Crown Svo. With Frontispiece. 5s.

BoswELL (K. B.), M.A., Oxon.
METRICAL TRANSLATIONS FROM THE GREEK AND LATIN

POETS, and other Poems. Crown Svo. 5s.

BoTHMER (Countess Von).

CRUEL AS THE GRAVE. A Novel. 3 vols.

BowRiNG (L.), C.S.I., Lord Canning's Private Secretary,
and for many years Chief Commissioner of Mysore and Coorg.

EASTERN EXPERIENCES. Illustrated with Maps and
Diagrams. Demy Svo. 16s.

Brave Men's Footsteps. By the Editor of " Men who
have Risen." A Book of Example and Anecdote for Young
People. With Four Illustrations by C. Doyle. Third Edition.

Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

Brialmont (Colonel A.)

HASTY INTRENCHMENTS. Translated by Lieut. Charles A.
Empsom, R.A. With nine Plates. Demy Svo. Gs.

Briefs and Papers. Being Sketches of the Bar and
the Press. By Two Idle Apprentices. Crown Svo. 7s. iid.

Brooke (Rev. Stopford A.), M.A., Chaplain in Ordinary
to Her Majesty tlie Queen.

THE LATE REV. F. W. ROBERTSON, M.A., LIFE AND
LETTERS OF. VAiivd by Stopford Brooke, M.A.

I. In 2 vols., uiiifonn with tlu^ Sornions. Steel Portrait. Ih.M.
II. Library I'^dition. vSvo. Two Steel Portraits. I'ls.

III. A I'opular Edition, in 1 vol. Svo. Gs.
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Bkookt: (Rov. Stopfonl A.), >I.A.

THEOLOGY IN THE ENGLISH POETS. -rowiKU, Coi.i:kii»«;i;.

\Vi»Kl»\V(»iclll, aiiil Hi KNS. Srcund I'Mitiim. l'<)8t Svo. i>x.

CHRIST IN MODERN LIFE. Sirmonn Preached in St. JamoH*.^

riiu|)«'l, York Stittt, LoiuIdii. I']ii;htli Kditioii. Crown Hv".

7*". >'/.

FREEDOM IN THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. Six Sermon>
suj^j^istid by the Voysoy .Ju(lfj;nnrit. Stcnnd Edition. Crown
Svo. '.U. (kl.

SERMONS Preiichod in St. James's Chai>el, York Street,

I.oiidoii. Ili^hth Edition. Crown Svo. 6n.

SERMONS Prenche<l in St. .Tame.s's Chajiel, York Street,

London. Si'cond Srrit-s. By tlio Rev. Stopford A. Urooke, M.A..

Chaplain in Ordinary to tlie Queen. Second Edition. Crown
Svo. 7^•.

FREDERICK DENISON MAURICE : The Life and Work of. A
Memorial Sermon. Crown Svo. Sewed. Is.

Brookp: (W. G.), M.A., Barrister-at-Liiw, Author of

"Six Privy C<»uium1 .Tuil'j:nient.s," Arc.

THE PUBLIC WORSHIP REGULATION ACT. With aClaaHitied

Statement of its Provisions, Notes, and Index. Crown Svo.

Ss. 6fi.

SIX PRIVY COUNCIL JUDGMENTS 1850-1872. Annotated
l)y. Third Edition. Crown Svo. ih.

Brown (Kov. J. Baldwin), B.A., Author of "First
Priiiciplt'-i of Kcrh'siivstical Truth," etc.

THE HIGHER LIFE. Its Reality, Experience, and Destiny.
Foiirtli Edition. Crown Svo. 7«. Gil.

THE DOCTRINE OF ANNIHILATION IN THE LIGHT OF
THE GOSPEL OF LOVE. Fiv.- Dixours.-.s J.y the Rev. J. Baldwin
Brown, B.A., Author of '''Ihe Higher Life," etc Second Edition.

Crown Svo. 2j». M.

Browne (I{<»v. ^Marnuuluko E.)

UNTIL THE DAY DAWN Fonr Advent Lectures delivered

in the Ej>iHr«ipul ( hiip«l. Milvrrton. Warwickshire, on the Sunday
evenings during .\dvrnt, l.S7(). Crown Svo. 'In. Gd.

Bryant (William ('ullon).

POEMS. Rt'tl-line Edition. Handsomely Iwund. With 24
Illu.''tr;itiiinn and I'ortrait of the Author. In. Gd.

A Cheajier Edition, with Frontispiece. 3«. Gd.
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Buchanan (Robert).

POETICAL WORKS. Collected Edition, in 3 Vols., price

6s. each.

Vol. I.
—" Ballads and Romances ;

" " Ballads and Poems of

Life," and a Portrait of the Author.
Vol. II.

—" Ballads and Poems of Life ;
" " Allegories and

Sonnets."
Vol. III.—" Cruiskeen Sonnets ;" " Book of Orm ;

" " Political

Mystics."

MASTER-SPIRITS. Post 8vo. 10s. Qd.

BuLKELEY (Rev. Heiiiy J.)

WALLED IN, and other Poems. Crown 8vo. 5s,

BUNNETT (F. E.)

LEONORA CHRISTINA, MEMOIRS OF, Daughter of Christian
IV. of Denmark ; Written during her Imprisonment in the Blue
Tower of the Royal Palace at Copenhagen, 1663-1685. Trans-
lated by F. E. Bunnett. With an Autotype Portrait of the
Princess. Medium 8vo. 12s. Qd.

LINKED AT LAST. 1 vol. Crown 8vo.

UNDER A CLOUD ; OR, JOHANNES OLAF. By E. D. Wille.

Translated by F. E. Bunnett. 3 vols.

Burton (Mrs. Richard).

THE INNER LIFE OF SYRIA, PALESTINE, AND THE
HOLY LAND. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 24s.

Butler (Josephine E.)

JOHN GREY (of Dilston) : MEMOIRS. By his Daughter. New
and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 3s. Qd.

Camden (Charles).

HOITY TOITY, THE GOOD LITTLE FELLOW. With Eleven
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3s. (kl.

THE TRAVELLING MENAGERIE. By Charles Camden,
Author of "Iloity Toity." With Ten Illustrations by J. Muhouoy.
Crown 8vo. 3«. hd.

The above form i>art of Ilonry S. King & Co.'s Throe and
Sixpenny Series of Children's Books.

Carlisle (A. D.), B..V., Trin. Coll., Canib.

ROUND THE WORLD IN 1870. A Volume of Travels, with
Maps. New Edition. Demy 8vo. 6s.

Carne (Miss Vu T.)

THE REALM OF TRUTH. Crown 8vo. r).s-. {hi.
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Caiu'ENter (E.)

NARCISSUS AND OTHER POEMS. Fcap. 8vo. Tw.

Carpenteii (W. B.), LL.D., j\I.D, F.R.S, etc.

THE PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL PHYSIOLOGY. With th. ir

Apjiliratioiis to tlu' 'riiiiiiiiiL; unci l)isci|iliiu' «•!" tlic Miml, iiml thu

Study of its Morbid Conditions. 8vo. Illustrated. 12s.

Carr (Lisle).

JUDITH GWYNNE. :{ vols. Crown 8vo. Second Edition.

Chapman, M. F.

A SCOTCH WOOING. 2 vols. Crown 8vo.

Christopiierson (The late Rev. Henry), 31.A.,

Assistant Mini.ster at Trinity Church, Brij^hton.

SERMONS. Crown 8vo. Cloth. Is. Gd. With an Intro-

duction by John Rae, LL.D., F.S.A.

Clayton (Cecil).

EFFIE'S GAME; HOW SHE LOST AND HOW SHE WON.
A Novel. 2 vols.

Clerk (^Irs. Godfrey), Author of " The Antipodes and
Round the Wmld."

'ILAM EN NAS. Historical Tales and Anecdotes of the Times
of the Early Khalifah.s. Translated from the Arabic Originals.

Illustrated with Historical and E.xplanatory Notes. Crown
8vo. 7».

Clery (C), Captain 32nd Li^ht Infantry, Professor of
Tactics H<.y:d Military Colle)^e, Sandhurst.

MINOR TACTICS. Demy 8vo. "With 2C Plans. IGu.

Clodi) riMwanl ), F.R.A.S.

THE CHILDHOOD OF THE WORLD : a Simple Account of

Man in Early Times. New Edition. Crown 8vo. St.

A Speciiil Edition fi.r S<'1iimi1s. 1m.

THE CHILDHOOD OF RELIGIONS. Including a Simple
Account of the Birth and (irowth of Myths and Legends. Crown
Svo. Tx.

CoLi:icnK;E (Sara).

PRETTY LESSONS IN VERSE FOR GOOD CHILDREN, with

Hoinr L4>HS4)nH it) Latin, in I<^sy Uhyme. A New Edition.

Illustrutcd. :^. ijd.
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Coleridge (Sara).

PHANTASMION. A Fairy Romance. With an Introductory

Preface by the Right Hon. Lord Coleridge of Ottery St. Mary. A
New Edition. Illiistrated. 7s. 6d.

MEMOIR AND LETTERS OF SARA COLERIDGE. Edited by
her Daughter. Third Edition, Revised and Corrected. With
Index. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. With Two Portraits. 24s.

Cheap Edition. With one Portrait. 7s. 6d.

Collins (Mortimer).

THE PRINCESS CLARICE. A Story of 1871. 2 vols.

SQUIRE SILCHESTER'S WHIM. By Mortimer Collins,

Author of "Marquis and Merchant," etc. 3 vols.

MIRANDA. A Midsummer Madness. 8 vols.

THE INN OF STRANGE MEETINGS, AND OTHER POEMS.
Crown Svo. 5s.

THE SECRET OF LONG LIFE. Dedicated by special per-

mission to Lord St. Leonard's. Fourth Edition. Large crown
Svo. 5s.

Collins (Kev. Eichard), M.A.
MISSIONARY ENTERPRISE IN THE EAST. With special

reference to the Syrian Christians of INlalabar, and the results of

modern Missions. With Four Illustrations. Crown Svo. Gs.

Conway (Moncure D.)

REPUBLICAN SUPERSTITIONS. Illustrated by the Political

History of the United Stntes. Including a Correspondence witli

M. Louis Blanc. Crown Svo. 5s.

CoNYERS (Anslcy).

CHESTERLEIGH. 3 vols. Crown Svo.

CooKE (jM. C), M.A., LL.D.
FUNGI ; their Nature, Inllueuces, Uses, etc. Edited by the

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

With Illustrations. 5«.

Being Vol. XIV. of the International Scientific Series.

CoOKE (Professor Josiali P.), of tlie Harvard Uni-
versity .

THE NEW CHEMISTRY. Second Edition. With Thirty-

one lUustrutioiis. as.

Vol. IX. of the luteruatioual Scientific Series.
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Cooper CT. T.)

THE MISHMEE HILLS : an Account of a .Tournoy ina«lc in an

Alti nipt to IN lutralf 'I'liilx't from Assam, to oyu-n Ntw H(Mit<>

for Ckmimcrco. Second Kilition. With Four lUuHtrationH and
Map. t)t'niy 8vo. lOx. «;</.

Caldkhon.
CALDERON'S DRAMAS : 'J'lic Wondcr-Workinp Magician-

Life is a Dream—The Purgatory of St. Patrick. Translated by

Denis Florence MacCarthy. Post 8vo. 10«.

CoHNHiLL LiniiAKY OF FicTiON, The. .").<?. (j^?. per
Voliime.

HALF-A-DOZEN DAUGHTERS. By J. Masterman.

THE HOUSE OF RABY. By Mrs. G. ILwper.

A FIGHT FOR LIFE. By Moy Thomas.

ROBIN GRAY. By Charles Gibhon.

KITTY. By Miss ]M. Bethaiu-Edwards.

EIRELL. By John Saunders.

ONE OF TWO ; or, The Left-Handed Bride. By J. Ilain

Friswrll.

READY-MONEY MORTIBOY. A Matter-of-Fact Story.

GOD'S PROVIDENCE HOUSE. By Mrs. G. L. Banks.

FOR LACK OF GOLD. By Charles Gibbon.

ABEL DRAKES WIFE. By John Saunders.

Cosmos. A Poem. Fcap. 8vo. .3.s. OJ.

SriUECT.—Nature in the Past and in the Present—Man in the
Past and in the Present—The Future.

Cotton (Rf)l)ort Turner).

MR. CARINOTON. A Tale ..f T.ove and Conspiracy. •^ voI.<

Crown 8vo.

CuRWEN (Henry).

SORROW AND SONG : Studies of Literary Stru£;<,'Ic. Henry
Miiri;tr Novalis -Abxander Petofi—Honore <hi Bal/uc—Edgar
Allan Poe—Andre' Chc'nier. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 15*.

Davidson (Samuel), D.D., I.L.D.

THE NEW TESTAMENT. TRANSLATED FROM THE LATEST
GREEii TEXT OF TISCHENDORF. I\..-,t .^v... 10;*. «;,/.
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DaVIES (G. Christopher).

MOUNTAIN, MEADOW, AND MERE: a Series of Outdoor
Sketches of Sport, Scenery, Adventures, and Natural History.

With Sixteen Illustrations by Bosworth W. Harcourt. Crown
8vo. 6s.

RAMBLES AND SCRAMBLES OF OUR SCHOOL FIELD CLUB

;

ITS ADVENTURES AND ACHIEVEMENTS. A Book for Boys.
Crown 8vo. 5s.

Davies (Rev. J. Llewelyn), M.A.
THEOLOGY AND MORALITY. Essays on Questions of

Belief and Practice. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

De Kerkadec (Vicomtesse Solange).

A CHEQUERED LIFE, being Memoirs of the Vicomtesse de
Leoville Meilhan. Edited by. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Containing many recollections of the First Emperor Napoleon
and his Court.

De L'Hoste (Colonel E. P).

THE DESERT PASTOR, JEAN JAROUSSEAU. Translated
from the French of Eugene Pelletan. In fcap. 8vo., with an
Engraved Frontispiece. New Edition. 3s. 6d.

One of Henry S, King and Co.'s Three and Sixpenny Books
for the Young.

De Liefde (Jacob).

THE GREAT DUTCH ADMIRALS. Crown 8vo. AVitli Eleven
Illustrations by Townley Green and others. 5s.

One of Henry S. King and Co.'s Five Shilling Books for the
Young.

De Redcliffe (Viscount Stratford), RC, K.G., G.C.B.
WHY AM I A CHRISTIAN 1 Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. as.

De Tocqueville (Alexis).

CORRESPONDENCE AND CONVERSATIONS OF, WITH
NASSAU WILLIAM SENIOR. 2 vols. I'ost 8vo. 21s.

De Veke (Aubrey).

ALEXANDER THE GREAT. A Dramatic Poem. Small
crown 8v(). .Is.

THE LEGENDS OF ST. PATRICK, and other PiK'nis. Small
crown 8vo. 5s.

De Wille (E.)

UNDER A CLOUD; OR, JOHANNES OLAF. A Novel.

Translatod l»y F. E. Ihinnctt. 3 vols. Crown hvo.
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Dennis (TohnV
ENGLISH SONNETS. Collected aiul Arranged. Fcap. Hvo.

Elt'gttutly bmmtl. \\«. M.

DOHSON (Austin).

VIGNETTES IN RHYME AND VERS DE SOCIE'te'. Srmn.l

Eilition. Fciip. svo. r)s.

DoNNE (Alphonso), M.D.
CHANGE OF AIR AND SCENE. A rhy.si.-iun's Hints about

Doctor.^, I'aticiits, IIy:;iriic, :iritl Society ; with Xotrw of Excur-

sions for llialth in the ryrcntet*, imd amonj^st the Watering--

places of France (Inland and Seawartl), .Switzerland, Corsica, and
the Mediterranean. A New Edition. Large ixDst bvo. 9«.

DowDEN (Edward), LL.l).

SHAKSPERE: a Critical Studv of his Mind and Art. Post
8vo. Vl>^.

DowNTON (Rev. Henry), M.A.
HYMNS AND VERSES. Original and Translated. Small

crown Nvo. 38. ijd.

Draper (John William), M.l)., LJj.D. Professor in

the I'niversity of New York; Author of "A Treati.sc on
Hinnun rhysiology."

HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN RELIGION AND
SCIENCE. Fourth Edition. 5«.

\ ol. XIII. of the International Scientific Series.

Drew (l^'v. (\. S.), ^f.A., Vicar of Trinity, [.anil.rth.

SCRIPTURE LANDS IN CONNECTION WITH THEIR
HISTORY. Second Edition. Hvo. 10s. {'hL

NAZARETH: ITS LIFE AND LESSONS. Second Edition.

Crnw n ^\<'. ."ts.

THE DIVINE KINGDOM ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN.
8vo. IOk. «m/.

THE SON OF MAN: His l.if,. and Mini.stry. Crown 8vo.

Drewuy (O. Overond), M.D.
THE COMMON-SENSE MANAGEMENT OF THE STOMACH.

Fruj). .Svo. lift. titi.

DiRANi) (Tirt<ly).

IMITATIONS FROM THE GERMAN OF 8PITTA AND
TKB8TEGEN. Fcap. hvo. U.
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Du Vernois (Colonel von Verdy).

STUDIES IN LEADING TROOPS. An authorized and accurate
Translation by Lieutenant H. J. T. Hildyard, 71st Foot. Parts I.

and II. Demy 8vo. 7s.

This is one of Henry S. King and Co.'s Series of Military
"Works.

E. A. V.

JOSEPH MAZZINI : A Memoir. With Two Essays by
Mazzini—" Thoughts on Democracy," and " The Duties of

Man." Dedicated to the Working Classes by P. H. Taylor, M.P.
Crown 8vo. With Two Portraits, Ss. Qd.

Eden (Frederic).

THE NILE WITHOUT A DRAGOMAN. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. 7s. M.

ElLOART (Mrs.)

LADY MORETOUN'S DAUGHTER. 3 vols. Crown Svo.

English Clergyman.
an essay on the rule of faith and creed of

ATHANASIUS. Shall the Rubric preceding the Creed bo

removed from the Prayer-book ? Svo. Sewed. Is.

Eros Agonistes. Poems. By E. B. D. Fcap. Svo.
3s. 6d

Eyre (Maj.-Gen. Sir Vincent), C.B., K.C.S.I., etc.

LAYS OF A KNIGHT-ERRANT IN MANY LANDS. Square
crown Svo. With Six Illustrations. 7s. ^d.

Pharaoh Land.
|
Home Land.

|
Wonder Land.

|
Rhine Land.

Faithfull (Mrs. Francis G.)

LOVE ME, OR LOVE ME NOT. 3 vols. Crown Svo.

Farquharson (Martha).

I. ELSIE DINSMORE. Crown Svo. 3s. Qd.

II. ELSIE'S GIRLHOOD. Crown Svo. :3s. M
III. ELSIE'S HOLIDAYS AT ROSELANDS. Crown Svo. 3s. Qd.

Tlioso are volumes of Henry S. King and Co.'s Scries of Three
and Sixpenny Books for the Young.

Favre (Mons. Jules).

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE NATIONAL DEFENCE. From
the :U)th ,)mio to tlio ;>lst October, IS70. 'Y\\o riuin StuttMiuMit

of a Member. 1 vol. Demy Svo. 10s. ijd.
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HIS QUEEN, :{ vols. Crown Svo.

FoRT'.Ks ( Arcliiltald).

SOLDIERING AND SCRIBBLING. A Series of Sketrhes-

Crown 8vo. 7«. (j'l.

FoTiiEUGiLL (Jessie).

HEALEY. A Romance. 3 vols. Crown Svo.

FowLE(Kov. T. W.), M.A.

THE RECONCILIATION OF RELIGION AND SCIENCE.
Bt'in<^ Es.'jays on Iiiimortiility, In.'-i>iruti<tii, Miraolis, and tlie

Being of Christ. Demy Svo. 10*. ChI.

Fraser (Donald ), Accountant to the British-Indian

Steam Navi-iation ('oni]>riMy, Limited.

EXCHANGE TABLES OF STERLING AND INDIAN RUPEE
CURRENCY. u|)on ii new and extended .'jy.'^toni, embracing Valuen

from One Farthing to One IInndre(i Thf>usand Poimds, and nt

Rates progressing, in Sixteenths of a Penny, from In. 9rf. to

2*. 3d. per Rupee. Royal Svo. lOs. M.

Frere rSir n. Eartlo R), Cr.C.K, O.r.S.L, etc.

THE THREATENED FAMINE IN BENGAL ; How it may be

Met, and tlie Recurrence of Famines in India Prevented. Being
No. 1 of ''Occasional Notes on Indian A flairs." Crf»wn Svo.

With 3 Maps. 5s.

Friswell (J. Hain).

THE BETTER SELF. Essays for Home Life. Crown Svo. 6».

Con// ;i/^ .—Beginning at Home -The (iirls at Home—The
Wife's Mother—Pride in the Family—Discontent and (Jrumbling

—Domestic Economy—On Keeping People Down—Likes and
Dislikes—On Falling Out—Peace.

ONE OF TWO; or. The Left-Handed Bride. Crown Svo.

Willi a Frontispieec. 3«. i\d.

Being a Volume of the Cornhill Library of Fiction.

Gardnkr (.lohn), M.T).

LONGEVITY; THE MEANS OF PROLONGING LIFE AFTER
MIDDLE AGE. Third Edition, revised and enlarged. Small
erown bvo. it.

(Jarrktt (Fdward).

BY STILL WATERS. A Story for Quiet Hours. Crown 8vo.

With Seven Illustnitions. i>$.
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Gibbon (Charles).

FOR LACK OF GOLD. Crown 8vo. With a Frontispiece. 3«. M.
ROBIN GRAY. Crown 8vo, With a Frontispiece. 3s, Gd.

The above Volumes form part of the Cornhill Library of Fiction.

Gilbert (Mrs.)

MRS. GILBERT, FORMERLY ANN TAYLOR, AUTOBIO-
GRAPHY AND OTHER MEMORIALS OF. Edited by Josiah
Gilbert. In 2 vols. Post 8vo. With 2 Steel Portraits and
several Wood Engravings. 24s.

GoDKiN (James).

THE RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF IRELAND : Primitive, Papal,
and Protestant. Including the Evangelical Missions, Catholic
Agitations, and Church Progress of the last half Century. 1 vol.

Bvo. 12g.

Godwin (William).

WILLIAM GODWIN : his Friend's Contemporaries. By C.
Kegan Paul. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. With Portraits.

THE GENIUS OF CHRISTIANITY UNVEILED. Being Essays
never before published. Edited, with a Preface, by C. Kegan
Paul. 1 voL Crown 8vo. 7s. 6cZ,

GoETZE (Capt. A. von), Captain of the Prussian Corps
of Kngincers attached to the Engineer Committee, and Listructor

at the Military Academy.

OPERATIONS OF THE GERMAN ENGINEERS DURING THE
WAR OF 1870-1871. i'liblished by Authority, and in accordanct!
with Official Documents. Translated from the German by
Colonel G. Graham, V.C, C.B., E.E. Demy 8vo. Cloth. With
6 large Maps, 21s.

Goodman (Walter).

CUBA, THE PEARL OF THE ANTILLES. Crown 8vo. 7*. M.

GossE (Edmund W.)
ON VIOL AND FLUTE. With Title-page specially designed

by Williani B. Scott. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Granville (A. B.), M.D., F.RS., etc.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A. B. GRANVILLE, F.R.8., etc.

Edited, with a brief account of tiie concluding years of his life, by
his yonngest Daughter, Paulina B. Granville. 2 vols. Demy
bvo. With a Portrait. ',VIs.

Gray (Mrs. Kus.scll).

LISETTE'S VENTURE. A Novel. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 2l8,

B 6
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Green (T. J^owdon).

FRAGMENTS OF THOUGHT. Dedictitcd by permission to the
r<>(.'t I-!iurrutf. Crifwii Svo. 7«. M.

Greenwood (.lames), "Tlu' Amateur Ciisual."

IN STRANGE COMPANY; or, The Note Book of a Roving
Corre8j><)ndent. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. G«.

Grey (John), of Dilston.

JOHN GREY (of DUston): MEMOIRS. By Josephine E.
Butltr. New iind Chciiprr Edition. Crown 8vo. S«. (td.

Griffith (llov. T.), A.M., rivlxn.laiy of 8t. Taul's.

STUDIES OF THE DIVINE MASTER. Demy Svo. 12«.

Griffiths (Captain Arthur).

THE QUEEN'S SHILLING. A Novel 2 vols. 2U.

MEMORIALS OF MILLBANK. AND CHAPTERS IN PRISON
HISTORY, li vol.s. r.KstSvo. 21.S. With Illustrutic.n.s.

Gruner (M. Ti.)

STUDIES OF BLAST FURNACE PHENOMENA. Translated
by L. D. B. Gordon, F.K.S.E., F.G.S. Demy 5vo. 7«. Gd.

GuRNKV (Kov. Arclior Thompson).
WORDS OF FAITH AND CHEER. A Mission of In.-^tructi.n

and Siii;i;c.Hti()n. 1 vol. Crown iSvo. Gg.

FIRST PRINCIPLES IN CHURCH AND STATE. Demy Svo.

Sewed. Ix. ifd.

IIaec'KKL (Profpssor Ernst), of the University of Jena.

THE HISTORY OF CREATION. A Popular Account of the
Development of tlu' I'.arth and itn Inhahitunts, accnrdinp to the
Theories of Kant, i.aphwM', I.ainarek, and Darwin. 'I'he Transla-
tion revi.Hed hy E. Uuy I.ankeHter. M.A. With Coloured Plates
and (ieiu'iilof^iciil Tn-e.s of the viirion.>< i^Toup.s of Intth plants and.
animal."*. 2 vols. Post Svo.

THE HISTORY OF THE EVOLUTION OF MAN. Translate.!

hv E. .\. Viiu Khyn and ].. El.sher^'. M.D. (PnivfT.sity of New
Vf»rk), with Notes and Additions sanctioned by the Author.
Post Jivo.

H.\KCOTrRT (Capt. A. F. P.)

THE SHAKESPEARE AROOSY: ContaininRmuchof the wealth
of Shake8p<iiri'H Wisiinni and Wit. alphal>etically arranged and
cla.«»iUed. Crown 8vo, i')s.
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I

Haweis (Rev. H. R.), M.A.
SPEECH IN SEASON. Third Edition. Crown Svo. 9s.

THOUGHTS FOR THE TIMES. Eighth Edition. Crown Svo.

Is. Qd.

UNSECTARIAN FAMILY PRAYERS, for Morning and Even-
ing for a Week, with short selected passages from the Bible.

Square crown 8vo. 3s. Qd.

Hawthorne (Julian).

BRESSANT. A Romance. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 21s.

IDOLATRY. A Eomance. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 21s.

Hawthorne (Nathaniel).

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE. A Memoir, with Stories now
first published in this country. By H. A. Page. Post 8vo. 7s. Qd.

SEPTIMUS. A Romance. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 9s.

Hayman (Henry), D.D., late Head Master of Rugby
School.

RUGBY SCHOOL SERMONS. With an Introductory Essay on
the Indwelling of the Holy Spirit. Crown 8yo. 7s. Qd.

Heathergate. a Story of Scottish Life and Character.
By a New Author. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 21s.

Hellwald (Baron F. Von).

THE RUSSIANS IN CENTRAL ASIA. A Critical Examination,
down to the present time, of the (»oograi)hy and History of
Central Asia. Translated by Lieut.-Col. Theodore Wirgman,
LL.B. In 1 vol. Large post 8vo. With Map. Vis.

Helvig (Captain TTngo).

THE OPERATIONS OF THE BAVARIAN ARMY CORPS.
Translated by Captain d. S. Schwahe. With Five hirgo Maps.
In 2 vols. Demy hvo. 2 ts.

This is one of Henry S. King and Co.'s Series of Military
Books.

Hinton (Jamos),lato Aural Suro:eon to Guy's Hospital.

THE PLACE OF THE PHYSICIAN. B.ing «he Iiitroduotcry
Lecture at (Jiiy'.^ ll(>s|utiil, IS7I5-71; to wliicli is addod I'issAYs

ON TiiK Law ok Human Likk, and on tiik Uelation between
OuGANic and Inokoanic Woulds. Crown Svo. 3*-. i\d.
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HiNTON (Tames).

PHYSIOLOGY FOR PRACTICAL USE. I?y various writerB.

Second Edition. >Vith 50 Illustrations. 2 vols. Crowii >vo.

12«. G</.

AN ATLAS OF DISEASES OF THE MEMBRANA TYMPANI.
With Dcsfriptivo Trxt. I'ot't svo. £0 dx.

THE QUESTIONS OF AURAL SURGERY. Post 8vo. With
Illustrations. 2 vols. 12*«. Cul.

HOCKLKY (W. B.)

TALES OF THE ZENANA; or, A Nuwab's Leisure Hours.

By tlic Author of " raiulurang Hari." With a Preface by Lord
Stanley of Alderley. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 2l«.

PANDURANG HARI ; or, Memoirs of a Hindoo. A Talo of

Mahratta Life sixty years ap;o. With a Preface by Sir H. Bartle

E. Frere, G.C.S.L, etc. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 2U.

HoFFBAUER (Captain).

THE GERMAN ARTILLERY IN THE BATTLES NEAR METZ.
Based (m the olVicial reports of the German Artillery. 'J'ranslated

by Capt. E. O. Hollist. Demy bvo. With ^lap and Plans. 21j*.

This is one of the volumes in Henry S. King and Co.'s

Military Series.

IIoLROYD (Captain W. R. 31.), Bengal Staff Corps,
Director of Public Instruction, Punjab.

TAS-HIL UL KALAM ; or, Hindustani made Easy. Crown
Svo. 5«.

Hooper (Mrs. O.)

THE HOUSE OF RABY. With a Frontispiece. Crown Svo.

'Am. )//.

One of thf volumes of the Cornhill Library of Fiction.

Hope (Tiicnt. .Tames).

IN QUEST OF COOLIES. With Illustrations. Crown Svo. (I*.

Hooper (Mary).

LITTLE DINNERS HOW TO SERVE THEM WITH ELE-
GANCE AND ECONOMY. Seventh tuition. I vol. Crown .vvo.

'k.

UOI'KINS (^faiilry).

THE PORT OF REFUGE; or. Counsel and Aid to Ship-
tnaj4ter« in DilUculty, Duubi, or Dbtress. Crown bvo. C«.
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HowAKD (Mary M.), Author of " Brampton Rectory."

BEATRICE AYLMER, AND OTHER TALES. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Howard (Rev. G. B.)

AN OLD LEGEND OF ST. PAUL'S. Fcap. 8vo. 4s. M.

Howe (Cupples), Master Mariner.

THE DESERTED SHIP. A real story of the Atlantic. Illus-

trated by Townley Green. Crown 8vo. 3s. Qd.

One of Henry S. King and Co.'s Three and Sixpenny Books
for the Young.

Howell (James).

A TALE OF THE SEA, SONNETS, AND OTHER POEMS.
Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

Hughes (Allison).

PENELOPE, AND OTHER POEMS. Fcap. 8vo. 4s. Qd.

Hull (Edmund C. P.)

THE EUROPEAN IN INDIA, A Handbook of Practical In-

formation for those proceeding to, or residing in, the East Indies,

relating to Outfits, Routes, Time for Departure, Indian Climate,
etc. With a Medical Guide for Anglo-Indians. By R. R. S.

Mair, M.D., F.R.C.S.E., late Deputy Coroner of Madras. Second
Edition, Revised and Corrected. In 1 vol. Post 8vo. 6s.

Humphrey (Rev. W.), of the Congregation of the
Oblates of St. Charles.

MR. FITZJAMES STEPHEN AND CARDINAL BELLARMINE.
Demy 8vo. Sewed. Is.

HuTTON (James).

MISSIONARY LIFE IN THE SOUTHERN SEAS. With Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo. 7s. G(Z.

Ignotus.
CULMSHIRE FOLK. A Novel. New and Cheap Edition.

In 1 vol. Crown Svo. Gs.

Ingelow (Joan).

THE LITTLE WONDER-HORN. A Second Scries of " Stories

Told to a Child." With Fifteen Illustrations. Square 24mo.
3s. (Sd.

OFF THE SKELLIGS. (Her First Romance.) 4 vols. Crown
8vo. 42s.
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Intkunational Scientific Series (The).

I. THE FORMS OF WATER IN CLOUDS AND RIVERS. ICE

AND GLACIERS. \W .1. 'J'yiidall, L1..D., F.K.S. With 14

Illii.striitioi).>4. Foiirtli Kditioii. /)/<.

II PHYSICS AND POLITICS; or, Tliou^'hts on the Ai)i)lication of

llu- rrintipk-.s »;f "Natural St-k-rtion " and " Inlioritunct!"

to Political Society. By Walter Bagehot. Third Edition. 4)*.

III. FOODS. By Edward Smith, M.D., LL.B., F.R.S. Profusely

Illustrated, Third Edition. 5«.

IV. MIND AND BODY: The Theories of their Relation. By
Alexander Bain, LL.D. Third Edition. With Four Illus-

trations. 4*.

V. THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. By Herbert Spencer. Fourth

Edition, its.

VI. ON THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY. By Balfour Stewart.

3I.D., LL.D., F.K.S. With U Engravings. Third Edition. Oji.

VII. ANIMAL LOCOMOTION; or, Walking, Swimming, and Flying.

By J. B. IVttigrew, M.D., F.K.S. Second Edition. With

ll'J Illustrations. 5s.

VIII. RESPONSIBILITY IN MENTAL DISEASE. By Henry
Maud.-'h y, M.D. Sfonnd I'Mition. ^m.

IX. THE NEW CHEMISTRY. By Professor J. P. Cooke, of the

Harvard I'niverhity. S«oond Edition. With .^1 Ilhis-

trations. 5«.

X. THE SCIENCE OF LAW. By Professor Sheldon Amos.
SiX'oud Ivlition. Oj<.

XI. ANIMAL MECHANISM. A Treatise on Terrestrial and Aerial

L«xonit>titm. By rpifchHor E. J. Marey. With 117 Illtih-

tratious. Second Edition. 5«.
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International Scientific Series (The).

XII. THE DOCTRINE OF DESCENT AND DARWINISM. By
Professor Oscar Schmidt (Strasburg University). Second

Edition. With 26 Illustrations. 5s.

XIII. THE HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN RELIGION
AND SCIENCE. By Professor J. W. Draper. Fourth

Edition. 5s.

XIV. FUNGI ; their Nature, Influences, Uses, etc. By M. C. Cooke,

M.A., LL.D. Edited by the Kev. M. J. Berkeley, M.A.,

F.L.S. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. With numerous
Illustrations. 5s.

XV. THE CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT AND PHOTOGRAPHY.
By Dr. Hermann Vogel (Polytechnic Academy of Berlin).

Second Edition. With 100 Illustrations. 5s.

XVI. THE LIFE AND GROWTH OF LANGUAGE. By William

Dwight Whitney, Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative

Philology in Yale College, New Haven. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. 5s.

XVII. MONEY AND THE MECHANISM OF EXCHANGE. By Prof.

W. Stanley Jevons. Crown 8vo. 5s.

XVIII. ANIMAL PARASITES AND MESSMATES. By Monsieur

Van Bencden, Professor of the University of liouvain, Cor-

respondent of the Institute of France. Crown 8vo. With

83 Illustrations. 58.

XIX. THE NATURE OF LIGHT: With a General Account of

I'hysical Optics. By Dr. Eugene Lommel, Professor of

Physics in the University of Erlangon. With 148 Illustra-

tions and a Spectra in Chromolithography. 5s.
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Inteunational Scientific Series (The).

Forth co7ni?ifj Vohiines.

Prof. W. KiNonox Ci-tfford, M.A. The First Principloa of tin

Exact Science* explained to the Non-mathematical.

Prof. T. H llnxLEY, LL.D., F.R.S. Bodily Motion and

Consciousnesa.

Dr. W. B. Carpenter, LL.D., F.R.S. The Physical Geography

of the Sea.

Prof. William Odling, F.R.S. Tlio Old Chemistry viewed from

the New Standpoint.

W. Lauder Lindsay, M.D., F.R.S.E. Mind in the Lower Aninuils.

Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S. On Ants and Bees.

Prof. W. T. TniSELTON Dyeh, B.A., B.Sc. Form and IIiU)it in

Flowering I'lant.s.

Mr. J. N. IjOCKYER, F.R.S. Spectrnm Analysis.

Prof. Michael Foster, M.D. Protoplasm and the Coll Theory.

H. Charlton Bastian, M.D., F.R.S. The Brain as an Organ of Mind.

Prof. A. C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S. Earth Sculpture: Hills.

Valli'y.>*, Moiintain.s, IMains. KiviT.s, Lakes; how they were Pro-

duced, and how they have been Destroyed.

Prof. Ri-DOi-rii Virchow (Berlin Univ.) Morbid Physiological

Action.

Prof. Claude Bernard. Ili.story of the Theories of Life.

Prof. H. Sainte-Claire Deville. An Introduction to General

Chembtry.

Prof. WuRTZ. Atoms and the Atomic Theory.

Prof. Do QuATREFAOEH. The ILiman Race.

Prof. Lacazr-Duthiers. Zoology since Cuvior.

Prof. Berthblot. Chemical Synthesis.
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International Scientific Series (The).

{Forthcominy Volumes.)

Prof. J. Rosenthal. General Physiology of Muscles and Nerves.

Prof. James D. Dana, M.A., LL.D. On Cephalization ; or, Head-
Characters in the Gradation and Progress of Life.

Prof. S. W. Johnson, M.A. On the Nutrition of Plants.

Prof. Austin Flint, Jr. M.D. The Nervous System, and its

Relation to the Bodily Functions.

Prof. Bernstein (University of Halle). The Five Senses of Man.

Prof. Ferdinand Cohn (Breslau Univ.) Thallophytes (Algie,

Lichens, Fungi).

Prof. Hermann (University of Zurich). Respiration.

Prof. Leuckart (University of Leipsic). Outlines of Animal

Organization.

Prof. LiEBREiCH (University of Berlin). Outlines of Toxicology.

Prof. KuNDT (University of Strasburg). On Sound.

Prof. Rees (University of Erlangcn). On Parasitic Plants.

Prof. Steinthal (University of Berlin). Outlines of the Science

of Language.

P. Bert (Professor of Physiology, Paris). Forms of Life antl

other Cosmical Conditions.

E. Alglave (Professor of Constitutional and Administrative Law
at Douai, and of Political Economy at Lille). The Primitive

Elements of Political Constitutions.

P. Lorain (Professor of Medicine, Paris). Modern Epidemics.

Prof. Sohutzenberger (Director of the Chemical Laboiat'^ry ut

the Sorbonne). On Fermentations.

Mens. Freidel. The Functions of Organic Chemistry.

Mens. Debray. Precious Metals.

Prof. CoRFiELD, M.A., M.D. (Oxon.) Air in its relation to Healtb

Prof. A. GiARD. General Embryology.
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Jackson (T. O.)

MODERN GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE. Crown 8vo. 5*i.

Jacob (Maj.-Gon. Sir G. Le Grand), K.C.8J., C.R.

WESTERN INDIA BEFORE AND DURING THE MUTINIES.
Picture:* ilniwn l"n»in life. Socoutl Edition. Crown Hvo. 7". <!*/.

Jenkins fE.) and Iiaymond fJ.\ Esfj^.

A LEGAL HANDBOOK FOR ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND
BUILDING OWNERS. Second Edition Revised. Crown 8vo. 6#.

Jenkins (Kev. 11. C), M.A., Rector of Lyraingo, and
Honorary Canon of Canterbury.

THE PRIVILEGE OF PETER, Legally and Historically Ex-
amined, and the Claims of the Roman Church compared with the
Scrij)turea, the Council."^, and the Testimony of the I'ojr's them-
selves. Fcap. 8vO. 3«. GtZ.

Jenkins (Edward), ^\.V.

GLANCES AT INNER ENGLAND. A Lecture delivered in the
United States and Canada. Crown 8vo. 5s.

GINX'S BABY: His Birth and other Misfortunes. Thirty-
fourtli Edition. Crown 8vo. 2«.

LUCHMEE AND DILLO. A Story of West Indian Life. 2 vols.

UmiVv^vo. lllu>trated. [^Preparing.

LITTLE HODGE. A Christmas Country Carol. Fourteenth
Thousand. With Five Hlnstrations. Crown 8vo. 5s.

A Cheap Edition in pai)er covers, price 1«.

LORD BANTAM. Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. G<1.

Jevons (Prof. W. Stanley).

MONEY AND THE MECHANISM OF EXCHANGE. Crown
8vo. r»x.

Being Vol. XVII. of the International Scientific Scries.

KEATINd (^frs.)

HONOR BLAKE : The Story of a Flain Woman. 2 vols.

Crown Hvo. '2l».

Kaufmann (Rev. M.), B.A.

SOCIALISM : Its Nature, its Dangers, and its Remedies oon-

hid» red. Crown 8v(». T'* ></.

IvER (David).

ON THE ROAD TO KHIVA. Illustrated with Photographs of

the Country and it.^ Inhiil>itants. an<l a copy of thf* Ofljciul Map
in use during the Campaign, from the Survey of Captain I>cusilin.

1 vol. Post 8vo. 12i«.
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Ker (David).

THE BOY SLAVE IN BOKHARA. A Tale of Central Asia
Crown 8vo. With Illustrations. 5s.

One of Henry S. King and Co.'s Five Shilling Books for the
Young.

THE WILD HORSEMAN OF SOUTH AMERICA. Crown 8vo.

Illustrated. 5s.

• King (Alice).

A CLUSTER OF LIVES. Crown 8vo. 7s. Qd.

King (Mrs. Hamilton).

THE DISCIPLES. A New Poem. Second Edition, with some
Notes. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

ASPROMONTE, AND OTHER POEMS. Second Edition. Cloth.

4s. Qd.

KiNGSFORD (Kev. r. W.), M.A., Vicar of St. Thomas's,
Stamford Hill ; late Chaplain H. E. I. C. (Bengal Presidency).

HARTHAM CONFERENCES; or, Discussions upon some of

the lieligious Topics of the Day. " Audi alteram partem." Crown
Svo. 3s. Qd.

Contents : The Real Presence—Confession—Ritualism.

Knight (Annette F. C.)

POEMS. Fcap. 8vo. Cloth. 5s.

Lacordaire (Kev. Pere).

LIFE : Conferences delivered at Toulouse. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6<f

.

Lady of Lipari (The).

A Poem in Three Cantos. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

Laurie (J. S.), of the Liner Temple, Barrister-at-Law :

formerly 11. M. liisjx'ctor of tSchools, Knii;huul ; Assistant Royal
Commissioner, Ireland ; Special Commissioner, African Settle-

ment; Director of Public Instruction, Ceylon.

EDUCATIONAL COURSE OF SECULAR SCHOOL BOOKS FOR
INDIA.

TJic folio ici)ig Works are noic ready :
—

THE FIRST HINDUSTANI READER. StilV linen wrapper, Gtf.

»
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Laurie (J. S.)

THE SECOND HINDUSTANI READER. Rtiff linen wrapp. r,

GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA ; with Maps and Historical Appendix,
trnoinq the prowth of the liritirfh Knipiro in Hindustan. 128 pp
fcap. hvo. Cloth. 1«. G(/.

Tu ihr Prnfn :
—

ELEMENTARY GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA.

FACTS AND FEATURES OF INDIAN HISTORY, in a seri. >

of alternating Heading Lessons and Memory Exercises.

Laymann (Captain), Instructor of Tactics at the
Military (^ollcc:*', Ncisx'.

THE FRONTAL ATTACK OF INFANTRY. Translated by
Colonel Edward Newdigate. Crown 8vo 2«. Gd.

L. D. S.

LETTERS FROM CHINA AND JAPAN. 1 vol. Crown 8vo.,

with Illu.>itriitcil 'I'itlc-paLjc. 7>'. G*/.

Leander (Iiiclianl).

FANTASTIC STORIES. Translated from the German hx

raulina U. <ira!iville. With Eight full-page Hlustrations by

M. E. Fra.ser-Tytler. Crown f^vo. fw.

One of Henry S. King and Co.'s Five Shilling Books for

the Young.

Leathes (Rev. Stanloy), 31. A.

THE GOSPEL ITS OWN WITNESS. Being the Hulscan
Lectures for Ibl'S. 1 vol. Crown .Svo. 5$.

Lee (Rev. Frederick Oeor^^e), D.CL.
THE OTHER WORLD: or, fJlimpses of the Supt^rnatural.

Beiiit; Frt^t.-*, Ucrords, and Traditions, relating to Dreams,
Omens. Miruf'uJou.M Ooeurreum's, Apparitions, Wraiths. Warn-
inijs, S«rnnd-.si;^ht, Neeromanry, Witchcraft, etc. 2 vols. A
New Edition. Crown hvo. ICih.

Lee ril()lm«>j.

HER TITLE OF HONOUR. A Bi>ok for Girls. New Edition.

Crown Svo. With a Frontispiece. r»«.

Lenoir M).

FAYOUM; or, Artiste in Eg)pt. A X<^ur with M. Gcromo
and otherh. ('rown Hvo. With I'.i Illustrations. li*. Gd.
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ListADO (J. T.)

CIVIL SERVICE. A Novel. 2 vols. Crown 8vo.

LoRiMER (Peter), D.D.
JOHN KNOX AND THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND : His work

in her Pulpit and bis influence upon her Liturgy, Articles, and
Parties. Demy 8vo. 128.

Lover (Samuel), K.H.A.
THE LIFE OF SAMUEL LOVER, R.H.A. ; Artistic, Literary,

and Musical. With Selections from his Unpublished Papers and
Correspondence. By Bayle Bernard. 2 vols. Post 8vo. With
a Portrait. 21s.

Lower (Mark Antony), M.A., F.S.A.

WAYSIDE NOTES IN SCANDINAVIA. Being Notes of Travel
in the North of Europe. Crown &vo. 98.

Lyons (K. T.), Assistant-Surgeon, Bengal Army.
A TREATISE ON RELAPSING FEVER. Post 8vo. 78. 6d.

Macaulay (James), M.A., M.D., Eclin.

IRELAND. A Tour of Observation, with Kcmarka on Irish

Public Questions. Crown 8vo. 7s. (id.

Mac Cartiiy (Denis Florence).

CALDERON'S DRAMAS. Translated from the Spanish. Post
8vo. Cloth, gilt edges. 10s.

Mac Donald (George).

GUTTA-PERCHA WILLIE, THE WORKING GENIUS. With
Nine Illustrations by Arthur Hughes. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. iU. iul.

One of Henry S. King and Co.'s Three and Sixpenny Books
for the Young.

MALCOLM. A Novel. Second Edition. 3 vols. Crown 8vo.

ST. MICHAEL AND ST. GEORGE. 3 vols. Crown Svo.

Mac Kknna (Steplu^n J.)

PLUCKY FELLOWS. A Hook for Boy.s. With Six Illustrations.

Second Kdilion. Crown Hvo. '.]k. Cul.

One ot Henry S. King and Co.'s Three and Sixpenny Docks
for the Young.
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Mac Kenna (Stophon J.)

AT SCHOOL WITH AN OLD DRAGOON. Crown 8vo. With
Six IllustnitiDiis. ;")».

One of Henry S. King and Co.'s Five Shilling Books for

the Young.

Mair (R. S.), 3r.D., F.R.C.S.E., late Deputy Coroner
of Mailr.is.

THE MEDICAL GUIDE FOR ANGLO-INDIANS. Heing a

ConijH'ndium of Advice to Kiiropciiiirt in India, rcliitini^ to tin-

Prt'.>*crviition and Ili'i^nlation of Hralth. With a Suj)j)le'nK'nt on
the Management of Children in India. Crown 8vo. Limp cloth.

ManniN(} (The ]\r()st Ivev. Areh1)isli()p).

ESSAYS ON RELIGION AND LITERATURE. By varion^

Writers. Demy 8vo. 10s. Gd.

CoNTKNTs:—The Piiiln.snphy of Chri.^tianity—My.^tio Elements
of Kelii^ion—Controversy with tiie Agno.stio.s—A Kea.soninu

Thouj^ht—Darwini.sm brought to Book—Mr. Mill on Liberty of

the Pre.ss—Christianity in relation to Society—The Religion.-;

Condition of Germany —The Philosophy of Bacon—Catholic

Laymen and Scholastic I'hilosophy.

Marfa' (E. J.)

ANIMAL MECHANICS. A Treatise on Terrestrial and Aerial

Locomotion. Sceond I-Mition. With 117 Illustrations. 5*.

Volume XL of the International Scientific Series.

Makuiott (^laj.-Gen. W. F.), C.S.L

A GRAMMAR OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. Crown 8vo. Gn.

Marshall ITrtiiiilton).

THE STORY OF SIR EDWARDS WIFE. A Novel. 1 vol.

Crown Mvo. 10*!. 0(/.

Marzi.vt.s Theopliile).

THE GALLERY OF PIGEONS, and other Poems. Crown 8vo.

4*. 6d.

Markewitch (B.)

THE NEGLECTED QUESTION. Translated from th«- RuH^ian.

by thr Princi.H.H Ourou.HolV, mid dedicated by Kxpre.'^s Permission
to Ilrr InifHTial and Royal Highness Marie Alexandrovna, the

DuobeM of Edinburgh. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. Ho.
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Masterman (J.)

HALF-A-DOZEN DAUGHTERS. Crown 8vo. With a Frontis-

piece. 3s. 6d.

This is one of the Cornhill Library of Fiction.

Maudsley (Dr. Henry).

RESPONSIBILITY IN MENTAL DISEASE. Second Edition.

5s.

Vol. VIII. of the International Scientific Series.

Maurice (C. Edmund).
LIVES OF ENGLISH POPULAR LEADERS. No. 1.—Stephex

Langton. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

No. 2.

—

Tyler, Ball, and Oldcastle. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Maughan (William Charles).

THE ALPS OF ARABIA; or, Travels through Egypt, Sinai,

Arabia, and the Holy Land. Demy 8vo. With Map. 5s,

Medley (Lieut.-Col. J. G.), Eoyal Engineers.

AN AUTUMN TOUR IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.
Crown 8vo. 5s.

Menzies (Sutherland).

POLITICAL WOMEN. 2 vols. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Micklethwaite (J. T.), F.S.A.

MODERN PARISH CHURCHES: Their Plan, Design, and
Furniture. Crown 8vo. 7s. (jd.

Mirus (Major-General von).

CAVALRY FIELD DUTY. Translated by Captain Frank S.

Russell, I4th (King's) Hussars. Crown 8vo. Cloth limp. 7s. i\d.

This work is one of Henry S. King and Co.'s Military Series.

j, Moore (Rev. Daniel), M.A.
CHRIST AND HIS CHURCH. A Course of T.ont T.octuros,

dclivcinnl in tlio Parish Church of Holy Trinity, Paddingtou. By
the author of "The Ago and the Gospel : liulsean Lectures," etc.

Crown 8vo. 3s. Od.

Moore (Kev. Thomas), Vicar of Christ Church,
('lujsham.

SERMONETTES : on Synonymous Texts, takfu from tho Hil.le

and Book of CJommon I'rayor, for tlio Study, Family Koadiiig, and
Private Devotion. ISnuiU Crown 8vo. 4«. Gd.
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3I0KELL (J. K.)

EUCLID SIMPLIFIED IN METHOD AND LANGUAGE. BcinR
a Miiiuiiil (if (MMiiiM'try «'ii tin* Fruiicli Sybtt-in. Fcii]). Hvo. 2j». VhI.

^[ORLEY (Susiill).

AILEEN FERRERS. A Novel. 2 vols. Crown 8vo.

THROSTLETHWAITE. [) vols. Crown 8vo.

MosTYN (Sydney).

PERPLEXITY. A Novel. 3 vols. Crown 8vo.

Naake (John T.), of the British ^ru.seum.

SLAVONIC FAIRY TALES. From Russian, Servian, PoliHh,

nml Bdlieiuiuu Sources. With Four Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

ox.

Newman (John Henry), D.D.
CHARACTERISTICS FROM THE WRITINGS OF DR. J. H.

NEWMAN. IJciui; Selections, rerM»n:il, IIi.-t<>rieal. riiilosophiciil,

and Iielii,'ious, from his various Works. Arrani^eil with the

Author's personal approval. Second Edition. Crown Svo. With
Portrait. 6«.

Newman (^Frs.)

TOO LATE. A Novel. 2 vols. Crown Svo.

Noble (James Ashcroft).

THE PELICAN PAPERS. Reminiscences and Remainn of a

Dweller in the Wilderness. Crown Hvo. (Jx.

Norman PKorLE (Tlio).

THE NORMAN PEOPLE, and their Kxisting Descendants in

th(^ British Dominions and the United States of America. One
haudsoiue volume. Hvo. 21«.

Norrih (Rov. a.)

THE INNER AND OUTER LIFE POEMS. Fcap. Svo. <«.

Notreoe (J<»hn), A..AI.

THE SPIRITUAL FUNCTION OF A PRESBYTER IN THE
CHURCH OF ENGLAND. Crown Svo. Re«l edges. :\s. Gd.

Oriental SroiiTiNQ Ma(;azine (The).

THE ORIENTAL SPORTING MAGAZINE. A Reprint of the

firHt r> Volumes, in 2 Volumt s. Demy Svu. 28«.
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Page (H. A.)

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE, A MEMOIR OF, with Stories
now first published in this country. Large post 8vo. Is. 6d.

Page (Capt. S. Flood).

DISCIPLINE AND DRILL. Four Lectures delivered to the
London Scottish Kifle Volunteers. Cheaper Edition. Crown
8vo. Is.

Palgrave (W. Gifford).

HERMANN AGHA. An Eastern Narrative. 2 vols. Crown
8vo. Cloth, extra gilt. 18s.

Parker (Joseph), D.D.
THE PARACLETE: An Essay on the Personality and Ministry

of the Holy Ghost, with some reference to current discussions.

Demy 8vo. 12s.

Parr (Harriett).

ECHOES OF A FAMOUS YEAR. Crown 8vo. 8s. 6d.

Paul (C. Kegan).
GOETHE'S FAUST. A New Translation in Rime. Crown

8vo. 6s.

WILLIAM GODWIN: Autobiography, Memoir, and Corres-
pondence. 2 vols. Demy 8vo.

Payne (John).

SONGS OF LIFE AND DEATH. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Payne (Professor).

LECTURES ON EDUCATION. Gel each.

I. Testalozzi : the Iiilluenco of His Principles and Practice.

[^,fust Publixfied.

II. Frobcl and the Kindergarten System. Second Edition.

in. Tlio Science and Art of Education.

IV. The True Foundation of Science Teaching.

Pelletan (Eugbnc).

THE DESERT PASTOR, JEAN JAROUSSEAU. Translated

from i\w French. Py C/olonel E. P. Do L'llo.sto. >Vith an
Engraved Frontispiece. Fcap. 8vo. New Edition. ',)s. Gd.

Penrtce (Major J.), 15.A.

A DICTIONARY AND GLOSSARY OF THE KOR-AN. With
copious (Grammatical lieferences and Explanations of the Text.

4 to. 21.S.

B c
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Perrfer (Amolia).

A WINTER IN MOROCCO. With Four Illustrationa. Crown
8vo. 10«. tki.

A GOOD MATCH. A Novel. 2 vols. Crown 8vo.

Perceval (Rev. P.)

TAMIL PROVERBS. WITH THEIR ENGLISH TRANSLATION.
Containing npwardtj of !Six Thuu&uud I'rovurbsj. Third Edition.

8vo. Sewed. 9«.

Peschel (T3r.)

MANKIND : A Scientific Study of the Races and Distribution

of Man, con.sidered in their Bodily Variations, Languages, Occupa-
tions, and Religions.

Petticrkw (J. P,.). 3r.D, F.R.S.

ANIMAL LOCOMOTION; or, Walking, Swimming, and Flying.
Second Edition. With 119 Illustrations. 5«.

Volume VIL of the International Scientific Series.

PiGGOT (Jnlin), F.S.A, F.Pl.O.S.

PERSIA—ANCIENT AND MODERN. Post Svo. 10«. Gd.

PousiiKiN (Alexander Serguevitch).

RUSSIAN ROMANCE. Translated from the Tales of Belkin,

etc. V>\ Mrs. J. Buihan Telfcr (/Jti- Mouraviefl'). Cr. Svo. Is. (id.

Power (Harriet).

OUR INVALIDS; HOW SHALL WE EMPLOY AND AMUSE
THEM 1 Fcap. 8vo. 2«. (ki.

PowLETT (Lieut. Norton), Royal Artillery.

EASTERN LEGENDS AND STORIES IN ENGLISH VERSE
Crowu bvu. bs.

Phoctok {M. a.), P..A.

THE EXPANSE OF HEAVEN. A Series of Essays on the
Wondi-rs of the Firumnimt. With a Frontispiece. Second
Edition. Crown hvo. G«.

IlANKINci (B. Moiitgomerie).

STREAMS FROM HIDDEN SOURCES. Crown Svo. G«.
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Eeady-Money Mortiboy.
READY-MONEY MORTIBOY. A Matter-of-Fact Story. Crown

8vo. With frontispiece. 3s. 6d.

This is one of the volumes of the Cornhill Library of Fiction.

Eeaney (Mrs. G. S.)

WAKING AND WORKING; OR, FROM GIRLHOOD TO
WOMANHOOD. With a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. 5s.

One of Henry S. King and Co.'s Five Shilling Books for tlie

Young.

SUNBEAM WILLIE, AND OTHER STORIES, for Home Beading
and Cottage Meetings. Small square, uniform with " Lost Gip,"
etc. 3 Illustrations. Is. 6d.

Keginald Bramble.
REGINALD BRAMBLE. A Cynic of the Nineteenth Century.

An Autobiography. 1 vol. Crown 8vo. 10s. Gd.

Keid (T. Wemyss).
CABINET PORTRAITS. Biographical Sketches of Statesmen

of the Day. 1 vol. Crown Svo. 7s. GtZ.

Khoades (James).

TIMOLEON. A Dramatic Poem. Fcap. Svo. Ss.

KiBOT (Professor Th.)

CONTEMPORARY ENGLISH PSYCHOLOGY. Large post Svo.

9s.

An analysis of the views and opinions of the following meta-
y)hysicians, as expressed in their writings:—James Mill, Alexander
Bain, John Stuart Mill, George H. Lewes, Herbert Spencer,

Samuel Bailey.

HEREDITY: A Psychological Study on its Phenomena, its

Laws, its Causes, and its Consequences. 1 vol. Large crown

Svo. Os.

Uobertson (The Late Rev. F. W.), M.\.

THE LATE REV. F. W. ROBERTSON, M.A., LIFE AND
LETTERS OF. JmUIihI by the Kev. Stoplord Brooke, M.A.,

Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen.

I. 2 vols., uniform witli thoSi'rnions. AVilh Stt'ol Portrait. IsAul.

II. Liltrary F-dition, in Demy Svo. with TwolStecl Portraits. I2<».

HI. A I'opnlar Edition, in 1 vol. Ga.
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KoHKKTsoN (The Late Ilcv. F. W.), M.A.

Neta and Cheaper Edition* :—
SERMONS.

Vol. I. SiTiftll crown 8vo. 3»». Gd.

Vol. II. SniiiU crown Hvo. 3«. 6d.

Vol. III. Sniiill crown Svo. .So. Qd.

Vol. IV. Small crown Svo. 3«. 6d.

EXPOSITORY LECTURES ON ST. PAUL'S EPISTLE TO THE
CORINTHIANS. Small crown Svo. ox.

AN ANALYSIS OF MR. TENNYSON'S "IN MEMORIAM."
(Do<licatc(l l>y IVirmisHion to tlie roct-l.iiuroate.) Fcup. Svo. 2».

THE EDUCATION OF THE HUMAN RACE. Translated from
tho German of (iotthold Kphraim Les.sin<;^. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. Gd.

Hie ahove ITor/.x can fl/."«o be had Ixmnd in half vunoccn.

*,* A Portrait of the late Kev. F. W. liobertaon, mounted for

framing, can be had, price 2«. Gd.

Ross (Mrs. Kllon), ("Nelsie Bruok.")

DADDY'S PET. A Sketch from Humble Life. Square crown
Svo. Uniform with "Lost Gip." With Six lUustrationH. !»•.

KusSKLL (Willijim Clark).

MEMOIRS OF MRS. L^TITIA BOOTHBY. Crown Svo. ?». Gd

RUSSKLL (E. R.)

IRVING AS HAMLET. Demy Svo. Second Edition. Sowed. U

Sadlkr (S. W.), R.N., Author of "Mjn-slmll Vavasour."

THE AFRICAN CRUISER. A Midshipman's Adventures on
the WiHt (ouht. A Hook for lioys. With Three Illustrations.

Soc^jud F>lition. Crown Svo. \U. Gil.

One of Henry 8. King and Co.'s Three and Sixf^onny Book«
for tho Young.

SamAHOW (rirc'tror).

FOB SCEPTRE AND CROWN. A Hnnmnce of tho Prc««ent

Time. Translated by Funny Wormald. 2 vol«. Crown Svo. 1.0*

Sauni'Khs (Kiitlx-rinc).

THE HIGH MILLS. A Novel. 3 vols. Crown Svo.
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Saunders (Katherine).

GIDEON'S EOCK, and other Stories. 1 vol. Crown 8vo. Gs.

JOAN MEEEYWEATHEE, and other Stories. 1 vol. Crown
8vo. 6«.

MAEGAEET AND ELIZABETH. A Story of the Sea. 1 vol.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

Saunders (John).

HIEELL. Crown Svo. With Frontispiece. 3s. 6d,

ABEL DEAKE'S WIFE. Crown Svo. With Frontispiece.

38. 6d.

These works form separate volumes of the Cornhill Library of

Fiction.

ISEAEL MOET, OVEEMAN. The Story of the Mine. 3 vols.

Crown Svo.

ScHELL (Major von).

THE OPEEATIONS OF THE FIEST AEMY UNDEE GEN. VON
GOEBEN. Translated by Col. C. H. von Wright. Four Maps.
Demy Svo. 9s.

THE OPEEATIONS OF THE FIEST AEMY UNDEE GEN. VON
STEINMETZ. Translated by Captain E. O. Hollist. Demy Svo.

lOs. (id.

These works form separate volumes of Henry S. King and
Co.'s Military Series.

ScHERFF (Major W. von).

STUDIES IN THE NEW INFANTEY TACTICS. Tarts I. and
II. Traiibluted from the German by Colonel Lumley Graham.
Demy Svo. 7s. Gd.

This work is one of Henry S. King and Co.'s ]Military Series.

Schmidt (Prof. Oscar), Strasburg^ University.

THE DOCTEINE OF DESCENT AND DAEWINISM. Sioond
Edition. 2G Illustrutious. 5x.

Being Vol. XU. of the International Scientific Series.

HANDBOOK OF COMPAEATIVE ANATOMY. Crown Svo.
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SroTT
( Patrick).

THE DREAM AND THE DEED, und other Poems. Fcap
Svo. Tm.

Sefkinc his Fortune, and other Stories.

SEEKING HIS FORTUNE, and other Storiofl. Crown 8v..

With Four lUu.stnitions. 3m. \jd.

One of Henry S. King and Co.'s Three and Sixpenny Books
for the Young.

Senior (Nassau William).

ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE. Corresi>nndence and Conversn-
tions with Niissiiu W. Senior, from \KV,\ to is.'ia. Edited l.y

M. C. M. Simpson. 2 vols. Large post Svo, 21».

JOURNALS KEPT IN FRANCE AND ITALY. From 1S48 to

18.")ii. Witli 11 Sketcli of tile Kevohition of 1818. Ivlited ])y his

Daughter, M. C. M. Simpson. 2 vols. Post Svo. 2 1«.

Seven Autumn Leaves.
SEVEN AUTUMN LEAVES FROM FAIRYLAND. Illustrated

with '.> Etchings. Square crown Svo. 5x.

Shadwell (^lajor-Gencral), C.B.

MOUNTAIN WARFARE. Illustrated hy the Campaign of 1700

in Swit/rrluiiil. I'nini; u Translation of the Swiss Narrative com
piled from the Works of the Archduke Charles, Jomini. and
others. Also of Notes hy Ceneral H. Dufour on the Cam|taign of

the Valtelline in 1 (».'{"). With Appendix, Maps, and Intro<lnetory

llemarks. Demy Svo. 1G«.

SnETd)<>\ HMiilip).

WOMAN'S A RIDDLE; or, Baby Warmstrey. A Novel. :'• v.^l.

Crown Svo.

Shkrm.w fOon. W. T.)

MEMOIRS OF GEN. W. T. SHERMAN. Commandor of tin-

Federal Forces in tiic Anuricun Civil War. By Himself. 2 vols

Demy Svo. With Map. 2U. Otjnjright English IaIUwu.

Shkm-EY (Lafly).

SHELLEY MEMORIALS FROM AUTHENTIC SOURCES. Wit h

(now llrst print«><h an Essay on Christianity hy Tcroy Byssii*-

siielley. Third l*Mition. Cn.wn Svo With Portrait. 0«.'
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Shipley (Kev. Orby), M.A.
STUDIES IN MODERN PROBLEMS.

Writers. Crown 8vo. 5s.

First Series. By various

Contents.

Sacramental Confession.

Abolition of the Thirty-
nine Articles. Part I.

The Sanctity of Marriage.
Creation and Modern

Science.

Retreats for Persons Living in

the World.
Catholic and Protestant.

The Bishops on Confession in

the Church of England.

STUDIES IN MODERN PROBLEMS.
various Writers. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Second Series. Bv

Contents.

Some Principles of Chris-
tian Ceremonial.

A Layman's View of Con-
fession of Sin to a Priest.

Parts I. and II.

Reservation of the Blessed
Sacrament.

Missions and Preaching Orders.
Abolition of the Thirty nine

Articles. Part II.

The First Liturgy of Edward
VI. and our own office con-

trasted and compared.

Smedley (M. B.)

BOARDING-OUT AND PAUPER SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS. Crown
8vo. 3s. Qd.

Smith (Edward) M.D., LL.B., F.K.S.
HEALTH AND DISEASE, as influenced by the Daily, Seasonal,

and other Cyclical Changes in the Human System. A New
Edition. Is. Qd.

FOODS. Third Edition. Profusely Illustrated. 58.

Volume III. of the International Scientilic Series.

PRACTICAL DIETARY FOR FAMILIES, SCHOOLS, AND THE
LABOURING CLASSES. A New Edition, ^.s-. ijd.

CONSUMPTION IN ITS EARLY AND REMEDIABLE STAGES.
A New Edition. 7s. G(i.

Songs for IMusio.

SONGS FOR MUSIC. By Four Friends. Square crown Svo. Ss.

Containing Songs by Reginald A. Catty, Stephen II. Catty,
Grovillo J. Chester, and Juliana II. Ewing.

Smith (Hubert).

TENT LIFE WITH ENGLISH GIPSIES IN NORWAY. With
Five lull page ICiigiaviiigs and 'J'liirly-oue .siualK'i* lllu.><t rations

by Whyniper and others, iind Map of the Country showing
Routes. Second Editit)n. Reviseil and Corrected. Svo. *21.s.
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SOMK TiMK IN IkKLANP.

SOME TIME IN IRELAND. A liocolloction. Crown 8vo.

Songs of Two Worlds.
BONGS OF TWO WORLDS. By a Now Writer. First Series.

Second lOdition. Fi-iip. Svo. fw.

SONGS OF TWO WORLDS. By a New Writer. Second Series.

Seoond Kdition. Fcuj). Svo. 5s.

SONGS OF TWO WORLDS. By a New Writer. Third SerieH.

Fcap. Svo. Us.

Spencer (Herbert).
THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. 5«.

Volume V. of tlie Interniitional Scientific Series.

Stevenson (Rev. W. Flemin«j^).

HYMNS FOR THE CHURCH AND HOME. S. Irrtcd und
Edited by tht' lu,'V. W. Fk'Uiiiv^ Stevenson.

The most complete Hymn Bonk puldished.

The Hymn Book consists of Three Parts:—I. For Public Wor
Bhip.—II. For Family and Private Worship.—III. For Children.

,* Puhlimlied in various forms and prices, the latter ranffing

from Sd. to (')«. Lists and full particulars will be furnished on

application to the Publishers.

Stewart (Professor Balfour).

ON THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY. Third Edition.

With FourtiTii I^iiL^niN iiiL,'rt. .').<.

Volume VI. of the International Scientific Series.

Stuetton (ll(»sba). Author of " Jessioa's First Prayer."

CA8SY. Twenty-first Thousand. With Six Illustrations.

Square crown Svo. Ik. M.

THE KING'S SERVANTS. With Eic:ht Illustrations. Twenty-
sixth TliDiirtjind. S<iimrt) crown Svo. Is. (id.

LOST GIP. Thirty-eif^hth Tiiousand. With Six IlluHtrationn.

Sjuare crown Svo. 1$. G<i.

•,• Abut n handtomely bound Kdition, with Tu>€lve UluttraUous,

price 2t. Gti.
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Stretton (Hesba).

THE WONDEEFUL LIFE. Seventh Thousand. Fcap. 8vo.

28. 6d.

HESTER MOELEY'S PEOMISE. 3 vols. Crown 8vo.

THE DOCTOE'S DILEMMA. 3 vols. Crown 8vo.

THE STOEM OF LIFE.

Stubbs (Major Francis W.), Koyal (late Bengal)
Artillery.

THE EEGIMENT OF BENGAL AETILLEEY : The History of

its Organization, Equipment, and War Services. With Maps
and Plans. 2 vols. 8vo. [Pre'paring.

Sully (James).

SENSATION AND INTUITION. Demy Svo. 10s. 6d.

Taylor (Kev. J. W. Augustus), M.A.
POEMS. Fcap. Svo. 5s.

Taylor (Colonel Meadows), C.S.I., M.R.I.A.
SEETA. A Novel. 3 vols.

THE CONFESSIONS OF A THUG.

TAEA : a Mahratta Tale.

EALPH DAENELL.

TIPPOO SULTAN.

A NOBLE QUEEN. 3 vols. Crown Svo.

New and Cheaper Edition in one vol. crown Svo. with Frontis-

piece. Each Gx.
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Tennyson- (Alfrod).

QUEEN MARY. A Dniinu. Crown 8vo. 0«.

Tknnvson's (AHVcmI) Works. Cabinet Edition. Ten
Volumes, Each witli Portmit. 'J.s. M.

CAniNFrr Edition. 10 vols. Complete in handsome Ornn-
mentul Ciisc. 28«.

Tennyson's (Alfred) Works. Author's Edition. Coni-
pleto in Five Volumes. Cloth gilt, 6.s. each; half-morocco,

Roxburgh style, 7s. G</. each.

Vol. I.

EARLY POEMS, and ENGLISH IDYLLS.

Vol . TI.

LOCKSLEY HALL, LUCRETIUS, and other Poems.

Vol. III.

THE IDYLLS OF THE KING (Complete).

Vol. IV.

THE PRINCESS, and MAUD.
V(.L. V.

ENOCH ARDEN, and IN MEMORIAM.

TENNYSON'S IDYLLS OF THE KING, and other Po.ms.
IHustratt'd l)y .Iuli;i Marf^iirrt ('aincron. 1 vol. Folio. Hulf-
bound morocco, cloth eides. Six Guineas.

Tennyson's (Alfred) Works. Orio^inal Editions.

POEMS. Small Svo. G».

MAUD, and other Poems. Small Svo. 3«. 6d.

THE PRINCESS. Small Svo. 3/.. ;//.

IDYLLS OF THE KING. Small Svo. 5«.

IDYLLS OF THE KING. Collected. Small Svo. 7«,

THE HOLY GRAIL, an.} other Poom.s. Small Svo. 4». 6d.

GARETH AND LYNETTE. Small Svo. 3«.

ENOCH ARDEN. etc. Small Svo. 3«. Cd.

SELECTIONS FROM THE ABOVE WORKS. Square Svo.

Cloth. :;.<. »„/. Clutli L^'ilt. . \lra. \.<.

"SONGS FROM THE ABOVE WORKS. Square Hvo. Cloth
extra, 3«. <>//.

IN MEMORIAM. Small Kvo. itt.

LIBRARY EDITION. In »', vols. Svo. 10<r. Gd. each.

POCKET VOLUME EDITION. 1 1 vols. In neat caflc, 31#. (W.

Ditto. «litto. Extra dntli j;ilt, in ca.se, 35c.

POEMS. Illustrated Edition. 4to. 25s. ,
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Thomas (Moy).

A FIGHT FOE LIFE. Crown 8vo. With Frontispiece. 3s. 6<7.

This is one of the volumes of the Cornhill Library of Fiction.

Thomson (J. T.), F.R.G.S.

HAKAYIT ABDULLA. The Autobiography of a Malay Munshi.
between the years 1808 and 1843. Demy 8vo. 12s.

Thompson (A. C.)

PRELUDES. A Volume of Poems. Illustrated by Elizabeth
Thompson (Painter of " The Koll Call ")• 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Thompson (Rev. A. S.), British Chaplain at St.

Petersburg.

HOME WORDS FOR WANDERERS. A Volume of Sermons.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

Thoughts in Verse. Small crown 8yo. Is. 6d.

Turing (Rev. Godfrey), B.A.

HYMNS AND SACRED LYRICS. 1 vol. Fcap. Svo. 5s.

Todd (Herbert), M.A.
ARYAN ; or, The Story of the Sword. A Poem. Crown Svo.

7s. ed.

Traherne (Mrs. Arthur).

THE ROMANTIC ANNALS OF A NAVAL FAMILY. Crown
Svo. 5s.

Travers (Mar.)

THE SPINSTERS OF BLATCHINGTON. A Novel. 2 vols.

Crown Svo.

Trevandrum Observations.
observations of magnetic declination made at

TREVANDRUM AND AGUSTIA MALLEY in ihc Ol.snvatoiios

of his Highness tho Mnlmnijuh of Travancoro, IJ.C.S.I., in the
Years isr)'i to 1S()(). lUini; Trcvandrnin Mai^notiral C)bsorvn-

tions, Voluni(> I. Discussed and Kdilrd by .b>hn Allan Hrown.
F.R.S., lute Director of the Observatories. ^Vith an Aj)i)cudix.

Imp. 4to. Cloth. £3 3s.

*m* Thr ApprndLr, ron(<titn'ng Jit'porti* 07i the Ohnrrrnton'tA and
on the. J'nhlir Mustiitti, VuUUc Parli, and Gardinn at Trcrandrum.

pp. xii.-ll(), may he had separately. 2U\
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Tl'HNKR (1{(>V. Charles).

SONNETS. LYBICS, AND TRANSLATIONS. Crown 8vo. 4<*. M.

Tyndall(J.), LIJ)., KR.S.
THE FORMS OF WATER IN CLOUDS AND RIVERS. ICE

AND GLACIERS. With Twenty-Bix Illustrations. Fourth
Edition. Crown Hvo. 5h.

Volume I. of the International Scientific Series.

Umiu:\ Oxoniicnsis.

results of the expostulation of the eight
HONOURABLE W. E. GLADSTONE, in their Ilchition to the
Unity of Uoman Catholicism. Large fcap. Svo. 5«.

Upton (Koi^cr D.), Captain late 9th Royal Lancers.

NEWMARKET AND ARABIA. An Examination of the
Descent of Khcits and Coursers. With Pedigrees and Frontis-

piece. Post bvo. \)s.

Vamhkry (Prof. Arminius), of the University of Pesth.

BOKHARA : Its History and Conquest. Demy Svo. 18*«.

Vanessa. By the Author of " Thoniasina," etc. A
Novel. Second Edition. 2 vols. Crown 8vo.

Vauohan (Rev. C. J.), D.I).

WORDS OF HOPE FROM THE PULPIT OF THE TEMPLE
CHURCH. Third Etlition. Crown Svo. ,')«.

THE SOLIDITY OF TRUE RELIGION, and other Sermons
Preuehctl in London during the lOleetion and Mission Week,
February, lS7i. Crown bvo. [in. Gd.

FORGET THINE OWN PEOPLE. An Appeal for Missions.

Crown Hvo. Wn. Cxi.

THE YOUNG LIFE EQUIPPING ITSELF FOR GOD'S SER-
VICE. Heing Four Sermons I'rearhed before the University of

Cambridge, in November, 1S72. Fourth Edition. Crown «vo.

3$.Gd.

Vincent (rapt. C\ R ]].), latr l{..yal W.-lsh Fusiliers.

ELEMENTARY MILITARY GEOGRAPHY. RECONNOITRIHO,
AND SKETCHING. Conipiled for Non-OmminHioned OfficerH

ami Soldier** <»f all Arms. Stjuure crown Hvo, 2«. 6d.

RUSSIA'S ADVANCE EASTWARD. liased on the Offiriul

Re[)ortH of Lieutenant Hugo Stuinin. (teruiaii Military Attache
to the Khivan Ex))edition. With Map. Crown bvo. (>«.
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VizcAYA ; or, Life in the Land of the Carlists.

VIZCAYA ; or, Life in the Land of the Carlists at the Outbreak
of the Insurrection, with some Account of the Iron Mines and
other Characteristics of the Country. With a Map and Eight
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 9s.

VoGEL (Prof.), Polytechnic Academy of Berlin.

THE CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT AND PHOTOGRAPHY,
in their application to Art, Science, and Industry. Second
Edition. With 100 Illustrations, including some beautiful

Specimens of Photography. 5s.

Volume XV. of the International Scientific Series.

Yyner (Lady Mary).

EVERY DAY A PORTION. Adapted from the Bible and
the Prayer Book, for the Private Devotions of those living in

Widowhood. Collected and Edited by Lady Mary Vyner. Square
crown 8vo. Elegantly bound. 5s.

Waiting for Tidings.

WAITING FOR TIDINGS. By the Author of "White and
Black." 3 vols. Crown 8vo.

Wedmore (Frederick).

TWO GIRLS. 2 vols. Crown 8vo.

Wartensleben (Count Hermann von), Colonel in the
Prussian General StalT.

THE OPERATIONS OF THE SOUTH ARMY IN JANUARY
AND FEBRUARY, 1871. Compiled from tlie Omcial War Docu-
ments of the llcad-quartcrs of the Southern Army. Translated
by Colonel C. H. von Wright. With Maps. Demy Svo. Gs.

THE OPERATIONS OF THE FIRST ARMY UNDER GEN.
VON MANTEUFFEL. Translated by Colonel C. II. von Wright.
Uniform with the above. Demy Svo. 9*.

These works form separate volumes of Henry S. King and
Co.'s Military Series.

Wells (Captain John C), R.N.
SPITZBERGEN-THE GATEWAY TO THE POLYNIA; or, A

Voyage to Spitzbt'i-gmi. With numerous Illustrution.s by Whymper
and others, and Map. Svo. 21«.

- What 'tis to Love. By the.Author of " Flora Adair,"

P "The Value of Fostertowa." 3 vols. Crowu 8vo.
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WiiiTNKY (William Dwinjht). Professor of Sanskrit
aiul ('oiM|':ir;itivf I'liiloln-y in Vale rollf^r, Xcw Ilavcii.

THE LIFE AND GROWTH OF LANGUAGE. Second Edition.
Crown 8vo. fw. Cupyniiht Eilitum.

Volume XVI. of the International Scientific Series.

WiiiTTLK (J. L(»wrv\ A.:^^., Trin. Coll., Dublin.

CATHOLICISM AND THE VATICAN. With a Narrative of the
Old Catholic Congress at Munich. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

U. Cul.

Wii.nKijFoncE (TTcnry Vs^
THE CHUECH AND THE EMPIRES. Historical Periods.

Prccetlcd l>v a Memoir of tlu- Author l»v John Henry Newman,
D.I)., of the Oratory. AVith Portrait. Post Svo. 10«. 6tZ.

Wilkinson (T. T.can).

SHORT LECTURES ON THE LAND LAWS. Delivered before

the Working Men's College. Crown 8vo. 2».

Williams (Rev. Rowland), D.D.

LIFE AND LETTERS OF ROWLAND WILLIAMS, D.D., with

Selections from his Note-hooks. iMJitcil by Mrs. Powhind
Williams. With a Photographic Portrait. 2 vols. Large iK)st

Svo. 24«.

Wilson (TI. Sclnitz).

STUDIES AND ROMANCES. Crown Svo. 1». Qd.

WTT.T.orcuHV (Tlir Hon. ^Frs.)

ON THE NORTH WIND THISTLEDOWN. A Volume of

PoomH. Elegantly bound. Small crown 8vo. 7*. C</.

WlNTKRIlOTIIAM (Rov. R.), ^I.A., W.'^C

SERMONS AND EXPOSITIONS. Crown 8vo. If. (jd.

Wood (C. F.)

A YACHTING CRUISE IN THE SOUTH SEAS. Demy 8vo.

With Six I'lioto^^raithic Illu.stnitioiis. 7s. C,,/.

Which r (l{<'v. W.), of Stok«' J^isho]), Bristol.

MAN AND ANIMALS: A Sermon. Crown bvo. Stitched in

wrai>i>er. \$.

WAITING FOR THE LIGHT. AND OTHER SERMONS, (l.-tii

elegant I'linling. Crown >\o. «J(<.
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Wyld (K. S.), F.KS.E.
the physics and philosophy of the senses; or,

The Mental and the Physical in their Mutual Relation. Illus-

trated by several Plates. Demy 8vo. 16s.

YoNGE (C. D.), Kegius Professor, Queen's College,
Belfast.

HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH REVOLUTION OF 1688. Crown
8vo. 68.

YouMANS (Eliza A.)

AN ESSAY ON THE CULTURE OF THE OBSERVING
POWERS OF CHILDREN, especially in connection with the
Study of Botany. Edited, with Notes and a Supplement, by
Joseph Payne, F.C.P., Author of " Lectures on the Science and
Art of Education," etc. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d,

FIRST BOOK OF BOTANY. Designed to cultivate the Observ-
ing Powers of Children. With 300 Engravings. New and
Enlarged Edition. Crown 8vo. 5s.

ZiMMEKN (Helen).

STORIES IN PRECIOUS STONES. With Six Illustrations.

Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 5s.
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FORTHCOMING WORKS.
SIR THOMAS MUNRO. BART.. K.C.B., scunrtimo (lovomor of Madras.

A St'Kction from lii.-< Miiiutr.s and otluT Olliciul Writin^H. lOditrd

by Sir Alexander Arhuthnot.

DANTE AND BEATRICE FROM 1282 TO 1290. A Romance. Hy
K()xl»iiri;li<' l-otlii:iii. 1 vol. IVt.st Svo. Cloth.

EDWIN THE FAIR AND ISAAC COMMENUS. By Sir lieur.\

Tnylor. Fcap. «vo. '6*. (id.

A SICILIAN SUMMER, AND OTHER POEMS. By Sir H(Mir\

Tavliir. Fcaj). vSyo. ',\s. i'xl.

MYTHS AND SONGS OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC. By the Rev. W.
W. Gill. 1 vol. Post Svo.

WILLIAM AUGUSTUS. DUKE OF CUMBERLAND. Boin- a sketch of

Military l-ifi- and Character, eh icily as j-xhihited in the general
orders of H.K.H., 174r)-1747. By Archihald Neil Caniphell
Muclachhin, M.A., Viear of Newton Valence, Hant.s ; author of
" Nap<ileon at Fontaineldeau and Elha." "With Memoir of

Mttjor-Gen. Sir Neil Campbell, C.B., etc. Post 8vo. With '2

Steel En«;raved Plates.

MINOR CHORDS ; OR, SONGS FOR THE SUFFERING. By the Kev.
Ba.sil IMwards. F.apSvo. Cluth, ."Ls. <;j. Paper, 2«. Gd.

SIR THOMAS ELY0T8 "GOVERNOUR. - A reprint of the original
edition, revised and corrected, with notes, and a life of the
author. By Herbert Croft, Barri.stcr-at-Law.

No complete reprint of the above work is known to exist.

MY SISTER ROSALIND. By the author of "Christina North." A
N<>\cl. 2 \uU.

ALDYTH. A Novel. By the Author of " Ilealey." 3 vols. Crown Svo.

IDA CRAVEN. A Novel. By Mrs. M. II. Cadell. 3 vols. Crown Svo.

CLEVEDEN. A Novel. By Stephen Yorko, Author of ' Tales of the
Nortli Hiding." 2 vols. Crown Svo.

TOO LONG UNTOLD, and other Stories. By Kathorine Saunders.
2 voIh. Crown Hvo.

Contknth: Too I.onK Untold —The Harpers of Men-y-don

—

Ida's Story Little Missy—The Shaken Nest.

UNFOLDINGS OF CHRISTIAN HOPE. An Kssay showing that

the DiK'triiie cf«ntaiiie<l in the Damnatory (Clauses of tlu* CreiMl

cnninioidv called Athanasian is unscriptural. Bv ProMbvter
Small crown Svo. Cloth. 4c. Gd.

OuUm Printing Workt, lieccU*.

«
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